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ABSTRACT

Many future linear collider designs call for electron and positron beams with

normalized rms horizontal and vertical emittances of 7_x = 3× 10-6 m-rad and "y_y= ,

3 x 10-s m-rad; these are a factor of 10 to 100 below those observed in the Stanford

Linear Collider. In this dissertation, we examine the feasibility of achieving beams ..

with these very small vertical emittances. We examine the limitations encountered

during both the generation and the subsequent acceleration of such low emittance

beams. We consider collective limitations, such as wakefields, space charge effects,

scattering processes, and ion trapping; and also low intensity limitations, such as

anomalous dispersion, betatron coupling, and pulse-to-pulse beam jitter. In general,

the minimum emittance in both the generation and the acceleration stages is limited

by the transverse misalignments of the accelerator components. We describe a few

techniques of correcting the effect of these erro.s, thereby easing the alignment

tolerances by over an order of magnitude. Finally, we also calculate "fundamental"

limitations on the minimum vertical emittance; these do not constrain the current

designs but may prove important in the future.
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Chapter 1.1

CHAPTER 1

THE GENERATION AND ACCELERATION OF LOW

. EMITTANCE FLAT BEAMS

. In this dissertation, we will examine the generation and subsequent acceleration

of electron and positron beams with very small vertical emittances. Currently,

many groups around the world are designing the "next generation" of e+/e - lineal'

colliders; the first generation is the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) at SLAC. The

future accelerators are designed to have center-of-mass energies of 1 to 2 TeV.

To perform useful measurements, these accelerators need to have very high lu-

minosities; the luminosity multiplied by the cross section of interest specifies the

experimental event rate. The linear colliders are being designed for luminosities of

1033 to 1034 cm -2 sec -1. This is one-to-two orders of magnitude higher than that

currently achieved in colliding beam machines, and many orders of magnitude higher

than that achieved by the SLC.

" The luminosity depends upon the density of the colliding beams and the degree

of overlap. Assuming that the beams fully overlap, the luminosity can be written:

N-N+nbfrep
£-.= HD , (1.1.1)

4_raxay

where we have assumed that the beams have gaussian transverse distributions with

rms dimensions of ax and a v. In addition, N_ and N+ are the number of electrons

and positrons per bunch, ?'tb is the number of bunches per batch, frep is the batch

repetition rate, and HD is the pinch enhancement factor.

To achieve the required luminosity, many future linear colliders designs are striv-

ing for very small spot sizes at the interaction point (IP); parameters of a number
, ,ii

of Lhe designs are listed in Table .. The spot size is described by two parameters:

- the beam emittance, which is a measure of the beam's phase space volume, and

. , The parameters are in a _tate of flux and, in addition, many laboratories have multiple sets of
parameters. Thus, we have chosen a representative, but not necessarily current or exhaustive,
set.

t There are two designs (not listed) that have much larger spot sizes: the superconducting
TESLA design and the high current DESY design. These machines achieve the necessary
luminosity by having many bunches.

1



Table 1. Parameters of linear collider designs.
i i ii ....

SLC {_28]NLC [_27]JLC [_27]CLIC [_27]DESY[ 5_]
, i m|,,i i i ,i |,,, i , ,i

C-O-M Energy [TEV] 0.1 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.5

Luminosity [1033cm -2 sec -1] 0.006 10 6 12 4.1
,,, ,, , , ,, , ,,

e+/ e- per bunch [101°] 5.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.7
'" ' t '"

Number bunches 1 10 10 11 172
,,,, ,

Repetition rate [Hz] 180 180 200 1700 50
, ,,, , , , ,, .... ,

IP beam size' ax [nm] 1600 220 200 60 169
,, , ,

a v [nm] 1600 2.5 1.7 12 5.5
,, ,, ,,

az [pm] 1000 100 76 200 200
,, , ,

Emittance: 7ex [10-6 m-rad] 16 3 3 3 4
,,,

7ey [10-6 m-rad] 16 0.03 0.03 1 0.04
iiiii 11 ,,, 11 i1

the beta function which depends upon the focusing structure of the accelerator. In

particular, the spot size can be written:

a_,v = X/_:ve_,v , (1.1.2) "

where/_x,y is the beta function and _,y is the projected emittance. To reduce the

spot size, we need to reduce both the beta function and the beam emittance at the

lP; this is the driving force behind small emittance beams.

To get a small emittance beam at the IP, the beam is created at low energy and

then (very carefally) accelerated to the final energy; Figure 1 shows a schematic of

the proposed linear collider. The main components are: damping rings to generate

the very low emittance electron and positron beams, bunch compressors to decrease

the length of the particle bunches, linear accelerators to accelerate the beams, and

final focus regions to demagnify the beams to very small sizes.

In this dissertation, we will examine the limitations and the tolerances associ-

ated with both the generation and the subsequent acceleration of beams with very

small vertical emittances; we will not consider problems encountered in the bunch

compressors or the final focus and we neglect all of the issues associated with hav-

ing multiple closely spaced bunches. Although much of the physics is the same in

both the damping rings and the linear accelerators, the relative importance differs;

2



Chapter 1.1

2 GeV Damping Rings

e- Injector e + Injector

2nd Bunch
Compressor 1st Bunch

,,,,i/Compressors k,,. ........Prelim. Linac

fR_ = 3 GHz

Main Linacs IP
I

fRF = 1 1 GHz "_-_O_j '
Beam Dumps

Fig. 1. Schematic of the NLCia future linear collider.

, the primary sources of dilution in the damping rings are non-conservative processes

while in the linacs the main dilutions are due to conservative dilutions and pulse-to-

pulse jitter. Thus, we will consider each region separately, breaking this dissertation4"

into two main sections.

Specifically, in Section 2, we will discuss determination of the vertical emittance

in the damping rings. Here, we will calculate the emittance dilutions due to:

• Opening angle of radiation • Vertical dispersion

• Betatron coupling • Synchro-betatron coupling

• Intrabeam scattering • Ion trapping

• Space charge field • Wakefields

• Beam-gas scattering • Lifetime limits

• Ground motion • Power supply fluctuations

• High frequency jitter • Injection matching.

- And, in Section 3, we will discuss the vertical emittance dilutions in the linear

accelerators, calculating the dilutions due to:

- • Matching and fila.mentation • Vertical dispersion

• Transverse wakefields • tt.F deflections

• Betatron coupling • Space charge field

• Synchrotron radiation • Beam-gas scattering



• Ground motion • pulse-to-pulse jitter.

We have attempted to make a complete analysis of the effects that determine the

vertical emittance in the damping rings and the effects that can dilute the emittance

during the subsequent acceleration. Much of this work is analysis of well known

phenomena, in a new regime. However, some of it is actually new analysis, while
v

the remainder is a compilation of others work, sometimes with minor corrections or

extensions. We attempt to c!arify this with extensive references.

Finally, it is worth making two remarks to prevent potential confusion: first,

the references are organized in alphabetical order and thus the reference numbers

do not appear sequentially. Second, most equations are written in a form that does

not depend upon the explicit system of units, but, whenever the choice of units is

important, the MKS system is used.



Chapter 2.1

CHAPTER 2

GENERATION OF SMALL VERTICAL EMITTANCE BEAMS

In this chapter, we will discuss the generation of e+/e - beams with the very

, small vertical emittances required by many future linear collider designs; parameters

are listed in Table 1. Many designs have specified normalized vertical emittances

of roughly 3 × 10-s m-rad. This is over one order of magnitude smaller than that

specified in any of the current colliding beam storage rings or synchrotron light
sources.

In general, the electron beam originates at an "injector" while the positron beam

is created by colliding an electron beam with a target; the positrons are collected

from the resulting electron-positron pairs. At this time, electron injectors are not

able to generate beams with the necessary emittances and currents. Currently, ad-

vanced injectors, using RF guns with photo-cathodes, are able to generate beams

with Vc.l. _; 10-5 m-rad at currents of 2 x 101°e- per pulse! 1_''_3_1Theoretical con-

. siderations suggest that an order of magnitude improvement is possible, but not the

two-to-three orders of magnitude that are required. Furthermore, although some

new techniques have been suggestedl 1'_3there are no known techniques of producing.m

positrons with comparable emittances; usually conventional positron systems gener-

ate beams with emittances of ")'C.l."_ 10-2 - 10-a m-rad. Thus, the beam emittances

must be damped to decrease the six-dimensional emittance after the beams have
been created.

Liouville's theorem can be used to show that the phase space density of an infi-

nite number of particles is conserved in the absence of inter-particle and dissipative

forces. This does not leave many avenues to damp the beam. Currently_ three tech-

niques have been developed to damp high energy charged particle beams: stochastic

cooling, electron cooling, and radiation damping. The first two techniques are typ-

ically used on protons and ions where the radiation damping is ineffective. Both

processes are much too slow to be useful for a future linear collider.

The other technique, radiation damping, damps the beam by causing the par-

- ticles to radiate. The phase space density is damped because the radiation acts as

a dissipative force. Usually, one uses synchrotron radiation to perfor_n the damp-

ing, although any form of incoherent radiation, such as Cherenkov and transition

radiation, will also damp the beam.



It is important to realize that the radiation must be incoherent to damp the

beam; each particle must radiate independently. If one were to write a Hamiltonian ,

for the system, the coordinates and momenta of each photon need to be included;
tp

the phase space density of the beam is damped at the expense of the photon phase

space. In contrast, if there is coherent or stimulated radiation, there is a definite

phase relationship between the photons. In this case, one can describe the radiation

as an interaction with an external field and the phase space density of the beam is
conserved.

Explicitly, stimulated devices such as Free Electron Lasers (FELs), klystrons,

gyrotrons, etc., do not damp the beam. FELs and klystrons bunch the beam longitu-

dinally, but they increase the energy spread within the bunches. Similarly, gyrotrons

bunch the beam in transverse position (phase) but this is done at the expense of the

transverse momenta. This is also true of the Cyclotron Maser Cooling technique

suggested in Ref. 59. This device may generate substantial radiation, but it will not

damp the beam; the author has confused radiation power with damping and he did

not examine the effect on the beam phase space.

2.1.1 Damping Rings

Although the radiation damping process is faster than other techniques, it, is still

relatively slow. Thus, the beams are damped while they are stored in a damping

ring. As the highly relativistic particles are directed around the circumference of the

ring, they emit synchrotron radiation. This incoherent radiation has two competing

effects; it is a source of damping and a source of excitation.

The damping occurs because the synchrotron radiation acts as a frictional force,

decreasing the particle's momentum deviation from the design momentum, while

the excitation occurs because of the quantum nature of the radiation. Specifically,

the radiation of a photon changes the particle's energy and gives a small transverse

kick that depends upon the opening angle of the radiation. The transverse kicks

due to the opening angle directly change the amplitude of the particle's betatron

motion, and thereby the bunch's emittance, while the change in energy, due to the

radiation, has a more subtle effect. The particle executes betatron oscillations about

a closed orbit in the ring. Since this closed orbit depends upon the particle energy,

the radiation of a photon increases the rms amplitude of the betatron motion by

displacing the closed orbit rela.tive to the particle's position! _°_1
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, [,_41
Table 2. Damping ring parameters.

......................

SLC [92,122]CLIC [3el JLC [1_9]NLC [90] DESY [2_]
i ii i i iii i

" Energy [GEV] 1.15 2.0 1.54 1.8 3.15
-- , , -- __ ,, ,, , -- ,.,,

Circumference [meters] 35 162+ins. 180 155 650
-- ,, -- __ ,, ,,, , ,,, ,,,, -- ,,,, ,

I

Rep. rate [Hz] 180 1700 200 360 50
-= ,,. , , ,,

Current/bunch [101°e+/e -] 5 0.5 1 1.4 0.7
,,,

Number of bunches 2 22 × 10 8 x 10 10 × 10 172
. , -- _ ,. ,,. ,,, ,., ....

Injected 7e,,y [10-3 m-rad] 10 - 3 3 -
,., .,.,,

Extracted 7ox [10-6 m-rad] 16 3 3 3 4.1
-- ,, , ,, ,,,,, _

Coupling ex/ey 1 3 100 100 100
-- iiiiii • ,., .,,. , , i i

In a storage ring these two competing effects lead to an equilibrium beam size

and emittance. When designing a damping ring, one strives to maximize the damp-

ing while keeping the equilibrium en_ittance small. A review of the basic dynamics
i,

in an e+/e - ring is presented in Appendix A along with a more detailed discussion

of damping rings and the basic scaling of damping ring parameters.
,o

2.1.2 Current Designs

The main parameters of four damping ring designs for high energy linear colliders

are compared with the SLC damping rings in Table 2; the NLC design is described

in greater detail in Appendix B. Although these rings are each optimized for the

respective linear colliders, there are two primary differences between the future

designs and the SLC damping rings: first, the future rings are striving for very small

emittances, especially the JLC, NLC, and DESY designs which call for extracted

vertical emittances of "),ey= 3 _ 4 × 10-8 m-rad; this is a factor of 500 smaller than

the SLC design.

- Second, the future designs plan to provide much more d_mping than the SLC

damping rings. For example, in the NLC design, the injected vertical emittance is

. damped twice as much as in the SLC rings while operating at a faster repetition rate.

To achieve the necessary damping, the rings have larger circumferences, allowing

multiple batches of bunches to be damped at once. In addition, the rings operate at

slightly higher energies and use smaller angle bends to further increase the damping

7



while maintaining small equilibrium emittances. Finally, some of the designs plan

to supplement the damping with damping wigglers.

2.1,3 Limitations

As mentioned, there are two primary differences between the SLC damping rings

and the future designs', the damping requirements and the emittances. In principal,

the damping requirement is not really a limitation; one can always cascade multiple

rings to decrease the requirements. The difficulty, of course, is in arriving at an

elegant solution.

In contrast, the very small vertical emittance, that many designs require, may

prove more difficult to achieve; we will examine the feasibility of this requirement.

In the next sections, we will analyze the limitations on the vertical emittance and

the aspect ratio e,/ey. In Section 2.2, we discuss the single particle limitations;

these are primarily due to transverse betatron coupltng and the vertical dispersion.

Next, in Section 2.3, we examine the collective limitations: intrabeam scattering,

ion trapping, direct space charge effects, and wakefields. In addition, we will discuss

limitations due to beam-gas scattering and the beam lifetimes. In Sections 2.4

and 2.5, we calculate the effect of jitter sources and the required injection matching;
t,

matching tile extracted beam is discussed in Section 3.3.2. Finally, in Section 2.6,
we summarize our results.

Of course, the vertical emittance is not the only limitation facing these future

damping rings and, for completeness, we briefly describe a few of the other problems

in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 2.2

SINGLE PARTICLE LIMITATIONS

2.2.1 Introduction

" In this chapter, we discuss low current effects that contribute to both the ver-

tical emittance and the vertical beam size in e+/e - storage rings; we differentiate

between the two because it is possible to increase the beam size without increasing

the emittance. Most of this discussion is taken directly from Ref. 84. A section

discussing the synchrotron motion and a section applying the results to the NLC

damping ring has been added. The discussion is very general and is applicable

to synchrotron radiation sources as well as damping rings; synchrotron radiation

sources strive for small emittances to increase the spatial coherence of the photon
beams.

We consider contributions from the opening angle of the synchrotron radiation,

the vertical dispersion, and the betatron and synchro-betatron couplings; we neglect

. all current dependent phenomena which also constrain the ring performance, these

are discussed irl Section 2,3. The goal in performing this study is to illustrate

. how these effects contribute to the vertical emittance and beam size, and thereby

determine the limitations that they impose on future designs. In particular, we will

discuss alignment tolerances needed to limit the vertical emittance and beam size

that are consistent with the inclusion of realistic correction techniques.

As discussed in Appendix A, the low current equilibrium emittance and beam

size in an e+/e - storage ring is determined by two competing processes: quantum

excitation and damping, both of which result from the synchrotron radiation emitted

by the particles in the ring. The quantum excitation is due to the discrete nature of

the radiation whereas the damping is a result of the mere existence of the incoherent

synchrotron radiation.

The radiation of a photon changes the particle's energy and gives a small trans-

" verse kick that depends upon the opening angle of the radiation. The transverse

deflections due to the opening angle directly change the amplitude of the particles

, betatron motion, and thereby the bunch's emittance, while the change in energy due

to the radiation has a more subtle effect. The particle executes betatron oscillations

about a closed orbit in the ring. Since this closed orbit depends upon the particle

energy, the radiation of a photon increases the rrns amplitude of the betatron motion



by displacing the closed orbit relative to the l>article's position. In the horizontal

plane, the increase in emittance due to this second effect is typicMly much larger

than the increase due to the opelling angle of the radiation, However, ideally, in the
t,

vertical plane, there is no dispersion alld thus the opening angle should determine
the vertical emittance.

le

In practice, this is not the case, First, vertical dipole errors and a non-zero

vertical closed orbit in the quadrupole magnets will directly introduce vertical dis-

persion. Second, a non-zero vertical closed orbit through the sextupole magnets,

vertical sextupole misalignments, o1' rotational misalignments of the quadrupoles

couple the horizontal and vertical planes. This coupling has two effects, both of

which increase the vertical emittance. It couples the horizontal dispersion to the

vertical, increasing the vertical, and it couples the x and y betatron motion so that

energy is transferred between the two planes. Finally, misalignments of the RF

cavities o1' vertical dispersion in the RIp cavities can couple the transverse and the

longitudinal planes.

In this chapter, the effects of t.lle couplil_g on the vertical emittance are analyzed

perturbatively, assuming large asl_ect ratios e_,/ev and ez/e v. In the next section,

the relevant equations of motion are intro<lttced and we discuss the closed orbit and

the closed orbit correlation function which will be needed to calculate the effects of a

closed orbit. Then, in Section 2.2,3, we calculate the emittance due to the opening

angle of tlm radiation, This is roughly estimated in Ref. 104; the more detailed

calculation in Section 2.2,3 yields a result a fa.ctor of two smaller.

In Section 2.2.4, we calculate tl_e vert.ical emittance and 1)ea,m size due to the

vertical dispersion caused by random errors and a,non-zero closed orbit. In previous

work, the corrected closed orbit has been treated either as a series of uncorrelated

offsets in the magnets la7'8_1o1'the sallle as an UllCOrrec.tedclosed orbit 1_4'_*_),Typically,

the first procedure will overest, imate the effect of the closed orbit and the second

will underestimate the contributiol_.

Next, in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.'2.6, we use ana.logy with the vertical dispersion to

discuss the betatron and syncliro-I)etatron cotlpling, As stated, in an e+/e - ring,

the betatron and synchro-l_etatron cOtll>li_gs cause both a loca.1 beam size increase

and a fundamental dilution ot' t,tle \'crt, ical l,l_ase space; the local beam size increase

arises because the horizontal all(l l¢_ngi!tl¢lillal elnittances are projected int.o the

vertical plane. The betatron <'Otll)lilJgllas ))cell lreated l)oth exactly I_'sg'_z'land when
{2(;,4r,,t_]

close to tlm coupling resorlances. Lik(:\vise, t,he synchro-1)et.atron COUl)linghas

10
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been treated exactly tl_'agland when close to resonance! 5'8°'at33Unfortunately, the

first provides a formalism that is complex and does not lend itself to a simple

• understanding of the problem, and the second approach is not sufficient in e+/e -

rings. In particular, such an analysis of the betatron coupling suggests that the

' coupling can be fully corrected with a few (2-4) skew quadrupoles. This is not

correct; one must fix the coupling at every bending magnet to fully cancel the

coupling contribution to the emittance.

In Section 212.7, we estimate the effectiveness of various techniques in reducing

the vertical emittance and beam size, and we compare these analytic results with the

results of simulations. Next, in Section 2.2.8, we discuss the calculation of tolerances,

consistent with the correction techl_iques, to limit the vertical emittance and beam

size in future storage ring designs. The results of both Sections 2.2.7 and 2.2.8

are important when determining tolerances to limit the vertical emittance with a

specified degree of confidence. Then, in Sections 2.2.9 and 2.2.10, we summarize our

results and apply them to calculate tolerances for the NLC damping ring.

Finally, it, should be noted that many of the results in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5,

in particular, the effect of random errors, have been derived repeatedly over the

last thirty years; references to the earlier sources are provided. The new contri-

" butions in these sections are: the effects of a corrected closed orbit are calculated

more precisely, the distinct ion between tlm projected emittance and the emittance is

emphasized, and a simple form for the emittance due to betatron coupling is found

which is analogous to tlm emittance due to the vertical dispersion. This later result

is important for deterlnining the effectiveness of the coupling correction which is

discussed in Section 2.2.7. Ii_ addition, the distinction between the beam size and

the emittance was obviously realized by Piwinski in Ref. 82, but it seems to have

been neglected in much of t.l_eliterature. Since this is relevant in damping rings, it

is important to emphasize the difference.

2.2.2 Preliminaries

A particle beam consists of particles distributed in six-dimensional phase space.

Wllen the beam is uncoul)led, t ll¢, rms vertical emittance of a ,hatched beam is

. simply given by'

= -(vy,) - (v2)
- /3y ' (2.2.1)

But, when the beal_l is cotll_l¢'d tlJ_' l,orlnal modes of oscillation rotate from the

ll



horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal planes. In weakly coupled e+/e - rings, this

coupling has two effects: it increases the projected vertical emittance, the larger

horizontal and longitudinal emittances are projected into the vertical phase space,

and it couples the "vertical" normal mode emittance to the syrichrotron radiation

noise, leading to an increase in the normal mode emittance; in a weakly coupled

ring, we can discuss the "vertical" normal mode emittance since the normal modes

are not rotated far from the uncoupled orientations.

The projected emittance depends upori the coupling and can fluctuate from

point-to-point around the ring while the equilibrium normal mode emittance is in-

variant. Thus, in this chapter, we will refer to the vertical normal mode emittance

as the "vertical emittance" and the projected emittance as the local beam size:

We are interested in calculating boih tile vertical beam size and the "vertical"

normal mode emittance; the bearn size is the relevant quantity in some situations

while the emittance is in others. As mentioned, we need to differentiate between the

two because the vertical beam size is the projection of the beam's six-dimensional

emittance onto the vertical plav.e. Thus, in addition to depending on the vertical

emittance, the vertical beam size is also a function of the local coupling between

the vertical plane and the horizontal and longitudinal planes. An example, is the

coupling due to vertical dispersion: in this case, the beam size depends on both the

vertical emittance and the energy spread, through the vertical dispersion.

In the limit of weak coupling, this relation can be expressed as

/3,j(.s) = eu + lT,,(s) ' (2.2.2)

where al#loca I includes the effects of t.he local coupling and eu is the "vertical" normal

mode emittance. Notice that the local collpling contribution to e2/¢7u is a function
of the azimuthal position in the ring s, wl_ile the contribution from the emittance

is (approximately) invariant. This occurs because the emittance represents a fun-

darnental measure of the vertical phase space while alocal is due to a coupling that

can change fi'om point-to-point.

At this point, we can further stibdi\'i¢le l.lle cont.ribtitions to t.he vertical beam

size. As mentioned in the intro¢l_ction, we c'o_sicler four effects that contribute to the

low current l:,eana size: (1) tll<, 1-]lOil](:'iil IdI]id+:'penctance of the vertical closed orbit,

12
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i.e., the vertical dispersion, (2) the coupling of the betatron motion, (3) the synchro-

betatron coupling, and (4) the opening angle of the radiation. These effects have

contributions that are statistically independent which is discussed in Appendix C.1.
i.

Thus, the vertical beam size can be written as the sum of the contributions'.

2
, o O'disperston o'_ coupling °'synchro-/_ coupling (2,2 3)

/Jy(S----'_= /3y + /_y + ' /jy + eopening ang, . .

Here, the first three contributions have both a local coupling contribution and an

emittance contribution while the opening angle only contributes to the vertical emit-

tance.

2.2.2.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

To calculttte the contributions to the beam size, we will need equtttions for the

vertical dispersion, the beta.tron motion, a.nd the synchrotron motion. Strictly, the

transverse and the 16ngitudinal motion should be treated together in a complete

description of the coupled six-dimensional motion. Fortunately, in a strong-focusing

. storage ring, the synchrotron frequency is much lower than the betatron frequencies,

and thus it is usually valid to assume that the synchrotron motion only causes

an adiabatic modulation of the betatron motion; we examine the effects of the
J

synchrotron motion and the synchro-bctatron resonances in Section 2.2.6.

The equations of motion for a particle in a storage ring are discussed in Ap-

pendix A. Neglecting the effecl s of synchrotron radiation and acceleration, the trans-

verse equations can be writtolltt°°l

,, [ 1(., ]z +(l-A) (IQ +C;'_),r+A'll/+--d--(x _'-y2) =AG+(I_A)Gzc
(2.2.4)

y" (l-A) IQ?/-K_x+h'oxy =(1-zX)Gyc ,

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to s, the azimuthal coordinate, and

A is the relative energy deviation' A - (p-po)/p where p is the particle momentum

and t)0 is the design nlomentun_; t.o first-order A equals the more common parameter

5 - (p-po)/po. In addition, (7 is t.lle lnain horizontal guide field which is the inverse

of the local bending ra.dius:

1 e
6'(s) _= = --B_ , (2.2.5)p(,s) po '

Oxc and Guc arc' the inverse I_elJclil,g radii of additiona, l corrector or error dipole

13



fields, and K1, K1, and K2 are the normalized quadrupole, skew quadrupole, and

sextupole fields:

e OBv -- e OB_ e 02By
Kl(s) = Kl(s) = --_ K2(s) = --- (2.2.6)

po Ox Po Ox po Ox2 "

With these definitions, positive Gxc,yc causes a deflection in the positive x or y

direction and positive K1 corresponds to focusing in the horizontal plane.

Now, with complete generality, we caIl sepa.rate the solutions into'. (1) the on-

energy (ZX= 0) inhomogeneous solution, referred to as the closed orbit, (2) the first-

order energy dependence of this closed orbit, referred to as the dispersion function,

and (3) the homogeneous solution which is referred to as the betatron motion. Thus,

x = xc + _Srlz+ x_ where a'c is the closed orbit, fir is the dispersion function, and xf_

is the betatron motion. Using this expansion in Eq. (2.2.4), we find equations for
the closed orbit

u K2 o ,)
x c + (K1 + G2)xc + filyc + _(x_ - y_.) = Gzc (2.2.7)

I/

Yc - h'lYc + A'lxc - l(2xcyc = Gyc .

t

Next, linear equations for the dispersion function and the on-energy betatron

motion can be found by expanding al)out the closed orbit:

r/_+ (K_ + a2)ru +/';"_,_,j+ h'2(,r_>,- y_r/_)=

G
Z (2,2.8)I!

fly - K17]y + A'lr/, - K2(a:dl._ + YdT,) =

-(,'!1c - ]Q Y_+ h'l xc - K2xcyc

and

x_ + (lij + G'_)a'13+ £'lYl_ + l(2(xcx/3 - YcYlt) = 0
. _ (2,2.9)

y/j - A'ly/_ + A'la,/_- l(.2(xf_yc + a'cy/t) = 0 .

These equations for the transverse motion are complical, ed. Although, we could
., [_s,4,,s_,l_51

solve for the coupled rnotion and beam sizes exactly, these exact solul, ioi_s

do not provide simple insight into the weakly coupled (flat beam) ca.se. Thus, we

will proceed by further apl_roximating lhese equations of motion.

1,1
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Table 3, Effects of rotat, ional [O] and vertical [y,,,] misalignments,
i .......

Misalignment Effect Result
i ii i iii ii lul i i Him

• ",ert. BPM yc,._ Ym non-zero closed orbit
i

Vert. Quad, AGx = -Kly,n dipole kick
....... , ........ ,,,,, ,,, ,,,,

" Vert. Sext. AA'I = K2ym coupling

Rot. Bend AGx = -GO dipole kick

Rot. Qtmd. AIQ = 2K10 coupling
i , ,, , ,,,,, ,, ,

2.2.2.2 PERTURBATWE APPI1OXIMATION

In the limit of flat beams, one ca l_solve the equations fox' the dispersion function

and the betatx'on motion perLllrbaLively. Fox' the bemn to be flat, the horizontal

dispersion must be, on average, nlttch larger than the vertical r/z >> 7/v and the

horizontal betatron amplitude must be much larger than the vertical zfi >> yfl.

Furthermore, without a loss in gencra lity, we can assume that the horizontal closed

. orbit is zero; the effect of _ non-zero horizontal closed orbit can be included by

considering small changes of the focusing function K1 due to the sextupoles.

, Now, with these aI)proxilllatiollS, the equations fox' the dispersion and the beta-

tron motion are

II .,o
a l_+ (h'l + G')a'i3 = 0

(2,2,10)lt
Yr_- l(lYl_ = -l(]xfl + I(2ycxfl ,

ai1 d

tl (J

(2,2,111
.,li f "_"
'lr - I(]_'l_ = -(,_jc - If lye- I(lrl, + I('2.yc_x .

Fhese equations are no lollger coupled, the vertical motion is simply driven by the

horizontal, ,_nd thus they are silnple to solve.

2.2.2.3 ERRORS

. ..'_shas heel] rnelit.iolled, _xcltl(liJlg the opening angle contribution, the low cur-

rent vertical bealn size is rl<i'tel'll_ill<'(Iby errors in an un(:Oul)led storage rillg, In

this cllapter, we co_lsicler l,]le eft'ect of random vertical misalignments of the quad-

rupoles, sext,upoles, and iile Bearll Position Monitors (13PMs). In addition, we will

15



also consider the effect of random rotational errors of the quadrupoles and the bend-

ing dipoles. The effect of these errors is sumnaarized in Table 3 where Vm and (9

are the vertical and rotational naisalignments. As one can see from Eqs. (2.2.10)
m

and (2.2.11), vertical dipole errors, due to rotations of the bends, vertical mis-

alignments of the quadrupoles, oi' non-zero closed orbits in the quadrupoles directly
i

introduce vertical dispersion. In addition, these same dipole errors create a non-zero

vertical closed orbit which couples the a and y planes in the sextupoles. Finally,

quadrupole rotations and sextupole misalignments will also couple the two trans-

verse planes. We will discuss these effects in detail in Sections 2.2.4 and 2,2.5 after

discussing the opening angle contribution to the emittance.

2.2.2.4 CLOSED ORBIT

Here, we calculate the closed orbit and the closed orbit correlation function re-

sulting from the misalignments. The correlation function will be needed, in Sections

2.2.4 and 2.2.5, to calculate the beam sizes resulting ft'ore the vertical dispersion and

the betatron coupling. Although we are primarily concerned with the effects of cor-

rected orbits, we will derive expressions for both corrected and uncorrected orbits

for comparison.

The vertical close orbit is described by Eq. (2.2.7). Assuming that the skew

quadrupole terms are small, i.e., tl_e weak couplil_g limit, Eq. (2.2.7) is easily solved

with the periodic Greens function for the ring:

_,_(s s') = X//3_"_('_)/3x'_('_')<:o._(l,l'._,,_(s)-'¢,_,,_(s')l- _,,,,y) , (2.2.12)
' 2 sin 7ru_.y

where/3 is the beta function, u is the tune, and _/,is the phase advance: g, = f ds//3.

Using this, we find a solution for the vertical closed orbitl a'l

,,+C

Yc(S) = 2_)sin_ruy i Vf/3'J(=)c°s(I/'"J(s)-_/'Y(Z)'4"_'uY)G(z)dz' _') ? 13).... "
8

where G'(,s) = G_c + G@B +/ql!/,_,

Now, we ca.ricalculate tlie OXl:Jec:todrrns lriagnitnde of i,he closed orbit given an

ensemble of ralldolyl dipole errors, wit la Gaussian distributions. Oile finds the well

16
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known result Jail

. /3y(s) E (G2L2)'_ ' (2,2,14)
(Y;(*)) = 8sin 2 7rt_y" kicks

where the beta function a,t each kick is t_pproximated by the average bett_ function

- within tlmt magnet and the tingle brackets are used to denote the expected value

which is found by averaging over tlm gaussian distribution of errors.

Next, to calculate the vertical dispersion and the coupling introduced by the

errors, we need the correlation function for the closed orbit, (ye(s')yc(s)). Using

Eq. (2.2.13), this can be expressed as a double integral

,¢+C s+C

(>(¢)>(_)> 4 sin" rrv ii

,q# 8

,,,h_r_Z'= iS(,.'),_o_=_o_(,/.(_)-¢.(:)+_,), _nacos'= cos(¢(_')- ¢(_')+ _),
To evaluate {G(z')G(z)) the ilitograls rnust be over the same portion of the ring.

Assume initially that ,i > s, t.lien

s+C s'+C s'

• (Yc(J)Yc('))=X'/'('I/'_(s')4si,,':--try[//dz'dz "" W / dz'/dz "'] , (2.2.16)
s' s+C s

where ,., is used to represent the integrands _nd we h_ve used the fact that the

errors G' are uncorrelated t.o simplify the expression.

As before, the double integrals collapse to single sums over the deflections, but

the second double integral has clifI'crent limits and thus an additional factor of 27rv

must be added to the p]iase U'(z'). \'Vc average over the high frequency terms and,

in the case of an uncorrc(:tcd closecl orbit, we are left, with

s+C
<>(j)>(_)> ¢13,.,('II_.(,-_') o= ----=--- cosA_bE fl,_i(a,L,)

8 sin- 7r_xv i=s
" s' (2.2,17)

where A_/, = d.,_j(sl) -.i/,!1 s) an(I lllo absolllte values signs were used to include the

case J < ,s. Note tlla.t refills of or(lcr 1/47r<_ ha.re been dropped from Eq. (2.2.17);

these will be small correcti()lls iii l_igh t,_lne, low emittance rings.
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We consider two cases: an uncorrected orbit and the orbit after substantial

correction. Since the correlation function is periodic in As, we can express it as

a Fourier series. Furthermore, since the V/'_7 dependence has been removed, the m

correlation function must be all even function of As and thus the Fourier series only
contains cosine terms:

= T + (2,2.:s)n=l PY J

To calculate the coefficients cn for an uncorrected orbit, we make a smooth approx-
imation

Z 3yi{G_L,} ,_ '?_r,,- z_, _yi(a_L;) , (2.2.19)
i=s " "Y i=s

where AC = ¢(g) - ¢(s). The coeMcients are then

+ ,q)(:-
c,, = rr2(n2 - u_),2 , (2.2.20)

Here, only the two harmonics c,, on eitller side of the tune, n = [vvJ,[vnT,will

be large, and thus, we can approxin:ate the uricorrected orbit with just these two
terms.

When the closed orbit is corrected its Fourier spectrum tends towards that of

white noise. There are two reasons for this: first, most orbit correction techniques

tend to reduce the dominant harmo::ics on either side of the tune while increasing
the other modes. The second, and :note fundamental, reason is that the BPMs are

misaligned relative to the rilJg cel:terline. Thus, evell with perfect orbit correction,

where the measured orl)it is zeroed at ali of tl_e 1)osition monitors, the actual closed

orbit will have a white noise Sl_e.cl:'tl_m_.

We can approxinaate this by assunaing that tl_e correctors "randomize" the or-

bit, and thus points on either side of a ('orrector are uncorrelated. Furthermore,

assuming that many correctors arc used to correct, the orbit, we can approximate

the correlation function between correctors with just the first term of Eq. (2.2.17).
Thus,

., ( cos A_I,, No correctors

iri between s and s e- , /.j,, (2.2.21)
O, Ol,]lel'wise

Here, the term (y_}//3v is _:ot e(tt_;_lto E(I. ('2,'2,14);it is tl,e square of tl:e residual
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orbit after correction. In particular, for an orbit that is fully corrected, one can

approximate (y_} with the estirna, ted vertical mis_lignments of the BPMs (y2), We

will use this correlation function in Sections 2,2.4 and 2.2,5 after calculating tile

effect of the opening angle of the radiation,

" 2.2.3 Opening Angle Emittance

In this section, we derive the emittance contribution due to the opening angle of

the synchrotron radiation, Photons are radiated with an rrns angle of 1/')' relative

to the particle trajectory, thereby changing both the longitudinal and transverse

momentum of the particle, In an ideal storage ring built in the horizontal plane, the

vertical closed orbit does not del)end upon the longitudinal momentum and thus

the radiation opening angle should determine the vertical emitta, nce. In practice,

errors in the machine will generate vertical dispersion and couple the horizontal and

vertical betatron motion, These effects will then determine the vertical emittance.

Still, the emittance due to the opening angle is useful since it specifies a lower bound

on the vertical emittance, a lower bound that will be approached by future machines.

The emittance contribution due to the opening angle is estimated in Ref, 104

by ignoring the correlatioll between the energy and angle of the radiated photons,

" In this approximation, one Ill,dm

c,, ,$'&(,) C;a( )cls
c,, __ 2(f.v _ G,2(s)ds (2.2.22)

where Cq = 3.84 x 10-la met,ers. Our derivation will parallel that of Ref, 104, except

tha / the correla.tion betweell the energy and angle of the photon will be included.

The high energy photons sl_ould be radiated at smaller angles than the low energy

photons and thus the correct result will be smaller than Eq. (2.2.22).

When a particle radiales a l)lloton of energy u, the transverse angle changes

,_y/ tl
= _(5:, / and Ay = 0 . (2,2.23)

where ®_ is the angle of inclillatioll between the particle trajectory and the 1)ath of

the photon, The change iii y t challges the p_rt,icle's transverse invariant Jy:
t,

A,],,, : (_,,,:!/Ay' +/:lvy'Ay' + -_-(Ay') 2) , (2.2.24)

where ,]y is clet:ilmd in ]BcI. (A.'2.21),
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Now, the beana emittance is calculated fronl d v by averaging over tile beam,

Since changes in y I al'e sta.tistically indel_endent , the change in the emittance is

found from the average of AJ v, Furthermore, the averages of V and yt are zero, and .q

thus, if we assume that the probability ot' radiation is uncorrelated with the particle

position and transverse momentum, the chemge in the emittance between position

sand s+dsis

&(s) = -_A/'<AV'2(s)) d..._s (2,2,25)
C

where the angle brackets are used to denote an average over the particles in the
beam and

e) t'_ Q

/ _t'v?Ar<A,'2(s)) .= _n(v,ft, s)dud_2 , (2.2.26)
' E(}

Here, n(u, _, s)dudg] is t.he expect, cd number of photons radiated per unit time at

position s with an energy between u and u + du and a solid angle of _ to fl + dfl,

By assuming that {yAy') = (y){Ay') = 0, as we did in Eq. (2,2.25), we are

ignoring the effect of gradients in the magnets. When the magnetic field has a

gradient, the probability of radiation depends ripen the particle position, But,

the magnetic field variation across a beam is ts'pically very small and thus we can

ignore it. For example, a damping ring design for the NLC I°°1has gradients of 300

KG/meter in the 13.1 I(G bending magllets while the beam sigma is 4 microns.

Thus, the field varies by only '2 Gauss across tlle beam,

Now, to find the cllange in the emittance over one turn, we integrate de over the

ring

/Z_,/ (2.9 97)

ds

A_ = _2 ,V'(Ay'2)T

The equilibrium emittance is t,hen calctllalod by setting the change due to quantum

excitation equal to the change dlle to danlping, Thus

= 74"(') , , .... .

where rv is tlm vert,ical clalnl)irig t ilne elll¢_l_/i_is the revolutioll period of the l'illg.

Note that the vertical ert_ittal_ce,danlping raw is 2/rv.
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Chapter 2,2,3

Thus, we need to evaluate the integral in Eq, (2,2,28) over 'u and 9/, The rate

of photons emitted with energy between u and u + du multiplied by the energy u is

. equal to the power r_tdiated with a, frequency between w = u/li, and (u + du)/h,

O"-P(u/ti
un(u,_,s)dud_'l = ' S)dwd_ (2,2,29). OwOgt

The classical relation for the differential power radiated by an ultra-relativistic

electron in instantaneous circular motion was calculated by Schwinger la°_l

where
3

= 3c + ¢" ' (2.2,31)

Here, ¢ is the angle of inclination above the orbital plane; thus, ¢ is equivalent

. to Ov of Eq, (2,2,23), In addition, p(s) is the instantaneous radius of curvature,

and 1;.'__and Kz are modified Bessel functions, Notice that the azimuthal angle has3 3

been integrated out of Eq, (2,2,30); it would be needed if we wa,nted to calculate
,p

the opening angle contribution to the horizontal emittance, but, as was mentioned

earlier, the horizontal emittallce is domina,ted by the dispersive effects,

Thus, tlm equilibrium emit, rance is

_r
2

ev = 4Torr 2 _0

(2,2.32)
O0

x a Ai(()+ 1/.F.+¢2
0

where _o has been written iil terms of _, Furthermore, since the integrand is very

" small for g, ,-_ 7r/2 >> 1/3, and decreases rapidly with ¢, we can extend the limits

of integration from +7r/2 to :t:oo
¢

II +" }rv 27 ce:2D. d,_ l:l.,j 7'2 _
ev = dto rr2 Ii,'_ .[_] d4"ll'' + ]3(,_) + 1/72 + _/,213(_)

_'X.J ,o

(2.2.33)
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where
¢¢

I,,(,,) = f , (2,2,34)
0 "

The integral l.(u)is equal to 1441

) (,,+1)I,(u)=_ F(_+I) - _ +u V 2 u , (2.2.35)

where F(x) is the gamma function, Specifically,

= 13 si,: vu(I- zfi) . (2.2,36)

Next, the integral over _/)is perl'orlned using the algebraic integral 14_}

x2"dx (2m- 1)!!(2n- 2m - 3)I!7r (2 2.37)(z 2 + c)" = 2(2,7-- 2)!!c"-m-1X/_ '
0

llo_]
Finally, substituting for rv, we find for the opening angle contribution to the

emittance,

Cy= 5,5fly f C,,2(s)ds . (2.2.38)

This is a factor of 2.1 times smaller than the estimate in Eq. (2.2.22). This expression

can be further simplified by using the average value of/3y and the rms energy spread
(Eq. (A,5.6)), We find

"t'¢v_ 0.2'1,7_/'_ua-_7 , (2.2.39)7

where 7e is the normalized emittance and ,7_ and at are the longitud:nal damping
partition number and the rms energy spread.

a

To estimate the importance of this effect, we note that opening angle emittance

is roughly a factor of 10s smaller tllan the SLC damping ring design emittance, ,I

a factor of 10 3 smaller than the Advanced Light Source 12_91(ALS) design vertical

emittance (ez/t!y = 10), and a factor of ,1:5smaller than the NLC dan:ping ring
design vertical emittance,
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Chapter 2,2.4.1

2.2,4 Vertical Dispersion

The vertical dispersion increases the beam size in two ways: first, the vertical

" dispersion is a coupling between the longitudinal energy deviation and the vertical

position. Since the beam corltains a finite energy spread, the vertical dispersion

, directly contributes to the vertical beain size. This will be referred to as the "local"

con_.ribution since the beam size increase only depends upon the local value of the

vertical dispersion; the energy spread in the beam does not vary significantly around

the ring.

Second, the vertical dispersion couples the "noise" due to the synchrotron ra-

diation from the longitudinal plane to the vertical plane. Since the photons are

uncorrelated, the radiation causes an increase in the rms amplitude of the betatron

oscillation. This effect will be referred to a.s tlm "globM" contribution of the vertical

dispersion since the eff(,ct depends upon the value of tlm dispersion in all of the

bending magnets.

Although, both the local and Ciaeglobal contributions from the verticM disper-

- sion increase the vertical beam size, t.llere is a fundamental difference between the

two. The local effect is sin_ply due to a coupling between the longitudinal and ver-

. tical planes; it does not actually cllange the beam's six-dimensional emittance. In

contrast, the global effect of the dispersion does cause an increase in the beam emit-

tance. In a synchrotron light source, tlm distinction between tlm local and global

effects is irrelevant; one is only interested in projected beana size. But, in a damp-

ing ring, the distinction is important since one is interested in the extracted beam

emittance; in theory, any residual coupling can be removed.

To calculate these two efl'_.,(:t.s,we will first derive expressions for the dispersion

arising from randoln errors an(l a l_ol_-zero closed orbit. Then, we will calculate the

co_ltributions to the vortical I_(:aJl_size and the emittance. Finally, the calculations

will be compared with t.lae rc,stilts of simulations.

2,2,4.1 VERTICAL DlSI:'12ltSlON

To find the vertical beam size contribution due to dispersion, we need to first

solve for the vertical dispersion and tlm derivative. In the limit of flat beams, thee.

vertical dispersion is given by:

7]_ + (li _+ C")q.,,= 6;
(2,9..11)

71_/- 1(17/!/: -'(;'qc- I(lyc- l(17]x + h'9,ycT]_, .
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These equations are solved in tile same rnallner as the equation for the closed orbit,

namely, by using the perioclic Greclls fullctiorl for the focusing field of the ring,
la4}

Eq, (2,2.12), The solutions are
l

s+C

r/t(s) = 2sinV/_x(s)rv,_/ X//3,,(z) cos(_/'x(s)- ez(z)+ 7rvz)G(z)dz

s (2.2,40)s+C

_X/'_v(s) / _ c°s(_/'v(s) - _l'y(z) + Trvv)F(z)dzUv(s) - 2sin 7rvv
$

where G(s) is the main bending function and F(s)= (A'2r/x - K1)yc- _'17?x-Gvc.

Now, the derivative cf qv with respect to s can be found directly from Eq.

(2.2.40). Unfortunately, this is complicated by the beta function which is also a

function of s, Instead, the functiori 1/_, which is a function of t]y and its derivative,
is introduced: Is21

This function is convenient sillce it both simplifies the expression for the vertical

emittance and has a solution that can be expressed in a form similar to (2.2.40):

s+C'

r/_(s)- 2sinTrvv
$

,2
Because the two equations have similar forms, the calculation of zlv will parallel

that of 71_. In particular, we will see that for random errors the expected values of
,2

r/_ and r/v are equal.

2.2.4.2 RANDOM ERRORS

To estinaate the beam size contril)ution, we need to calculate the expected values

of r/_/ v and rl_2//3v for the various error distributions. The square of the vertical

dispersion, Eq. (2.2.40), is a dolJb}(, int(_gral Q

,_ s+C'

_- 1 //dzcl.:' _( cos cos' F2(z, z')) (2.2.43) ./3v 4 sin" 7ruu

where/_1, cos, and cos I are defined as tlley were iii Eq. (2.2.15). In addition, since the

errors considered (quadrupole rot at iolls, sextupole n_isalignments, and dipole errors)

2t
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Chapter 2.2.4.2

are all assumed to be statistically independent, the function F2(z, z') contains five

terms

"' '(CO' "'' '. (Y:_(z,,='))= 4I_'_,1,1,:,/, )+ K_.,7,Z,,.,/_(y,_V,,)
• (2.2.44)/ _ ,,'-_1_ I I I

2f (Gyy_} + f f' (YcYc}_- _L,yL_yI --

- where the primes are used to denote functions of zI instead of z and f(z) is pro-

portional to the local chromaticity, f(z) = K2r}x - K1; the chromaticity is given

byt341

dz_y 1 /_Y =- dp/po = 4-7 (Irl - ](271z)flyds , (A.2.17)

where we have neglected the term from combined function magnets. It, is impor-

talit to notice that the vertical disl)ersion due to a closed orbit can be reduced by

using local chromatic correclion wl_ich reduces f(z); this will be discussed further

subsequently.

Since the errors are uncorrelated, the first three terms of Eq. (2.2.43) are calcu-

lated in the same manner as (9_}//3u, Eq. (2.2.14), yielding the results 13'1

= 1 (u,L)24<O2)&,,;/3y 8 sin2 rrvy
" quad

(2.2.45)

1 E( )2 2 o= , _, I(2L {y,. )/3u?]; ,
/3y 8 sin" rrVy sez,t

(7]_)dipole kicks (Y_)
= (2.2.46)

Du Dy '

Ali of the above equations are applicM)le for both corrected or uncorrected orbits.

The first two do not depend upon the closed orbit and the term {y_}//3_ in the third

equation is equal to Eq. (2.'2.14) for an uncorrected orbit or the square of the residual

for a corrected orbit. Notice, that this third term is not a result of a non-zero closed

orbit; it results from the erro,'s al ld correctors that create the non-zero closed orbit.

Finally, note that we have calculated the expected value of {rl_)/fly , but to

, calculate the emittance w(, will also need to calculate {71;2}//3y. As mentioned, this

quantity is calculate(l in an analogous manner; it differs from {7]_}//3v in that cos

and cos' become sin and sill', I)ul with the same apI)roximations , the results are
identical.

Z:)



2.2.4.3 ORBIT ERRORS

The fourth and fifth terms of Eq. (2,2.4.3) are functions of the closed orbit. We
b

will treat each of these terms in turn. First, we express the fourth term as an integral

of the closed orbit correlation function'

s+c

k, /3v 4 2 _x/-__sin Tru '
8

where the subscript 4 is used to denote that this is the fourth term of Eq. (2.2.44).

Next, using the Fourier expansion for the closed orbit function, Eq. (2.2.18),

we calculate this integral. In addition, since we are not interested in the explicit

dependence on position, we can average over s. This yields

" ) (,q_) n,_ c, (2.2.48)

where (v is the chromaticity defilied iii Eq. (A.2.17) and the 4- is used to represent a

sum over both 1/(uv + n) and 1/(uy - 7_). Now, if we only keep the most significant

coefficients cn for an uncorrected orbit, this becomes

(Yc) sinc 3 (2 2.49)By),t sin7rvy1.7v 7rAi@

where Auy is the fractional part of the tune and sincx = sinx/x.

We can calculate this term for a corr¢'cted orbit in a similar manner. This yields

. (2.2.,50)Zy ,/4  in .y Nco

Here, Ncor is equal to the number of correctors which we have assumed are uniformly

distributed. Notice that, although tlie corrected result is smaller by l/A½orr, the

forms of the corrected arid llll('Ol'l'(Wl.o(ll'('Slllt, s are similar. In particular, lloto that

both results depend lil_early upol_ I1_('cl_rornaticily 4y, which is usually adjusted to

be near zero; thus, both Eels. (2.'2.-1!))alid (2.2.5(I) will tel_d to be slnall.
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Now, we turn to the last term in Eq. (2.2,43). This contains the closed orbit

correlation function, Eq. (2,2.17). To solve for the effect of an uncorrected orbit, we

again use the Fourier expansion for the correlation function. This yieldsi

s+6'

( <r]_> = dzdz' f f' j3vfly cos cos' Z ct, cos _ (2.2.51)" k, /3v 5 4 sin2 7rb'y /39 n I}y
8

where AC = ¢(z)- ¢(z_). This expression is evaluated in the same manner as the

previous case; we first calculate the integrals and then average over s. We find

C

1 {1Is 16sin2 rUv t3u c,_ dz
,7=0 0

c (2,2.52)

+ if ] .
0

We can approximate this by assuming that the fi'actional tune Au u is small and thus
I

we keep only the most significal_t coefficient cn. This yields

si_lc 7tAuu (47r_v) + (47r ,
\ /3v 5 ].6sin 2 7ruv I3u

where A is
C

l idzft3vei2¢' I (2.2.54)A=47 r
0

and is sometimes referred to as tile width of the off-energy stop band. This result is

similar to the result found in Ref. 64; the primary difference is in the appearance of

the coefficients although tl_ey actually llave the same value over much of the range
in tune.

Finally, we solve for tile efl'oct ol'a corrected orbit in a similar manner, finding

"_ dz f /3v + dz f /3yei2¢ (2 2.55).- O _ ,

,, v /5 1Gsil:'Tru,u i.Tu ,,
71c ?lc

where nc denotes the position of olleCOl'rector arid nc + 1 denotes the position of

the next corrector. This restllt differs sigliificantly from the uncorrected case. The



uncorrected case depends on the average values of ,f3v and f/3ve i2_¢',In general, these

will be small; the former, the chronlaticity, is usually small by design while the later

tends to be small because of tile oscillating term ei2¢'. In contrast, the corrected
I

case depends on what we refer to as the local chromaticity and the local A, Both of

these will typically be much larger than the average values, The local chromaticity
i,

is usually positive in regions of dispersion to compensate the negative values in the

dispersion free regions, While tile average may be zero, the local values are not, In

addition, the local value of A will tend to be much larger than the average since the

oscillating term does not vary significantly over a short region,

Of course, despite the larger values of _locM and Alocal, the dispersion of the

corrected orbit will usually be smMler than that of an uncorrected orbit; orbit

correction reduces the residual orbit {Y'_}/3, Furthermore, if the c osedorbit is

comparable in magnitude to the misalignments yc _-, y.,, the contribution to the

vertical dispersion from the closed orbit will usually be much less than that from

the misalignments. This occurs because the orbit, even after correction, is still

correlated for short segments and some of the quadrupole and sextupole deflections
cancel,

2.2,4.4 BEAM SIZE

At this point, we can solve for the beam size increase due to the vertical disper-

sion. As mentioned, the vertical dispersion ha.s two effects: (1) it directly increases

the beam size by coupling a particle's energy deviation to the vertical position, and

(2) it causes the vertical emittallC(-, to increase. The first effect is simple; it causes

a local contribution to the expected beam size of

where er_is the rms energy deviation in the beam.

To calculate the second effect., the en_ittance increase, we use tile dispersion

invariant '/'gr which is analogous to _a,, (lefined in Eq. (A.5.9). Thus, _y can be
expressed

= 1__(,, ,2
/_u q'_+ 71y ) ' (2,2.57)

where we have used the function 7_,_introduced in Eq. (2.2.41). The contribution to
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the emittance from the vertical dispersion is[_°41

f

" where Cq = 55h/(32v/3mc) = 3,84 x 10-13 meter and fly is the vertical damping

partition, For a ring in the horizontal plane Ju = 1; in the limit of weak coupling,

the change in Ju due to errors is negligible,

Since the expected vMues of (_)/flu and (,];2)/flu are equal and are independent

of s, the expected value of the emittance can be written

(%} = 2 Cq72 <q:_>_IG 3ds = 23", ('l_>o'_ (2.2,59)

where, the relative energy spread (Eq. (A,5.6)) has been used to simplify the ex-

pression and Jc is the longitudinal damping partition, Since a'c is typically between

1 and 2, one can see that the emittance generally has a larger contribution to the

beam size than the coupling increase of Eq. (2.2.56).

At this point, we will again emphasize the distinction between these two effects.t,

As mentioned, the first effect, Eq. (2,2.56), is due to a coupling between the energy

deviation and the vertical position; it does not change the beam's six-dimensional

emittance, In contrast, the second effect, Eq. (2.2.58), causes a fundamental increase

in the phase space volume occupied by the beam. In a synchrotron light source this

distinction is irrelevant, but in a damping ring it is important because, unlike the

first effect, the emittance increase cannot be corrected once the beam has been

extracted ft'ore the ring. Of course, both effects can be corrected by correcting the

vertical dispersion in the ring; this is the subject of Section 2,2.7,

2.2.4.5 SIMULATIONS

To verify these results, l,l_ecomputer program CEMIT [891has been used to sim-

ulate various errors in t,lle SI,(.! North Damping Ring (NDR); ['2a'*a_lthe CEMIT

. program calculates the closed orbit and dispersion and then finds the equilibrium

emittance by calculating gej_eraliz(?d synchrotron integrals. The NDR is designed

to operate on the coupling difI'erence resonance, but for these simulations the tunes

were shifted to vx = 8.37,.5 and u:j = 3.275; this lattice will be referred to as the



Table 4, ev from vertical dispersion due to misalignrnents in the NDR1,
....... i • ii i ,=, i i i i i i i i i i i ii

Misalignment C,alc. ev Ira-rad] Simulated ev [na-rad]
i i li|ll i i i i i ,| i., i i |1 i -.

Random qu_d, @ = 0,5 mrad 1,91 x 10-12 1,83 :t: 0,05 x 10-12 '
,, , , ............

J

Random sext, Yrn= 150/an 6,51 x 10-12 6,42 4-0,16 x 10-12
,,,,,, , , , , , , , , ,, ..., ,, , , ..... , . .,, ..,, ,

Corrected closed orbit due to random

quad, ym = 150 tzm and BPM V,n = 150 ttm 1,32 x 10-12 1,1 -.t:0,2 x 10-12
, ,, , ,, ,., ......... , .,

NDR1, Finally, in this comparison, we will only discuss the increase in the vertical

emittance due to the vertical dispersion.

The results of simulating rotal.ional misalignments in the quadrupoles and ver-

tical misMignments in the sextupolcs are listed in Table 4. The misalignments were

generated fl'om gaussian distributions wit l_ rms widths of 0,5 mrad and 150 t_m, re-

spectively. The calculated values are found using Eqs. (2,2,45) a,nd (2,2,59), while

the simulated values are found by averagillg the results from 1000 different random

error distributions. Finally, the simul,_ted errors are the standard errors of the av-

eraged values. In both cases, one can see tllat the approximate formula agree well

with the simulations.

In addition, Table 4 lists results from simulating the effects of a corrected closed

orbit. Here, the results are the average ot' twenty simulations. The simulations

included vertical quadrupole misalignll_ents with an rms of 150 llrn and vertical BPM

misalignments, also, with an rms ot'1.50 t,n_. The resulting orbit was corrected using

the twenty vertical dipole correctors in the NDIt, to lninimize the rms of the simulated

orbit. Before correction, the rms m_tgnitude of the actual orbit was roughly 1.5 mm;

the correction reduced this to 140 l_m, roughly the accuracy of the BPM alignment.

, . 9 2 50 , (2.2,55)In this case the calculated result was t'olllld ft'ore Eqs (2.2.46), ( . . )

and (2.2.59), although the dominant co_tribution comes from Eel. (2.2.55). Again,

the calculated estimate agrees well with the average of the simulations. Finally,

notice that the contribution fl'orn t l_e corrected orbit is less than the contribution

due to similar misalignments in the sextupoles; as me_t, iolied, this occurs since the

orbit is still correlated over short segments,

To further study the effect of a corrected closed orbit, the average ('/_}/flu has
been plotted versus the chromaticit 5,of the ring. II1Figure 2, the closed orbit was not

corrected while in Figure 3 the orbit was corrected with twenty correctors. Again,

the data and errors were found from the restllts of twenty simulations. The lines

,.J tj
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are calculated using Eqs, (2,2,46), (2,2,,'19), and (2,2.53) and Eqs, (2.2,46), (2,2,50),

and (2,2.55) for Figures 2 and 3, respectively,

As one can see, the character of the dispersion changes when the orbit is cor-

rected. Irl the uncorrected case (Figure 2) the dispersion has a sharp minimum

close to _v= 0, while in the corrected case (Figure 3), the minimum occurs near

(y = -4,5. We can underst, and this change in the following manner. The insertion

regions in the NDR do not have local chromatic correction; they are compensated

with sextupoles in the arcs, When the orbit is corrected, the minimum value of the

dispersion occurs, not when the global chromaticity is corrected, but when the local

values of _ and A are the smallest, This occurs when the sextupoles are used to

locally compensate the arcs only, not both the insertion regions and the arcs.

Thus, when the chroma, ticit,y is zero, correcting the orbit will tend to increase

the vertical dispersion relative to the closed orbit since _locaJand Z._loca.l grow. This

is illustrated in Figure 4; here, tile vertical emittance, scaled by the square of t,he

closed orbit, has been plotted w, rsus the ilumber of correctors used to correct the

orbit. Notice that, initially, tl_e scaled vertical emittance increases rapidly as the

orbit is corrected; it then peaks and slowly decreases, The initial increase occurs

when, in Eq, (2,2,55), the insertion regions are separated from the arcs, Further

correction then just subdivides the arcs which h_ little effect. The line in Figure 4

is calculated using the estimates for a corrected orbit, Finally, again notice that

Figure 4 is a plot of the vertical emittance 7_or'malized by the closed orbit; the

actual vertical emittance tends to decrease as the orbit is corrected,

Before concluding this section, it is useful to contrast the behavior seen in Fig-

ure 4 with an example from the ALS lattice! _291The ALS lattice differs from the

NDR in that the ALS has twelve disl_ersion-t'ree insertion regions rather than just

two. Figure 5 is a plot of t,he scalc,d \'erl.ica,l emittance due t,o quadrupole misalign-

ments versus the number of correctors used to correct, the orbit. Here, t,he sealed

emittance contribution continues Io increase rapidly with the number of correctors.

There are two reasons for this: first tlle fractional tune in t,he ALS is lower than in

the NDR1, uv = 8,18 as compared to u_j= 3,27,5, and thus the ALS is more sensi-

tive to errors. Second, as mentioned, the ALS has twelve insertion regions and the

chromatic correction is performed in the arcs between these insertions. As the orbit

is corrected, this non-local chromatic corr(,ction continues to be broken, causing the

dispersion to increase relative to t,he closed orbit,
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2,2,5 Betatron Coupling

In a conservative system, such as a,proton storage ring, betatron couplip_g leads
N

to "beats" where energy is transferred between tile two transverse planes, An e+/e-

storage ring is not a conservative ss,steml t,he synchrotron radiation provides both a

source of noise and damping, Neglectirlg tllc vertical dispersion, only the horizontal

plane is coupled to the noise source, while botll planes are damped, Thus, in an

uncoupled ring, only the horizontal emltta_lce is driven, Unfortunately, in the pres-

ence of' coupling, the eigenvectors of the betatron motion rotate from the x and y

axes so that both elgenmodes couple to the noise in the horizontal plane. Thus, in

the case of weak betatron coupling, the vertical beam size is determined by both the

projection of the "horizontal" emittance in tlm vertical plane and the contribution

to the "vertical" emittance from the noise in the horizontal plane,

Much like the beam size due to the vertical dispersion, we can separate this

increase into two contributions, oile title to a coupling which increases the projec-

tion of the six-dimenslonal enlitt.anc(._ into t.lae vertical plane, and another clue to

a fundamental increase in t,lae,v(:rti('al ¢_l_litt.allce, As before, the former effect will

be referred to as the "local" Collt.ribution since it depends upon the local value of

the coupling. In principal, this local coupling can be corrected at one location in

the ring v_,ith four independent skew quadrul)oles; the four magnets can be used

to uncouple the one-turn transport matrix at a specified location. Unfortunately,

this does not remove the second effect whicll arises from the "global" coupling; the

coupling would need to be corrected at every bending magnet to fully remove this

emittance contribution.

In this section, we will ca,lculat.__ the beam size increase due to both tlle local

and the global coupling, Parallelil_g tll(.,discussion of the vertical dispersion, we will

first calculate the effects of ra,ndom errors and a non-zero closed orbit. Then, these

analytic results will be compared witli the results of simulations.

2.2.5,1 VERT1CAL BEAM SIZE

To calculate the rms equilibrium vertical beam size due to the linear betatron ,

coupling, we will start from the eq_lat.iolls of motion fox' a single particle, calculate

the rms betatron motion, and t:inally, average over t,l_eensemble of particles to find

the rms beam size, Alternately, oll_:'cotllcl use the Fokl_er-Planck equationl 2_1but in

2.|



Chapter 2,2,5,1

many Whys the more intuitive approach is appetding since it allows one to explicitly
see tile c&use of the various contributions,

, We will analyze the rnotiori etssttming that the coupling is weak and the vertical

motion is much smaller tharl th_' horizontal, Thus, we can use the unperturbed

horizontal motion to calculate the vertical, The equ_tlon for the vertical betatron.,

motion wits calculated, for the weak coupling limit, in Section 2,2.2:

y,.j- A'1y_ = (h%.yc- K1)a:fj , (2,2,10)

where the effects of the synchrotroll radiation have been neglected,

We want to calculate the change in yfl, %'eating the magnets as delta-functions,

the coupling adds a deflection Ay I - xfl(K2yc- K1)As to the vertical motion which

is then exponentially damped by the radiation damping process. Thus, we can

express the vertical motion as a sum over the deflections Ay I

8

--OO

. Here, ]0 is the coupling co(.,flici(:,l_t,/_r(z) = (li.2yc-- K1), ay is the vertical damping

rate, and c is tlle speed of light,, In addition, the function enclosed in the brackets

is the standard R12 beta.iron matrix element which transforms a deflection Ay I ai;

z to a position Ay at s.

At this point we need an expression for the x betatron motion, The horizontal

betatron motion is driven by ellergy fluctuations due to the synchrotron radiation;

these are coupled to the horizontal plane through the dispersion. When a photon of

energy u is radiated, a'_ and ,rl/_change by Aa:z = )lxu/Eo and Ax_ = 7Iiu/E o, For

brevity, we will let 7/_, and (hits Axt/_, equal zero in the next two equations, but this

assumption will 1)eremoved thorc,a.i'i.(:u',In this case, the horizontal betatron motion

is just a sum of clisplaceln(_nts L,I'/y which are exponentially damped:

8

f ],Tri(8) Z (co + ,i=-oo J
" {l)h otons }

Here, ui is a stocl_astic varial)le equal to tlle energy of a photon radia.ted at zi, In

addition, A'_/'x = ¢_:(s)- 0_.(zz) and tile, funct, ion in brackets is tllo /711 bet,_tron
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matrix element which transforms a charlge i)l position Aa: at zi to a Ax at s, Finally,

we have assumed that the l_a,rt,lcle has been iri the ring for infinite time arid thus it

has no memory of tam initial amplitude and phase,

Now, we can use Eq, (2,2,61) to express Eq, (2,2,60) as a stim over photons _i,
lt

{photons} z,

(2,2,62)

The vertical beam size is now found by averaging the equilibrium value of y_/C_v
over an ensemble of particles, Tlle calculation slnaplifies since the radiation is a

stochastic process, {'ttiltj) = {'tt_}6i a, in addition, whe)_ performing the ensemble

average, we can express the sum over pllotons a,s the integral of a rate of emission,

Thus,

8 "q

z - / , <,,,,,,> "i=-oo
{photons} - "o

q

where this second moment of tlm l_hot,on distribtttion is given by Eq, (A,5,2), This

yields a beam size of

8 ,q

% = (u'-(_,)) ),::(:_,)o.,/___)_,_/_ ,

× ¢_.__(zi)(co_f,l,,..+_,.,.(_._)._i,,_.,/,,.)+ ,/,:(,;)@_,(:;)_i,_A,/,, ,
(2.2,6,<1)

where A_l,_.= ¢_(z)- _/,_(zi) and A(,_j = ._/,q(s)-_/'v(z). Notice that we have included

the contributions from both 7h, and 7/ta,,

At tttis point, we assume that t,lle l,uJles are far froln the coupling resonances,

ux ± u_ = m, and dampillg per ttlrji is small coinpared to the t,llnes, 2_r(u_,:t: uu) >>

%7b, %7b, After some algebra, thai is exl)licitly displayed i_t Al)l)O_clix C,'2, we

find contributions to the vertical I:)eal_lsiz¢, and enaitt, al_Ce li'ore bot,l_ the, sum and

".
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Chapter2,2,5,1

difference resonances of

. 16 sin" - 2R sinzx,+

" Cq'T2 f' [_ IQ:_(s) 2 Q+(s)Q_(s)= 16y }' d 7% 7r_u=i:+ 2Resln 7rA_+ si,, 7tAu_
0

(2,2,65)
where

8+C'

Q:l:(,s) = / dz],'(z)_ei[(¢"(s)±q'v(s))-(¢"(z)±¢'_(*)) "t''(v'±v_)] , (2,2,66)
8

Here, 1,"= (K2y- A";1)and the sum over =t=denotes a sum over both the + term

(sum resonance) and l,he - l.(.rln (difference resonance) while Au+ - ux + uy and

Au_ = ux - uu, In addition, tlle* is I sed to represent the complex conjugate and

the oi)erator "Rc" yields llie real l)Ortion of tlm expression,II

Equation (2.2.65) exl)licitly clisl)lays the l)hysics described in the beginning of

, this section, The firsI, expression rel)resents the projection of the "horizontal" emit-

rance into tlm vertical plane and the second expressions describes tlm contribution

to the "vertical" emit, l,arlc'e from the horizontal dispersion. This is analogous to the

situation with the vertical dispersion where the projected vertical emittance is in-

creased by the local value of the clisl)ersion while the vertical emittance is increased

by the _werage wfiue of the disl)ersioll,

This analogy can be t_aken ftlrtller by 1_oticing that the real part of Q+/sin tAu+

is an&logous to the Vel't,i('al (lisl)ersio_l wit,li a pllase advance of _x :t='g,y instead of

Cy, In addition the inlagiJlarS' portion of Q=t=(s)/sin _'Au+ is ana, logous to r/y(s),

Eq. (2,2,41), ']'l ius, Q_=(,.)='/sill 2 7tAu:t: is COrlll)letely analogous to 7tx,y(s), This

analogy will be used in Sc('liol_ 2.2 7 when we discuss correction of the coupling,

" At this point, we slloLlld coinl)a,'e our result with the results of others. Ectua-

tion (2,2.65) is similar to tile result, found in Ref. 26 where tlm expression w&s

. derived by solving the FoklCer-I)larlcl<e(luation when close to the difference coupling
resorla.nce. The results difl'(,r iii i liar, (]) tile effect of the sum resona,nce and the

cross terlns I)etwe(',l tll_' sllili _lll(1¢lifrerellce reso,_ar_('('s have been in(:l_d(_,d,(2) the

co_ltril:,ul.ion to tile verl i(:al eH_ill_rl('.eil_volvest,l'_eaverageof i,l_eco_ll)lirlt; ('oefl:icient
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aroundtheringwhilethecontributiontotilelocalbeam size(projectedemittance)

justdependsupon the localvalueoftilecoupling,and (3)the explicitform of

thecouplingcoefficientsdifferslightly,In InanyrefereIlces,includingRefs,26,27,

46, and 47, the coupling coefficient is found by Fourier analyzing the coupling and

choosing only the coetficient closest, to the difference resonance, This is not valid iri

our case since we have a,ssumed that the rirlg is fat' from both coupling resonances,

2,2,5,2 RANDOM ErtHons

Now we evaluate Eq. (2,2,65) for specific errors, The quadrupole rotational

errors, sextupole misalignments, and the closed orbit are all independent, Thus, the

square of the COUl11118function ],;is

(_.(z)i:(:'))=4:q(:)M(")(00')o+A_(:)/,'_,(_')((y,._/,.). + (yc_/l)) ,...,:9967)

where primes have been used to indicat(: t'tlnctions of z _rather than z. In the case of

uncorrected coupling, we can {luickly evaluate Eq, (2,2,65) to find the contribution
q

from random quadrupole rotatiolls alld rmldom sextupole misa,lignments, Specifi-

cally, we find

(cr_)local = e..£(1 -cos2rr,.,.,.cos2rru,q) ( l(l I.,)24 (6)2)flx/3y
flu 4 (c.os27rUx,- cos '2_'u._)'2 q..ct

(2,2,68)

(°'_)loc,d (:x (1 -cos 2_'u,,,cos 2_'u,u) , :,

_,wxt

and

(%) e, 2"_(1 -cos2;r.,.cos27r._)= T & (cos2,_,,..-{,o_'.,,_.,,)-'_ (e_L)'_4(c')'')/3',fly
' ' qu. d

(2,2,69)

_.3"_(1 - cos27r,.,._cos:.:r:,/_/)(l...,L)V(y_,)/3_,/3,"
(_')= T_ ({.o,_2_.. - {,,.,,_'2_,.,.)"-',,,,,,,

tlere, the sulrl of l / sin 2 rr(pa.+ p.,/) Ilas ]}{'{,liwri l,ten in t{'l'lllS Of COS2rrP'x &lid ('os 27rl/y

and we have simplitie{I eXl)Pession 1'21,('2,2,(;9)wil, lll, ll{.'cqltih'bri,lm llorizonl, al (;lnit,-

tc.nee; these expressions are id{,l_ti{'ali.o t l_(Js{,quote,{[ iii lt{,f, 82,
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difference resonances of

2 ]= -- - ')R.e Q+(s),Q*_(s)
- /3y(s) 16 sin e 7rAt/± " sin rrAt/+ sin rat/_

C

eY= 16Jy j_ G:_ds sin _ rAw. + 2Resin rat/+ sin tau_
0

(2.2.65)
where

s+C

Q±(s)= / dzi'(z) fiX/_fiyei[(¢'_(')±¢_'(s))-(¢'_(z)±¢_'(_))+_(_'_±_'')] . (2.2.66)
,.q

Here, k"= (K.2y- L'I) and the sum over 4- denotes a sum over both the + term

(sum resonance) and the - term (difference resonance) while Au+ = t/x + t/u and

Au_ = t/x - uv. In addition, the * is used to represent the complex conjugate and
,,

the operator "Re" yields the real portion of the expression.D

Equation (2.2.65) explicitly disl)lays the physics described in the beginning of

this section. The first expression represents the projection of the "horizontal" emit-

rance into the vertical plane and the second expressions describes the contribution

to the "vertical" emittance from the horizontal dispersion. This is analogous to the

situation with the vertical dispersion where the projected vertical emittance is in-

creased by the local value of the dispersion wl!ile the vertical emittance is increased

by the average value of the dispersion.

This analogy can be taken furtl_er by noticing that the real part of Q+/sin _rAu+

is analogous to the vertical dispersion with a phase advance of Cx 5: 'g,y instead of

_by. In addition), the in_agijJar5' portion of Q+(s)/sin tau+ is analogous to r/_(s),

Eq. (2.2.41). Thus, IQ±(,_)2/si_" 7r_qu± is COml)letely analogous to _:,y(s). This

analogy will be used in Seclion '2.2.7 wlaeJ_we discuss correction of the coupling.

" At this point, we slaould compare our result with the results of others. Equa-

tion (2.2.65) is similar to the result found in Ref. 26 where tlm expression was

. derived by solving the Fokl_er-Planck equation when close to the difference coupling

resonance. The results differ iii float (1) the effect of the sum resonance and the

cross terms between tlle slim al_d ('e',llff.lcilc('_resonances have been included, (2) the

contribution 1o tlw verlical c'l_ill ante il_vol\'es the average of the collpline; coefficient
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around the ring while the contribut, ion to t,lle local beam size (projected emittance)

just depends upon the local value of the coupling, and (3) the explicit form of

the coupling coefficients differ slightly, In memy references, including Refs. 26, 27,

46, and 47, the coupling coefficient, is found by Fourier analyzing the coupling and

choosing only the coefficient closest, to the difference resonance. This is not valid in

our case since we have assumed that, the ring is far from both coupling resonances.

2.2.5.2 RANDOM ERRORS

Now we evaluate. Eq. (2,2,65) for specific errors, The quadrupole rotational

errors, sextupole misalignments, and the closed orbit are all independent. Thus, the

square of the coupling function 1,:is

(k'(z)_(z')) -- 4l(l(Z)l(l(Zt)(QG') "q- l{'}(z)A'2(zt)((ymym). ' "4" (ycYlc)) (2. 9-6,)"

where primes have been used to indicate t'tlnctions of z'rather than z. In the case of

uncorrected coupling, we can quickly evaluate Eq. (2.2.65) to find the contribution
m

from random quadrupole rotations alld remdon-i sextupole misalignments. Specifi-

cally, we find

2

"--* _ 4 9(o-)Z,,&
fly 4 (cos2rrv.. - cos27ru_) 2

• qu,d

(9.9..68)

__ -fly 4 (cos 27rux - cos 27ru,j)'2 -" sext

and

(ev) = ez Jz (1 - cos 27ruxcos 27ruv) 24
4 fly (cos27rux - cos2r, v,v)2 E(IQL) (02)/3xflY

' quad

(2.2.69)

(ev): _x"?x(1-c°s27ruxc°s2_"<]Z(K2L)2' (Y_>flxflu_4 Jv (cos27rz_,_- {os27r,,_ _,

Here, the sum of 1/sin 2 7r(I.,a. +u.q) has 1)cell writ, ten in {,erlns of cos 27ru_,and cos 2a'l,,v

and we have simplified expression Eq, (2,'2.(i9) wit,li t,l_ecq,ilibri_m horizontal en_it-

tance; these expressions are identical Io ribose cluoted i_ I{ef. 82,
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In addition, notice that the cross terms have been not included in Eq. (2.2.65).
These terms add contributions of

' (_2)lo_a e_ sin 27rvu Eq.,,,t(K1L)24023_,3y + E_t(Ii2L)_y_3_&
flu 16 27rvy sin 7tAu+ sin _rAu_

, (2.2.70)

E2L) Yrnl3x3yez ff_ sin27rux __,q,,a,l(I'[1L )"4 ®2flxflu + _,sext( " 2 2

eu "= 16 flu 2ruz sin 7tAu+ sin tau_ '

Since these contributions are at least 1/27rux,y smaller than the contributions from

the individual resonances, they will be neglected in ali future calculations.

2.2.5.3 ORBIT Ennons

To calculate the effect ot'a closed orbit, we use Eq. (2.2.21) or Eqs. (2.2.18)
9 9and ( .... 20) for the correlation function of a corrected or uncorrected orbit For an

uncorrected orbit, wefind

o s+C

. . .
fly 32 " 'sill" _'A/,,:t: /3u ""

. 1"1,A lJi,'_/',_ S

(2.2.71)
where the contribution to cu is sianilar, but it has as additional coefficient of fix/flu

and must be averaged around the ring. In addition, the sum over Au:t: and ¢, is

a sum over four terms: the two values of Au+ = Ux 4- uv and the two values of Cn

associated with each value for Au+. The values of _, are

l ?1

(1 + "T)(''_j allcl (1 - "--)_/,. Au± - ux + uu
= ,, "Y'_ _'n . (22.72).

Cn Cx + -(1 +,,_)(,,v and -(1-_)_u, Au+ = ux-u u

In the case of a corrected orbit, we find a form similar to Eq. (2.2.71), except

, that the integral is broken ilito segments by the correctors

o ,_ A_ nc+l _ . 2" Z e_ (Y;) _ f dzK'2(z)flu(z)v/-_._,(z)e '¢ (2.2,73)(CrY)l°_al_ 32sin ':_7rAy,± /_,j
fly /,,._:,¢ . ,_ ,_

where, again, the colllril)tllioll to _-.,jis simila.r. Ilere, tlle sum over ,-Sui: and '(,, is
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Table 5. ev from beta£ron coupling due to rnisalignments in the NDR.1,
........... , i i .........

Misalignment C,alc. e,v [na-rad] Simulated ev [m-rad]
ii i i i i!| i i

Random quad, (9 = 0.5 mrad 6.00 × 10-12 6.17 4- 0,14 × 10-12 •
,,,, ..... , .......... ,,,,

Random sext. Ym = 150/lm 1,16 X 10 -11 1.11 4-0.02 x 10 -11
,,,, , ......

Corrected closed orbit due to random

quad. ym = 150 #m and BPM y,n = 150 pna 2.01 x 10-1_ 2.6 4-0.3 x 10-1_
li i i

the same as in the uncorrected case except ¢ is now

2¢y and Cx,, if Au:i:=ux+v v¢= ¢,-2¢u and g'x, ifAu±=ux-u u '
(2.2,74)

The integrals in Eq. (2.2.73) are the same integrals one finds when using time

dependant perturbation theory to calculate the effect of sextupoles on tlm betatron

motion. Tlm similarity arises because, over a short segment, the closed orbit oscil-

lates like a free betatron oscillat, ion. lt is i11_portant to emphasize that Eq. (2.2.73)

describes an effect due to linear couplillg-- notice the resonant denominator in

Eq. (2.2.73); it is not an eft'ect of the third order resonances. Specifically, Eq. (2.2,73)

is only valid when the closed orbit is broken into short segments (by correctors). No-

tice that if the orbit is broken at every sextupole, Eq. (2.2.73) reduces to Eq. (2,2.69)

which estimates the effect of random sextupole misalignments. Thus,for compara-

ble orbits and misalignments yc _ y,,,, the contribution to the beam size fl'om the

orbit will usually be less than the colll.ribut,ion ft'ore the misalignments since the

orbit is typically correlated across many sextupoles.

Typically, when correcting the dynamic aperture, one adjusts the sextupole

strength and placement so tllat the first order aberrations will cancel over the ring.

For example, in the NDR, the cell please advances are vx cell "_ 0.37 and Vycel I ,,_ 0.12.

This causes the first order geometric aberra, tions due to the sex_upoles to cancel over

an arc of roughly 8.5 cells. Unfortunately, when correcting the orbit, we break this

cancellation scheme, and thus ai_//3_jnorlnalized by the square of the closed orbit

tends to grow.

2.2.5.4 SIMULATIONS

To verify the a,nalyl, ic resull,s, II,(, bel,atron coupling cor_tribul,ioris to tlm vertic_tl

emittance were determined from silnttlations of ralldom alignment errors. Agai11, we

_
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Chapter 2,2.5,4

used the program CEMIT, which calculates generalized synchrotron integrals, and,

again, we used the NDR1 lattice; this is a lattice of the SLC NDR where the tunes

have been changed to ux = 8.375 and uy = 3.275, Table 5 lists the results of'

simulating rotational misalignments in quadrupoles and vertical misalignments in

sextupoles in the NDR1 lattice, As before, the misalignments are generated from

a gaussian distribution with an rms of 0,5 mrad and 150 #m respectively. The

calculated values are found using Eq. (2.2,69). The simulated values are found by

averaging the result of 1000 different random error distributions and the errors listed

are the standard error of the average of the 1000 simulations; again, there is good

agreement between the estimates and the simulation results,

In addition, Table 5 also lists results from simulating the effects of a corrected

closed orbit where the results are found from twenty simulations. Here, the sim-

ulations included vertical quadrupole misalignments with an rms of 150pm and

Vertical BPM misalignments, also, with an rms of 150/_m. The resulting orbit was

corrected using the twenty vertical dipole correctors in the NDR to minimize the

rms of the simulated orbit. Before correction, the rms magnitude of the actual orbit

" was roughly 1.5mm; the correct iol_ reduced this to 140t, m. In this case, the cal-

culated result was found from Eq. (2.2.73). Again, the calculated estimate agrees

. well with the average of the silnulations. Finally, notice that the contribution fl'om

the corrected orbit is less t.llan the contribution due to similar misalignments in the

sextupoles; as mentioned, this occurs because the orbit is still correlated over short

segments.

Finally, in Figures 6 and 7, the betatron coupling contribution to tlm vertical

emittance, normalized by the square of the closed orbit, is plotted versus the number

of orbit correctors used. Tlm points plotted are generated by simulating random

quadrupole and BPM mlsalignments in the NDR and the ALS as was done in

Figures 4 and 5. The line is ali approxin_ation of Eq. (2.2.73) which we evaluated by

assuming that correctors were evenly distributed in the ring. Notice that initially the

normalized contributiol_ illcr(,asc.s roughly linearly with the number of correctors.

. As mentioned, this occurs siJlc¢' ill(' cancellation is broken by the correctors. Of

course, since the resid_lal orbit, is decreased by the correction, the actual beam size

. contribution tends to decrease as the orbit is corrected.
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Chapter 2.2.6,1

2,2,5.5 NON-LINEAII COUPLING EFFECTS

We can also estimate the effects of the higher order coupling resonances, In this

" case, the equation for the vertical betatron motion is

+ = , (2,2.75)

where p = m + n, Using perturbation theory, we would find a similar form for i;he

increase in the vertical emittance except that the increase would depend upon higher

powers of _, and the unperturbed vertical emittance, Because e_ and ev are small,

these effects will be negligible unless one is very close to the non-linear coupling

resonances. A detailed analysis of.these higher order coupling resonances can be

found in Ref. 46.

Actually, there is one case where tllis higher order coupling could be significant.

This occurs if the bean: is very large when ii, is injected into the ring. Because of the

large beam sizes, the wiclths of these higher order coupling resonances are larger.

In simulations of a future damping ring latticel "°l coupling has been observed after

" injecting the bean: into the ring which was operating close to the sextupole difference

resonance, ux - 2uv ,_ 0.03. This is actually advantageous in this design since the

- vertical emittance damps faster when the beams are coupled; this occurs because

_7_ --- 1.6 while Jv = 1,0 al:(l tlJus there is more damping in the horizontal plane. Of

course, one has to be sure that the 1)earn becomes uncoupled before the horizontal

emittance reaches its equilibriun: value or the vertical emittance will never damp

beyond this point.

2.2.6 Synchrotron Motion

So far, we have neglected the effects of the incoherent synchrotron motion; the

basic synchrotron motion is discussed in Appendix A.3. In this section, we will

discuss three effects that ('o_:ple tlm transverse planes to the longitudinal, First,

we will treat a direct syllchro-betatron coupling contribution that is completely

" analogous to the transverse b('latron COul)ling discussed previously. Then, we will

discuss the effect of the 1)otat.ron tune modulation due the synchrotron motion.

- Finally, we calculate the cliange of t,l_e damping partitions during a synchrotron

oscillation and the effect on the elnittances and darnping times. Although ali these

effects are manifestations of the synct:rotron motion, they have different mechanisms,

and thus we treat them sel)arately.



2,2,6.1 SYNCHRO-BETATIION COUPLING

The direct synchro-betatron coupling is a Coupling of the transverse and the

longitudinal phase spaces through the longitudinal position z irl the bunch, The

theory of the coupling was first developed in Ref. 80, Since then there have been

numerous refinements and generalizations; a good review can be found in Ref, 114,

Unfortunately, most of these theories use a symplectic approach that is suitable for

strong coupling but is unnecessarily complex for weak coupling and fiat beams,

The synchro-betatron coupling is completely analogous to the transverse beta-

tron coupling described in Section 2.2,5, In a proton ring, the coupling will leads

to "beats" where the transverse planes and the longitudinal plane exchange en-

ergy, Again, the situation is slightly different in an electron ring because of the

synchrotron radiation, Thus, there are two contributions' one due t,o the projection

of the longitudinal emittance in the vc'i'tical plane, and another due to a fundamen-

tal increase in the vertical emittance, lil Illeory, the former cart be corrected, even

after the beana has been extracted t'roln tlle storage ring. In contrast, the emittance

contribution must be corrected by correcting the coupling sources in the ring.

At low currents, t,he synchro-betatron coupling is induced in the RF cavities,

The primary causes are either dispersion in the cavities, an angular misalignment

between the RF accelerating field and the closed orbit, or RF deflecting fields, In

addition, the coupling can be caused by transverse wakefields due to a non-zero

closed orbit or longitudinal wal<efielcls iii regions of dispersion. Here, we will only

treat the effects of dispersion in the RF cavities and angular misalignments of the

cavities although the expressions are trivial to generalize; the wakefield effects are

calculated in Section 2.3.4.

To estimate these synchro-betatroll contributions, we will derive an expression

for the coupling due to a sinusoidal RF voltage when off resonance. The derivation

will parallel that of the transverse betatron coupling, allowing us to use results

directly from Section 2.2.5,1. As before, we will analyze the motion assuming that

the coupling is weak and the vertical motion is much smaller than the longitudinal;
[11al

this is equivalent to the condition cy << o'_a: and is satisfied in most storage
rings.

Paralleling Section 2.2.,5.1, we slart 1)y calculating the change in yfl on passing

through a cavity, where yz is the betatron component of the vertical motion. The

energy gain in a cavity is a functioil of z, the longitudinal position in the bunch.
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Chapter 2,2,6,1

Thus, if there is vertical dispersion or the accelerating field is not aligned to the

trajectory, there will be a change irl y_ tha.t depends upon z, Treating the cavities

as delta-functions, we findtl

Ayz = r&AERE(Z)E0 and Ay_ = (r/_ + O)AERE(Z)E0 ' (2.2.76)

where 19is the angular misalignment of the cavity fields with respect to the closed

orbit and AERF is the diffcrcnce between the energy gain of a particle at longi-

tudinal position z and the energy gain of the synchronous particle, Note that the

synchronous energy gain does not directly affect the beam size or the emittance; it

simply replaces the average energy lost to radiation.

If we assume a RF sinusoidal voltage, AERF is

AE_(_) _-_VR_(_i,(z_F+ ¢_)- _in¢_) (2,2,77)E0 E0

where, kRF is the wavenumber for the accelerating field kI_F = 27r/ArtF, Cs is the

synchronous phase, and VIlE is the accelerating voltage. This expression can be

expanded ns a, power series iri z, yielding

oO oo

=Z ,,,-,<l A,j$= , (2,2,7s)
li -" l 1l'- l

where Lcav is the lengtli of the I't,F cavities and

eVttF /"i(,_'{ (-1)("-1)/2 c°s ¢8, if n is odd, (2.2.79)fn = _y L_vE0 n! (-1)'/2-1 sin ¢,_, if n is even,

!

and gn is similar except, it, has a coefficient of r]y+ (9 instead of r/y.

Now, we can express the vertical motion as a sum over the changes Ay_ and

Ay_ in nn equation analogous to Eq. (2.2.60):

. = z ') J',,R:_ll(s',s)+ gnRy12(s' s) , (2.2,80)
ii= 1

-- e:)¢_

where Ry11 and Rv12 are the standard betatron transport matrix elements that map

a position offset or a deflection ai location ,s_ to a position offset Ay at location s,
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Next, we need an expression, analogous to Ecl, (2,2,61), for the longitudinM po-

sition z, which is driven by the energy fluctuations due to the synchrotron radiation,

In the smooth approximation of Eq, (A,3,9), thls can be written lt

' ( )z(s) = Z ui a,,,C (,,,-s)_,/c s - s!_ (2,2,81)
i=-oo E02_'use sin 27rvs C '

{photons}

where, ui is a stochastic variable equal to the energy of a photon radiated at si, o_cis

the longitudinal damping rate, am and u8 are the momentum conapaction factor and

the synchrotron tune, _nd C is the ring circumfex'ence, Note that we have neglected

the nonlinearity of the synchrotron motion, Strictly, this should be included in

Eq, (2,2,81) but we will neglect ii,, In general, the nonlinearity of the synchrotron

motion will reduce the importance of the nonlinear resonances (u_ is smaller),

At this point, we can calcula, te the vertical beam size and the emittance dilution

by following the procedure described in Section 2,2,5,1, The only difference is that

now we need to include the nonlinearity in z, This is easily handled with tlm identity

--cO --(:x) -o¢ --oo 8i

which can be verified by integrating by parts, In addition, when c,_lculating the

ensemble average of y_/13v, one finds higher moments of the photon distribution,

Since many photons are emitted, we can use the Central Limit Theorem to express

(,i <2,,_2),(i ),,-,dsiu(si)f(s_) ) = 2"-l(n- 1)! i( ' ' ds'(u2(sl))f2(sl) , (2,2.83)
--(Xi --00

where f is the integrand and we have assunaed a gaussian distribution suitable for

low beam intensity,

Thus, assuming that OIle is far fl'OIl'l r(_sonance, we fillet the results ,b

_ r,-.,
t3y(S) -- 4n+l(ll,- 1)! Sil'--127r(7'ivs::k t,,y)

(2,2,8.t)

""(+")('<')"<'(-")*(_) ]- 21tesin w(ilus + uv)sin 7r(nua - uv)
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and

' ev= 4,,+_(,- 1)I & 0 -ff _tn,(_,,,+ ,,_)

+2R_ s_:.l(_)s).l(_) ]sln Tr(nus + vu)sin Tr(nus - uv) '
(2,zss)

where

_+C %

, x/G (2,2,s6)
×_,[_,.,,.(_-_'_/c._(_(.,)-,_(,,'l)+_(,,,.:_,_)]

and the coefficients f,, and g. are defined in Eq, (2,2,78). Note that we have ne-

glected the cross terms between resonance orders. Although this is not valid when

there are many contributions of etiual magnitude, usually the nonlinear contribu-

tions are only significant wl_e1_very close to the nonlinear resonances; we will discuss

. this shortly, Finally, not,ice that, in Eq, (2,2,85) we have assumed that the photons

are radiated uniformly aroulld t.lle ring, This is acceptable because the emittance

contribution, Eq, (2,2,85), is slnall,

Unlike the situation for the transverse betatron coupling, the cross term in

Eq, (2,2,85) is important; it will tend to cancel the two main terms, reducing the

emittance contribution, This occurs because the synchrotron tune is small, The

cross term in Eq, (2.2,85) del)ends upon tlm average of an oscillating term ei47r"'s/c,

Since vs is small, the oscillating term is nearly constant and the cross term is large,

In fact, in an isochronous ring, where the synchrotron tune equals zero and the

longitudinal distribution in z is frozen, Eq, (2,2,85)predicts zero emittance dilution;

tlm cross term exactly cancels the lnain terms. This differs from the transverse case

. where the cross term is small since ii, depends on the average of ei47tv_s/C, which

oscillates rapidly,

" At this point, .... .we need I,o disctLss the effect of the nonlinearities. First l lie

nonlineariti_:s are (usually) weaker than the linear colltribution and thus are _,.,Iv

important when on resonance, To analyze these effects correctly, we should Gllow

tlm procedure of Itefs, 80 a,_d 113, where the coupling is analyzed on resonance,
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Table 6, Longitudinal parameters for the SLC NDR &hd the ALS,
....... , ,

t tSLC.,NDlt ALS
i i | iii i i, i i i III i i

fRF 714. MHz 500 MHz
,, , ,,,,,, , ,,

VltF, E0 1 MV, 1,2 GeV 1,5 MV, 1,5 GeV
M

vv, t/a 3,17, 0,01 8,18, 0,008
,,,

a., fly 5 mm, '2 m 4 mm, 5 m
,iii i _i i i

Instead, we will simply note that these nonlinear resonances are usually very narrow

and, provided that the resonance is high order, we can neglect them, This occurs

because damping rings and synchrotron light sources tend to have bunches short

compared to the RF wavelength, and thus the nonlinear dependence of the forces
on z is small,

Finally, we will illustra, te the iml_ortance of these effects by estimating their

magnitude in the SLC NDR and ALS storage rings, Table 6 lists the relevant equi-

librium longitudinal I)arameters for l_oth rings, Using these values and Eq, (2,2,84),

we find a contribut, ion from the linear coupling due to 71_or an angular misalignment
of',

CJ'_ I

x + e) (2,2,s7)

for both the SLC NDR and the ALS, This is a very loose tolerance, much looser

than the effect of random dispersion in the bending magnets, Furthermore, because

the synch,'otron tunes are so small, tlle nonlinear resonances can be safely ignored;

the, cesonances would be extrelnely higll order (_ 20rh order),

2,2,6,2 TUNE MODULATION

The synchrotrorl motion also nlodulates t.he betat, ron furies, This is due to both

the chrmnatic dependai_ce of l,he I.)otalroli t,tlnes and the effect of the sl)ace charge

tune shift; the si)ace charge tune shift, del)ends upon the local bunch density which

is a function of the longitudinal positioll z, see Section 2,a,a, The chromaticity

modulates the bel,atron tunes a,t,the synchrotron frequency while the space charge
modulates the tunes at _,wice this rate,

This slow modulation will gellerale sideballds sepa,ratecl by v,, or 2v,_ around

the betatron tunes, These sidobands can t lien overlap nearby resonances, increasing
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the beam size and emittance. We can estimate the importance of this nonlinear

coupling from the magnitude of the sidebands. Initially, we will only consider the

effect of the chromaticity. In the smooth approximation, the equation for a betatronm

oscillation can be written

" d2Y y = 0 , (2.2.88)+ (,,,+  os(,o + o0))2

where 60 is the amplitude of the energy synchrotron oscillation and 00 is the initial

phase.

Since us is mucl: less than u,, the solution for the vertical motion can be found

using the WKB approximation. Tllis can be expressed in terms of the frequency

components

y(0) = 1-_eyoc '"_0 _ ikciku'oJ k _ , (2,2,89)
k=-oo Ys

where Jk are Bessel functions of integral order and y0 is the initial amplitude. One
N

can estimate the n:agnitude o1' tllese sidebands using an asymptotic expansion of

the Bessel functions for large orders',

da(,,') ,,_ _ 1.36, . (2.2.90)

This shows that the Bessel functic_::s decrease rapidly for orders k _ x and thus it

confirms the intuitively obvious fact that sidebtmds, separated from the betatron

tune by more than the tune shift, are sn:all,

Now, we can calculate lhc coupling due to the sidebands by replacing uy in

EelS, (2,2,65), (2,2.84), and ('2.'2.85) with uy :t: a:u, and multiplying the result by the

square of the Bessel function coefficient in gq. (2.2.89). Since the chromaticity is

usually corrected to the order of unity while the energy spread is the o,'der of 10-a,

. this effect tends to be negligible.

.At this point, we ca:: follow tl_v same procedure to calculate the effect of the

• space charge tune shift. In contrast to the effect of the cl:,'omaticity, this effect

ma), become significant in future rings since the tune modulation increases as the

vertical beam size decreases. Assuming a gaussia.n longitudinal distribution and

linear syncl_rotron oscillations, t.lle eq:lat.ion for a betatron oscillai, ion, in the smooth
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app,'oximation, is;

d_y .,
----dO2 + (uy + Ausce-_°c°_(u'°+'l'°)/2c']) ''y = O , (2,2,91) ,

where Ausc is the space charge tune shift at the center of tile bunch, z0 is the

amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation, emd ¢0 is the initial phase,

Again, using the WKB e_ppro×inaation, the solution for the vertical motion can
be written

y(0) = Re yoei_7°I- [ Z ikeia't2U'#dJ" u_l dt\4er_J , (2,2,92)1=1 k=-oo

where 7uuis the average tune which nmr depends upon the synchrotron amplitude:

u7 uy + A,,,,ce-°o/4_''do -4_a'_J ' (2.2.93)

Obviously, this is much more complicated than the tune modulation due to the

chromaticity, although in general, the same conclusion applies: the sidebands are

small when greater than the amplitllde oi' modulation, ttowever, now there is one

important difference: the space charge modulation causes a tune spread, as specified

by gq. (2.2.93), in addition to tile sidebands. This will further reduce the _vailable

non-resonant tune si)ace,

2.2.6.3 MODULATION OF TIlE DAMPING PAIW1TIONS

During the synchrotron oscillation, tile particle energy changes, changing the

damping times and the quantum excit.al.ion; l_o'_aalthis then causes the expected

single particle amplitude to oscillate. Usllally, the strongest energy dependence is

due to the energy dependence of tire danal)illg partitions. For example, at injection

in the SLC NDR, a particle witll an en_,rgy E = E0 + a,., where a, is the rms

energy spread of 1%, will have a llorizolltal dan_pillg rate tllat is 16% slower than n

particle with the design energy; d,.7../dE is negative, Of course, ,';ince the synchrotron

oscillation frequency is much larg,:r t llan lile (lalnpillg rates, the average damping

rate is unchanged, but the fluctuatilig sillgle particle anaplitude could change the
equilibrium beam emittance.
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In Ref. 121, an expression is derived for the equilibrium single particle invariant

as a function of the synchrotron phase and amplitude:

• J = Jo exl)(-2AE dJ cos fit + ¢0'_ (2.2.94)\ dE rl2 ] '

where J0 is unperturbed equilibrium invariant, fl is the damping partition, f_ is the

synchrotron frequency, and r is the synchrotron radiation damping time.

Now, to determine the rms emittance increase in the beam, we need to integrate

this expression over the beam distribution of synchrotron phase and amplitude.

The expression within the brackets is usually small and thus we can expand the

exponential. After integrating over the distribution, we find

e = eo 1+ _-T dE +'" ' (2.2.95)

There is no linear contribution to the beam emittance and the second order contri-

bution tends to be small. In both the SLC NDR and the ALS, the relative emittance

increase due to this effect is the order of 10-s.

2.2.7 Correction

In this section, we will discuss reduction and correction of the vertical dispersion

and the betatron coupling. The simplest way to reduce these effects is to decrease

the sensitivity of the ring to the errors. The most obvious method of doing this is

to reduce the resonant (lenol_illators 1/sin 2 7rVyor 1/sin 2 7rAy:t: which appear in all

the dispersion and coupling formulas

In addition to decreasing the sensitivity to the errors, one can correct these

effects directly. Specifically, we will first calculate the amount one can correct the

vertical dispersion with a pair of correctors, typically skew quadrupoles, separated

by ninety degrees in phase. Then, rising the analogy between the vertical dispersion

and the coupling functions that was noted in Section 2.2.5.1, we will apply our

- results to the correction of the I)etatron COul)ling. Finally, we will compare these
analytic estimates with the results of simulations.

" Notice that we have not lnenlioned correcting the synchro-betatron coupling.

This is corrected by correc! ing tl_eorbit, or the dispersion at the cavities and thus falls

under the vertical dispersion discussion, but, since the synchro-betatron coupling is

small, as calculated in Eq. (2.2.87), we will not discuss it directly.
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2.2.7.1VERTICAL DISPERSION

As mentioned,one can correcttheverticaldispersiondirectlywitheitherskew

quadrupoles in regions of horizontal dispersion or orbit bumps in the quadrupoles! TM

Unfortunately, this is complicated because the skew quadrupoles and orbit bumps

in the sextupoles also contribut.e to the betatron coupling. Thus, one has to either

compensate the betatron couplillg or use orbit bunaps in regions without sextupoles;

this will effectively limit the number of correctors one can use.

Regardless, the correction of the dispersion itself is relatively simple; the dis-

persion generated by random errors, much like a closed orbit, will primarily have

harmonics near the vertical betatron tune. Thus, as when correcting a close orbit,

only a few dispersion correctors are needed to cancel these dominant components,

thereby significantly reducing the dispersion. We will consider two cases: (1) correct-

ing tile vertical emittance, i.e., the global effect of the dispersion, and (2) correcting

_,he local dispersion at one location,

..Global Correction - Emittance correction

The vertical emittance due to the dispersion is proportional to ti_e average of

"/-{uin the bend magnets. For this estimate we will assume that this is equal to

the average of 7-{yaround the ring. Using a few trigonometric identities, along with

Eqs. (2.2.40), (2.2.42), and (2.'2.57), we can express 7-{_ as thc, squared absolute

value of an integral over a COml)lex expol_ential; this is very similar to the coupling

coefficients [Q:k[2/sin 2 7tAu±. Thus, the average of 7"/v in a ring with two correctors
can be written

s+C

i.2- z)cie'_(z)l._(z)clz +a 2 +b 2
_vv = 4 sin" 'rrz,,u

8

s+('

+ 2aIle / _._(z)ei(2"vy-¢'_(z))F(z)dz (2.2.96)

n-+C

8

where the bar is used to denote an average around the ring and a and b are the

strengths of the two correct ors whi('l_ ar(_ .Sel)aratod by 7r/2 in phase and are arbi-

trarily assumed to be locatecl ai t.,= t) allcl _.,= -7r/9.
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Chapter 2.2.7,1

To minimize 7"/v, and thereby the emittance, we soh, e for the a and b which zero

the first derivatives of Eq. (2.2.96). The solutions are

, s+C

s (2.2.97)
s+C

S

and these yield a residual dispersion of

s+C 2

Now, we can solve for t.lle expected value due to a distribution of random er-

rors. Assuming that the errors F, are uniformly distributed in the ring, we find an

expected value of

1 o.

. (_-_) = -__-_(FL);/3vi , (2.2.99)
i

where Li is the length of the element at position i. This result should be compared
i,

with the uncorrected expected values, Eqs. (2.2.45) and (2.2.57), We see that using

two correctors reduces the residual dispersion _ by a factor of 2/3sin 2 7rvv.

Strictly, th;s result is only valid for the vertical dispersion due to uncorrelated

errors, but because orbit correctioal effectively randomizes the orbit, we can also

apply the result to the dispersion due to a corrected orbit. Thus global dispersion

correction, will reduce the expected values of the beana size and the emittance as

(cr_)loca I 2 ,, (0"_)0 and (ev)_ 2
/3u = _ sin" rr,/u /3--_u 5 sin2 rruv(ev)° ' (2.2.100)

where the subscript 0 is used to denote the values before correction.

Notice that the correction cancels the resonant denominator. We will also find

" this cancellation wl-lel-I we estimate the effect of local correction. The resonant

denominator occurs because the vertical dispersion is a periodic function that must

• close upon itself. When the dispersion is corrected, the bounda.ry conditions are

satisfied by the correctors; thus, the resonant denomina, tor no longer appears. This

is analogous to correcting the closed orbit or the coupling functions Q+ and Q_,
which are also periodic funcl.iolls.
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Lo,cal Correction,

Here, we use the two correctors to zero 7/y(S) and 71_(s) at one location in the

ring; this is equivalent to zeroing _y(s). From Eqs. (2.2.40), (2.2.41), and (2.2.42),

we find the required corrector strengths

s+C

a=-Re]
s (2.2 101)s+C

b= +Ira / _ci(2rrv_-¢'u(z))F(z)dz ,
8

where s is the point that r/y and 7]_are to be corrected to zero. Notice that these

solutions are similar to the correcLor solutions for global correction; they differ in

that the solution for global correction is averaged while this is not.

Now, we need to know how this correction affects the global contribution, i.e.,

7-t--_.Here, we use Eq. (2.2.96) wit.latl:c corrector strengths just calculated. Assuming

random errors, we find

(_---_)= .fco,. ., (2.2 102)---;--Z ( ];'L)'_fly i ,
I

which differs from the uncorrected result by a factor of 2foot sin? ,:uu. Here, fcor is

a function that depends upon the locatioaJ of the correctors relative to the location
!

that T/uand _u are corrected. In particular,

£x_l,y 2

fcor _ 1 27ruu + \ 2zruy/ ' (2.2.103)

and At/, is the phase difference from the correctors to the correction. This function

varies between one and 1/2, having a 11ai1:inaumwhen the correctors are separated

from the correction point by l_alf the ring al_d having a maximum when the correctors

are immediately adjacent to the corwction.

Applying this result, we ser:,tllat at lnost positions around the ring,

2 '?

(°'Y)l°_'al= 2fcorsin 2 zruy(a;>° '? _' (2,2, 01)
ft, /3--_ <ey) = -fcor sin" 7rv,y<_) 0 , 1 •

while at position s' (a_(s))local//3u ,-_ 0. Finally, notice that after local cora'ection

the emittance is between one and a halt' to tl:ree tin:es large:' than after glol_al
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correction, Eq. (2.2.99)', in tlle worst case, local correction actually increases the

global contribution if the fractional tune is greater than 0.25.

• Measurement

Of course, to correct the vertical dispersion, one needs to measure it. If the

• BPMs are sufficiently accuraie, one can measure the verticM dispersion directly by

changing the beam energy. Alternately, if the BPMs are not sufficiently accurate,

one can observe the effects of the vertical dispersion in the beam size. In this case,

the vertical emittance is simply minimized with the correction elements. There are

two problems with this approach: first, it is hard to decouple the local effect of

the dispersion from the increase in the emittance, and second, the finite resolution

of the beam size measurement will limit the convergence of the minimization; this

will effectively limit the number of correctors that can be used in the minimization

procedure.

2.2.7.'2 BETATRON COtlPLING

In this section, we will estimate the amount one can reduce the betatron coupling

by directly correcting it with skew quadrupoles or orbit bumps in the sextupoles. In

" Section 2.2.7, we calculated the reduction in Hy after both global and local correction

using just two correctors. Tl_e situalion for the betatron coupling is similar, except

we need four independent correctors to correct both Q+ and Q_.

To perform the calculation correctly, we would need to solve four coupled equa-

tions for the skew quadrupole st rel_gths. Instead, we will make use of the analogy,

noted in Section 2.2.5.1, between Q± and the vertical dispersion. This will al-

low us to use the results of tl_e previous section. Of course, in treating the sum

and difference resonance separately, we will neglect the effect of the cross term in

Eq. (2.2.65). This is valid since, as was noted in Section 2.2.5, the cross term will

tend to be small because of the rapidly oscillating phase. Furthermore, by treating

Q+ and Q_ separately we assume that the correctors for Q+ do not affect Q_ and

vise-versa. Obviously, this is not true of the individual skew quadrupoles, but linear

combinations of the four skew quaclrupoles can have this property.
o

Global Correct, ion - Emitt, ance (,orrectlon

rI'o estimate tile global c'orrc,ction one call perform with four skew quadrupoles,

we use the global couplil_g rc,st,lt of Section 2.2.7. Thus, global correction will
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cancel the resonant denominators, reducing the expected values of the emittance

and the beam size by 2/3 sin2 7tAu:i:, Specifically, if four skew quadrupoles are used

to correct the global coupling contribution, we use Eqs. (2.2,68) and (2.2.69) to find
o

an expected residual due to uncorrelated errors of

& = 1-5 (K_L) < )Z,&+ <v;,,)/_,&sext

(2,2.1o_)

sext

and we use Eq. (2,2,73) to find the residual due to a corrected closed orbit of

(_) = _ _=& (Y_)Z -_--i ezI(_(z)&(z)VE-_7__ , (2.2.1o6)4s& &
Av,¢ nc n_ z,

where As is the distance betweeli correctors and the values of _b are given by

Eq. (2.2.74).

Local Correction

To estimate the effect of local correction at position s, we could use the results

derived in Section 2.2.7 as we diel for the global correction. Alternately, we can

observe the effect of local correction by examining Eq. (C.2.4). When the local

coupling is corrected at location s, the first integral over q± is zero; this integral

is equal to Q±(s). The l'emaining term in Eq, (C.2.4) will cause anemittance
contribution of

s+C s+(' q

EX J22 "'

QI= 4,.7y / @,_ / dzg_e i<_''±¢'z', , (2.2.10'2)
8 Z!

where s is the point of correction, tlere, we have neglected the cross coupling terms.

In addition, we have ignored the cont,ril)ution from the correctors themselves, This

is equivalent to assuming that the correctors are located just after point s and thus

they do not contribute to the integral. To include the correctors, we only need

include the factor fcor that was fourid iii 1.';(1.(2.2.102).
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Now, we use Eq. (2,2.107) to find the emittance after correction of the local

coupling with four skew quadrupoles, For random errors, we find

• + , 10)
where fcor is given by Eq. ('2.2.!03). Notice that this result is equal to the estimate

of local correction found in Eq. (2.2.102), namely, the correction changes the global

coupling by 2fcor sin 2 tau±. Also notice that this is a factor of three larger than

the result after globM correction.

Finally, we estimate the effect of a corrected orbit after the local coupling has

been corrected. Using Eqs. (2.'2.107) and (2.2.73), we find

'9 Ncor, nc+l n_+l 9

(ey)=fcor E 16 flu /3_/E _ dzIf2(z)/3Y(z) _x/-_(z)e'¢ ,
A p_/_ I_c Uc zi

(2.2.109)

" where/ks is the distance between ('orrectors and the values of _/,are given above by

Eq. (2.2.74).
,l

Measurement

Finally, to perform these corrections, one needs to measure the coupling, Unfor-

tunately, when operating a ring far from the coupling resonances, one cannot rely

upon the standard t,echnique of putting the ring on the difference resonance and

then adjusting skew quadrul)o]es to make the two measured tunes equal. First, this

technique does not correct t,l_eCOul)ling due to the sum resonance. Second, the ring

is perturbed when making tl_(:lll('asllrements and thus even the difference resonance

will not be fully correcled wile_l I,he ring is brought back to its nominM tunes,

Instead, the coupling can 1)e nmasured by analyzing the coherent motion of a

kicked beam! 7'_1 This measurement is convenient since one can measure the local

• value of the coupling ali around the ring. Finally, as in the measurement of the

dispersion, additional information can be obtained ft'ore measurements of the beam

. size at synchrotron light monit, ors or, in a damping ring, from the extracted beam.
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Table 7, ev from globally corrected vertical dispersion in the NDR1.
. , =,, . .., -- ,,.,

Misallgnment Calc, ev [m-ra,d] Simulated ev [m-rad]
ii N II 181111 Imll n ii llnl I llnnl u u li ii n mini i I ii I l li I

Random quad. ® = 0,5 mrad 0,72 x 10-12 0,80 4- 0,02 × 10-12 °
,, H ............ ........

Random sext, Ym = 150/tru 2,44 x 10-12 2,35 4-0,04 x 10-12
P

Corrected closed orbit due to randon_

quad. Vm =150#mand BPM y,,, = 150pm 0.50x 10-1_" 0.,604-0.02x 10-12
_. _ =. ...............

Table 8. ev from locally corrected coupling due to misalignments in the NDR1,
......... m

Misalignment Oalc, ev [m-rad I Simulated ev [m-rad]
lUllll nnuml I u i i iii i ii ni ii ii i iiii

Random quad. 6_)= 0.5 mra,d 1.52 x 10-12 1.69 4- 0.03 x 10-12
....... - ,•., ..

Random sext. y,,, = 150/Lm 3.00 x 10-12 3.36 4- 0.06 x 10-12

Corrected closed orbit due to random

quad. ym=15OFmandBP_I y,,_= 150ttm 1.01 xl0 -1_" 1.7+0.2 x 10-12
, ,, . ,., ..... H i --

w

2.2.7.3 SIMULATIONS

Simulations of the correctioll were l)el'formed in the NDR to verify these ana-

lytic estimates. First, the effect of correcting the global dispersion was simulated in

the NDR1 ring. The correction was performed with two orbit bumps separated by

roughly ninety degrees. Tile bun_l)S were located in regions without sextupoles so

there was no contribution to the betatro_ coupling. The results a.re listed in Table 7.

Again, 1000 sinmlations were used t,o calculate the effect of the random misalign-

ments and twenty simulations of a correct, cd closed orbit. I-Iere, the estimates are

found from Eq. (2.2.100) along witll li;q. (2.2,59) a_ld the equations for random er-

rors Eq. (2.2 45) or the equatio_ls for a corrected closed orbit, Eqs, (2 2.46), (2,2.50),

and (2.2.55). Notice, by comparillg with _l'able 4, that the vertical emittance was

decreased by roughly a factor of tllree. This is in excellent agreement with our
estimate.

Next, the effect of correcting tl_e local couplillg was simulated. Four skew quad-

rupoles were used to conlpletely Illlcouple t,l_e beam at the extraction point of the

damping ring; two sl<ew quads were, locate¢l ilnl_lediately adja,cent to the extraction

point while the other two were locawd oiJ file opposite side of the ring, The results

are listed in Table 8, Again, 1000 sillltllal, iolls were used to calculate the effect of the
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Table 9, ev from globally corrected coupling due to misalignments in the NDR1,
, _, i i .li ......

Misalignment Calc, ev [m-rad] VSimulated ev lm-rad] I
i i -- II 1 I

" Random quad, "(9= 0,5 lnrad 0,68 x 10-12 0,71 ± 0,08 x 10-12

R,andom sext, y,,, = 150/_m 1,33 x 10-12 1,55 i 0,09 x 10-12

Corrected closed orbit due to random

quad. Yrn = 1501,m and BPhI y,, = 150/zm 0.4,1 x 10-12 0.7 4-0.1 x 10-12
- ,, ,, ,,, , ,, , , , ......

random misalignments and twenty simulations of a corrected closed orbit, In this

case, the calculated values are found using Eqs. (2,2,108) and (2,2,109) with a value

fcor = 0,75 since two correctors are adjacent to the point of correction (foot = 1,0)

and two are halfway around to ring t'rom tl_e point of correction (fcor= 0,5), Notice

that the vertical emittance due to the errors is roughly a factor of four smaller than

before the correctioi_, Again, tile simula,ted results agree well with the calculated
values.

. Finally, the effect of corr_cting t,lle global coupling was simulated, This time the

four skew quadrupoles wt'ro used to nlinilnize the vertical emittance at tlm extraction

point of the damping ring, Tile results are listed in Table 9. Itere, only 100 sim-

ulations were used to calc_llal,e tl_e effect of the random misalignments and twenty

simulatiolls of a correct, cd closed orbit; the global correction simulations are compu-

tation intensive, In this case, tile calculated values are found using Eqs. (2,2.105)

and (2,2.106), Notice, by col Jll)ariug with Table 5, tllat now the vertical emittance

due to the e,'rors is roughly a factor of nine smaller than before the correction and,

again, the calculated est ilnates agree well with results of the simulations.

2.2,8 Distributions alid Tolerances

In Sections 2,2,4, 2,2,5, 2,2,6, alld 2,2,7, we have calculated the ea'pect,ed values

of the vertical emittance alld tlac beam size, Naively, one could simply invert these

• equations to solve, for aligxln_olit tolerances, But, when specifying tolerances, one

should include a "confidelace level" (CL); this is the probability that, given the spec-

" ified tolerances, any specific n lacllille will be less than the design limit. Typically,

one wants to specify a large C'L so that there is a small probability of exceeding

the design limit, Iu t,liis socl,ioll, we will calculate the location of the 95% CL as a

function of the expected rallies calculated previously,
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Fig, 8, Second, third, and fourth normalized rnoments of the distribution

for cv from dispersion due to l'a,ndom errors versus the fractional tune; the
second moment is the largest and the fourtl_ moment is the smallest, The
data. points are found from sinlulations.

Calculating the CL requires a det,ailed knowledge of the distribution of the values

of the emittance and the beam size iii ali ensemble of machines, It has been shown

that the mean square amplitude of the normalized orbit due to random errors with

gaussian distributions should have an expollenti,.xl distribution function! TMSince the

equations for the closed orbit are sinlilar t,o those of the dispersion function and the

betatron coupling, the same result applies to the amplitudes of ?'/#(s) and Q±(s)] 2,

Here, we will consider the effect of aw_raging _(s) and IQ:t:(s)] 2 over s; the

vertical emittance is equal to the average of these functions in the bending magnets.

We will first discuss the distribution of tl_e values of the emittance arising from

vertical dispersion and betatron coupling due t,o random errors, Then, we will

discuss the distribution of the values oi' the local contril)ution to the vertical beam

size. Finally, note that, althougl_ tl_e discussion is limited to the effect of random

misalignment errors, the effect of a corrected closed orbit is simila, r,

2.2.8,1 EMITTANCE DUE TO VJ':H'rlCAL DISPEIlSION

The distribution function for the values of the vertical emittance due to random
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Chapter 2,2,8,1

errors is a very coinl31icated I'uilctloli, Thus, we will derive an approximate form that

can be integrated to solve for the location of the 95% CL, We do this by solving for

the moments of the distribution of emittances, The vertical emittance is given by

Eq, (2,2,58), Assuming identical bending magnets, we c_n express this in the same

form as Eq, (2,2,96)',

s+C 2

_v = ,.7_a_ / V_d¢',(')F(z)dzl , (2,2,110)4 sin '27rv_
8

" 9 ,where F is defined in Eq, (2,..40)

Now, we solve for the Inoments assuming random errors with gaussian distribu-

tions. This yields

(2 2 ) (2,2,111)= 1- + 4
J

( ,, 2 ){e:_}_ 2,lp4 1 - sin" _uu + _ sin4 7ruy - ]-_ sina 7ruy ,

" where g is the expected valu(, of tl,e emittance calculated in Section 2.2,4, The first

three nlornents were calculatud froln Eq, (2,2,110), while the fourth moment was fit

to data from simulations. Tllese are shown in Figure 8 where the second, third, and

fourth moments, normalized by 7_!tt", are plotted,

Notice that the momellts only depend upon the first moment p and the fl'actional

vertical tune, When t,lle vertical tlll_e is close to an integer, the moments have the

form gn = 7_[#'. These are tl_,-,_nornents of an exponential distribution as noted in

Ref, 71, As the fractiollal tune increases, the moments decrease, implying that the

probability of large e_nittanco valu,..s is decreased,

We could attelnl)t to colist r_lc't a distribution directly from these moments, but,

instead, we simply notice, lh_l tllese n_oments are close to those of a modified X'-11

squared distribution where the nulnber of degrees of freedom is a function of sin _ 7rvu,

In particular, the distribution clellsit5, can be al_proximated by
1,

g(cq) _ 21t F(',-}) [)\_/t ' (2,2,112)

where tt is the expected valu(, of tile emittance and n is tlm number of degrees of
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freedom which depends upon sin 2 zclJv:

n 1
- = _, , (2,2,113)
2 1 - _sin_7,'lJy

With these definitions, this distribution h,_s the same first and second moments

as the value of the vertical emittance, Eq, (2,2,111), Furthermore, when the tune is

integrM, Eq, (2,2,112) is correctly equal to the density of al: exponential distribution,

and, when the fractional tune incl'e.ases_'to 0,5, the third and fourth moments of

Eq, (2,2,112) are within 2% and 8% of the mon:ents of the value of the vertical

emittance,

These distributions are illustrated in Figure 9 where the distribution density

of the vertical emittance, arising from random errors, has been plotted for three

different tunes, Ali of the histograms are generated ft'ore 1000 simulations of 150 pm

vertical sextupole misalignments in the N1)R, In Figure 9(a), the tune is tJy - 3,07,

while in Figures 9(1)) and 9(c) the tulles are sJu= 3,275 and tJy = 3,43, In addition,

the approximate distribution density of Eq, (2,2,112) is plotted for each of these three

cases, One can see that there is fairly good agreement between the simulations and

the approximation,

Now, we need to calculate the distributiol_ after correction of the vertical dis-

persion, After global correction, the expected value of the emittance is given by

Eq, (2,2,100), In addition, tl:e second moment of the distribution can be found

from Eq, (2,2,96), It is

op_ (_) , (2,2,114)

Notice that this second moment is illdepell(lent of the tu:m, Thus, we would expect

the 95% CL to only be weakly dependent upoll the fractional tune, To approximate

this distribution, we simply choose 71to e(luate the second n:oment of Eq, (2,2,112)
with this second moment; this occurs when n- 5,0,

The distribution density of the value of tile \'ertical elnittance after global cor-

rection is illustrated in t?igure 9(d), The data was found from 1000 simulations of

random sextupole misMignments in the NDItl and the apl)roxirnate distribution is

found from Eq, (2,2,112) where ?_= 5,0, ttere, our approximation does not accu-

rately reproduce the distribution density for enlittance values less than 2(eu) , but

it, does describe the tail of the distribution well', this is ultimately what we need to

know to calculate the location of the 95% C',L,
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Fig, 9. Events verstts c,,j due to the vertical dispersion in the NDRI lat-
• tice, Histograms are calclllated from 1000 si,nulations of random verticM

sextupole rnisaligriments wil,ll ring tunes of', (a) z/v = 3,07, (b) t/v = 3,275,
(c) z/y = 3,43, and (d) t/._ - 3,275 after globa.1 correction, The curves are
calculated from Eq, (2,2,112),
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Fig, 10, 95% confidence level for ev due to dispersion versus the fractional
tune.

w

At this point, we can calculate t,he location of the 95% CL for the distributions,

This found by integrating the distril_ution density
cd

fcl,(e_)

f g(ey)dc_ = , (2,2,115)
0,95

0

where fCL is the location of the 95% CL in ullits of the expected verticM emittance,

The results are plotted in Figure 10 as a function of the fractional vertical tune

Auy. The solid curve is calculated i'rom Eq, (2,2,112), while the simulation results

are plotted as crosses. One can see that there is very close agreement between the

simulation _nd the approximation results,

In addition, the value of .t'CLafter global correction of the dispersion has also

been plotted in Figure 10, The simlllated data is plotted as diamonds while the

dashed line is our approximation, Allhotlgh the apl)roxin:ation for the correction

does not agree well with the simulated results, as expected, fcL is only weakly

dependent upon the fi'actional _une and it is usually much less than the fCL of the
uncorrected cases,

Finally, it is in_portant to note t,lle following: first, the curves for fcL are univer-

sal, The only dependence comes t'roln tl:e fractional vertical tune, The value of feE
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Chapter 2.2.8,2

is independent of the type of errors, the lattice type, and the integrM portion of the

tune. The data in Figure 10 has becn compared with simulations run on the ALS:

a Triple Bend Achromat lattice with an integral tune of 8, and a future damping

ring design to03• a FODO lattice with ,_n integral tune of 11. In both cases, excellent

agreement was found with the curve in Figure 10.

Second, our cMculations have assumed that the errors are random with gaussian

distributions, A more realistic error distribution is a gaussian distribution where

the tails are cutoff at -4-2cr.,it is doubtful that large alignment errors, values that are

many a, would go undetected. This will reduce fCL even further, making Figure 10

a conservative estimate of fCL.

And lastly, notice that there are two advantages of increasing the fractional

tune towards a half-integer: the expected va,lue of the emittance decreases, and the

probability of large deviations above this expected value also decreases.

2.2.8.2 EMITTANCE DUE TO BETATIION COUPLING

Now, we' _::a*_use the result,s of t,he previous section to calculate the distribution

of the value oi the vertical emil tah0e arising from bctatron coupling. Ignoring the

. cross term in Eq. (2.2.65), l lie emittance is the sum of the two quantities Q±[2.

As noted earlier, these two values ha,re the same form as _ and thus they should

each have approxinaatc distributions given by Eq. (2.2.112). Furthermore, if [Q+[2

and [Q_ 2 are mutually inclcl)endent, then the distribution of their sum is just the
convolution of the two individual distributions.

Since we have assumed that the errors have gaussian distributions, Q+ and Q_

will be independent if t_':q

,_+C'

f =0

,,+(, (2.2.116)

$

where ],;= K2y - I_"'a.Both oi' these conditions will be (approximately) satisfied if

there are many errors in a betat.roll period, N >> ux,y, and if the tunes are large,

v_,,. >> 1: this is typical of higla t,lill¢, (low enail, t,a.nce) ring._.
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Convolving the two individual distributions for IQ+I2 and IQ_I2, w_ find an

approximate distribution for the value of the vertical emittance:

}'lM W

,, (2.2.117) -

xf&e "- "* 1 "-- - ,
J
0

where n+ and n_ are

n± 1
= , (2.2.118)

2 1 - 2 sin2 7rAu±

and kt± are the expected values of the contributions from the sum and difference

resonances; these were found in Section 2.2.5. Although the integral in Eq. (2.2.117)

can be expressed in terms of the degenerate hypergeometric function, sometimes

called Kummer's function, there is no simple evaluation and is thus left as is.

The distribution of the emittances is illustrated in Figure 11 where the distribu-

tion density is plotted for two sets of tunes, in Figure ll(a) the tunes are v_:= 8.375

and Vy = 3.275 so that Av+ = 0.35 and Au_ = 0.10, while in Figure ll(b) the tunes

are v= = 8.425 and u_ = '2.92.5 so that Asi+ = 0.35 and Au_ = 0.50. As before

the histograms are found from 1000 simulations of random sextupole errors and

the curves are calculated from Eq. (2.2.117). Again, there is very good agreement

between tile simulations and the approxinaation.

Now, we can calculate the location of the 9.5% CL which, in the case of the

betatron coupling, is a function of both Au+ and Au_. This is illustrated in Fig-

ure 12 where fCL is plotted as a function of Au_, for Az% = 0.35. The crosses

are the results of simulations and the solid line is calculated from Eq (2.2.117). In

addition, the fCL, found from 100 simuls_tions of global correction, is plotted for

three different tunes; tl_is data is plotted as diamonds while the estimated value,

found using the approximation of Eq. (2.2.114), is plotted as a dashed line.

One can see that there is very good agreement between the simulated results

and the approximation when Au_ is s]nall, but there is a significant discrepancy as ,

Au_ increases. In particular, a.s GzJ_ increases toward the half-integer, the value of

fCL appears to depend upon the horizontal and vertical tunes in addition to Au+

and Au_. For example, when the tunes are l,,,, = 8.575 and li,, = .q.f17,5 (A__u+ ---- Ct .q_
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Fig. 11. Events versus % due to the linear coupling in the NDR1 lattice.
Histograms are ca,lcu]ated from 1000 simulations of random vertical sex-

. tupole misalignments for tunes of: (a) Au+ = 0.35 and Au_ = 0.10, and (b)
Au+ = 0.35 and &Ii_ = 0,50. Tlle curves are calculated with Eq. (2.2,117).
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Fig. ]2. 95% confidence ]e\'el for % due to betatron coupling versus the
distance from the difference COul)ling resonance for Au+ = .35.
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and Au_ = 0.50), fCL equals 2.05. In contrast, when the tunes are ux = 8.425

and uv = 2.925 (Au+ = 0.35 and Az/_ = 0.50), fCL equals 1.86. Thus, there is a

substantial difference in fez even though Au4. are the same in the two cases. This

difference could be explained by the cross term in Eqs. (2.2.65) and (2.2.70) which

depends upon sin27rvx along with sin 7tAu:t:.

Finally, again notice the following: (1) the curves in Figure 12 are universal

in that all rings will have similar values of fCL, (2) the values of fez in Figure 12

are conservative since the actual disi_ributions of errors will probably not have large

value tails, and (3) there are two advalatages of keeping Au_ and Au+ large: the

expected value of the emittance decreases and the probability of large deviations

above this expected value also decreases.

2.2.8.3 LOCAL BEAM SIZE

Now, we can calculate the distribution of the value of the beam size arising

from the local coupling effects. These are simpler than the distributions of the

emittances since the contribution del)ends upon the local value, not the average

value, of the coupling. In the case of the dispersion, the beam size ay/_y depends

upon rl_(s)//3y. As stated, this will have an exponential distribution similar to the

closed orbit! TMThus, the value of the projected emittance increase due to dispersion

will have an exponential distribution with a 95% C,L located at 3.00(a_}//3_; this is

equal to the distribution of Eq. (2,'2.112) where n = 2 instead of the value specified
in Eq. (2.2.113).

Similarly, the beam size due to local effect of the betatron coupling depends

upon both Q__(s)l and IQ_.(s)[ which also have exponential distributions. Thus,

the resulting distribution can be fouled from Eq. (2.2.117) where ni = 2 instead of

the values specified in Eq. (2.'2.118). In il_is case, we can evaluate the integral in

Eq. (2.2.117), finding

g((ay)/f-_u ) = , (2.2.119)
p+ -/1_ o

where /14- are the expected contribut, iol_s for the sun] and difference resonances,

found in Section 2.2.5. Now, the location of the 95% CL can be calculated directly
" ' _ 'al" =from this bi-exI.onentl distribution. II ranges from fCL 3,00, when it+ >>/1_

, or/1_ >>/1+, to fCL = 2.37, when I_+ = li_.
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2.2.8,4 TOLERANCES

Finally, one can use the results of this section to calculate tolerances. We have
II

found that the 95% CL occurs at a value between roughly two and three times the

expected emittance. To calculate alignment tolerances with a 95% CL, we simply
m,

solve for tolerances that yield expected values that are a factor fCL smaller than the

design values.

For example, if we wish to limit the vertical emittance due to sextupole mis-

alignments, we can use Eqs. (2.2.45) and (2.2.69) along with the appropriate values

of fCL to solve for the 95% CL emittance'.

_V95%= 4sin 2 nt,,v sc_t

+ 4 (cos2ru_- cos2ru v ay

(2.2,120)

" where fCLrl_ can be found ft'ore Figure 10 and fCL_ can be found from Figure 12.

lt is trivial to invert this to solve for the desired alignment tolerance.

" Actually, the factors fCL were calculated for the dispersive contribution and

coupling contribution individually. Strictly, to calculate the fCL for the sum of the

two contributions requires convolving both distributions. Fortunately, one usually

finds that either the dispersive or the coupling contribution dominates and thus the

separate values fCL can be used accurately, ttowever, if both contributions are of

equal magnitude, this method will result in tolerances that are slightly too severe.

2.2.9 Summary

In this chapter, See:ion 2.2. we have discussed the dominant low current contri-

butions to the vertical emittance and beam size in e+/e - storage rings, namely, the
a.

vertical dispersion and the betatron coupling. In addition, we have calculated the

synchro-betatron coupling and presented a corrected derivation for the emittance

" contribution from the opening angle of the synchrotron radiation. These are negli-

gible contributions in tl_e CUl'rel_tdesigns, altlaough, the later etl'ect does specify a
i

lower bound on tlie vertical elnittalace and may be an inaportant linlitation in the
filture.
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The vertical dispersion and the betatron coupling are generated by both magnet

alignment errors and a non-zero beam trajectory. We have calculated the expected

contributions to the vertical emit,rance and the vertical beam size due to random
V

misalignments of the magnets and a corrected closed orbit,. In addition, we have care-

fully separated the contributions to the vert, ic.al .,_,raitt{mceand the beam size since
local coupling effects can increase the beam size _,_:,:::itt:ibul,increasing the emittance.

/

This is important since the emittance is the retevallt qtiantity in some instances

while the beam size is in others,

We have also estimated the effectiveness of simple correction techniques in re-

ducing both the vertical emittance and the beam size. In parl, icular, we used one ,.

pair of correctors to reduce the vertical dispersion and four skew quadrupoles to

reduce the betatron coupling. In general, the correctors reduce the emittance by

cancelling the resonant denominators found in the expressions for the emittance due

to dispersion or betatron coupling. Of course, two dispersion correctors or four skew

quadrupoles cannot be used to zero the respective emittance contributions anymore

than two dipole correctors can be used to zero the closed orbit at all locations around

a ring.

Finally, we have calculated alignment tolerances to limit the vertical emittance

and beam size from the vertical dispersion and the betatron coupling. In particular,

we tlave calculated approximate distribution functions for the values of the emittance

and beam size in an ensemble of machiIles. From these distributions, we found

tol_rances that limit the vertical emittance and beam size with a 95% confidence

lew.1. In general, these are a factor of _ to v_ more severe than tolerances simply

calculated from the expected values of the emittance and beam size. lt is thought

that this analysis could greatly simplify the calculation of alignment tolerances to

limit the vertical emittance and beam size, thereby reducing the need for extensive
simulation.

l'

2.2.10 Application to NLC Damping tling

At this point, we can apply the results of this section to the NLC damping ring

design. Of course, the NLC ring design is not finalized and thus these will be prelimi-

nary tolerances. The ring consists of two families of sextupoles and twelve families of

quadrupoles (including the combil,ed fullction bending magnets). The effect of ran-

dom sextupole misalignments and quadrupole rotations is listed in Table 10 where

we have calculated the normalizod emitta,_c'o i,! m-rad as a function of the e,'.'or
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Chapter 2,2,10

Table 10. Vertical emittance budget for NLC damping ring.
, , ..............

Dispersion {7%) fl coupling {7@) 7eygs%cL
i i i i iii i i i, i iiii ii i i

* SF & SD (bends) _o,svT,, o,52d,,  ,sov
........ ,..... ,

(j 9SF & SD (wigglers) 1. y_, 0.13y_m 3 75y 2
, ,,, ,,,, , , ,, ,,,,,

QF (bends) 3.2 × 10-3_ 1.6 × 10-aQ_ 9,8 x 10-3G_

QF (wigglers) 6,'2 x lO-a@_ 0,5 x lO-a®_ 14.5 x lO-a@_......... , ,

other quads (bends) 0.6 x 10-3®_ 1,6 x Io-aE)_ 4.2 x lO-a®_,, ,,

other quads (wigglers) 1,1 x 10-a(9_ 0.5 x lO-aO_ 3.3 x lO-aO_
........ iii ii i _

Table 11. Tolerallces for the NLC damping ring.
i i ii iii , i ,i .....

Tolerances '7¢y 95% CL
,j i i i i rl i I

SF _ SD y,,, = 75#m 1.7 x 10-8 m-rad

QF _)q = 0.25mrad 0.1 x 10-s m-rad
,, ,,

• Other Quads 0,1 = 0.50nlrad 0.1 x 10-8 m-rad
, ,

BPhls y,,, = 100 pm 0.4 x 10-8 m-rad
h* .........

7lr wigglers Vvrms = 1 mm 0.2 x 10-8 m-rad
, , , , , ,,, .....

strength assuming global correction of both the dispersion and the coupling; Ym is

the rms vertical alignment in meters and ®q is the rms rota.tional alignment in radi-

ans. The contributions are divided into dispersive and coupling effects due to both

the bending magnets and the wigglers. Finally, the table also lists the maximum

emittance, with a 95% co]lfi(lellce level, due to 1)oth the dispersion and the betatron

coupling; we used .fCL,/y = '2.'2aJlcl fCL/_ -- 1.8.

Notice that, aft.er correclion, lhe dispersive contributions are larger than the

betatron coupling contributions. Furthermore, the effect of vertical dispersion in

. the wigglers is severe; the COul)liilg in the wigglers is small because the horizontal

dispersion is small. We will estimate tolerances assuming that the dispersion is

, locally corrected in the wigglers to 1 mm rms. In addition, we assume that the rms

BPM and quadrupole misalignments are comparable to the sextupole alignment and
thus the effects of the closed orbit arc small.

The resulting tole]'a]_ces are liswd in Table i 1. Obviously, the sextupole align-
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merit tolerances are the most severe _t 75 pm, The sum of the emittance contribu-

tions is "),ev _<2,5 × 10-s m-rad with a confidence level of 95%, The expected wlue

of the vertical emittance is roughly _ fa,ctor of two smaller,



Chapter 2.3.1.1

CHAPTER 2,3

COLLECTIVE LIMITATIONS

' In this chapter, we will discuss current dependent phenomena that could limit

the vertical emittance. The primary issues are'. intrabeam scattering, ion trapping,

direct effects of the beam's space charge field, and the interaction of the space

charge field with the environment, namely, the _._cuum pipe. This last category will

be separated into both static effects and instabilities. Finally, we will also discuss

the effect of beam-gas scattering and lifetime limitations.

2.3.1 Intrabeam Scattering

Intrabeam scattering is the result of multiple small angle Coulomb collisions

between particles in the beam leading to diffusion. In addition, there are relatively

infrequent large angle Coulomb collisions where a particle can gain momenta that

exceed the machine aperture. This causes particle loss and is referred to as the

Touschek effect; it will be discussed in Section 2.3.7.

' In e+/e - storage rings, intrabeam scattering increases the equilibrium emit-

tances until the additional diffusion is countered by the radiation damping. Detailed

• theories of intrabeam scattering have been developed in Refs. 17, 72, and 79. These

theories are complex and, in general, require numerical evaluation. Here, we will

describe the basic physics in e+/e - rings using some analytic results from Ref. 79.

Then, we discuss the limitations that intrabeam scattering imposes on the vertical

emittance and it's effect on the vertical damping rate. Finally, we discuss the scaling

of the intrabeam phenomena with the storage ring energy.

2.3.1.1 TtIEORY

Intrabeam scattering will redistribute thebeam momenta in an approach to

"thermal" equilibrium. In a reference frame co-moving with the particle beam,

the beam usually has an anisotropic momentum distribution. Assuming an ultra-

" relativistic beam, the beam frame momentum spreads are given by

" <P'z2)= V exTx (p'y =- e,T, <p'z2)= A ,

(2.3.1)

where _,_,y are the beam ellipse parameters and the primes are used to denote quan-

tities in the beam frame. The longitudinal momentum tends to be much smaller
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than the horizontal or vertical because of tile 1/-), factor; for example, in the NLC

damping ring, the ratio of the nlolllellta is: {pr ;2} ,, {1)_2}I {p_2} = 70001 35: 1,

Actually, in e+/e - storage rings, the opening angle of the synchrotron radi-

ation, see Section 2,2,3, imposes a lower bound on the transverse momenta such

that e_,_'_x,_ _ a_/'_ 2, Thus, the transverse momenta are always greater than or

comparable to the longitudinal {p_,y"} _ {l'_c':"}.Since the longitudinal direction is

"cooler" than the transverse, one woulcl expect the longitudinal momentum spread

to increase at the expense of the transverse momenta, Unfortunately, this simple

picture is complicated by the dispersion, which couples a change in the longitudinal

momentum to the transverse planes, Thus, a scattering event that transfers trans-

verse momentum to the longitudinal plane has both a cooling and a heating effect
on the transverse phase space, The cooling is clue to the direct exchange of momenta

and the heating is due to the dispersion; it is important to realize that this heating

is completely analogous to the heating due to synchrotron radiation,

We can see this behavior in an estilnate of t,he diffusion rates. Assuming that

the two transverse momenta are comparable and they are both much greater than

the longitudinal, the diffusion rates are al_proximat.ely _8_1

1 1)1Vx,y IBS _x,y 9") '2 Te IBS

rrlBS 3973aza_t:.rC.y (_)\_,] In aYV2cx" P0flx

where the diffusion rates are those of t,he rms values' 1/r,c,v,, = 1/ax,y,_dax,v,_/dt,

_z,v is a function of the dispersion, Eq. (A,5,9), and the vallJes _ and fl are averaged

around the ring.

In an e+/e - storage ,'ing, we can further simplify the expression for the trans-

verse rates by realizing that tlle (_nliltal_('es are functions of the dispersion. Iri

particular, the emittances can be exl)ressc'(I as

where Jx.,y,e are the damping partitiolls and _"_bend is averaged over the l_el_(ling
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magnets. Now_ the transverse diffusion ra,Los can be written:

l _,,y ff_ 1 (2,3,4)
' 7'x,V IB,¢; 9"_x,y bends J_,y 7"c1B8

. Typically, the damping partitions are in the range of one to two, Furthermore,

in the vertical plane, the ratio 7"//7"gbendswill be close to one since the vertical

dispersion is due to errors. In contrast, the ratio is usually greater than one in the

horizontal plane since the dispersion function is minimized in the bends,

Thus, Eq. (2.3,4) shows that the diffusion rates are comparable in all three

planes. We can understand this simply by realizing that when (p_, 2) > (j2}

the intrabeam scattering heating is analogous to the heating due to synchrotron

radiation, except the scattering occurs everywhere around the ring and not just in

the bending magnets. Since the low current, equilibrium emittances are determined

by the synchrotron radiat, ion, t,lle 'relative increase of the three emittances due to

the intrabealn scat, feting must. l:,e comparable, Aex./e_.SR _ ZXey/evsrt ,'_ Aez/ezsR;

: this must be true whether the vertical emittance is due to vertical dispersion or due

to betatron coupling,

Finally, we should no_e i liar tlm current theories of intrabeam scattering may

over-estimate the real emittance growth. These theories estimate the rms emittance,

but, with scattering, the bean_ distribution becomes non-gaussian and thus the rms

emittance does not characterize t.lle beam emittance well, This occurs because the

infrequent hard scatterings can lleavily bias the rms emittance and yet they only

cause a halo of large amplit.ude particles; the hard scatterings do not affect the

core emittance, A similar effect occurs with beam-gas scattering and is described in

greater detail there (Sect.ion 2.3.6).

2.3.1.2 SMALL VEIITICAI, EMrrTANCES

Now, we will discuss moclilications to this theory as the vertical emittance de-

" creases, As the vertical emit,rance gets smaller, the vertical diffusion rate must

increase relative to the llorizontal, If the vertical emittance is comparable to the

• opening angle limit while the horizontal emittance is much larger, then there are

two changes to the scal, terillg rat,es of Eq, (2,3.2)' first, since the vertical and !on-

gitudinal momenta, a.re t.l_ell comparable, the vertical plane is not cooled by the

longitudinal, Second, since t,lle vertical monaentunl distribution is much cooler than
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Fig, 13, Emittance increase dtle to IBS rs, ea:/ev, The solid, dashed, and
dotted lines are the horizontal, vertical, a_ld longitudinal emittances in units
of the equilibrium emittance wit liout ll3S,

the horizontal, there is additional heating of the vertical from the horizontal plane.

These simple arguments suggest tllat tlie diffusion rates can be written:

1 ag7"g_, 1
rx IBS ex re IBS

_ -- + (93,5)
rylBS eg _ 7"_IBS "'

r_.IBS 64"7 azagea,'v , r0/3x

where we have used the t',_ct that the cliffusion from the horizontal to the vertical is
9/ r)

equal to the diffusion from the horizo]}t.al to tile longitudinal when eyTx,v ,,_ag7".

These equations show that as ev dc'creases, the vertical rate should increase rela-

tive to the horizontal. At the lilnit irnl)OSOdby the opening angle of the synchrotron

radiation, the vertical scattering rate. and therefore, the increase of the vertical

emittance, is roughly twice thai of tl_o l_orizontal.
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This is Illustrated in Fig, 13 where we have used the theory of Ref, 17 to cal-

culate the equilibrium ernittances as a function of the _spect ratio e_sI_/eusrt, The

equilibrium emittance values are plotted in units of tile equilibrium emittance due

to synchrotron radiation esl{, Tlm emittance e sR only includes contributions ft'ore

the dispersion; the opening angle corltribution has been neglected, Finally_ we have

" used parameters of the NLC damping ring, in particular_ N = 2 x 101° particles,

7e_ = 3 x 10-6 mrad, and 7 = 3522.
p

One can see in Fig, 13 that when the aspect ratio is less than 1000, the relative

emittance increase due to intrabeam scattering is comparable in all three planes; it

increases slowly from a few percent to roughly 100%, As the aspect ratio increases

beyond 1000, the vertical emittance starts to increase more rapidly than the hor-

izontal and longitudinal. At the opening angle limit, which occurs at an aspect

ratio of 5000, the vertical emit, Lance has been increased by roughly 120% while the

horizontal has increase(l only 80%, At aspect ratios greater than 5000, the vertical

emittance rapidly increases wllile tlie horizonta.1 and longitudinal emittances rem_in

roughly constant; of course, this regime is not _tctually accessible since the opening

' angle limits the vertical emittance.

Thus, in e+/e- storage rings, intrabean_ scetttering is roughly as important in the

" vertical as in the horizontal. \,Vllile intrabeam scattering becomes more important as

the vertical emittance decreases, thescattering does not become significantly more

detrimental in the vertical plane than in the horizontal. This occurs because, in

e+/e- rings, the vertical emittance cannot be decrea.sed beyond the limit due to the

opening angle of the synchrotroll ra,diation,

2.3.1.3 DAMPING 1R,ATES

Here, we will briefly cliscuss the effect of intrabeam scattering on the damp-

ing. Since intrabeam scattering causes a diffusion that counters the synchrotron

radiation damping, it is rea sonal_lc, to assume that it migllt slow the approach to

equilibrium, in addition to increasillg the equilibrium value, We start with the

differential equation fox' tile enlit.t.ance which can be written

, de(t) 2e(*) 2e(t) 2e su- + --- . (9.,a,6)
dt rsR rInS(ez, eu, e..) rsI_

Here, the first term is due lo lll¢' syllcllrot.ron radiation damping while second and

third terms are due to the irll,ral_eanl scattering diffusion and the synchrotron radia-
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Fig. 14. Emittance vs. storage time in the NLC damping ring with 4 x 1012

e+/e-, The solid, dashed, and dotted lines are 7ca,, 7ey, and e,, respectively.

tion (quantum) diffusion; in the last l.erin, esu is a constant equal to the equilibrium
emittance due Lo the synchrotron r_cliation. "

The intrabeam scattering diffusion ,'ate is inve,'sely prol)ortional to the emit-

tances. If we assume that ali three emittances approach equilib,'ium aL the same

time, then the intrabeam scattering rate incret_ses as 1/e a, Thus, the emittance

approaches the equlhL,'lum va.lue fas/e.l' thorn it does when intrabeam scatte,'ing is

negligible; of course, the equilibrium emittance is large,, with intrabeam scattering
than without intrabeanl scattering.

If the horizontal and longitudinal emitt _nce reach equilib,'ium betb,'e the ve,'tical,

as is the case in the NLC damping ring, then the ho,'izontal and vertical emittance

will be increased as the vertical dalnps to its equilibrium. This occurs because the

intrabeam scattering becomes more impo,'tant as the vertical continues to damp.

q2hus, using the a,'gument above, one would expect the damping rate to be decreased

as the vertical emittance approaches equilib,'ium.

Actually, in calculations using the theory of 1qef, 17, we find that the vertical

damps faster with intrabeam scatteril_g tlmn without. An example is illustrated in

Fig. 14 whe,'e we have plotted "yea:,7ey, and cr,_re as a function of time in _he NLC
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damping ring. To exaggerate the effect of the intrabeam scattering, we have used

a current of 4 × 1012 e+/e- per bunch and thus the horizontal and longitudinal

emittance increase noticeably as the vertical emittance damps.

In Fig. 14, the vertical emittance damps faster with intrabeam scattering than

without because the intrabeana scattering provides additional damping in the verti-i

cal plane when the vertical emittance is larger than the horizontal and longitudinal

emittances. For example, after five damping times, the vertical emittance is 96% of

the value it would be without the intrabeam scattering. Of course, this is a small

effect and at lower currents, intrabeam scattering has no noticeable effect on the

damping rates.

2.3.1,4 SCALING WITI{ ENERGY

Finally, we will examine the dependence of the intrabeam scattering on the ring

energy. The diffusion rates are given by Eqs. (2.3.2) or (2.3.5). Since these expres-

sions depend inversely upon 9 a, it is standard to state that intrabeam scattering

becomes insignificant as the beanl e11ergy increases. But, in a damping ring, we are

interested in the normalized emittallces: 7ez,v and 7azac. Expressing Eq. (2.3.2) in

. terms of these values, we find

n1,s v/F:,(Tc,,c,,)(7:.)a/. In
(2.3.7)

o¢ In

In terms of these normalized qual_titics, the scattering rates are only weakly depen-

dent on the energy.

Of course, we are actually interested in the effect of intrabeam scattering on

the emittances. This depends on the ratios of the intrabeam diffusion rates to

" the synchrotron radiation damping rates. If we naively assume a scaling such that

the important parameters of the rip,g, namely the normalized emittances and the

• effective damping rates, remain col_stant, see Eqs. (A.6.6) and (A.6.7), we find that

Hx also remains constant wllile the bending radius and the damping times increase

with 9,3. This implies thai the effect of t.he intrabeam scattering increases as 9'3 and

thus lower energies are better!
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Obviously, one can be far more cle\,er ill the scaling, but it is important to realize

that, when designing a ring with spetiffed nom_alized emittances, simply increasing

the beam energy does not imply the,t the intrabeam scattering can be neglected.

Although, initially this result may seem counter-intuitive, one has to remember

that the scattering is inversely dependent on the normalized six-dimensional phase

space volume of 'the beam. If this is held constant, then the effect of the scattering

will only depend upon the synchrotron radiation damping rates.

2.3.2 Ion Trapping

The particle beam will ionize the residua.1 gas in the vacuum chan_ber. In the

case of an electron beam, these ions can be trapped in the negative potential well

created by the circulating electron beanl. The trapped ions will then cause large

tune shifts in the stored beam, possibly leading to beam loss. In addition, the ion

potential is highly nonlinear and thus it ca.n drive high order resonances. Finally,

the ions can also drive collective instabilities of the electron beam. In all cases, the

net effect is to limit the beam current and increase the beam emittances.

We can estimate the stability of the iol_s by assuming that the circulating elec-

tron bunches act like thin-lense focusing quadrupoles. Then, the problem becomes

that of analyzing betatron stability wt_cre the focusing is due to the space charge field

of the electrons. To obtain an initial estimate, we assume equally spaced bunches

with equal charge and dimensions. In this case, one finds that, for stability, the ions

must have atomic weights greater :,l_al_lGl

N C
A = rp (2 3.S)

7_t,,Iay(Cr_+ cry) '

where nb is the number of bunches, 7"_is the proton classical radius, and C is the ring

circumference. Notice that the minimum stable ion mass is inversely proportional

to the vertical beam size; this is prol_al)ly the only detrimental effect that actually

eases as the beam size decreases.

Equation (2.3.8) shows that the minimuna atomic weight is inversely propor-

tional to the vertical beam size. Thus, we can estimate the worst case for the NLC

damping ring by calculating the _inilnllln atomic weight of ions that are trapped

when a batch of electrons is injected into the ring. A batch contains ten closely

spaced bunches of 2 x 101° electrons; in this simple estimate we will treat this as a
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Fig. 15. Bands of stable ion masses in the NLC damping ring as a function
of the charge per bunch assurnillg ten batches of ten bunches.

, single bunch of 2 x 1011 electrons. With these values, Eq. (2.3.8) specifies a mini-

mum atomic weight of ten. In a typical vacuum system, one finds ions with atomic

masses ranging from 1 to 44. Obviously, this indicates that ions might be a problem
before the beam damps.

Of course, in operation the NLC dalnping ring will contain ten batches of

bunches with beam sizes ranging from that of a fully damped beam to that of an

injected beam. Equation (2.3.8) cannot be used in this case, but one can calculate

the linear stability in tlle san_e fasliion. Altllough the theory is simple, the compu-

tation is complex and o_e canl_ot express the result in a simple formula. Despite

this, the scaling of tile result is the same as given by Eq. (2.3.8). Thus, lowering the

bunch population decreases the tl_reshold for trapping while decreasing the number

of batches and decreasing beam sizes increases the threshold for trapping.

Calculating with ten batches of ten bunches of 2 x 101° electrons, we find stable

" bands of ions with masses grealer tllan 440; obviously, this is not a problein. But,

if the bunch population is dccrc:,asc,d, as it undoubtedly will wllen commissioning

the ring, tile minimum st alJlc_ioll IlIaSS also decreases. In Pig. 15, we have plotted

the regions of stability as a flll_c'tiojj oi' l.l_ectlrrent per buncl_ for the NLC damping
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ring, assuming ten batches of ten bunches. When the current is decreased to 1 x 109

electrons per bunch, one finds stable regions where the ions typically found in storage

rings could be trapped. Fortunately, these bands of stability are narrow. Since the

bunches in the ring are continuously damping, the regions of stability change. Thus,

this linear theory indicates that it is unlikely that significant accumulation could

occur, even at very low currents.

Of course, we should note that we have assumed a linear restoring force while

the actual space charge force is highly nonlinear, dropping to zero at large distances.

Although, the nonlinearity could generate large amplitude stable islands, even when

the linear motion is unstable, nonlinear simulations are in extremely good agreement

with the linear theoryl _8'6_'831indicating that the linear theory is sufficient.

Finally, wigglers in the ring can act like magnetic bottles, thereby increasing the

trapping. These effects can be analyzed witl_ detailed computer programs, ttowever,

in the case of the NLC damping ring, ions are unlikely to be a problein since, at the

design current, the ions are very far fl'Oln linear stability.

2.3.3 Space Charge

In this section, we will discuss incoherent effe,cts due to the electromagnetic

field of the beam. We will treat the beam as if ii we,'e in ft'ce space, neglecting

the modification of the fields by the vacuum chaml)er; these will be treated in

Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. The primary effect of the space charge field is to cause

an amplitude dependent tune shift. \'re will calculate this and estimate its effects.

In addition, we will estimate the beta trol_ COUl)lingintroduced by the space charge
field; this could be relevant for flat bealns.

2.3.3,,I SPACE CtlARGE FIELD

The space charge field will modify the t'orces felt by the particles. Like the beam-

beam force, the force particles experience wlien two colliding beams pass through

each other, the space charge force is highls' nonlinear. Unlike the beam-beam force

which is discrete, the space charge force is continuous and thus it will not tend to

drive high-order resonances.

The space charge field for a gallssiazl bullch, whose transverse dimensions are

small compared to the longitudinal, is gi\'{'ll iii Ref. 12. This is illustrated in Fig. 16,

where we have plotted the vertical elect.ric field versus the vertical position for a
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Fig. 16. Sl)ace ('llal'ge field for ax/cry -- 10' 1.

" bunch with an aspect ratio cy_./avof 10:1. Obviously, the space charge field is highly

nonlinear. The field changes rapidly as one passes through the center of the bunch

- and then decays slowly at aml)litudes greater than roughly =t=2cry.

We can expand the Lorentz force in a power series in x and y. In a gaussian
bunch, the vertical force is

Fy( z ) = "f,7_c2e-z2/2_2, _ Fyij xiy j , (2.3.9)
i.j

where -_mc2 is the electroll energy, " is the longitudinal position within the bunch,

and the first couple of coefficients Fvii are

2.\_r0 1

Fy01 -- k/_O'z_/30"y(O" x % O'y)

Nro 1

Fv".,] = - x/'_o'z7 3 axay(a, + ay) 2 (2.3.10)

Nro (o% + 2ay)
F,uo3= --

wit,h similar expressions for llle horizontal plane.
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These coefficient Fv ij are analogous to tile magnetic field[ coefficients K. that

axe used to specify the magnetic multipole strengths, The first term Fy01 causes a

linear tune shift similar to a quadrupole magnet while the second and third terms

cause an amplitude dependent betatron coupling and an amplitude dependent tune

shift having effects similar to those of an octupole magnet,
t

2.3.3.2 INCOHERENT TUNE SIIIFT

We can estimate the magnitude of the space charge force with the linear tune

shift; this is usually referred to as the direct incoherent Laslett tune shift! 8_1Assum-

ing gaussian bunches, the maximum tune shift occurs at the center of the bunch; it

is given by la41

C
1

/ ds/3yFyoa , (2.3.11)AUy= - 4--7LI

0
i

with a similar expression for the horizolltal. This yields tunes shifts of

h",'o3,,:_R 1 (2 3.12)
Au_,y= - v/_._aa. _*,y(_ + _'y) , . .

where R is the average radius of the ring: R = C/2r. Notice that it is inversely pro-

portional to the beam dimensions and thus Auu becomes important as the vertical

beam size shrinks. In addition, notice that the tune shift is amplitude dependent. It

strongly depends upon the amplitude of the longitudinal and horizontal motion and,

in the flat beam case, is more weakly dependent on the amplitude of tlm vertical

motion. The transverse amplitude dependence stabilizes the beam to high order

resonances while tlm longitudinal amplitude dependence causes the tune shift to be

modulated by the synchrotron motion; lhis is discussed in Section 2.2.6.

In the NLC damping ring, we find a vertical tune shift of AUy = -0.015 while

the horizontal tune shift is an order of magnitude smaller. Although this is much

larger than is typical in electron storage rings, it should not present a problem.

Proton rings frequently run with sl)ace cllarge tune shifts that are larger by more

than an order of magnitude. The 1)rimary effect of this tune shift is to move parti(les
onto resonances see Section 2.2.6 "_ s, . ] lJu.., l_ro\,ided that the tunes are far from the

low-order resonances, tlie space cl_argc t,1,11_,sllift, should be a negligible effect.
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Chapter 2.3.3.3

Finally, we should note that the space charge does not affect rigid dipole oscil-

lations of the beam t_°23since the beam drags it's self-field with it. Thus, the space

charge induced tune spread will not cause a coherent betatron oscillation to deco-
N

here. This is important when discussing filamentation and the effect of coherent

jitter.

2.3.3.3 BETATRON COUPLING

The space charge field of any non-uniform bunch has skew components that

could drive betatron coupling resonances. Obviously, this could be important when

striving for very dense asymmetric beams. This coupling was first calculated in

Ref. 75 with reference to low energy proton beams. There, the smooth approxi-

mation was used to calculate the single particle behavior including all components

of the space charge potential through fourth order. Unfortunately, this analysis

is rather complex and does not le_d itself to a simple estimate of when the effect

becomes important for fiat beams.

Here, we will estimate the magllitude of the space charge coupling in the flat,t

beam limit where the vertical motion does not affect the horizontal. We will use

the smooth approximation and consider only the effect of the lowest order coupling
d,

resonance; in a gaussian beam this is the 2ux 4- 2uy resonance. To estimate the

emittance dilut, ion, we assume that tim ring is far from the coupling resonances and

we use first order perturbation theory, neglecting all de-tuning effects; obviously,

such an analysis is only valid when the space charge forces are weak. The other

limit, where one is close to the coupling resonance, is analyzed in Section 3.9.1, with

reference to transport in linacs.

In a gaussian beam, t.h(_vertical space charge force is given by Eq. (2.3.9). In

the smooth approximatiol_, this yields a differential equation for y as a function of

0, the azimuthal position around the ring:

d_'Y '" R 2 xiy 3 (2.3.13). dO--Z., + u[jy = _ Fy ii ,
i,j

. where Uy is the vertical tune and the first couple of coefficients Fyij are given in

Eq. (2.3.10); the lowest order coupling resonance is driven by the Fy21 term.

Now, we use first order l)erturbation theory to solve for the increased beam size

due to the coupling. The \'¢_rtical l)osilion is y = y(0) + y(1) where y(0) and x (°)
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describe the unperturbed motion. These are

x (°) = V/2J_l%cos(v_O + ¢_) and y(0) = x/2jv/3v cos(uv 0 + ev) , (2.3.14)

where Jx,u are the single particle actions, Eq. (A.2.21), Cx,v are the conjugate phases,

and, in the smooth approximation,/3x,v = R/ux.,v. The equation for the lowest order

coupling contribution is

d2y(1)
+ u_y (1) = R2F_21x(°)2y (°) . (2.3.15)dO'-

Provided that rx, v_,lvx 4- vvl >> Au, we can neglect the tune shifts and the inho-

mogeneous solution is

R 2
y(1) Fy l2J_xx/'2gy_v= - cos((v u 4- 2vx)O + ev 4- 2¢x) . (2.3.16)

Notice that the solution depends upon the full tunes, not just the fractional portions.

This occurs because the force was assumed to ]_e constant around the ring and thus

only the zeroth harmonic is driven.

At this point, we can find the emittance increase by averaging y2//3 u over the
,b

phases Cx,u. Assuming a gaussian beam distribution, this yields

Acv ( Av_ vv ) 2
_ 2 _ , (2.3.17)

_v 16 v_(u_± vu)

where we have used the linear tune shift, Eq. (2.3.12), to simplify the expression.

This clearly shows that this effect is only significant when the tune difference vx- uv

is comparable to the linear space cllarge tune shift. In the NLC damping ring, the

tune difference is roughly thirteen wliile the Laslett tune shift is 0.02; thus the

emittance increase is negligible.

Finally, we can generalize this result to include the variation of the space charge

force around the ring. We express the force in a Fourier series t*

OO

Fv21(O)= E fkei_O ' (2.3.18) .
k "- -- C_

where the magnitudes of the coefficients I./'h.]must 1)e less than or equal to tlle d.c.

term If01, since Fu21 does not cl_aJ_gesign. Tl_is allows us to express the e_l,ittance
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Chapter 2.3.4

increase due to the kth harmonic as

A__.__y_ 2 ( Auyuv )2 _'. ey 4(/,: :1:2ux)(k + 2u_ 4- 2u_) ' (2.3.19)

Again, this will be a negligible contribution, although it does suggest against tunes

such that 2u_ :t: 2uu _ hp, where 77is an integer and p is the periodicity of the ring.

2.3.4 Wakefields: Static Effects

Wakefields and image forces arise from the electromagnetic interaction between

the beam and the external environment. They occur when the direct space charge

field is modified to meet the boundary conditions imposed by the vacuum cham-

ber. In this section, we will only treat the static effects of the wakefields where

the wakefield distor_ts the equilibrium beam distribution; we discuss the dynamical

effects, which can lead to coherent instabilities, in the next section. In both sections,

we will only treat a few issues which are pertinent to the vertical emittance. The

beam-environment interaction is a very rich topic and we certainly make no attempte

to cover it in detail.

As was mentioned in Section 2.2.6, the longitudinal wakefield in the presence

of dispersion and the transverse dipole wakefield due to a non-zero closed orbit can

cause synchro-betatron coupling in a single bunch; this occurs because the wakefield

deflection is a function of the lollgitudinal position z within the bunch. In addition,

the transverse quadrupole wakefield can contain skew quadrupole components that

induce transverse betatron coupling, Finally, there are higher order wakefield contri-

butions. However, provided that the orbit offsets are small compared to the vacuum

chamber radius, these will be n_ucll smaller.

We will estimate these effect:: at'tct describing the origin of the wakefields in a bit

more detail. We will only consider the effects in a. single bunch, assu_,_i ,g that the

wake is damped between bunches. Of course, there are multi-bunch analogs to each

. of these effects. For example, the longitudinal wakefield, in regions of ,dispersion,

or the dipole transverse wakefield can increase the effective emittance of a train of

bunches, since each bunch will receive a different deflection and thus the closed orbit

of each bunch will differ,
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2.3.4,1 WAKEFIELDS

In free space, the electromagnetic field of an ultra-relativistic particle is Lorentz

contracted into a thin disk p_rpendicular to the particle motion. Similarly, if the

particle is propagating inside a perfectly conducting vacuum chamber, the elec-

tromagnetic field is still Lorentz contracted into a thin disk, although now, the u

transverse field is modified to meet the boundary conditions at the chamber wall.

These modifications are due to image currents that flow on the inside surface of the

vacuum chamber.

This changes if the vacuum chamber has finite conductivity or if the chamber

changes cross section. In this case, the electromagnetic field acquires a longitudinal

component; it trails the generating charge. This is called a wakefield and is im-

portant because it provides a mechanism for a particle to affect both other trailing

particles and itself on subsequent revolutions.

The wakefield is typically described in either the time domain with the wake

function W or in the frequency domain with the impedance Z; the impedance is

simply the Fourier transform of the wake function. The wake function is proportional

to the Lorentz force experienced by a test charge a distance Az from the point

charge generating the field. Obviously, causality requires that the wakefield of an

ultra-relativistic particle must be zero whell Az > 0.

We will consider both the wakefield clue to the finite conductivity of the vacuum

chamber and the wakefield due to I:lF cavities. For values of Az = z _- z in the

range:

( bZ )l/,_<<Az<<ab2Z0 , (2.3.20)

the wake force due to the resistive wall of a cylindi'ical vacuum chamber can be

expressed in a simple analytic fol'nat_l

Fiio(_Z) _ N"__Ao/ _
md - 7rb VaZo Az312

F.L1(Az) 4Nr0y' \_ _mc 2 - _.b----5--,--,, _ (2.3.21)

_ sX,.0.,.',,j' +_5':))

We have listed the monopole longiI,udinal, the vertical dipole, and the skew quadru-
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Chapter 2.3.4.2

pole wakefield forces scaled by mc 2, Here, b is the vacuum chamber radius, a is the

conductivity, Z0 is the impedance of free-space, and the primed coordinates denote

. tlm position of the generating charge while the un-primed coordinates denote the

position of the test charge.

. Unfortunately, one cannot find a similar simple expression for the wakefields

due to a cavity. Here, one tyl)ically uses a computer program to find the modes of

oscillation for the cavity and then the wake function can be written as a sum over

these modes. An example is illustrated in Fig. 51 (Appendix D), where we have

plotted the longitudinal and the transverse dipole wake functions for the 11.4 GHz
NLC accelerator structure! _°1

2.3.4.2 LONGITUDINAl, AND TIIANS\'ERSE DIPOLE V_rAKEFIELDS

As discussed, the transverse dipole wakefield and the longitudinal wakefield in

regions of dispersion will cause synchro-betatron coupling. When the synchrotron

tune is very small, this coupling simply causes the beam to tilt in the y-z and yl-z

• planes', the particles ll_we different closed orbit depending upon their longitudinal

position z in the bunch. Here, we will estimate the effect of the transverse dipole

wakefield, due to both the vacuum chamber resistance and the RF cavities, using

the results of Section 2.2.6.1; these two sources should provide a good (factor of

two) estimate of the transverse wakefield. Effects of the longitudinal wakefield can
be estimated in a similar manner.

R¢.sist.ive Wall

To use the results of Section 2.2.6.1, we need to express the deflection due to

the wakefields as a function of tl_e longitudinal position in the bunch. This is found

by integrating the wakefield ov(,r t,lie, bunch distribution:

oc

ds _y(z)_ dz'p(z') F±l(z' - z).1,mc2 , (2.3.22)
z

t

where p is the particle distribution in z. To perform this integration for the resistive

wall wakefield, we need to know tlle wakefield from z = 0 to z = oe. Fortunately,

" simply integrating the al)l)roximation in Eq. (2.3.21) will yield negligible error I_1

provided that a_ >> (b_'/aZo)l/a. In a COl)per vacuum chamber with a 1 cm radius,

this requires that Crz >> 17 t_nl: this is certainly satisfied in the NLC damping ring

where the rms bunch lengtll is rotlgllly 5nim.
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Thus, assuming a gaussian longitudinal distribution, we find a deflecting force:

oo

d2y(z) hT't'oyl __o / c-zl2/2°'2
= . dz I (2.3.23) "

ds2 7_rbaez x/z I - z '
Z

a

Now, to obtain the coefficients gn needed in Eq. (2.2.84), we can expand in a Taylor

series about z = 0:

ds2 = E gn Zn
n

¢_ (2,3.24)

- ,/-a '
n 0

where we have replaced yl with yc, the closed orbit offset. This yields the coefficients:

r(¼) A',,oygl = (2a_)1/4 ,).rbaaz

rr Nroyc _a@og2 = -(8a_)3/4F(¼)77rb3a z (2.3.25) ,

N,,oyc
93 = 2(2cr_)5/4 "Trb3az V-a_a

where r is the gamma function and F(a) = 1.22....

Now, to calculate the coupling coefficient S± (Eq. (2.2.86)), we nC-%dthe closed

orbit. We shall approximate this assunaing that the orbit is corrected to a ran-

dom offset at each of the focusing quadrupoles. In this case, the value of IS±I 2 is

approximately:

¢.(,) .-, /3_ ., ,_ (2 3.26)
''_4r Q

where C is the ring circumference, ycrms is the rms of the closed orbit, and NQF is

the number of focusing quadrupoles in the ring.

Finally, we can estimate the projeclcd emittance. We will only estimate the

lowest order coefficient since the higher-order contributions tend to be small unless

they are on resonance. In the NLC, tl_ese resonances are very high-order (_ 20th)
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Chapter 2.,3.4.2

and thus they will be very narrow. The NLC design calls for 2 x 101° particles

per bunch with a 5 mm rms bunch length at 1.8 GeV. Assuming a copper vacuum

chamber (a = 5.8 x 107 mhos/m) with a 1 cm radius and a 100/zm rms orbit with
t

75 QFs, we find:

. ,¢I)12 13m-15 × 10- . (2.3.27)

Now, using Eq. (2.2.84), we find an increase in the projected vertical emittance of:

(y2) _ 5 x 10-18 m-rad . (2.3.28)
/ay

This is six orders of magnitude smaller than the beam emittance and is thus negli-

gible.

_.F q',avities

At this point, we can perform a similar analysis to estimate 'dm effect of wake-

fields in the RF cavities. The NLC damping ring will need roughly one to two meters

of 1.4 GHz RF' cavity to provide sult]cient longitudinal acceleration and bunching.

. To estimate the transverse wakefield, we could simply scale the 11.4 GHz NLC linac

wakefield, plotted in Fig. 51, to this lower frequency, but this yields a wakefield that

is small since the irises in the 11.4 Gltz NLC structure are relatively large.

Instead, we will use the transverse wakefield of the RF cavities in the PEP

storage ring, scaled to the 1.4 GHz frequency! _1 Over the range of interest, we can

approximate this dipole wakefield msa linearly increasing function of Az:

Wx1(Az) = Az 0.12V/pC/cm 3 . (2.3.29)

Now, we follow the procedure outlilJed in the previous section: we find the deflection

by convolving the wake function over the bunch distribution and then we expand

in a Taylor series about z = 0 to find the coefficients g,. Assuming a gaussian

distribution, this yields

N eyc HTJ.
gl = E0[eV] 2

wL (2.a.3o)
0 "--"

° " F0[eV] 2 x/_o'z

93 = 0 ,

where E0 is the ring energy in e\' and lI"J_is the slope of the wakefield in V/C/ma;
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for the scaled PEP cavity: W_. = 0.1'2 × 1018V/C/m 3.

Finally, we can calculate the increase in the projected vertical emittance using

Eqs. (2.2.84) and (2.2.86). For a worst case estimate, we will assume that all of the

cavities are lumped together with the same trajectory offset. In this case,

= , '

where Lcav is the total length of the RF cavities. In the NLC damping ring, with

2 x 10l° particle per bunch, a 100 tzm orbit offset, and 2 meters of cavity, we find:

(Y'_>,-, 6 x 10-1_ m-rad . (2.3.32)
#u

While this is much larger than the _fl'ect of the resistive wall wakefield, it is still

three orders of magnitude smallcr than the vertical emittance and is thus negligible.

2.3.4.3 TrtANSVErtSF, QUADRUPOLE \VAI/EFIELD

The wakefields also have quadrul)ole and skew quadrupole gradients. But, the

quadrupole wakefield tends to be much sn_aller than the dipole wakefield. One can

estimate the importance of this wakefield since the effect of the transverse wakefield

roughly scales as (r/b) n, where r is the offset, b is the chamber radius, and n is the

field harmonic. Thus, provided tllat the beam is much smaller than the vacuum

chamber radius, the higher-order wakefields will be much smaller than the dipole
wakefield.

2.3.4.4 SUMMARY

In this section, we have calculated tlle increase in the projected vertical emit-

tance due to transverse wal;efields. In the NLC damping ring, the effect of the

low-order coupling on a damped beam is small and the effect of the higher-order

coupling should be even smaller. \'Ve have not estimated the effect of the longitudi-

nal wakefields nor have we considered all sources of the _ransverse wakefield; even

though our initial estimates indicate that tile wakefields will not present a limita-

tion, these calculations should 1)e l)erfornl_:d. In addition, we have neglected ali of

the multi-bunch analogs of the single buncll dilutions; irl the NLC daml)ing ring,
these also need to be estimated.
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2.3.5 Wakefields" Dynamical Effects

The wakefields can also lead to dynamical instability. These are usually referred

" to as coherent instabilities! _J Iii general, the instability thresholds do not depend

upon the magnitude of the vertical emittance. Instead, the thresholds depend upon

'" the beam current, the impedance of the ring, and the tune spreads. Thus, these

effects do not directly limit the vertical emittance.

However, the wakefields do change the beam response function. We will mention

two important effects: first, in a ring with positive chromaticity, the rigid dipole

oscillations can be damped; this is referred to as the head-tail damping and can

be an important source of damping for coherent oscillations. Second, even though

the beam may be stable, interference between the normal modes of oscillation can

cause a transient growth in a beam or, more importantly, in a train of bunches! 11'!

This later effect is important because it will amplify the effect of noise that drives

coherent oscillations of the beana; we will discuss these effects further in Section 2.4.

" 2.3.6 Beam-Gas Scattering

, In this section, we will determine limitations on the vertical emittance due to

beam-gas scattering. Beam-gas scattering occurs when particles in the beam scatter,

elastically or inelastically, witl_ the residual gas in the vacuum chamber. In an e+/e -

storage ring, the background gas is primarily due to gas desorption occurring when

the synchrotron photons hit the vacuum chamber wall. Typically, the residual gas

is composed of light molecules such as hydrogen, methane, water vapor and carbon

monoxide and dioxide. In addition to the effect on the vertical emittance, beam-gas

scattering causes particle losses, and it will ionize the gas which can then cause

beam instabilities; we discuss these effects in Sections 2.3.7 and 2.3.2.

We can divide the beam-gas scattering into three processes: elastic scattering

with the nuclei, elastic scattering with the atomic electrons, and inelastic scattering

• with both the nuclei and the atomic electrons. Elastic scattering with a nucleus

will deflect the incident particle wilhout significantly changing the particle's energy.

• In contrast, elastic scattering with the atomic electrons both deflects the incident

particle and reduces the particle's energy. Finally, the inelastic scattering, namely

bremsstrahlung, causes tlm circulating particle to lose energy; we can neglect the

opening angle of the radiation.
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All of these processes are analogous to the quantum excitation due to syn-

chrotron radiation; they cause a discrete change in the particle's betatron oscilla-

tion amplitude. The processes differ ft'ore the synchrotron radiation effects in that

the beam-gas scattering events occur very infrequently, but the expected amplitude

change due to a beam-gas scattering event is much greater than that resulting from

the emission of a synchrotron photon. Thus, we will find that for reasonable vacuum

pressures, the beam-gas scattering does not affect the core emittance; only a few

particles are scattered to significant amplitudes. Instead, the beam-gas scattering

will cause a halo of large amplitude particles around the core of the beam.

2,3.6.1 ELASTIC- NUCLEI

We are interested in scattering with small momentum transfers; large momentum

transfers will cause the particle to be lost. In this regime, the screening effects of

the atomic electrons are important; the screening will reduce the number of very

small angle collisions, The Born al)l)roximation with the Fermi-Thomas model for

atomic potential yields a differential cross section ofl_°'_l

d--__ _, 77)---- (0 _+0_nin) 2 . (2.3.33)

Here, ro is the classical electron radius, Z is the atomic number, and 0mi n iS a

function of the screening: 0rain _ li/pa wl_ere 1) is the incident particle momentum

and a is the atomic radius' a ,,_ l.,lh"'/m(.='Z1/3. We can integrate this to find the
total cross section

cr ,._47rz'ila (192ro )'2 , (2.3,34)

At this point, we can solve for the contribution to the rms equilibrium emittance

in the same manner that we calculated tlm emittance contribution from the open-

ing angle of the synchrotron radiation, S(.ction 2.2.3 The normalized equilibrium
emittance is

r!/ ,'i -

3¢'u= 3_-_,/'(O_)l-_y , (2.3.35)

where (02) is the expected value o1' 0_, ,\r is the rate of scatt.ering, and the bar
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denotes the average around the ring. In particular,

0m&x

fda 3" A/'(O_) = cngas -_rrO dO , (2.3.36)
0

where c is the speed of light, 0,nax is the maximum scattering angle, this is usually

determined by the aperture of the machine, and ngas is the atomic density of the

gas; numerically, ngas is equal to'. ngas = 3.21 × 1022mol./Torrm 3 at a temperature
of 3000 K.

This yields an equilibrium emittance of

In the NLC damping ring, Eq. (2.3.37) predicts an emittance equal to the design

emittance of "),ey= 3 x 10-s na-rad at a pressure of roughly 10-7 Torr, assuming

Z = 7.3 and two atoms per molecule; this approximates air. For comparison, typicalm

vacuum pressures are roughly 10-s to 10-9 Torr.

, Next, we need to examine the particle distribution due to this scattering. We

will describe the distribution in terms of the single particle action J which is a

quadratic function of the transverse position and momentum and, when averaged

over the beam, J is equal to the beam emittance, Synchrotron radiation generates

an exponential distribution

e-J/e_

PsR(J) = . (2.3.38)
ey

This occurs since many phot,ons arc radiated within a damping time. Thus, using

the Central Limit Theorem, the distribution should be gaussian in position and

momentum and exponential in J. In contra.st, the expected number of elastic beam-

. gas collisions is typically very small. For example, at a pressure of 10-8 Torr,

we expect roughly ten elastic collisions per second; the damping time in the NLC

. damping ring is 4 ms. Obviously, the central limit theorem does not apply in this

case and thus we cannot expect a.n exponential distribution in J.

Instead, the distribution is dolninat.ed by single scattering events. Examining

Eq.(2.3.3a),we would expect the distribution density in J to depend upon j-2 at
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large amplitudes. We can approximate this with a distribution density of the form

Jlllill

P(J) "_ (Jmh, + j)2 for J < Jm_x , (2.3.39) .

where Jmax, like 0max, is determined by the machine aperture and Jmin is determined

from the requirement that the expected vMue of J equal the equilibrium emittance

due to beam gas scattering, Eq. (2.3.37). Thus,

_Y (23,40)
Jmin "_ ln(Jmax/ey) '

where we have assumed that dmax >> drain, ey.

This distribution due to beam gas scattering decreases relatively slowly with

amplitude. Thus, the scattering causes a halo of large amplitude particles which will

increase the rms emittance even though the core of the beam is relatively unaffected.

For example, in the NLC damping ring, a vacuum pressure of 10.7 Torr will double

the rms equilibrium emittance. But, if one neglects the outer 3% of the beam, one

finds that the emittance increase due to the scattering is only 10%. Of course, in a

linear collider, these large amplitude particles must be collimated or they will cause

large background signals at the detector.

This is illustrated in Fig. 17. The solid line is the calculated distribution P(Jy),

due to both synchrotron radiation and beam-gas scattering, when the background

pressure is 10.7 Torr. In such a case, tlle expected value {Jy} is twice that due to

the synchrotron radiation alone. The daslled line is the distribution PSR(Ju). One

can see that the two distributions are extre_nely similar for values Ju _ 6{JsR) and,

although they differ significantly for larger values of Jy, there are very few particles

in these large amplitude tails.

2.3.6.2 ELASTIC- ELECTRONS

Now, we can consider elastic scattering with the atomic electrons. In contrast to

elastic scattering with a nucleus, elastic scattering events with the atomic electrons

cause both an angular deflection and an energy transfer. Again, we are only inter-

ested in small momentum transfers since llard scatterings will cause particle losses.
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Fig. 17, The effect of beam-gas scattering on the beam distribution in the
NLC damping ring with a background pressure of 10-7 Torr; the solid line is
the distribution with beam-gas scattering while the dashed line only includesq

the effect of the synchrotron radiation.

D

In this regime, the differential cross section is 1_}

ria 2;rr_ 1
d-_ = 7 62 ' (2.3.41)

where 6 is the relative energy loss: 6 = AE/E. Alternately, we could express this in

terms of the scattering angle 0 = V/_/7. In this case, we would find a cross section

equal to Eq. (2.3.33)with the substitution Z-., 1.

Now, we can calculate the resulting equilibrium emittance. The energy loss

is coupled to the betatron amplitude via the dispersion function: Ayz = fly6 and

Ay_ = r/_ , while the angular kick directly changes y}. Thus, these two effects
" are uncorrelated and we can simply add the emittance contributions. Since the

angular deflection by the electron is similar to that given by a nucleus, the emittance

, contribution is given by Eq. (2.3.37) with the substitution 2 2 _ Z. In addition,

the amplitude limit 0max is now the lesser of the limit due to the angular deflection

or the limit imposed by the energy cha.nge. For typical damping ring parameters,

these two limits are comparable and thus we will neglect this distinction. Thus, we
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find an emittance contribution due the a,ngular kicks of

(2.3.42)
_(.y '_ 7FCTy T

In air this contribution is roughly 15% of tl_e contribution from the elastic scattering
with the nuclei.

Next, calculating the emittance contribution from the energy change is com-

pletely analogous to calculating the equilibriun: emittance due to synchrotron radi-

ation. Here, the emittance contribution is

7% = "__'_A/'(62)7-l_ , (2.3.43)

where "H_is a function of the dispersion and it's derivative, Eq. (A.5.9). The value

of A/'<62) is found from the cross section Etl. (2.3.41):

t_inax

._(62) cT_ga.s d6 , (2.3.44)
0

where 6max is determined by the aperture of the storage ring; typically, this is limited

to a few percent. We find an emitta::ce coaltribution of

7% "_'27rcryZro6maxT-l_ngas . (2.3.45)

In the NLC damping ring, this contribution is much smaller than the contribution

from the angular deflection, Eq. (2.3.42), and thus we will neglect it.

2.3.6.3 INELASTIC SCATTERING

Finally, we consider the inelastic scattering of the beam particles with the resid-

ual gas. In this case, bremsstrahlung photons are emitted causing the incident

particle to lose energy. We are only interested in small energy changes, less than

a few percent of the incident particle energy. In this regime, the differential cross

section for scattering with both the nucleus and the atomic electrons ist_l

da 16 Z(Z + 1.35) ro In {' 183 '_
d-'_'_ -- -- ,] . (2.3.46)3 137 6 _kZ1/3

Now, we can calculate the equilil)rium emittance due to these bremsstrahlung
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photons using Eq. (2.3.43). This yields an equilibrium emittance of

z(z + 1,35) ( 1sa' : 6max In 7-/y (2.3,47)
" "Yev_ "_ 137 Z-T_/3) n s_ '

• In the NLC damping ring with a pressure of 10-a Torr, the bremsstrahlung induced

emittance is many orders of magnitude less than the elastic scattering contribution,

and thus we can ignore it.

2.3.6.4 SUMMARY

In the low energy damping rings, we have found that the most important beam

gas contribution comes from the elastic scattering with the gas nuclei. In the NLC

damping ring, a pressure of 10-s Torr will cause a 10% vertical rms emittance

increase. But, it is important to realize that this emittance increase is dominated

by a few large scattering events; the core of the beam is virtually unaffected while

• population of the tails of the beam distribution is increased slightly. Thus, we

conclude that the beam gas scattering is not a significant limitation, even at much

higher vacuum pressures.

2.3.7 Lifetimes

In a damping ring, it is unlil_ely that the beam lifetimes could limit the operation

of the ring since the beams are stored for a very short time. But, poor beam

lifetimes could make commissioning and studying the ring difficult. The primary

beam lifetime limitations are excessively small aperture, beam-gas scattering, and

the Touschek effect; the later refers to large angle collisions between particles within

the beam that lead to particle loss.

With adequate design and toh, rances, one should be able to avoid the first

. limitation. In addition, with reasonable vacuum pressures, the, lifetime due to beam-

gas scattering should not be significant. Formulas for the beam gas lifetimes are

listed in Ref. 68. Assuming a pressure of 10 -8 Torr in the NLC damping ring, the

lifetime due to beana gas scattering is roughly four hours; this is more than sufficient.

In contrast, the Touschek lifetilne will tend to be more severe since it depends

inversely upon the particle density in the beam. In the limit of non-relativistic
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transverse momenta, the Touschek lifetime is given 1)y124'*_'1241

T '}1 Ar6cD(Px)
- a (23.48)

Ttou 8 7ro"a, o_, o"z ")'2 (5max '

where P, 2= _max_x/2"y2ex and D(P,) is plotted in Fig..,18; for typical parameters

D(P,) is between 0.1 and 0.3. In the NLC damping ring, the Touschek lifetinie is

roughly two minutes. While this is long compared to the operating beam storage

time of 28 ms, it may be too short to study the properties of a stored beam. In this

case, we can increase the vertical beam size or decrease the number of particles per

bunch, thereby decreasing the beam den,'.ity and increasing the lifetime.
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CHAPTER 2.4

JITTER AND NOISE EFFECTS

" In this chapter, we will discuss the effect of slow and fast jitter processes that

can increase the effective emittance of the beam. The sources can be divided into

" low frequency contributions, such as ground motion and power supply fluctuations,

where the jitter adiabatically changes the ring orbit and high frequency effects which

drive coherent oscillations. We will estimate the magnitude of these effects and then

briefly mention some of the feedback techniques that will almost certainly be needed

for compensation.

2.4.1 Ground Motion

The ground has many frequencies of movement with periods ranging from years

to fractions of a second. Here, we will discuss the "fast" motion where the ground

vibrates at the micron level with frequencies between 0.1 Hz _ f _ 100 Hz; t'_l the

high frequency end of this spectrum is primarily due to cultural noise, i.e,_ man-

. made noise, while the low frequency vibrations are primarily nature.

This ground motion moves the quadrupole magnets which then deflect the closed

- orbit. In general, the vibration has a small effect, unless the wavelength is smaller

than or comparable to the betatron wavelength in the ring! _'9'1Thus, the ground

motion tends to be less of a problem in small strong focusing rin_;s than in the large

rings such as LEP, HERA, and the SSC.

At the SLAC and DESY sites, the measured ground motion near the surface

has a phase velocity of 250 ,,_ 300 m/s and, during the day, the rms amplitude is

roughly 0.2/zm;t42'o_lduring the night, the amplitude is much less. Finally, the noise

has a power spectrum that tends to decay as 1/f 2. Note that the phase velocity

, of these high frequency ground waves is roughly an order of magnitude slower than

that of the long v,avelength motion measured during seismic events. The longer

wavelengths sample deeper and denser material and thus have faster velocities! '31

" In the NLC damping ring, the average vertical betatron wavelength is roughly

C/uy = 14m. Using the results of Refs. 4 and 94, the first resonant frequency occurs

- at approximately 20 Hz. Although this is at the high frequency end of the power

spectrum, it still suggests that the ground motion might be a problem in the NLC

ring; a more detailed analysis, including the actual ring optics and the response of

the magnet supports, is needed to determine the real magnitude of the problem.
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If indeed the ground motion is a problem, there are three solutions: (1) choosing

a site with reduced noise, much of the high fi'equency noise is caused by motor vehicle

traffic, (2) use isolation supports to damp the noise, and (3) use low frequency
m

feedback systems to stabilize the closed orbit; this will be discussed later.

2.4.2 Power Supply Fluctuations

In general, the magnet fluctuations due to power supply fluctuations are low

frequency f _ 1 KHz in comparison to the beam revolution frequency; higher fre-

quency fluctuations are attenuated by the vacuum chamber, Thus, the fluctuations

cause adiabatic changes. Fluctuations of the correctors change the closed orbit and

fluctuations of the quadrupoles change bot,h the betatron tunes and the closed orbit.

In addition, fluctuations of the bending magnets cause the ring energy to change;

this occurs because, in an e+/e - storage ring, the RF fixes the revolution period.

Correctors

The dipole correctors usually have independent power supplies and we assume

that the fluctuations are independent. Thus, using Eq. (2.2.13), we find a tolerance

A0_rms £ au2_/221sin 7ruul (2.4.1) "

where Ncorr is the number of correctors and /3y is the vertical beta function at the
correctors,

In the NLC damping ring design, this yields a tolerance of A0yrms _ 0.08/zrad

to limit the jitter to one quartex' of the vertical beam size. We can estimate the

maximum required corrector strength from the alignment tolerances and the magnet

strengths; a maximum deflection of 1 mrad should be more than sufficient. This

yields a relative tolerance on the corrector power supplies of £XI/Ipe_,k _ S x 10-_.

This is a fairly tight tolerance, but it could be eased by reducing the maximum

corrector strengths.
w

Main Bending Magnets -

We will a.ssume that ali of the bending dipoles are powered by the same supply.

In this case, slow fluctuations of the dipoles will change the beam energy; as men-

tioned, this occurs because the revolutioll period is fixed by the RF in an e+/e -

ring. In terms of the closed orbit and the betatron tunes, slowly cllanging the main
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bends is equivalent to changing the correctors and the quadrupoles in the opposite

direction. Thus, in the vertical plane, the closed orbit change due to the fluctuation
can be written

i,

AB

' (2.4,2)

This can be further simplified since, in Section 2.2.4, we saw that ay ,,_ 2r/yac.

Thus, to limit the orbit variation to one quarter of the vertical beam size, we find a
tolerance

__B____ABa_ . (2.4,3)

In the NLC damping ring this tolerance is roughly 5 x 10-4.

In addition to the closed orbit, the betatron tunes will vary _ the bends change.

As mentioned, changing the bends is equivalent to changing the quadrupoles in the

opposite direction. Thus, the tune shift is

• '-_/J"- _uncor'_ , (2.4.4)

where _uncor is the uncovl'_ctcd cliromaticity. Notice that the sextupoles do not0*

atlc tune tluctuation This occurs because the horizontalcompensate this "chrom ' "

orbit change is not proportio_lal to the horizontal dispersion since tlm revolution

period is fixed. In the NLC dampii_g ring, the uncorrected chromaticity is rollghly

-25. Thus, to limit the tune fluctuation to 0.01, we find a tolerance of

AB -4
--B-- _ 4 × lr . (2.4.5)

This is comparable to the tolerance on the closed orbit, fluctuations and should not

be difficult to achieve; colnl_lercial power supplies are available with regulation of
10-4 ,,_ 10-5,

" ,Quadrupoles

In this case, we will assume that all of the focusing quadrupole magnets are

• powered by a. single supply, while all of the defocusing quadrupoles are powered by

another supply. First, we can solve for the vertical orbit change with Eq. (2.2.13).

Here, the deflection of the closed orbit depends upon the quadruI)ole field and the

closed orbit offset. Althougll l lie st,rength variation is correlated between magnets,
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the orbit offsets of a corrected orbit are not, Thus, we find a result analogous to

Eq, (2.4.1)',

AK1 _ ay2v"22 sin 7ruyI (2,4.6) '

where Lqu_A is the length of the quadrupole, yc is the rms magnitude of the closed (",,, ,,
orbit, and AK1 is the rms error in the normalized quadrupole gradient. \', _

Finally, we can estimate the tune variation due to the quadrupole fluctuations.

If we wish to limit this to Au _ 0.01, we find a tolerance

AICx 0.01
<_ , (2,4.7)

h'l _uncor

where _uncor iS the uncorrected chromaticity.

In the NLC damping ring design, the closed orbit constraint imposes power

supply tolerances of AI/I ,-, 2 x 10-4 to limit the jitter to one, qu,_rter of the

beam size. Here, we have a.ssumed 100 quadr.upoles with K = 20 m -2, L = 0.2m,

and ye = 100#m; these values should overestimate the severity of the tolerance.

Similarly, the tune variation imposes a conlparable tolerance of AI/I _ 4 x 10 -4. In

both cases, commercially available supl)lies slaould be able to meet these tolerances.

2.4.3 High Prequency Jitter

The primary sources of lligh frequency noise are the RF system, the high ft'e-

quency feedback systems that would likely 1)eneeded to damp coherent oscillations,

and the injection/extraction kickers. The noise will drive coherent oscillations of

the beam. Longitudinal noise, such as that ft'ore the RF system, will drive coher-

ent synchrotron oscillations that, in the presence of synchro-betatron coupling, will

cause coherent betatron oscillations. Transverse noise will directly drive coherent
transverse oscillations.

A coherent betatron oscillation can be damped by the head-tail damping process,

synchrotron radiation damping, and feedback systems. In addition, if there is a

large spread in the oscillation tune, the coherent oscillation ca.n filament before it

is damped coherently; the oscillation de('ol_eres and the beam size increa.ses. After

this filamentation, the fast head-tail process and feedback cannot damp the beam.

Thus, the filamented beam damps at the (slower) synchrotron radiation damping
rate.
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We can estimate a tolerance on the RF noise in the same manner that we calcu-

late the equilibrium emittance. Assume that the noise causes a discrete transverse

deflection 0 that is uncorrelated between revolutions. Then, the change per turn of
l

the single particle invariant that describes the coherent oscillation is 2Ad = 1702.

', By equating this with the damping rate, we find the expected value of (d):

2) ,
(J)- 4 To' (2.4.S)

where r is the damping time and To is the period of revolution.

To prevent dilution of the effective emittance, we require (J) < e. For a worst

case estimate, we can assume that the beam damps at the synchrotron radiation

damping rate. Thus, in the iNLC damping ring design, we find a tolerance on the

vertical deflecting voltage

I/_/rms g 20Volts , (2.4.9)

to limit the jitter to one fourtl_ the beam size. This can be translated into a tolerance
i,

on the phase stability of the n_ain accelerating RF:

4-T--go' (2.4.10)

In the NLC damping ring design, assuming a 1 MV R.F system with 1 mm of

vertical dispersion in the cavities, tills implies a phase stability of q_rms _ 2° which

is a relatively loose tolerance.

Finally, we should note that a more severe tolerance on the RF phase is due

to the phase stability required of the extracted beam. Phase jitter of the extracted

beam is translated into energy jitter at the beginning of the bunch compressor;

a correlated energy sl)read is added to the bunch at the beginning of the bunch

compressor using an acceleration section, l)hased to give the nominal center of the

. bunch zero energy gain. This energy jitter is then translated back into phase jitter

during the compressiori, since low and l_igh energy particles have different path

lengths. Finally, the phase .iitt('r is tra_slate, d into an energy jitter in tile linac. This
,i

effect has been oi)served iii Iii(:' Sl,({' hilt we will not calcula, te tolerances llere since

it requires detailed l<nowledg<' ot' i lie bulich compressors.
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2.4.4 Feedback

Stabilization of the closed orbit is very important in synchrotron light sources.

Currently, many of the synchrotron ligllt sources stabilize tile closed orbit at the

level of a few microns! _4'_3'7_'_261Tile primary limitation of these feedback systems is

the measurement of the beam position. Tl_is is a problem that needs to be resolved

throughout the linear collider complex; one needs to accurately measure the beam

position at the level of the beam size. But, assuming that the required measurement

accuracy can be achieved, stabilization of the closed orbit should be straight-forward.

In addition, to slow feedback for the closed orbit, fast feedback can be used

to damp coherent oscillations of the beam. Wide band bunch-to-bunch feedb,ck

systems are used to stabilize the beam in PETRA and ItERA I*_'521and are planned

for in the LBL-LLNL-SLAC B-Factory design! 2j'_321In the NLC damping ring, one

may not be able to feedback on each buncll, this requires a 1-2 GHz feedback system,

but it should be relatively simple to feedback on the batches of ten bunches; this

only requires a 20 MHz system whicll is colnparable to the PETRA feedback system.

Of course, again, any feedback system will be limited by the resolution of the beam

measurement.
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CHAPTER 2.5

INJECTION MATCHING

In a damping ring, it is important to match the injected beam to the ring. In

the transverse case, the beam must be injected onto the closed orbit, and the beta

" functions and the dispersion must be matched correctly. If there is a mismatch,

the beam will filament; the beam is large at injection and thus nonlinear fields

cause a significant tune spread. The filamentation of the mismatch will increase the

beam size and thereby increase the storage time needed to damp the beam to the

equilibrium value.

The emittance dilution due to filamentation of a beta mismatch can be writ-

ten: t3_]

where c_and/_ are the machine parameters and c_*and 3* are the beam parameters.

Similarly, the dilution due to a filamented dispersion mismatch ist'31

2 ' (2.5.2)

where 7"/is the dispersion function defined in Eq. (A.5.9). Finally, the dilution due
to a orbit mismatch is t_°l

1

_X_v= _(Tvy0_ + 2-vyy_ +/_vy_ _) , (2.5.3)

where y0 and y_)are the difference between the closed orbit and the injected trajec-

tory.

In addition to the transverse matching, the beam must be matched longitudi-

nally to prevent coherent synchrotron oscillations. The synchro-betatron coupling

could couple the synchrotron oscillations to the transverse planes as discussed irl

section 2.2.6. This increases the beam size when the oscillations filament. The

nonlinear synchro-betatron coupling is more important at injection since the beam

occupies a large portion of the accelerating RF and thus cxi)eriences the sinusoidal

• variation of the fields. Furthermore, since the bunch is' usually longer, the transvcrse

wakefields, which are an important source of coupling, a.re_lnU(:h stronger, r"cjn:se

effects can be estimated fron_ llle results of Sections 2.2.6 and 2.3,4, althougt_ a

detailed analysis has not yet been performed for the NLC damping ring.
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Actually, in the NLC damping ring design, the tolerances on the injection mis-
1 •match are very loose. This occurs oecausc the beam is over-damped to ease toler-

ances on the vertical equilibrium emit, rance. The horizontal and longit, udinal emit-
N

tances are damped to their equilibrium values after roughly half the damping cycle

and thus injection errors will have negligible effect on the extracted emittances,

Even the vertical emittance, which requires the most damping, is dominated by

the equilibrium value at the end of the damping cycle, The injected emittance

of 7¢v = 3 x 10-a m-rad contributes roughly 10% of the extracted emittance of

Ve_ = 3 x 10"s m-rad. Thus, even if the injected beam filaments to twice its size,

the extracted emittance will only increase by 10%.
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CHAPTER 2.6

GENERATION SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have discussed effects that can limit the vertical emittance

in future damping rings, In particular, we have calculated limitations due to single

" particle effects, collective effects, and pulse-to-pulse jitter sources. We then applied

these results to the current design of the NLC damping ring which calls for a very

low vertical emittance of 7¢v = 3 × 10-8 m-rad with an aspect ratio (¢*/¢v) of 100.

The single particle limitations are primarily due to vertical dispersion and be-

tatron coupling; the more fundamental limitation, due to the opening angle of the

synchrotron radiation, is a factor of 45 smaller than the design vertical emittance,

The vertical dispersion and the betatron coupling impose alignment tolerances on

the ring components. In the NLC damping ring, we have calculated that ver-

tical alignment tolerances of roughly 100/lm will limit the vertical emittance to

7_v < 2.5 × 10-s m-rad with a 95% confidence level; these results are summarize in
Table 11.

Next, the most important collective effects are intrabeam scattering and tile

space charge tune shift. The space charge tune shift reduces the working area in

" tune space. In the current design, the space charge tune shift is Au v = -0,015.

While this is not thought to pose a problem, a larger value might cause the induced

synchrotron sidebands to overlap a strong resonance, leading to emittance growth.

Of course, for given normalized emittances, the space charge tune shift depends

inversely upon 72 and thus it decreases rapidly as the ring energy is increased,

In contrast, for given normalized emittances, intrabeam scattering does not

necessarily decrease rapidly with the ring energy. But, in the current NLC design,

intrabeam scattering only increases the rms vertical emittance by 20%; this only

increases to a 120% dilution as the vertical emittance is decreased to the limit

imposed by the opening angle of the synchrotron radiation (a factor of 45). Thus,

the intrabeam scattering is "annoying", but it does riot present a severe limitation.

Furthermore, the current theories of intrabeam scattering may ovei-estima.te

the real emittance growth. These theories estimate the rms emittance, but, with

• scattering, the distribution becomes non-gaussian and thus the rms emittance does

not characterize the b(.,am emittance well. The emittance growtll due to beam-

gas scattering is an example of this. In the NLC daml,ing ring, a background ga,s

pressur(,, of 10-7 Torr will cause the rms vertical emittance to double. But, tll(_
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actual effect on the beam is small; the scattering generates a halo of large amplitude

particles without significantly diluting the core of the beam.

Finally, we have also estimated tolerances on the sources of pulse-to-pulse jitter.

In the current design, the tolerances on the power supplies, which limit the beam

jitter to 25% of the rms beana size, are reasonable (AI/I _ 10-4). But, tolerances

on the ground motion may be more severe; tlm ring will be resonant to ground

motion with frequencies above approxinaately 20 ttz, Fortunately, in a storage ring,

it is relatively simple to stabilize the beana with feedback, easing both the power

supply tolerances and the ground motion tolerances,

Thus, to conclude, there does not appear to be any significant limitation in

achieving the design vertical emittance of 7ey = 3 x 10-s na-rad in the NLC damping

ring. In fact, it seems quite possible that one might be able to reduce this an

order of magnitude to a x 10-9 m-rad. This would require reducing the alignment

tolerances by roughly a factor of t'our, and, perhaps, increasing the damping ring

energy to reduce the space charge tune shift and the opening angle contribution

Lo the emittance. Furthermore, one would need beam position monitors with sub-
),

micron accuracy for the feedback systems.

Of course, we must qualify these statements by noting that we have neglected

two important effects', first, the effect, on the emittance, of multiple closely spaced

bunches needs to be considered, The intra-bunch wakefields could cause the bunches

in a train to have different trajc, ct,ories, increasix_g the effective emittance of the

bunch train, Second, effects that occur at injection, before the beam damps should

also be considered. Here, the bullch length and the energy spread are much larger

and the nonlinear synchro-betatron resollances might enlarge the initial injected

beam; fortunately, as mentioned, this would not be extremely significant in the

NLC damping rings since the vertical emittance is over-damped.
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CHAPTER 3

ACCELERATION OF BEAMS WITH SMALL

VERTICAL EMITTANCES

After the beams are generated in the damping rings, they need to be accelerated
.f

to the desired final energy while preserving the small beam emittances. In many

current designs, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, the beams are extracted from

the rings into a bunch compression and matching region. Then, the beams are

accelerated, in a preliminary linac, to an intermediate energy where they undergo a

second bunch compression. Finally, the beams are accelerated in the main linac to

the desired energy.

In this chapter, we will discuss effects that can dilute the vertical emittance

during the acceleration. We will limit the discussion to the linacs and neglect dilu-

tions that occur in the bunch compressors and other sections of tile linear collider.

Throughout, we will calculate with parameters of the NLC designs described in Ap-

pendix D; note that the linac parameters are still in a state of flux, but those listed

" in Appendix D provide a representative set.

There are three forms of emittance dilution that can increase the effective ver-

" tical emittance in the linacs', conservative dilutions where the six-dimensional emit-

tance is conserved but the projected emittance is increased, pulse-to-pulse jitter

where the beam emittance is not necessarily increased, but the effective beam size

is _nlarged, and finally, non-conservative dilutions, such as scattering and radiation,

that directly increase the beam emittance.

The conservative dilutions are similar to those that lead to a local beam size

increase in the damping ring; this was discussed in Section 2.2. These dilutions only

increase the projected emittance beam, and, in theory, the effects can be removed.

Unfortunately, in a linac, the dilutions "filament" because the beam has a finite

energy spread and the phase advance is energy dependent. Thus, after propagating

through the linac for a short distance, the dilutions become very difficult to remove

" and effectively become an emittance increase.

We discuss the equations of motion in a linac and the filamcntation process in

• Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Then, in Section 3.4, we calculate the primary conservative

dilutions which are due to dispersive errors, transverse wakefields, and 1-IF deflec-

tions; these are analogous to the local dispersive and synchro-betatron coupling in

the damping ring. In Sections 3.5 a.nd 3.6, we discuss methods of easing some of
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the tolerances that these dilutions impose, and finally, in Section 3.7, we calculate

the effect of magnetic field errors which c,mse betatron mismatches and transverse

betatron coupling.

Next, in Section 3.8, we discuss the effect and sources of pulse-to-pulse jitter;

these effects are important in future linear colliders because the beam sizes are

very small. Finally, in Section 3.9, we discuss a few additional dilutions, including

the beam space charge and the non-conservative dilutions, The non-conservative

dilutions are similar to those that determine the beam emittance in the damping

rings, but in a linac, these effects are very small.

Throughout this chapter, we will calculate tolerances to limit the vertical emit-

tance dilution to roughly 6%; this causes a 3% reduction in the luminosity, We

choose to limit the individual dilutions to this small value because there are many

independent sources of dilution, all of which add to the final result.
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CHAPTER 3.2

EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND PROJECTED EMITTANCES
m

3.2.1 Equations of Motion

In a high energy linear accelerator, the longitudinal motion is effectively in-

dependent of the transverse motion, There are sources of coupling between the

longitudinal and transverse planes, but the longitudinal emittance is much greater

than the transverse emittance (between four and six orders of magnitude greater in

the NLC linacs) and thus we can neglect the perturbations to the longitudinal plane

from the transverse motion,

Furthermore, in a high energy linear accelerator, the longitudinal position is

essentially fixed; as discussed in Appendix A, it is independent of the energy devia-

tion as well as the transverse motion, For example, in the NLC main linac, particles

within 3ct of the design energy and beam divergence shift longitudinal position by

much less that 1 tzm; in contrast, the bunch length is roughly 100 #m.
6

Since the transverse motion does not affect the longitudinal, we can parameterize

the transverse motion with the longitudinal coordinates, The dominant effects in

a linear accelerator are due to the focusing and deflecting magnetic fields and the

wakefields, Thus, the transverse equations of motion can be written',

1 d

- _ , - = _

7 7 6' (a,2,1)._(s-----y-Nr0 dz' dS'p(z',5')W±l(.s;z' - z)[y(s;z', )- Ya] ,
Z _00

where the only difference between this equation and that for the motion in a storage

ring is the dependence on 7(s) which leads to the adiabatic damping,

Specifically, s and z are the longitudinal position in the accelerator and in the
i

bunch, and 5 is the rela,tive energy deviation which is also a function of s and

z. Next, K1 and G are the normalized focusing and bending furlctions, and I4/21

° is the transverse dipole wakefield wllictl del}ends upon the dipole moment of the

bunch; wat<efields are iIltrodu{:ed ill Se(.:tioll 2,3,4 and tile wakefields it] the NLC',aP{,

IT}lottedin Appendix D, In addil, ion, N and r{}a,r{,tlJe nllinl}er of i:}aPticles and I,llc

classical electron radius, p is the longitudillal distril)llti{}n function for l,lle 1}arl,ic,l{-'
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bunch, and, yq and ya are the misalignments of the quadrupoles and the accelerator

structures, Finally, we have neglected skew quadrupole and higher-order multipole

fields and the higher-order wakefields; these are discussed in Sections 3,7 and 3,4,2,

respectively.

Now, we need the longitudinal equations of motion. As mentioned, the longi-

tudinal position z is fixed; this leaves the relative energy deviation 5, The energy

spread consists of two components: an uncorrelated energy spread which comes from

the finite longitudinal emittance and au energy spread that is correlated with z; this

correlated energy spread is due to incornplete bunch compression, the longitudinal

wakefields, and the accelerating RF voltage. Neglecting any initial correlation, we

can express this as

8 8 (X)

0 0 z

where 7o is the initial energy, 5un is the initial uncorrelated energy spread, and WII0

is the lowest order longitudinal wakefield, Assuming a sinusoidal RF accelerating

field,

_EaF= EaF(_)[_i'_(:I,'_F+ ¢_)- _in(¢_)], (a,2,a) "

Here, kRf is the wavenumber of the RF and ¢, is the RF phase which is 90o for
maximum acceleration of electrons.

Finally, we will calculate the motion of the bunch centroid. This is important

because the centroid, and thus the transport matrices for the central trajectory,

depends upon the bunch intensity and the correlated energy spread! _l The equation

for the centroid is found by integrating Eq. (3.2.1) over the particle distribution

in 5 and z. In general, this is complicated, but if we assume that the transverse

trajectory offsets are large compared to the dilutions and we assume that the bunch

has a gaussian distribution in z, we find

7(_--)e(_) yc(_)-(1 - 5..)A'_[,,jc(_)-yq]= (1- 5_)ay
. Nr0 !V21(s)az (3,2,4)

+(1-_,,)-_,_) v_ [_J_(_)-Y<']'

where ¢5_vis the average beam el_ergy al_d we have approximated the transverse

wakefield as l¥1_l(s',-'t z) -- (z' - -)ll 'lmj(s),
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Chapter 3,2,2

Notice that the dipole wakefield acts like a defocusing term in that it increases

the wavelength of a coherent oscillatlon; of course, the dipole wakefield does not

actually have a gradient and thus it does not change the focusing seen by particles

within the bunch, i,e,, the beta functions are unchanged,

Strictly, we need to include this effect whenever we calculate the bunch trajec-

tory, but, in the NLC main linacs, the wakefield effects are relatively weak. The

relative decrease in the phase advance is roughly 6u/u _.. -0.002 and thus we will

neglect the effect. However, in the SLC linac, this effect is much more important.

3.2.2 Projected Emittance

In a conservative system, whicll a linear accelerator approximates, the normal-

ized six-dimensional emittance is conserved. Furthermore, in a conservative system

with linear forces, the rms ctx-dimensional emittance is conserved. But, in a linear

collider, the luminosity is strongly dependent upon the projection of this emittance

into the transverse planes.

. As discussed in Appendix A, the six-dimensional rms emittance can be calcu-

lated from the beam matrix a which consists of the second moments of the beam

distribution',

4 =det ,,,,;= , (3,2,5)

the angle brackets denote the average over all beam particles, and xi are the com-

ponents of the vector: (xZ,x_, yz, y_, z, 6), Similarly, the two-dimensionM projected

emittances are just calculated from the 2 x 2 sub-matrices along the diagonal of the

full beam matrix, Specifically,

_, ( (y2> (yy,) )
e_ = der a!; where o'y - , (3.2,6)

At this point, we should note a very useful method of VisualiziIlg the beam,

" The transverse projected emittance is not conserved because ii, is coupled to the

longitudinal plane, But, since tlle longitudinal position is fixed, we can divide the

, beam longitudinally into slices ot' constant z. Lach slice has a specified correlated

energy deviation which is det,erlnined from tlle bunctl compression, tlle longiI udinal

wakefields, and the R1i' accelertlI, ioll, Firlally, we further subdivide each slice into

slices of constant, 6un, tile Ull('t_rrel_lted ellergy deviation,
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Now, as the beam travels down t.he lina.c, the bunch is deformed by the wake-

fields and the chromatic and dispersive effects, The wakefields depend upon the

longitudinal position z while the chromatic and dispersive effects depend upon the

energy deviation. Since z and _ are parameters in the equations of motion, the area

of any given slice remains constant, but the centroids of the slices are shifted by

dipole wakefields and dispersive errors while the shapes of the slices are changed by

chromatic errors and quadrupole wakefields.

So we visualize the beam as being composed of all these slices which have dif-

ferent shapes and centroids. The projected emittance is found by summing over all

of the slices, Specifically,

2=det[/dz/dQ,,p(z,Su,,)av(Z,Sun)] (3.2.7) :
£y

where we have neglected the possibility of transverse coupling. Now, using Schwarz's

inequality and the positive definite nature of the beam matrix, it is easy to show

that any source of correlation with z or 6 illcl'eases this projected emittance:

[// ] (//Get dz d6p(z,_)a(z,_) >_ dz dSp(z,_)_/det[a(z,_)] , (3.2.8)

where the equality occurs if and only if the beam m_trix does not depend upon
either z or _.

Inequality (3.2.8) is a specific case of a more general result which states that,

assuming the beams are initially uncoupled, any source of coupling always increases

the smaller of the emittances, In the case of inequality Eq. (3.2.8), the longitudinal

emittance has been implicitly a.ssumed t,o bc much much greater than the transverse

since the transverse motion does not affect t]m longitudinal, but a similar result holds

for the transverse coupling in the NLC, whel'e the vertical emittance is much smaller

than the horizontal', any betatron coupliag leads to an increase in the projected
vertical emittance.
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CHAPTER 3,3

FILAMENTATION AND TRANSVERSE MATCHING

In this chapter, we will discuss filamentation and the transverse matching of

the beam. The beam extracted from the damping rings has a well defined beam

ellipse, This needs to be matched to the machine ellipses of the linacs and the bunch

compressors to prevent dilution of the projected transverse emittances. We will first

describe the reasons for this requirement and then estimate the effect of mismatches,

Most of these effects have been studied by people working on the SLC at SLAC and

many of the results are described in Refs, 70, 2, 35, and 73.

3.3.1 Filamentation and Natural/3 Functions

Filamentation occurs when particles in the beam have different frequencies of

oscillation. The frequency dependence can be due to the energy dependence of

the phase advance, i,e., the chromaticity, or nonlinear fields which cause the phase

advance to be amplitude dependent. The effect of the filamentation is to cause a

. phase mixing which makes it difficult to correct dilutions of the projected emittance;

once a dilution filaments, it is, for practical purposes, unrecoverable.

. Filamentation is important when describing the transient response of the beam,

i.e., in linacs or transport lines, or at injection in a storage ring. It is not important

when considering the periodic behavior of a beam in a storage ring. Thus, the

filamentation is not important when correcting the local (projected) beam size in

the damping rings (see Section 2.2) provided that the dilution is corrected in the

ring or promptly after the beam is extracted.

The reason for this distinction between the transient and periodic behaviors

can be understood by examining the behavior of two harmonic oscillators that have

slightly different resonant frequencies; this models the transverse motion of two

particles with slightly different energies. If the oscillators are driven off-resonance

by the same periodic force, the motion of the oscillators will be similar in both

amplitude and phase. In contrast, if both oscillators receive a transient deflection,

the amplitude of the resulting oscillations will be similar, but they will have a

.. steadily increasing difference in phase,

We will divide the energy dependent filamentation into two catagories: disper-

sive and chromatic filamentation, the former applying to filamentation of an oscil-

lation and the later referring to the filamentation of the beam ellipse. Dispersive
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Fig. 19. Dispersive filamentation of a coherent betatron oscillation.

filamentation occurs when tile beam performs a coherent oscillation, Here, the cen-

troid of the lower energy particles oscillates at a higher frequency than that of the

higher energy particles. The situation in y-,V_ phase space is illustrated schemati-

cally in Fig. 19. As the beam filaments, it will fill the annular region in the machine

ellipse and the amplitude of the initial coherent oscillation decays.

Chromatic filamentation occurs when the beam is not, matclmd to the focusing

structure of the machine; this is illustrated in Fig, 20. ttere, the beam ellipse of the

low energy particles rotates within the machine ellipse more quickly than that of

the higher energy particles, In this case, the beam will filament to fill the machine

ellipse at twice the rate of the dispersive tila_nentation.

In both cases, the projected emittance increa.ses as the beam filaments to occupy

the machine ellipse. The machille ellipse is defined by the !_eta functions which, as

discussed in Appendix A, are a cl_aracteristic of the focusing structure, not of the
u,

beam. In a storage ring, the beta functions are chosen to be periodic, but, in a

transport line, the choice is not as ob\,iotts; one needs to determine the boundary

conditions. In this section, we will show that there are "natural" beta functions

which are determined by the periodicity of the system. Tllis is well known in storage

rings and is intuitively obvious in a long tra.nsl)ort line, but it is worth demonstrating

explicitly,
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t
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Fig. 20. Chromatic filamentation of a mismatched beam.

To examine the effect of the filamentation, we will consider the transport of the

beam matrix a through a periodic lattice. The two-dimensional beam matrix equals

( x2> o.)= <_'> <z,2> =_ -_" _" , (3.3.1)

where we have used the beam parameters introduced in Eq. (A.2.20) in Appendix A.

The transport of a monochromatic beam can be described with the linear trans-

port matrix R.

_(_) =R(_;o,_)_(_;O)R(_;o,s), (3.3.2)

where _ is the relative energy deviation of the beam and the transport matrix R

is also introduced in Appendix A. Specifically, the transport matrix for n periodic

cells can be written

cos ng,0(_) _0(_) sin n¢0(_) ). R(_)= 1 s'nn'J'0 '_'_ u tc') cos n¢0(6) ' (3.3.3)Zo{_)

where the subscript 0 is used to denote the periodic lattice parameters which are

functions of the energy deviation and we have assumed that we are starting from
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a symmetry point so ao = 0. Notice that the determinant of the transport matrix

is unity; the transverse rms emittance of a monochromatic beam is not changed by

transport through a linear lattice.

Now, we are in a position to demonstrate the existence of the natural lattice

functions. Assume that the initial beam is independent of 5 but it has a finite

energy spread and an initial emittance e. The inequality Eq. (3.2.8) shows that the

projected emittance will increase if a depends upon 6. Assuming that the energy

spread is small, we only need consider the first few derivatives of the beam matrix

Eq. (3.3.2):

da1_.. ! = -en ¢_ (2a*/30 cos (2_ _/,0) + (/3* - 3'*/3o)sin (2n¢0) )d6

d 12d6 - e 2a*/3osin(2n_,0)- (/3*- _,*/3o)COS(2n¢0))

(3.3.4)
d2aaa - e2n2¢_2(2c_*/30sin(2,_,/,0) -(/3* "/*/3o)cos(2n#,o))d62

d2o'12 27z2¢_ 2
' _) ,j- e_(2a*/3o cos(2n¢o)+ (/3*-?*/3o) sln(..ng,o))d62 /3o

where ¢_ = d#,/d6 and we have assumed that n >2>1; there are also terms that

depend upon d/3/ds and da,/ds but we have only kept terms of highest order in n.

The derivatives of the other elements of the beam matrix are linear combinations of
these.

To prevent dilution of the projected emittance, tl-lese derivatives should be zero.

One can immediately see that both the first and second derivatives will be zero

provided that

C_' =0 =¢" _ -'Ct0

(3,a.5)
#* = 0 #*= #o ,

i.e., the beam should be matched to the periodic lattice parameters. A Inismatched

beam will filament, with corresponding emittance growth, until it is matched to these

natural lattice functions. This is illustra.t_,d in Figs. 21 and 22 which are generated

by tracking the bealn ellipses of forty lnaCro-particles distributed between 5 = +3a_

and 6 = -3a¢. In Fig. 21, we have plotted the projected emittance versus initial

beta mismatch for a beam, wit li a. 1% rms energy Sl)read, tl_a.t has traversed sixty

90° FODO cells. The dilution of t]_¢-,l)roj_,ctc,d emittzmc'e has a rnilJimum when tile

beam is matched tc) 1.11¢'periodic lnl.lic(, lul_ci ions.
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Fig. 21. Simulation of chromatic filamentation in a FODO lattice with 900
cells and a 1% rrns energy spread vs. the magnitude of the beta mismatch:

.
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" Fig. 22. Simula.tion of chromatic filamentation ii] a FODO lattice witli 90°

cells and a 1% rms energy spread; the solid line is the emittance iii ul_its of
the initial emittance and tile dashed line is the measured beta function ft*,
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In Fig, 22, we have plotted the rms emittance and the measured beta function

of the same beam versus cell number. Here, the initial beta mismatch is ¢/*/fl0 =

0,5. The rms emittance increases towards an asymptotic dilution of 25% while the
li*

measured beta function oscillates about the natural beta function, decaying to the

natural value as the beam filaments and the projected emittance grows,

Finally, we need to discuss the degree of filamentation in a linac, This can

be estimated from the chromatic phase advance for particles with the rms energy
deviation:

L

1 f 6I¢15d, (3,3,6)6u = 4-7
0

We will evaluate this using the NLC scaling for a FODO lattice described in

Appendix D, Here, the normalized quadrupole strength decreases inversely with the

beam energy while the beta functions and the quadrupole and drift lengths increase

with the square root of the beam energy, Assuming that the energy spread decreases

inversely with the beam energy, we find

N_eu-1

1 (/-)o/)0)60Z %6u = _-7(KILv)0 - -- , (3,3,7)
n=0 7,,

where (K1Lq)0 is the initial integrated quadrupole strength, _0 and/)0 are the initial

maximum and minimum beta functions given by Eq, (D,1,1), and 60 is the initial

energy spread. Now, using the relation Eq. (D,1,7) for %, we find

(5{)tan g'c/2 77_06,, , (3,a,s)Vv.71"

where _be is the phase advance per cell and we have simplified the expression with

Eq. (D.1.3). In the 500 GeV NLC linac, we find 6u _ 0.22 and thus we conclude that

the NLC linac is in the partia.l filamentation regime; an initial mismatch filaments,

but most subsequent dilutions do not.
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3,3,2 Matching Tolerances

At this point, we can discuss the required tolerances on matching into the linac,

" We will consider the effect of beta nfismatches, dispersion mismatches, and higher-

order contributions' In all cases, we will assume that the naismatch fully filaments,

• This will over-estimate the severity of the tolerances in the NLC linacs where the

beam does not fully filarnent, Finally, trajectory mismatches, which lead to disper-

sive filamentation, are discussed in Section 3,4,1,

Lattice Function.__s

The emittance dilution due to filamentation of a beta mismatch can be writ-

ten,, t3_l

V=2 +7 +:i °' -1 , (a,a,v)

where a and _ are tlm machine parameters and a,* and/3* are the beam parameters,

At a symmetry point where a* is matched, i,e,, a* = a = O, this yields the emittance

. dilution seen in Fig, 21, Notice thai the effect of the beta mismatch is multiplicative,

Thus, the tolerances do not decrease as tlle emittance decreases and the tolerances

in the NLC for 6% emittance dilution are similar to those in the SLO,

Specifically, to limit the vertical emittance dilution to less than 6%, we need to

match the beam parameters and the lattice functions to roughly

]a,._[<_0.20 0,80 <_ _ <,%1.25 , (3.3.10)

where we have assurned tll_tt we are matching to a symmetry point in the lattice.

Beta matching at this level is frequc, lltly acllieved in the SLC despite the non-optimal

matching arrarlgement! ::''_1

Dispersion

Unlike the beta matching, a dispersion mismatch is an additive increase to the

, emittance. Thus, the tolerance on tlm vertical dispersion will be much tighter than

in the SLC. Assuming full filamenta.tion, the emittance dilution due to residual

dispersion at the beginning of the linac is:[ral

_xe- , (a,3,11)
9

where 7"fyis the dispersioll l't,ll('lion defined ill Eq. (A.5.9) and ill the NLC linacs,
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this implies a tolerance of

(3Say)2
"Hv_ fly =_ _'Y_ 70 #m , (3,3,12) -

at injection to limit the dilution to 6%,

Non!inearity

In the SLC,, it has been found that it is extremely important to match the

higher-order dispersion and chromaticities at the beginning of the linac! 21These

higher-order terms are supposed to cancel in the bunch compressors, but errors

in the lattice reduce the cancellations, Furthermore, these effects were not easy

to correct because the lattice had few independent "knobs" with which one could

modify the optics; the problem has been eased with the addition of iildependent

power supplies, We could list tolerances on these higher-order contributions, but,

instead, we simply note that the buncl_ compressors must be designed to facilitate

correction of the inevitable errors,
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CHAPTER 3.4

PRIMARY SOURCES OF DILUTION

In this chapter, we will discuss the primary sources of coupling that increase

the projected emittance, These are dispersive errors, transverse wakefields, and RF

deflections. In the first two cases, we will consider the effect of a coherent betatron

oscillation and a trajectory which is corrected to zero the Beam Position Monitors

(BPMs) measurements. In the case of the RF errors, we will only estimate the effect

of random errors. Finally, in analogy with Section 2,2.8, we will comment on the

distribution of tile emittance from these errors and the additional tolerance needed

to limit the emittance with a 95% confidence level. In general, the tolerances found

in this section are severe; we will discuss techniques of easing them in Section 3.5.

To estimate these dilutions, we will use two particle models. Here, we repre-

sent the beam with two macro-particles separated in $ or z and then estimate the

emittance dilution assuming that the coupling is a linear function of the separa-

tion. Instead, one could calculate the dilution as a function of $ or z and then

" integrate over the distribution to find the dilution; this approach is taken in Ref. 31.

We choose the two particle model since it provides a fairly accurate estimate of

the dilution while also providing a simple picture for understanding the correction

techniques discussed in Section 3.5.

Finally, throughout this section, we will compare our estimates with the results

of computer simulations. These involved tracking the centroids and beam ellipses

of 55 macro-particles distributed in the longitudinal phase space in the NLC linac.

The simulations included the effect of wakefields and/or dispersive errors as noted
in the text.

3.4.1 Dispersive Errors

We differentiate between two types of energy dependent errors: dispersive and

' chromatic. Dispersive errors arise from a correlation between tile centroid of the

constant energy slices of the beam and the energy deviation while the chromatic

. errors are due to a correlation between the second moments of the slices and the

energy deviation, i,e., ctlromatic errors distort the shape of the beam ellipses, The

chromatic error was discussc_d in Section 3.3 as a source of filamentation, If the

beam is matched to the lattice, the chromatic error is small,
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The energy deviation includes both an uncorrelated contribution and a contri-

bution correlated with the longitudinal position z. The dispersive error due to the

correlated energy deviation is used to (partially) cancel the effect of tile dipole wake-

fields; this is BNS damping (81and will be discussed in tile next section, Thus, we

categorize this correlated dispersive error with the wakefields and, in these calcula-

tions, only consider the dispersive errors due to the uncorrelated energy deviation,

To estimate the effect of the dispersive error, we use a two particle model where

one macro-particle has the design energy and one has an energy deviation aun, Then,

the difference between these two macro-particles Ay d = Yc- Y6,,, is found from the

equation of motion Eq, (3,2,1), This yields

1 d d

ds. - (1- = (3,4,1)
aunG,v(5) - _Sunh'l(a)y q + 6u,,Kl (5)yc ,

where 5 is the correlated energy spread and Kl(5) = (1- 5)IQ. In addition, we

have neglected the dispersive effects of the wal<efields, this is valid if the wakefield

is weal< compared to the external focusing as it is in tlm NLC.

The solution to this equatio_l can be expressed in terms of the R12 transport

matrix element. The R12 transport element (see Appendix A) describes the position

offset resulting from a deflection; it can be thought of a.s the Greens function for the

accelerator lattice. This yields

8

0

(3,4,.9)

+ fd/(Su,,(s')h'lycR12(_5;s',s) ,
0

where _5= 6un + _. r

Note that we have separated tile solution into two contributions. If we ne-

glect the slow variation of _Su.,the first colltribution is simply l>roportiorial to the

trajectory at ,s and call be neglc,cl(,cI, 'I'll(, second contribul, ion clepelids upon the

trajectory offsets in all of' lhc, (lll_l(Irtll._olosalong t,lie Illiac, It is this l,erm l,hat can

grow to become a significal_t elicit t_-_('(,(liltttion,
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Chapter 3,4,1,1

At this point, we need to calculate the effect of the dispersion o1: the projected

emittance, If the dispersion is linear in the energy deviation, valid for small 6un,

. then the resulting projected emittance carl be expressed as

ev = ¢0X/1 + 2Y/¢o , (3,4-,3)
a

where e0 is the undiluted emit, rance and Y is analogous to the single particle invari-
an t:

2.7" = 7yAy 2 + 2C_vAyAy I+ flvAy _2 , (3,4.,4)

To limit the luminosity reduction to 3%, we want to limit the emittance dilution

to 6:/%,In this case, the tolerance on .7' in Y G 0,06¢y and tolerance on the expected

value of Ay 2 can be expressed as

{AY2> -_ 0 0(J£ v or aYrtns _ 0.25o v , (3,4 5)

.,4

We will consider the dilution due to two types of trajectories: a coherent betatron

oscillation and a trajectory corrected to zero the Beam Position Monitors (BPMs).

3.4,1.1 COIIEREN'r BETAT_:ON OSCILLATION

If the beam performs a betatron oscilla,tion down the linac, it, will begin to

filament because of the chromatic phase advance. This was referred to as dispersive

filamentation in Section 3,3 and is schematically illustrated in Fig, 19 wl:ere we

have plotted a low-energy, an on-energy, and a high-energy beam ellipse of a beam

starting to filament, Ii' the beana fully filaments, the emittance dilution is found

from Eq, (A.5,10) to be

1 _,
Aev = _(TyYO + 2c_vYOYlo+ flvY_o2) , (3,4,6)

%

where y0 and y_ are the initial amplitudes of the betatron oscillation, For 6%

emittance dilution, this sets a tolerance on the maximum injection jitter of

'q_l,.._< 0,35a v , (3,4,7)

which corresponds to a tolerance of roughly 0,7/,m in tlm NLC rnaill linacs,
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Equation (3,4,6) specifies the maximum dilution due to beetm jitter, but if the

beam does not fil_xment significantly, tlie dilution is sm_ller and thus the tolertmce

is looser, _Ib calculate this, we use Eq, (3,4,2) and an expression for a coherent

betatron oscillation, Using the Rlj ma,trix element, a betatron oscillation c_m be

written',

=v°v --£-0 , (a,4,s)
where we h_ve assumed the oscillates starts from tt symmetry point where ay ---0,

Now, we use the NLC scaling described in Appendix D, In p_,rticul_r, K1 is

assumed to decrea, es inversely with the beam energy while the beta functions and

the lengths increase with the square root of the beam energy, This yields a sum over

quadrupoles that depends upon the beam energy at the magnets, Using Eq, (D,1,7)

and expressing the sum ,_s an integral, we find

/3-7 /._053N:;dl2 tan" T ' (3.4.9)

where Ncell is the number of FOI)O cells iii tile linac, 60 is the initiexl uncorrelated

energy spread, g'c is the phase aclvallce per cell, and the expression was simplified
with Eq. (D.1.3).

In the 500 GeV NLC lint, c, F,q, (:3.4.9) incorrectly yields __toler,mce that is

tighter than theft of Eq. (8,4,6), This occurs because, as described in Section a,a,
the beam partially filaments in tlle NLC, linacs. The dispersive emittance dilution

due to a coherent bet,_tron oscillation iii the NI, C,500 GeV nlaill lillac is plotted in

Fig,23; the dilution due to the wakeficlds is not irlcluded. The maxinlum imaplitude

of the oscillation is equal to the bcanl size and t,llus Eq, (3,,I,6) predicts a maximum

emittance dilution of 50%. In Fig. 23, tile dilutior, apl_roaches this maximum,
reaching 44% _t tile end of tl,e lill,tc.

3,4, 1,2 Coil IIECTEI) Tit AJ EC,'I'OIIY

We will consider the dispersion due to a corrected trajectory essent, ia,lly following

the procedure olltlixled ill llef. 99, \\"e _sstl,lle tll_t(, (,lie trajectory is correct, cd

l,(.) Zt_FO ttlC ]]P]_I lII{.!_tSlll'{)lll(,llt,q _ls i8 iiSIl_l]]y til(' (:rtS(t, [J_t'orl, ux,at,¢,ly, tile, ]]l_Ms
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Fig, 23, Simulation of dispersive filamerltatlon of a betatron oscillation in

the 500 GeV NLC main linac', the initial oscillation amplitude is equal to
the initial beam size,

. We will calculate the dispersive error assuming that the BPM misalignments are

random and that the trajectory correction only uses correctors and BPMs located

at the focusing quadrupoles; we refer to this as "one-to-one" trajectory correction,

To begin, we need to demonstrate that we can neglect the first' term of Eq.

(3,4,2); then, we can calculate the expected dispersive error, Consider a single mis-

aligned BPM as is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, Using Eq, (3,4,2), the resulting dispersive
error is

(3,4,10)/.

-4-&.,(A'lLq)_/_/_.2f:](s)cos(_/,(s) - _/'a) ,

" where, for simplicity, we have assumed 900 phase advance per cell and we have

neglected the defocusing quadrupoles, Since the final trajectory is zero, the deflec-
/.--- /..,-.-

. tions must cancel: 01 _//_1---03_/]_3 = Y/_//92, \¥e Call neglect the first term if it's
magnitude is much less tl:all that of tl_e secorld, i,e',, if

/J
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Fig, 24, Schematic of one-to-one trajectory correction; the trajectory is
corrected to the BPMs (diamonds) whictl are misaligned in the quadrupoles
which are also misaligned relat, ive to the centerline,

Using the NLC scaling, Eq, (D,1,7), and expressing the integrated quadrupole

strength in terms of the beta functions, this condition can be expressed as

": =,2 <<1 , (3.4.12)

where A'7 is the energy gain over one cell, This is certainly satisfied in tlm NLC
?linacs and thus we will neglect tile, first terJn of Lq, (3,4,2),

Now, ft'ore the second t,c'rlll oi' litq, (3,-t,2), we filaclan expected error

where we have llsed the NLC, sc:alillg cl¢,scribecl in Appendix D, In additiolt, to

_.',ilnplifyI,he result, we hart, negl(,ct¢:,dtiL<,dcl'<,cusilig quadrupoles and thlls our result

will slightly o\'erc,stirnate the error; IIi<,colltril:)ll/ioll from t,ll¢,d¢,focllsing qlladrtli_ol<'s

will rr,di.lee tills res/ill hS' a fact.or of /_//) wl,icll is al,etrr 15% iii a lattice: witll a 90°

pllase advaIl<:e l_<'rc¢:11,
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Chapter 3,4,2

Finally, using Eq. (D,1.7) for % trod expressing the stun as an integral, we find

(Y_-) _ 6_(y;) _ /_" 70 Ncdl , (3,4,14)

where we have used Eq, (D,1,3) to express the result in terms of the phase advance

per cell.

Ix1the 500 GeV NLC linac, this yields a tolerance on the actual trajectory of

Yc,,'ms£ 4#nl , (3,4.15)

for 6% emittance dilution. This is a t.olerallce on the alignment of the BPMs and it

is severe, To verify this result, we have simulated 10 #m BPM errors in the NLC 500

GeV linac, The final dilution, found by averaging the results of 20 different random

error distributions, is Ae_ = 37%; this agrees well with the prediction Eq, (3,4,14).

Of course, this tolerance assumes that the trajectory follows the random BPM

alignment errors, In Section 3,5 we will discuss alternate techniques of correcting

the trajectory that could ease this tolerance by over an order of magnitude,

. 3.4.2 Transverse Wakefields

As described in Section 2.3,4, wakefields arise from the electromagnetic interac-

tion between the beam and the external environment, They cause forces that are

functions of the longitudinal position with the bunch z, and thus, the wakes will

dilute the transverse projected emittance, In this section, we will discuss the effect

of the wakefields in the linacs, We will only consider a single bunch of particles,

neglecting the multi-bunch effects; these are discussed in Ref. 117.

The wakefield force can be separated into multipole components much like the

magnetic fields, In a cylindrically symmetric structureI_°l

Fv(z) = Ne2((y)W±l(Z)- 2(,r _ - y2}l'V.l.2(z)y -{-4(xy)W.I.2(z),T. +, ,,) , (3,4,i6)

where the angle brackets denote ali average over the beam particles and W.I.1 and

" I4/'_1.2are the dipole and quadrupole wakefields, In general, the magnitude of the

higher-order wakefield multipoles decreases inversely with the square of the iris ra-

dius: W.I., o¢. 1/a'". Thus, provided that tlle beam size and the trajectory offsets

are small compared to the iris radius, we only need consider the first few nlultipoles.
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Itere, we will first consider the effect of the dipole wakefield due to a coherent

betatron oscillation, a corrected trajectory, arid random mlsalignments of the ac-

celerator sections, Then, we will briefly discuss the qu:._drupole wakefield; it has a

small effect, To calculate the effect of the dipole wakefield, we start from the two

particle model where one particle is located at the head of the bunch z = +a, and

the other particle is at the tail z = -a,, Now, half of the difference between these

t_o particles 2Ayw = y(z = +a,) - y(z = -crz) is found from the equation of

motion Eq, (3,2,1), Specifically,

3,(s)dsT(S)dsl d dAyw_(l_2-_)1QAyu,=_(Gy_Kly¢)
(3,4,17)

( ,+

where W±l(2az) is the transverse wakefield at -2ez and 5 is half of the coherent

energy difference between z = +a, and z = -a.', 25 = 5(z = -ez) - 5(z = +ez),

Again, the solution for Ayu, can be written in terms of the R12 transport matrix

elements in a form similar to Eq, (3,4,2), In addition, the resulting dilution can be

found from Eq, (3,4,3),where 5r is now a function of Ayu,, To limit the luminosity

reduction to 3%, we need to limit A!/,, to Ayu, <_0,25a v or Ayu,/_ v _ 0,06e v,

3,4,2,1 COIIERENT OSC:ILLATIONS ANl) BNS DAMPING

A betatron oscillation can be written iii the form of Eq, (3.4,8) and the solution

can be found from Eq, (3,4,17) using the RI_ matrix elements. If the correlated

energy spread is zero 5 = 0, the tail particle is driven on resonance by the wakefield

of the head particle, Using the NLC scaling and noting that the energy increases

linearly with position down a liIlac, we can express the solution as

4 9.::
k.

where _ is tile acceleration gradient i,i A7 l)('r meter a,l(l /) is taler!lated in Ap-
p(.'ndix D,

In most cases, tllis will resl_lt il_ sr,rc,lC,toleral_ces, 111the NLC 500 GeV lillac,
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Chapter 3.4.2.1

this yields a tolerance on the initial amplitude of the coherent oscillation of

. y0 <_0.4tm_ , (3.4.19)

for 3% luminosity reduction and, in the lower gradient 250 GeV linac, this tolerance
is a factor of two more severe.

To ease this tolerance, we can add a "nrrelated energy spread _!81This correlated

energy spread can have three effects', first, the head and the tail particle have

different betatron frequencies because of the chromatic phase advance and thus

the resonant growth is reduced; the dilution "beats" rather than growing linearly.

Second, the dispersive factor _K1 can be used to directly cancel the wakefield driving

term and thereby the growth and, third, the energy spread can cause an apparent

damping of an oscillation in the transverse phase space. These techniques are all

referred to as BNS damping ISlbut we will denote the first two cases as the "beating"

and "autophasing" regimes of weak BNS damping and the third as strong BNS

damping. Since the NLC is in the weak BNS damping regime, we will only discuss
the first two effects.

. Weak BNS Damping: Beating

In this regime, the cancellation is a global correction. It depends upon the

chromatic phase advance and thus the correction is averaged over many cells. In

this case, we can calculate the dilution using a smooth approximation. Explicitly,

we assume that the tail macro-particle has a. phase advance of ¢ + 47r_6 where ( is

the chromaticity; in a FODO cell the chromaticity per cell is approximately I_2°1

tan _,_/2
(_ = . (3.4.20)71"

Now, if we calculate the effect of a coherent betatron oscillation, neglecting the

dispersive contribution, we findm

--_Ay2w y2 (Nr0It'_l(2_z,)2 70(__ _/3--f" ) 2 (sin Nce,127r_c6)2_ . (34.21)

This shows that the dilution beats as the beam propagates down tlm liltac, increasing

and decreasing depending ul_ol_ tile relative phase between the head and the tail.
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Ideally, one can minimize the dilution by choosing

n (3.4.22)
_BNS '_ 2Ncell _c ,

where n = il,:h2,.... Of course, when the dispersive effects of the 6K1 term are

included, one finds that a negative g is much more effective than a positive g. In

the 500 GeV NLC linac, Eq. (3.4.2'2) yields a minimum energy spread of

_BNS = --4 X 10 -3 , (3.4.23)

Weak BNS Damping' Autophasing

Next, in the autophasiag regime, the dispersive term _K1 is used to cancel the

wakefield. In the smooth approximation, where K1 and I,V±: are smooth functions

of _, one can solve for a g such that the cancellation always occurs. Unfortunately,

this local cancellation is not possible in tl:e alternating-gradient focusing structures

used in high-energy machines. While ttl¢: wakefield W.L1 has a constant sign, an

alternating-gradient focusing structure usually contains a periodic array of discrete

focusing magnets with both positive and negative K1 values. Since the energy

spread 6 cannot be changed rapidly with s, at best one can adjust correlated energy

deviation to cancel the integral of the wakefield over a cell of the focusing structure.

To calculate the BNS damping condition, we start with the betatron oscillation

of Eq. (3.4.8) and use the R12 matrix element to solve Eq. (3.4.17). Since the

autophasing cancellation is quasi-local, we can neglect the chromatic phase advance

which is only significant after many cells. Thus, we find the expression'

Ayw y0 ?'0 -_(KILv),,

- v'N ,,=0 2 (/)-3) ¢I-

(/) cos,/,c- /:))sin((2,, + l)ff, c- 7,g,f))
/

4% "

(:_.-t.2.1)

where Lace is the ]engt.h of accelerator sr:clion betwr?erjtwo quadr::poles, i.e.. nearly
the hail of the cell lengtll in ollr mo<l,.l.

1 '_ .I
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,Fig. 25, Simulated emittance dilution due to wakefields with and without
BNS damping in the 500 GeV NLC linac; initial amplitude of the betatron
oscillation equals the beam size' 2 tlm.

If we neglect tile quickly varying terms, which will average to zero, we find tile

autophasing condition'

- - Nr0W.Ll(2az) Lac_-_ . (3.4.25)
6IQLq(_-/3) = 45 tan _/'c/2 ,_ 2"),

Here, the NLC scaling is convenient since the required 6 is independent of 3'. In the

500 GeV NLC linac, we find

6BNS= --1.7 X 10-3 . (3.4.26)

In the NLC, the correlated energy spread for autophasing is less than that required

for the beating BNS damping. In the SLC, the situation is reversed; the energy

- spread for autophasing is much greater than that for the beating BNS damping.

Of course, in practice it is difficult to achieve the BNS damping conditions for the

" entire bunch. Thus, even when close to the BNS damping conditions, there is still a

small growth of the projected emittance. In Fig. 25 we have plotted the emittance

dilution due to wakefields of a beam with and without the optimal autophasing

energy spread in the .500 GeV NLC linac; the initial avnplitude of the betatron
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oscillation is equal to the beam size: y0 = 2#m. Without BNS damping, the

emittance doubles, while with BNS damping, the dilution is only 8%; this implies a

tolerance on an oscillation of roughly 2 pm with BNS damping and thus the tolerance
,B

on the amplitude of the oscillation is determined by the dispersive dilution and not
the wakefields,

b

3.4,2.2 CORRECTED TRAJECTORY

At this point, we need to consider the effect of the wakefields due to a corrected

trajectory where we assume that the trajectory is corrected to zero the BPMs at

the focusing quadrupoles. Thus, this dilution will be very similar to the dispersive

error due to a corrected trajectory.

As discussed in Section 3.4.1.'2, we can neglect, the first term: (Gy - Klyq),

in Eq. (3.4.17) which gives rise to the non-zero trajectory. This leaves the term

proportional to the trajectory. In this estimate, we will assume that the autophasing

condition is exactly satisfied. Unfortunately, this does not cancel the wakefields due

to a corrected orbit. In particular, the cancellation del)ends upon the position x

in the quadrupoles and the accelerator sections and thus exact cancellation is only

possible if x(s) is correlated from point-to-point. This is the case for a coherent

betatron oscillation, but it is not true if the particle is steered or deflected by random

errors as is the case for a corrected trajectory. Thus, while the BNS technique can

cancel the wakefield effects due to a coherent betatron oscillation, it may reduce,

but cannot cancel, the effects of wakefields due to a corrected trajectory.

We can estimate the residual dilution using the model illustrated in Fig. 26. We

assume that the trajectory is corrected to the (misaligned) BPMs at the focusing

quadrupoles and we ignore an), rnisalignments of the defocusing quadrupoles. In

this case, the trajectory at the defocusing quadrupoles can be written in terms of

the trajectory at the two adjacent focusing quadrupoles:

Y-el = (yo + y-1)v/_Sin_l'c/2
sinV_ (3.4.27) "

Y+a = (yo + y+l)_/psing'c/2since 'V _

where we have used the notation of Fig. 26 for the positions at, the quadrupoles.

Furthermore, the position at the centers of the accelera,tor sections is just the average

of the position in the adjacent focusing al_d defocusing quadrupoles.
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. Vertical trajectory at elements:

. Y-i Y-d Yo Y+d Y+I

^

Y-1 +Y-d Y-d+Yo Yo+Y+d Y+d+Y+I

2 2 2 2

Fig. 26. _chema.tlc of the model used to calculate the wakefield dilution
of a corrected orbit; notation denotes the trajectory at the center of the

. elements.

Now, the dilution can be found using Eq, (3,4.17), Assuming that the trajectory

" offsets, i,e,, tile BPM misalignrnents, are uncorrelated, we find

Ncell--i

.=o (3.4.2S)

where cos ¢ is calculated in Appendix D, we have expressed the wakefeld in terms

of the BNS damping condition Eq, (3.4.25).

Finally, using the NLC scaling and Eqs, (D,1,7) and (D.1.3), we find

. _ 4(Y_pM) 6BNS tan" ¢c/2 1 sin _'c/2 2
/3/ /}/ 2 Ncell . (3.4.29)

. In the 500 GeV NLC main linac, this yields a tolerance on the BPM alignment of

Vr_r,m,%S/lm , (3.4.30)

to limit the emittance diluliorl to (i%,
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Fig. 27. simulated wakefield dilution in the 500 GeV NLC linac due to a

corrected trajectory witll 10/zm BPM random alignment errors; the optimal
BNS damping is included.

To verify this result, we have simulated the effect of 10 Fm BPM alignment errors

in tile 500 GeV NLC linac; the emittance dilution for a typical case is illustrated

in Fig. 27. The final dilution, found by averaging the results of 20 different error

distributions, is Acy=14%; this implies a tolerance of roughly 6/zm, slightly tighter

that the 8/zm calculated above. Again, tllis is a severe alignment tolerance, but it

can be eased with special correction techniques discussed in Section 3.5.

Finally, it is useful to conapare the dispersive error due to a corrected trajectory

with the wakefield dilution. In general, tile dispersive dilution decreases as the focus-

ing decreases while the wakefield dilution increases; _BNS, in Eq. (3.4.25), decreases

with increasing phase advance per cell, Ttlis is illustrated in Fig. 28, where we have

plotted the dilution arising from a trajectory corrected to BPMs with 10/zm rms
w

alignment errors versus the phase adval_ce per cell iri the 500 GeV NLC main linac.

The solid line is the total dilution while the dashed and dotted lines are the disper-

sive and wakefield contributions, resl)ectively; the total dilution is not necessarily

the sum of the two iadividual cont.ril)_ltiolls since cancellations and additive effects

occur. Notice that, in the NLC linac, 1,11_,Inininmm dilution occurs at, roughly 70°

per cell. Although one could conclude l,llal. l llis lower phase advance per c(,ll wollld
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Fig. 28, Simulated emittance dilution in tile 500 GeV NLC linac due to
a corrected trajectory with 10#m BPM random alignment errors and BNS

. damping; the solid line is the total dilution while the dashed and dotted
lines are the dispersive and wakefield contributions.

" be better than the 90o per cell currently suggested, we need to remember that the

effect of the accelerator section misalignments has not been included; these are eased

with stronger focusing.

3.4.2.3 ACCELERATOR SECTION M1SALIGNMENTS

Finally, we can calculate the effect of random accelerator section misalign-

ments. In this case, the BNS dampiI_g does not reduce the dilution. Starting

from Eq. (3.4.17) and using the NI,(', scaling, we find

(a.4al)
/3/- \ J4 2Ncen {72 ' '

" where {7is the accelerating gradient in AT/meter.

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, this yields a tolerance on the alignment of the

" accelerator sections of

_o rms _ 4,2 pm , (3,4,32)

t.o limit the emittance dilution to (;%. \¥e will discuss techniques of easing this
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tolerance in Section 3,6,

3.4.2,4 QUADRUPOLE WAKEFIEI, D
,, _,

As expressed in Eq, (3,4,16), the quadrupole wakefield is proportional to the

second moments (z 2 - y2) and {xy) of the beam. It generates a quadrupole or skew

quadrupole force that varies along the length of the beam, Thus, the wakefield

causes a z dependent betatron mismatch or a z dependent betatron coupling; both

effects increase the vertical emittance of a flat beam. Furthermore, in an alternating

gradient lattice, the second moments of the beam are usually non-zero, even if

the trajectory is corrected perfectly, Thus, the wakefield causes a "fundamental"

dilution of the vertical emittance of an intense beam', these effects were first analyzed
in Ref. 30.

In the NLC linacs, this fundamental dilution is insignificant because tile beam

size is tiny compared to the iris radius of the accelerating structures. Instead, the

quadrupole wakefield may prove important because it can couple large horizontal

trajectory offsets into the vertical plane. \Ve can estimate the effect of the quad-

rupole wakefield using the two particle model for Ayw described earlier, Using the

force in Eq, (3.4.16), we find a solution for Ayw similar to Eq. (3,4.2):

8

/ ds_NroAyw = - _W±_(2az)x;ycR12(2_;s',s) , (3.4,33)7
0

where Xc is the horizontal beam trajectory.

We consider the effect of coherent betatron oscillations in both planes; the os-

cillations are given by Eq, (3,4.8), In tliis case, we use Eq, (3.4.33) to find

AY 2 I(Nr0W±_) 2 x_Y 2 /3:---_2/3y----_2")'oln:a _'f
- " -- -- , (a,4,34)

where x0 and y0 are the initial anaplitudes of the betatron oscillations and 9 is the

acceleration gradient. Here, we have assumed that the horizontal and vertical phase

advance per cell are separated; the result should be doubled for the case of equal

phase advances per cell.

To use this equatioli, we need tlJe q_ladrupole wakefield at 2_,. We will estimate

this by simply scaling the dipole wakefield. In general, the quadrupole wakefield is

1,,10
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a factor of (1/a) 2 smaller that tile dipole wakefieldl la°la is the a,ccelerat, or st,rucLure

iris radius which is a _-,4 mm in the NLC main linacs (11,4 GHz) and a _ 1,5 cm in

the preliminary linacs (2,8 GI-lz),
m

Thus, in the 500 GeV NLC linac, we find W±2(2er,) ,,_ 1011m -s for a bunch

length of 100 tlm, Now, Eq, (a,4,a4) predicts an emittance dilution of less than 10-4

assuming a 100 #m horizontt_l bei,atron oscillation and a 10/in: vertlcM oscillation,

Thus, this is an insignificant effect even though we have assumed extremely large

amplitudes for the initial betatron oscillations,

a.4,a RFDeflections

RF deflections occur if the accelerating field is not oriented in the direction of

the beam propagation, This can be due to mistdlgnments of l,he RF structures,

errors with the RF structures such as tilted irises, or an angular trajectory through
the structure,

Assuming a sinusoidal RIP field, tl_e deflection cat: be writtenl_°81
,a

ATltF
Ay'= cd_sin(ZkRF + ¢0) , (a,4,as)

"7
w

where A"TRF is the acceleration froln the structure, kltlv is the RF wavenumber, and

gb0is the phase of the deflection rela,i,ive to the bunch; this is not necessarily equal to

the phase of the accelerating tiel¢:l, Finally, g is the longitudinal-transverse coupling,

This can be due to misalig::ed secl_ion, a non-zero trajectory througt: the sect,ion,

input/output coupler asymet, ries, lind construction errors in the sections, In tl:ese

case, g is:

(9_cc/2 for misaligned sections

g = y'/2 for trajectory error , (a,4,a6)

<_f31rl,s for systematic tilted irises

• The factor of 1 appearing ill the firsl two expressions arises from the radial focusing

ai, the ends of the structure wliile tlle effect of tilled irises is much more complex

since the cavity fields are perl,urbed; using simple ana,lysis, one est,imat, es 9 to be

between _iris and _iris/9,

The deflections have two effects: l,hey cleflec'.tthe I)eam centroid a.lld l;hey ca,use

a deflection that is correlat, ed with tile longitudinal position witl:in the 1)u:_ch z, 'l?he
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former effect is simply corrected with dipole correctors, but the later effect dilutes

the projected emittance in a manner similar to the dtlutton due to the transverse

wakefields,

We can estimate the dilution in the salne manner that we calculated the effect

of the wakeflelds, Assuming uncorrelated errors with random phases ¢0 and ustng
ld

the NLC scaling_ we find

flf _f .=0

where 2AyRF = y(z = +sz)'-y(z = --a_) and Nacc is the number of accelerator

sections, Finally, we express the sum as an integral and note that 7 increases llnearly

with the number of accelerator sections, finding

(&Yl_F} '_ (cYz/"ltF)'e " fl'-'_( A')'ItF)fir (.q')'72" 7f , (3,'1,38)

In the 500 Gev NLC linac, Eq, (3,,1,38) yields a tolerance of

gr._s <_31 prad , (3,4,39)

for 6% emittance dilution, Tills is not a severe tolerance on the trajectory or tlm

alignment; at the beginning of tile linac, it corresponds to a 120 pm orbit tolerance

in the focusing quadrupoles and a 80/Lm tolerance on aligning tlm ends of each

structure, But, it is a severe construction tolerance on tlm systematic alignment

of the irises in the accelerator sections, Furthermore, despite the lower gradient,

the tolerance is comparable in the preliminary linac since it is much lower energy,

Specifically, in the weal< focusing preliminary linac, we find

9,',,,s £ 501trad , (3,4,40)

for 6% emittance dilution', the stronger focusing version has a looser tolerance,

For comparison, the measured value iii t,he SLC accelerator secl,ions is Cdrms
200 prad }lc,,}

Finally, we note two poirlts: first, tliese effects carl also be very severe in the

bunch compressors since the bl.lilth is long iii what is usually a very high gradient

structure! _°_1Second, mince t,he effect o1' these RF kicks is similar to that of the

transverse dipole wakefield, we can correct, t.he eft'ect of the RF deflections with the

wakefields, This will be discussed t'urtller ill Section 3,6,
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3,4,4 Distributions

Throughout this section, we have calculated tile e,pectcd dilution from random

' errors, Of course, the dilution has a distribution and when specifying a tolerance,

we need to include the conflderlce that, given the tolerance, the dilution will be less

' than the desired limit, This issue has been discussed in Section 2,2,8 with respect,

to emittance dilutions in storage rings,

In a linac, we can quickly conclude that the dilution function Y will have

an exponential distribution if the alignment errors have gaussian distributions,

Thus, small emittance dilutions should also have exponential distributions; using

Eq, (3,4,3),the emittance dilution can be written

,Ac
--_ -- , (3,4,41)
e0 f.0

if the dilution is small,

Unfortunately, as noted in Section 2,2,8, an exponential distribution has a 95%

confidence level at three times the expected value, Thus, if one wants to specify

tolerances that will limit the emittance dilution for 95% of the possible arrangements

" of errors, the tolerances given in this section need to be divided by a factor of

v/3, Fortunately, unlike a storage ring, in a linac we are specifying many unrelated

tolerances that ali limit the respective dilutions to 6%, Thus, we do not need to

specify each individual tolerance with a 95% CL to limit the sum of all of the

independent effects with a 95% confidellce level, The final distribution is found by

convolving ali of the individual exponential distributions and will have the form

of a X'-squared distributiola with 2N degrees of freedom, where .ht is the number

of individual tolerances, Tilts distribution becolne.s narrowly centered about the

expected value as N increases and tlaus tile value of fcL needed to scale from the

expected value to tile 95c/_,corlfid¢.li,•c.c_value will be lnuch less than tlllec,' _,
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CHAPTER 3,5

TRAJECTORY CORRECTION

3,5,1 Introduction

As discussed in Sections 3,4,1,2 and 3,4,2,2, standard trajectory correction tech-

niques steer tt'," be_m to zero the BPM measurements; we generically refer to these

techniques as "one-to-one" correction since typically a single upstream corrector is

used to zero a single downstream BPM, The problem with this approach is that

the BPMs _re typically misaligned, both electronically and mechanically, Thus, the

corrected trajectory is ldcked from side to side, following the BPM misallgnments,

In such a case, we found that the dilutions due to the dispersive errors and the wake-

fields tend to grow with the square root of the number of BPMs, In the 500 GeV

NLC lintm, we found tolerances on the BPM alignment of roughly erBpM £ 4 #m for

6% emittance dilution, This is over one order of magnitude better alignment than

can be achieved with techniques now in practice,

To avoid this situation, we need to either find and correct the BPM misalign-

ments or develop an algorithm which does not depend upon the BPM alignment

errors, A method of using the beam to do the former has been developed for the

SLC linac! 3'°_1 This "beam-based" alignment technique uses trajectory informa-

tion from two or more different focusing configurations to solve for the individual

misalignments of the quadrupoles and the BPMs; the focusing configuration of the

machine is varied by tuning the quadrupole magnets which focus the beam through-

out the linac, This method has been used very successfully to find most of the large

alignment errors in the SLC linac with an accuracy of roughly 100/Lm!_1

In this section, we discuss the other approach, namely, the use of correction

algorithms that are less dependent on the BPM alignment errors, Specifically, we

will discuss two methods referred to as "Dispersion-Free" (DF) correction l''*_l and

"Wake-Free" (WF) correction; the DF technique reduces the dispersive dilution

due to a corrected trajectory while the \¥1p method reduces both tlm dispersive and

the wakefield dilution arising from a corrected beam trajectory.

Our basic approach is similar to that of the beam-based alignment of Refs, 3

and 67 in that we use information from two or more different focusing configurations.

Specifically, we measure trajectories where the focusing structure is changed between

measurements, By subtracting these trajectories, the resulting difference orbits are
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independent of the BPM alignment errol's, In theory, the quadrupole mis_lignments

could now be found, Unfortunately, the difi'erence orbits still have errors d'ue to

beam jitter, finite BPM precision, and additional unknown deflections, Rather than¥

trying to solve for the individual n:isalignments, we simply correct the trajectory to

minimize these difference orbits; this will then minimize the dispersive error and/or
lt

the wakefield dilution,

In the next sections, we will first describe the DF correction algorithm, We

present the basic algorithn: and then perform a detailed error analysis to determine

the limitations of the technique. Finally, we verify the performance of the technique

with simulations on the NLC linac, Next, we introduce the WF technique, This is a

simple extension of the DF algorithm, Again, we present the results of simulations

illustrating the effectiveness of the correction algorithm, Finally, we describe some

extensions to these techniques and we discuss the relative merits of these trajec-

tory correction algol'ithms and the beam-based alignment technique, Much of the

material in these sections is taken directly from Refs. 85 and 87.

3.5.2 DF Col'rectiol:

The DF correction technique is quite intuitive. To correct the dispersive emit-

tance dilution, we sin:ply correct the energy dependence of the beam trajectory,

This can done by varying the effc_.ctivebeam energy and then correcting the differ-

ence Between the resulting orbit and the original trajectory; in a linac, the effective

beam energy can be varied by either changing the actual beam energy or, equiva-

lently, changing the magnet strengths. Physically, it is easiest to understand this

algorithm ii: terms of the dispersive el'ror eXl)ressed ix: Eqs. (3.4.1) and (3.4..2) of

Section 3.4.1, Ii: essence, the DF a.lgorithna finds a trajectory yc(s) such that over

any short region of the accelerator the integrals in expression Eq. (3.4.2) are small.

We should note that the technique is very similar to the disl?ersioli correction

. used in storage rings. Actually, the process is simpler ii: a linac than in a storage

ring since one can make larger effective energy changes, increasing the measurerrlent

precision, arid there are no nonlinear sextupole magnets which can confuse the

measurement.

To correct the difference ol'l)it result, ing from changing the effective beam energy,

we need to measure the l)et_ln t:'aiectories. If we only considel' transverse deflections
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due to quadrupole misalignrnents' and dipole correctors, the i th BPM will measure

i

where X is a stochastic variable representing the BPM precision error, i,e., the

reading-to-readlng jitter of the BPM measurement, 0 is the integrated deflection of

the dipole correctors and the quadrupole misalignments, and b is the BPM mlsalign-

ment relative to the linac centerline, Finally, the matrix coefficients Rll and R12

describe the motion of the beam centroid and thus they implicitly include the effect

of the wakefields and filamentation,

In a similar manner, we can calculate tile measured trajectory after the effective

beam energy is changed by 6(s), The difl'et'ence orbit that we will correct is found

by subtracting this new trajectory ft'ore tlm original measured trajectory:

_rni = (x';(_)- xi(t_))+ x0k-Td_(_;s0,si)+ a'0/_2(_,_0,si)

+ __._0j(R_2(_,si) _/_2(_; _j,_,)) (3,5,2)j=l 1+6 ' .

Here, R(3) = R- R(_) and R(3) is the coefficient R calculated for the modified

optics due to the change in energy, It. is important to notice that the difference

orbit is independent of the BPhl misalignments. We slaoulcl also note that we have

not included additional unknown errors such as RF deflections or m_gnetic strength
errors; these _md other errors will be discussed in Section 3.5.3.

In principle, using (Nq + 2) BPMs, we could solve for the Nq quadrupole mis-

alignments and the initial conditions exactly, provided that the BPM precision errors

and any unknown deflections are negligible. In such a case, we could fix the injection

and the quadrupole errors; the trajectory would then follow the linac centerline and

the dispersive error would be zero.

Obviously, this is not realistic. When the additional errors are included, the

difference orbit is not a function of just (A"q -+- 2) unknowns, Thus, we cannot

calculate the indivi&al quadrul)ole mi._alignments and the initial conditions exactly.

The error in each calculated value will increase with the nurnber of misa,lignments

being estimated since each calculation depencls upon the accuracy of the preceding

calculations. Of course, while the error ot' each individual calculation ma,y be large,

the global solution could be used to reduce the difference orbit to the level of the

BPM precision errors.
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Chapter 3.5.3

Unfortunately, if we use this global solution to correct the difference orbit, and

thereby the dispersive error, we would find that the trajectory diverges from the

linac centerline. This occurs because the difference orbit is not referenced to the

linac centerline and small errors add. Thus, we need to include some information

about the real trajectory while correcting the difference orbit.

We have found that the best approach is to perform a least squares solution for

the unknowns; using both the original trajectory and the difference orbit weighted

with the absolute accuracy with which these trajectories are known. Thus, we solve

for the dipole corrector strengths which minimize the sum

(rnj + Xi) 2 (Amy + AXj) 2 (3.5.3)
Z a2 + 2 + 20.2 '

jE{BPM} prec °'BPM prec

where O'prec is the rms of the BPM precision errors and aBPM is tlm rms of the

BPM misalignments relative to the linac centerline. In addition, Xj is the predicted

trajectory at the jth BPM as a function of the dipole corrector strengths and AXj

is tlm predicted difference orbit. \,Ve will subsequently refer to t,his algorithm as

Dispersion-Free (DF) correction.

" 3.5.3 DF Error Analysis

In this section, we analyze the effect of various errors on the performance of

the DF correction algorithnl. In a linac, there are many additional errors that were

not included in the initial formulation of the DF algorithm. Thus, to understand

the utility of the algorithm, we have to clef.ermine its sensitivity to these additional

errors.

The DF algorithm corrects the dispersive error by correcting a measured dif-

ference orbit which is created by changing the effective beam energy. Thus, the

algorithm relies upon the resemblance between this measured difference orbit, and

the actual dispersive error. We can divide any errors into two catagories: errors

• which cause the measured difference orbit to differ ft'ore the actual difference orbit,

(measurement errors) and errors which cause the difference orbit to difl'er from the

. dispersive error of a particle within the beam.

Errors in neither category will not degrade the correction of the cllt'omatic di-

lution and thus can be ignored, This is an inlporl, a,nt aspect of the algorithm.

The algorithm does not attempt to extract specific information from noisy data; it
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minimizes a measured quantity. Thus, if errors reduce the convergence of the mini-

mization, one can simply iterate the correction procedure. Examples of such errors

are BPM and corrector calibration errors, absolute beam energy errors, and errors

in the transport coefficients R12 used to calculate the corrections. These errors will

only slow the convergence of the algorithms. Rather than requiring one iteration,

perhaps two or even three iterations will be required to achieve a good solution. °

In contrast, errors in the first two catagories will cause the algorithm to converge

to an incorrect solution. BPM precision and beam jitter errors are examples of errors

from the first category. Magnet scaling errors, RF deflections, and effects due to

the nonlinearity of the dispersion are examples of errors in the second category. We

will first discuss effects due to the nonlinearity of the dispersive error and then we

will discuss each of the other effects in turn. \Ve proceed in this order since the

nonlinearity is important for determining the full effect of the BPM precision and

beam jitter errors.

3.5.3.1 NONLINEARITY

The goal of our correction algorithm is to improve the transverse emittance

dilution due to the dispersive error; we want to correct the dispersive error arising

from the energy variation witllin the particle bunch. The dispersion is a nonlinear

function of the energy deviation algol thus, ideally, we would like to measure the

difference orbit by making an effective energy change comparable to the bunch

energy spread. Unfortunately, tl_is tends to be small, the order of 1% or less, and we

will see that a small effective energy change can lead to large errors in the corrected

solution. Therefore, we need to determine the effect of correcting a difference orbit

created by an energy change that is substantially different from the beam energy
spread.

The equation for the difference orbit Ay6 = Y¢-Y6, due to an energy difference of.

3, is equal to the equation for the dispersive error Eq. (3.4.1), found in Section 3.4.1.

Neglecting the adiabatic damping, tllis can be written'
t

Aye' + IQAy_ = 6(G - A'_yq + IQyc + IQAy6) , (3.5.4)

where yq and yc are the quadrupole misalignment and the on-energy trajectory

and, here, we have used the notatioJl Aya instead of Ayd; the subscript a refers to

the magnitude of the energy challge which created the difference orbit. We solve
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this equation perturbatively, treating ali elements as infinitely thin in length, i,e.,

delta-functions in s. To second order, this yields

• zxy ( )= ,
i

where the first order term is

Ay_I)(s) = E. 6,((G'L)i-(yc,-yqi)(K1Lq)i)R12(s,s,) . (3.5.6)
I

Here, yci and yqi are the on-energy trajectory and misalignment at the i th quadru-

pole, and GL and K1Lq are the integrated deflection due to a dipole field and the

integrated quadrupole strength, respectively.

Equation (3.5.5) illustrates a potential problem of using an energy change 6 that

is substantially larger than the beam energy spread ct(s). Because the dispersive

error is a nonlinear function of the energy deviation, if 6 is relatively large, it is

• possible to correct the resulting difference orbit Ay_ to a small value while ha,ring

a large first order contribution Aye1); the second order contribution can be used to

cancel the first order term. Unfortunately, this cancellation does not work within

the beam since the beam energy Sl)read is small. Thus, one can correct Ay_ while

actually increasing the dispersive dilution of the beam. In the subsequent sections,

we will use Eels. (3.5.5) and (3.5.6) to determine the effect of errors on the DF

correctioll algorithm.

3.5.3,2 BPM PltECISION

The BPM precision errors will limit the accuracy with which we can correct the

difference orbit. Assuming tllat tlm BPMs have random precision errors with an

rrns of O'prec, the measured difference orbit will differ from tile actual difference orl:)it

by an rms error of V/22crpr_c. \'Ve can estimate the residual dispersive error, Mter

- correcting this measured difference orbit, by considering a simplified example where

one zeros the measured difference orbit a'_ each of the BPMs. After correction, the

. actual difference orbit Aya would be equal to the negative of the BPM precision

errors.

Given this residual difference orbit Aya, we want to solve for the difference orbit

Aye, created by an e11ergy cllange oi' a(s), where a is the rms energy Sl)read. This
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will allow us to determine the emittance dilution due to the BPM precision errors

using Eqs. (3.4.3) and (3.4.4). First, we use Eq. (3.5.5), with the change 5 ---,a, to

express Aya,
¢

= , (3.5.7)
w

where we have only included the first order term since a is assumed small. Next,

we invert Eq. (3.5.5) to solve for Ay_ 1) from the residual difference orbit Ay_

i

Now, we need to relate _y(1) to Ay_ 1), Tile difference orbit Aya is equal to the

negative of the random BPI_I precision errors; it is constructed from sums of "de-

flections" and coefficients R12 whict_ oscillate, Eqs. (3.5.5) and (3.5.6). Thus, there

are three length scales we need to consider: the length between "deflections" LD,

the betatron oscillation period LZ, and the length over which ct(s) changes La.

Provided that LD, L B <:<La, we can treat a and (5as constant over the correlated

"deflections". This allows us, using Eq. (3.5.6) and performing ensemble averages

over the random deflections, to find the relation:

,- a? (1)2
{AY(_1)_) = T._(Ay_, ) , (3.5.9)

where ct2 is the average of 32(8) over _s. Now, using this result and Eqs. (3.5.7)

and (3.5.8), we find tha,t after DF correction the BPhI precision errors cause an rms

residual dispersive error of

_ = 2°'prec 6=_""+"9cr2"prec"_';E(I(1Lq),'tq-rl".,(sl, si).... (35.10)
i

m

Tc) eva]uate the sum in the secon(l term in Eq. (3.,5.10),we need to assume a

model linac. We use the NLC model described Aplmndix D, where the phase advance "

per cell is c,onstant while t,lle/)eta fllllctiolJs and tile cell lerigths increase with the

square root of the beam energy. In acldiliolJ, w(' assul_le that tile uncorrelal,ed energy

spread of the beam decreases in\'ersel\' witll tll¢:,beam e_lergy. Using this mode], we
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can evaluate the sum in Eq, (3.5,10) by approximating it with an integral, In this

manner, we find an expected dispersive error due to the BPM precision errors of

2 1 _ --2 7o (3.5.11). +   ; oNBpMZ0(KLq)  0
w

Here, _0, (K1Lq)o, and ao are the average beta function, the integrated quadrupole

strength, and the energy spread at the beginning of the linac.

Finally, we can use Eqs. (3.4.3) and (3,4.4) to solve for the dispersive emittance

dilution due to this error. We will not perform the explicit substitutions here, but we

will instead discuss a few implications of Eq. (3.5.11). First, Eq. (3.5.11) indicates

that there will be a minimum dispersive error, due to the BPM precision errors,

for some value of 5. The first term of Eq. (3.5.11) decreases rapidly with 5 while

the second term remains constant; if we had included higher orders of 5, we would

find terms that increase with 5. Secondly, notice that both terms in Eq. (3.5.11)

can be reduced by decreasing aprec, i.e., the measurement error; the rms of the

, BPM precision errors will tend to decrease with the square root of the number of

measurements when the separate measurements are averaged together. We will see
this behavior in the results of simulations discussed in Section 3.5.4.

I

3.5.3.3 BEAM JITTER

In a linac there are many sources of jitter which cause the beam position to

fluctuate. For e×ample, injection jitter, ground motion, and power supply fluctu-

ations all have this effect. To prevent these from degrading the performance of a

linear collider, this beam jitter must be constrained to be much less than the beam

size; the beam jitter will directly increase the time average of the emittance since

the beam changes position with time, thereby, increasing the effective phase-space

volume occupied. In this section, we will estimate a secondary effect of the beam

jitter, namely, its effect on the performance of the DF correction algorithm.

The beam is most sensitive to dispersive errors when the beam energy spread

is large and thus we will only consider jitter of the injected beam; the beam energy

" spread is typically largest a.t injection. Of course, if desired, our result could easily

be generalized by summing over all the sources of the jitter. In fact, this will be

done when analyzing the effect of magnet scaling errors which are treated in an

analogous manner to the beam jitter errors.
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In the case of injection jitter, the meastlred difference orbit will differ from the

actual difference orbit by a betatron oscillation caused by the jitter in illitia,1 condi-

tions. After correcting the measurecl clifference orbit to zero, the actual difference

orbit Ay_ will be the negative of this betatron oscillation. To estimate the magni-

tude of AV_ , we use Eqs. (3.5.7) and (3.5.8) derived in the previous section on the

BPM precision errors. This case differs from the case of tile BPM precision errors in

that the deflections that create the difference orbit, i,e., the summand of Eq. (3,5.6),

are only non-zero near the beginning of the linac. Thus, instead of' Eq. (3,5.9), we
have the relation

Ay(al) ao ^ (1)= -_-_y6 (3,5,12)

where ao is the rms energy spread at. the beginning of the linac. Using this and

Eqs. (3.5.7) and (3.5.8), we find an expect, ed dispersive error due to the beam jitter
of

a_ 7_f I

+ si,,0)]

where o'ji t is the rms jitter measured at the beginning of the linac and the factor of

two appears in the first term since two trajectories must be measured to calculate

a difference orbit. The angle brackets denote an ensemble average over the jitter.

This is represented by y0 for jitter of the on-energy trajectory and ya for jitter of

the trajectory after making the energy change of a; note that for simplicity we have

only included position jitter in these terms.

The expression in Eq. (3.5.13)differs from the expression found for the BPM

precision errors, Eq. The BPM precision errors are uncorrelated and thus

the error (Aya 2) depends upon NBpM.In contrast, beam jitter leads to a difference

orbit that oscillates like a betatron oscillation. Thus, the error due to tile nonlin-

earity, the second term of Eq. (3.5.13), will be correlated with the betatron phase

advance and (Aya _) will depend upon the square of Nq.

When performing the sums ill Eq. (3.5.13), we treat jitter of the on-energy *

trajectory and the off-energy trajectory separately because the induced betatron os-

cillations will have different phase advances; the phase advance is energy dependent.

In particular, after changing the effective beam energy, the different pha_e advance
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will cause the correlation between the injection error and the dispersive error to

breakdown. Thus, we would find that jitter of the off-energy trajectory contributes

far less than jitter of the on-energy trajectory; for this reason, we will only estimate

the on-energy jitter.

Using the NLC model linac, we can evaluate the sums in Eq. (3,5.13) by approx-
,¢

imating them with integrals. After D F correction, we find an expected dispersive

error due to beam jitter of

a_ 2 2 2 2,/_0
<tyaj2t(Sf)> _ 2°'j_t'_j "nt" 4NcellGjito'0 tan2 ¢c/ V _f ' (3.5.14)

where we have simplified the expression with Eq. (D,1.3).

Again., one can solve for the dispersive emittance dilution due to this error using

Eqs. (3.4.3) and (3.4.4). As in the discussion of the BPM precision errors, we will

not perform the explicit substitutions here, but instead we will discuss Eq. (3.5.14).

Similar to the error due to the BPM precision errors, the first term of Eq. (3.5.14)

, decreasesrapidly with 6 while the second does not, indicating that the residual

error due to the beana jitter will have a minimum as a function of 5. Also notice

that, like the error due to the B PM precision errors, this contribution depends$

upon the measurement errors, and thus it can be reduced by averaging multiple

measurements of the trajectory. We will estimate the effects of the beam jitter at

the end of Section 3.5.4, after discussing results from the simulations.

3.5,3.4 MAGNETIC SCALING ERRORS

Magnetic scaling errors occur when one changes the effective beam energy by

scaling the magnetic fields. The errors arise because different magnets will scale

slightly differently with the power supplies and because the power supplies have

finite precision. Thus, one cannot reduce all of the magnetic fields by exactly the

same percentage. Typically, it is possible to specify the magnetic field strength with

,, an accuracy of roughly 10-3.

The effect of these scaling errors is analogous to the effect of beam jitter. When

• measuring a difference orbit created by scaling the magnetic fields, one changes the

fields, measures the off-energy trajectory, resets the magnets and measures the on-

energy trajectory. We treat the final magnet values as the reference values and thus

the scaling errors only cause errors when measuring the off-energy trajectory. We
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should emphasize that the order in which one measures tile trajectories is important.

If we measure the on-energy trajectory before the off-eltergy trajectory, tile scaling
errors would cause errors in both measurements.

t

If a magnet deflects the central trajectory by an angle 0 and its magnetic field

can be specified with an rms accuracy of 2x, the off-energy trajectory will have an

rms deflection error of (1 - 5)A0. These deflections will drive betatron oscillations

which will add to the measured difference orbit just as beam jitter does. After

correction with the DF algorithm, the actual difference orbit will be corrected to

the negative of this (off-energy) betatron oscillation. Thus,

/xy (s) = - , (3.5.1,5)
t'

where we have neglected the factor (1 -_). Now, since the deflections AO are

random, we can use Eels. (3.5.7),(3..5.8),and (3.5.9)to find z_ya. Using the NLC,

model linac, we find a residual dispersive error of

52 3 "Tr o
r ¢

i 2 (,3.o.16)

! j

Here, N is the number of magnets and 00 is the deflection due to the magnets at

the beginning of the linac. In a(ldil,io:_, we have assumed that the deflection errors

0 are random and that they decrease in strengtll inversely with the square root of

the beam energy; this models quadrul)ole scaling errors in our example linac. In

the case of quadrupole errors, 0 is l)roport, ional to the integrated strength of tlle

quadrupole and the distance of the trajectory from the magnetic center. Thus,

(0o) = (l"lLq)g((Yr2s,) + (Y_)) , (3,5,17) "

where ym and yc a.re the rms values ot' the quadrupole misalignments and the, beam

trajectory. Alternately, for dipole corrc,clors, 0 can be estimated by assuming a

uniform distribution of kicks. Thus, (00) is equal to o_:e-third of the initial l)eak
deflection.
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It is important to note that as described the magnet scaling errors only con-

tribute to the error of the off-energy trajectory, The nonlinear term, i,e,, the second

term of gq. (3.5,16), will be small because the off-energy phase advance differs from

the on-energy phase advance and thus we can neglect it, A similar situation occurs

in the case of beam jitter errors as discussed in the previous section, Of course, if

the difference orbit is not measured using the procedure described at the beginning

of this section, the magnet scaling errors could also affect the on-energy trajectory,
, hT2 ,In this case, Eq, (3.5 16) would have a term proportional to N x "quad, obviously

this should be avoided.

Finally, we should note that the effect of the magnetic scaling errors does not

depend upon measurement errors which can be reduced. Thus, these errors could

limit the performance of our corr(_ction algorithm, In Section 3.5,4, we will use

Eq. (3.5.16) along with Eqs, (:3,4.3) and (3.:1.,1) to estimate tlm magnitude of the

errors; fortunately, they cause only a small error.

3,5,3.5 RF DEFLECTIONS

The RF is provided to accelerate the particles longitudinally, As discussed in

• Section 3,4.3, there is typically a small coupling between the accelerating field and

the transverse planes. The RF deflections present a problem for our algorithm

because, unlike magnetic deflections, the RF deflections remain constant as the

effective beana energy is cllanged. Thus, they cause the measured difference orbit to

differ from the actual dispersive error.

As expressed in Section 3.4.3, the RF deflections are a sinusoidal function of the

RF phase, typically offset in phase relative to the longitudinal acceleration:

0RF -- 9-_')'Itr'sin(z]qtr + ¢0) . (3.5.18)

Here, g is the longitudinal-trar_sverse coupling of tlie accelerating structure, "/IIF is

- the erlergy gain from the structure, and "7(s) is the beam energy. In addition, ¢0 is

the phase of the deftectioll relativ,: to the bunch.

' There are two metllocls of changing tile effective beam energy when measuring

the difference orbit: one c'all eitl,cr change rh," magi_et strengtlls or the actual beam

energy. For either method to work properly, all of tlle deflections should scale with

the change iii effective eIl¢,rgy. I!nforttlnaiely, if oI1¢_changes t lie magnet strengths,
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the ltF deflections are not affected, Likewise, ii' one scales Cim Ill;' tc) change the

beam energy, the FtI'_ deflections also scale a,nd the effect on (,he bearn does not

change,
!(

Since the RF deflections do not cllange when varyirlg the effective beant energy,

the measured difrerence orbit will be independent of the RF deflections, The dis- N

persive error in the beam resulting from the RF defleckions and the beam energy

spread can be directly calculated from Eq, (3,5,5) with the substitution 6 --+ ct(a),

Assuming that the RF errors are random arid using the same model linac described

earlier, 'we find a residu_d dispersive error of

3 (o" cos'(_0- _a))_0_-0EfL'o
(3,5,19)

Here, NRF is the number of accelerator sections,

Notice that the RF errors do not depend upon the effective energy change 5

used to create the difference orbit, Furthermore, this effect cannot be reduced by

making multiple measurements of tile trajectory, Thus, the RF errors could provide

a serious limitation on the pert'ormance of the correction algorithm, We will use

Eq, (3,5,1!)) along with Eqs, (3,4,3)and (3,,1,,1)to estimate the importance of these

errors in both tile SLO and NLC lixla.cs after de,Jcribing the results of the simulations
in Section 3,5,4,

3.5,4 DF _lm.uatlons

A computer program was written to test the DF correction tecllniqtle against

the one-to-one correction algorithm, q_"heprogram simulates random transverse

misallgnments of the qua,drupoles and BPMs, random quadrupole strength errors,

and BPM precision errors, The effects of RF deflections a11d beam jitter have not

been directly included; these are discussed at the end of this section using the results

of Section a.5,a, Finally, the effect of the wakefields are xleglected; these are discussed ,,

iri the section describing the WI i' tecl_nique,

Ali of the simulations were 1)et'fornl(.,don the 250 GeV NLC linttc described in '

Appendix D, To simulate correctilJg tl_e orbit in the NLC, we use twenty different

sets of random errors, r.['he errors al'e folllld t'roln gatlssian distributions wllich had

1)ecn cutoff al., two sigma, The quadrupoles are nlisaliglled 70tlm rms relative to
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the linac centerline and the BPMs are misaltgned 70 #m rms relath_e, to the quad-

rupoles; thus, the BPMs are rnisaltgned with an rrns of roughly 100 #m relative to

the linac centerllne, Furthermore, BPM precision errors of 2 #rn are assumed sinceW

a measurement precision the order of the beam size will need to be achieved in tlm

NLC, Finally, 0,1% rms quadrupole strength errors a,re also included, simulating

" calibration errors; the errors do not change from measurement to measurement as

power supply fluctuations would,

In the NLC, the trajectory is assumed to be corrected by moving the quadru-

poles horizontally or vertically to achieve the desired deflection, Both the focusing

, and defocusing quadrupoles are used for correction, When correcting with the DF

Mgorithm, the linac is divided into eleven sections, each containing twenty cells,

'rile algorithm is then used to correct each section instead of correcting the entire

linac at once, While correcting the lin_tc in sections will not minimize the dispersion

as well as correcting the entire linac at once, this procedure reduces the sensitivity

to discrepancies between the machine and the model one uses for correction, In all

cases, the solutions are calculated witll a single iteration of the DF algorithm,
.t

Table 12, Results of DF simulations in the 250 GeV NLC linac.
i i ,i

1-to-1 DF
imlll i ..i ii i i i

Orbit rlns 89:1:1 pm 54 -4-1.#m
....

BPM rms 3 4 0,1 #m 80 :[: 1/_m
ii i ii i i i

Dilution Aey 6.20 =t=0,8 %o 0,02 4- 0,01%0
,. ., ,

Results from correcting the twenty sets of errors with the two correction schemes

are listed in Table 12; the error on the data is equal to one standard error, The Orbit

rms data is the rms of the trajectory relative to the linac centerline, while the BPM

rms data is the rms of the BPM rneasurenmnts, Notice that the one-to-one algorithm

zeros the BPM rea diilgs (within t,he BPM precision) while the actual trajectory is

• rel_._tivelyla,rge, In contrast, our method corrects both the actual trajectory and the
I

measured BPM readings, In fact, tile DF correction algorithm does better correcting

. the actual trajectory tha.n does tile one-to-one method,

Of course, we are interested iii mow tllan just correction of tlle trajectory, _l'lle

dilution of the vertical emittance due to the dispersive errors is listed in the bottoill

row of Table 12; tile diltltion of t lie llorizontal omitta, nce will be nluch sInaller l,llan
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Fig, 31 Difference orbit in the NLC after (a) DF correction and (b) 1-to-1
correction,

d

the vertical since the initial emittance is one hundred times larger, Obviously,

. the one-to-one correction technique leads to a large (factor of six) increase in the

vertical emittance, Furthermore, this emittance will continue to filament and thus

the effective emittancc growth may be much larger, In contrast, the new technique

performs very weil, virtually eliminating the dispersive dilution.

The difference in correction techniques is illustrated in Figs. 29-33. Figure 29

compares the trajectory after DF correction (upper plot) with the result of one-to-

one correction (lower plot) and Fig, 30 compares the BPM readings in the same

manner. One can see that the one-to-one method zeroes the BPMs, but does not

correct the actual trajectory as well as the DF method. Finally, Fig. 31 shows the dif.

ference between the trajectory of an on-energy particle and a particle whose energy

differs from the design, the energy difference being equal to the rms uncorrelated

• energy sl)read which is 1% at, injection and decays inversely with energy, Obviously,

the dispersive error, i,e,, this difl'erence orbit, and therefore the dispersive dilution,

is much smaller in the case of the DF correction,

Figure 32 is a plot of tlle y--y_ pllase-sl)ace at the end of the NLC linac after

correction with the one-to-one algorithnl, The curve plot,s the endpoints of particle

trajectories having energies betweell +ac and -a_, Also, for referellce, tile llhlS
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beam size, excluding the chromatic errors, is plotted about the design energy tra-

jectory. Obviously,, there is a large dispersive dilution in Fig. 32; the emittance

dilution is roughly eight times the initial emittance. For comparison, we plot, in

Pig. as,the g-y_ phase-space at the end of the NLC after DF correction. This is the

same phase-space, although with different scales, as Pig. 32. After DP correction,

the emittance dilution is quite small, roughly 1% in this case.

It is evident from Table 12 and Figs. 29-33 that the DP correction technique per-

forms substantially better that the one-to-one method. In all of the data shown, the

effective energy change used by the Div algorithm was AE/E = +10%. Changing

the beam energy, or equivalently changing the magnet strengths, is not necessarily

easy and can in itself introduce errors. For this reason, we wish to limit the energy

change used by the correction algorithm. Unfortunately, as the energy difference is

decreased, the measurement of the difference orbit, used by the DE algorithm, will

be lost in the noise of l_heBPM precision errors. Thus the correction technique will

not perform as well.

In Pig. 34, we plot r(_sults of the DF' correction technique, again found from

the correction of twenty sets of random errors, versus the change in effective energy

_'5,_. There are three (ur\,es' the dotted is the en'litta.nce magnification which

has a scale on the rigl_t, the solid is the rms of the actual trajectory, and the dashed

curve is the rms of the BPM measurement of the trajectory. Notice that both the

emittance magnification and the rms of the trajectory have broad minimums. The

increase which occurs as AE/E increases is due to the nonlinearity of the dispersion.

In contrast, a.s AE/E decreases, tlle BPM precision errors reduce the effectiveness

of the algorithn_. Our estimat, e Eq..(3.5.11) is in good agreement with both the

behavior and the magnitude of this residual error. Finally, notice that the minimum

in the residual emittance will shift towards'larger AE/E when one includes other

errors since the nleasurement resolution increases as AE/E increases.

Finally, in Fig. 35, we compare the result of tlle DF correction technique versus

the magnitude of the BPM precisio_l errors; the errors are varied from 2/lm to 40 #m.

" As before, the data was found t'ronJ tile correction of twenty sets of random errors.

As in Fig. 34, the three cur_'es' solid, dashed, and dotted, are the actual trajectory

" rms, the measured trajectory I'I]]S, c_l'l(l the vertical emittance dilution; the first two

curves have scales on the left and the emittance dilution has a scale on the right

side of the plot. Notice tllat tlie elnittance dilution is still less than 25(7; when the

BPM precision errors have been increased to S llnl, which is roughly eight times the
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vertical beam size. Also notice that the rms of actual tra.jectory decreases rapidly

as the magnitude of the BPM precision errors is decreased. In fact, the decrease in

the trajectory rms, which is important for controlling wakefield effects, may be the

most significant gain from decreasing the BPM precision errors.

3.5.4,1 ERRORS

In this section we estimate the effects of errors not included ii1 the simulations.

Specifically, we discuss the effect of bean: jitter, RF deflections and magnetic scaling

errors. In the NLC, we estimate the effect, of the RF deflections using the same

transverse-longitudinal coupling g that was measured in the SLC'I_°81g= 4 x 10-4.

We further assume tha.t the accelerator sections in the NLC are one meter in length

and each gives an energy gail l of 100 MeV. In this case, Eq. (3.5.19) yields an
estin:ate of

• r c_Ayai_ F _ 0.3 pm (NLC) (3.5..0)

J

This residual dispersive error is comparable to the NLC vertical beam size. Using

Eqs. (3.4.3) and (3.4,4), we find that it would lead to an emittance increase of

" roughly 5%. Of course, as discussed in Section 3.4.3, the actual tolerances on the

RF accelerator sections in the NLC need to be much tighter than those in the

SLC. If the tolerance on the transverse-longitudinal coupling were reduced from

g = 4 x 10-4, this error should not be significant; the residual dilution scales with

the square of g.

We also eJtime, te the etfect of the magnetic scaling errors using random 1_,

absolute errors of the ma gl:etic field strengths after scaling the magnets by 10%.

[Ising Eq. (3.5.16), we find

Ayo.,n,_.gnet_ 0.5#m . (3.5.21)

This causes a 13% emittance dilution. Of course, again, we believe tt:at we have

. overestimated the error. In principle, one could reduce the absolute scaling error to

0.1% by cycling the magnets on a. specified path through their hysteresis _:urves. In

this case the dispersive dilution would be negligible.

Next, we consider the effect of beam jitter, t-Iere, we estimate the effect of
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injection jitter that is 25% of the vertical beam size. Using Eq. (3,5.14), we find

Ayajitter _ 0.3#m (NLC) , (3.5.22) w

when using an effec;ive energy change of 10%. This error causes an emittance
, dilution of 4%.

Finally, to verify our estimates, we simulated both random magnetic scaling

errors and jitter of the injected beam. Random 1% absolute errors were added

to the magnetic fields strengths when scaling the magnets by 10%. We found an

emittance dilution of 10.04-2.7% due to the scaling errors; this is in fairly good

agreement with our estimate of 13(K,.

The injection jitter was simulated by adding a random initial position offset to

the trajectories used to measure the difference orbit; the position offsets have an rms

equal to 25% of the initial beam size. In this case, we found an emittance dilution

of 3.1 4-0.6{7;when making an effective energy change of 10%. Again, this is in good
agreement with our est,imate of c,.

i.

3.5.5 WF Correction and Simulations

Given the performance of the DI;' algorithm, we have ex':ended its use to also

correct wakefield dilutions that result fronl the corrected trajectory. In this section,

we will describe the WF algorit.hm and then present the results of simulations.

Because the WF technique is a simple extension of the DF method, this discussion

will be brief. In particular, we will l_ot reiterate the error analysis of Section a.5.a;
the analysis for the WF algorithm is v(:'rysimilar.

3.5.5.1 \¥F ALGORITHM

The goal is to find a new trajectory along which both tile wakefield and tile

dispersive effects cancel. The wakefields are caused by trajectory offsets in the

accelerator sections which are due to both misalignments of the accelerator sections

and a non-zero trajectory. If we ignore the accelerator misalignments, the effective

offset in a section is just the average of l.l_eposition in the two adjacent, quadrupoles.

By varying the quadrupole strengths i_J a ,_pecified manner, one can measure a

difference orbit where the orbit in tll(-, (luadr_ll)oles will mimic the effects of the

wakefields due to the trajectory.
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We can understand this by examining Eq. (3.4.17), derived in Section 3.4.2. Both

the quadrupoles and the dipole wakefields cause a deflection that is proportional to

the trajectory offset in the respective elements. But, the wakefield always deflects

away from the structure centerline while the quadrupole deflection depends upon

the sign of K1. Assuming periodic FODO cel!s with accelerator sections centered

" between the quadrupoles, we find that, to mimic the wakefield effect, the quadrupole

strengths must be varied as

6KI Lacc(S) _qK-Yo, ¢7(s)lQLq(s)

where /_ and /_q are the beta functions at the middle of the accelerator sections

and the adjacent quadrupoles and AC is the betatron phase advance between the

two. In addition, Lacc and Lq are the lengths of the accelerator sections and the

quadrupoles. Finally, note that because the correction is local, this condition can

fluctuate slowly with s,

Condition (3.5.23) specifies that the quadrupole strength variation 6 has oppo-.q

site signs at focusing (QFs) and defocusing quadrupoles (QDs). In contrast, when

creating the difference orbit to measure the dispersive error, 6 has the same sign

" at both the QFs and the QDs. To correct both the wakefields and the dispersive

errors one minimizes both of these difference orbits along with the actual trajectory.

Unfortunately, it is not necessarily possible to increase some magnets while decreas-

ing others since the quadrupoles are usually run close to their ma×imum strength.

Thus, one c_n use an equivalent procedul:e where one minimizes a difference orbit

created by varying only the QFs and _ difference orbit created by varying only the

QD magnets. In addition to being feasible, this later procedure also benefits from

being simpler.

Strictly, by e×amining Eq. (3.4.17), we can see that minimizing these two dif-

ference orbits will reduce the wakefields if the accelerator sections are aligned to

the centers of the quadrupoles, not the machine centerline. This can be remedied

by varying the dipole correctors whe_l varying the quadrupoles. Thus, the dipole

correctors (partially) cancel the effect of the quadrupole misalignments; they must

or the trajectory would tend to grow. In practice, the correction technique works

best when the accelerator structures are aligned to the quadrupoles, but, as will be

demonstrated, it still works very well when the accelerator sections are aligned to
the ideal centerline.
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Table 13. Results of \VF simulations in the 250 GeV NLC linac,
, ii i .u i i ......

Method Cy Trajectory rms
i .iu i

1-to-1 22.9 + 4.8 _v0 72 + 1 pm
, ,, ,,, .,,, , ,,,

DF 9.3 :t=1.6 _y0 55 4- 1 #m

WF 1.09 Jr" 0,0] ",_,13_'i/ 44. :t: 1 _ln

,q , / , /,

To recapitulate, the correction algorithm is: (1) measure a difference orbit

AxQF(s) created by varying the QFs and the associated dipole correctors, (2) mea-

sure the difference orbit AZQD(S) created by varying the QDs and the associated

dipole correctors, (3) measure the actual trajectory x(s), and finally, (4) one mini-

mizes all three of these orbits. When developing the DF algorithm, it was found that

a weighted least-squares is the best minimization procedure. Thus, in this variation,
one minimizes the sum:

+ ,, + ,, , (3,5,24)
jE{BPM} prec ++aiSrec CrBPM + prec

where each term is weighted by the accuracy of the respective measurement: CrBpM

is the estimated rms of the B PM misalignments and O'prec is the rms precision

(reading-to-reading jitter)of the BPM measurements. Although it does not correct

the wakefields due to the accelerator section misalignments, this technique will be

referred to as Wake-Free (WF) correction because the corrected trajectory does not

cause wakefield or dispersive dilutions.

3.5.5.2 SIMULATIONS

In Table 13, the performance of the DF and \¥P techniques is compared against

the one-to-one algorithm in the 2,50 GeV NLC linac. The one-to-one algorithm

adjusts the trajectory to zero the BPM measurements using only the BPMs and

correctors located near the focusing quadrupoles. The results in Table 13 are the

average of correcting 20 sets of random error distributions and the errors are the

standard error on the results. In all cases, the trajectory is corrected at low intensity

and then the intensity is increased to l.l_edesign value.

The misalignment error distributions are the same as those used in the DF

simulations described in Section 3.5.4, namely, 70 ttm rms vertical quadrupole and
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BPM misalignments, and 2 #mrms BPM precision errors; the accelerator sections

were aligned to the ideal machine centerline, In addition, the wakefields have been

included and the optimal BNS energy spread has been added to the beam in all

" three cases, Finally, the initial conditions (y0, y_))were optimized t3_lafter one-to-one

correction to further reduce the dilution; while this procedure reduces tile dilution

" from nearly 50 ev0 when using the one-to-one algorithm, it yields little improvement

when using DF or WF correction. The WF technique performs extremely well; it

virtually eliminates all of the dispersive and wakefield emittance dilution and it does

a better job correcting the actual trajectory than the other two methods,

Figures 36 and 37 illustrate the differences between the one-to-one correction

technique and the WF method t'o1'one of the twenty cases used to calculate Table 13.

Figure 36 compares tile trajectory after WF correction (upper plot) with tile tra-

jectory after one-to-one correction (lower plot). Likewise, Fig. 37 compares the

emittance dilution after WF correction (upper plot) with tile dilution after one-to-

one correction (lower plot). One can see that, after WF, the trajectory has a smaller

rms and is "smoother" than after one-to-one correction and, more importantly, the

• emittance dilution after WF is much smaller than after one-to-one correction.

In the DF/WF techniques, the emittance dilution is "measured" by varying the

" quadrupole magnets. This measurement is then corrected to the level of the BPM

precision. Thus, provided t.hat the measurement resembles the emittance dilution,

the dilution is constrained to the level of the BPM precision errors and does not

increase along the lengt,h of the linac.. This is illustrated in Fig. 37;the large spikes

that occur in the emittance dilution arise because linac is corrected in sections and

there is insufficient resolution at the beginning of each section to adequately correct
the dilution.

Finally, Fig. 38 shows plots of the beam distribution after (a) one-to-one, (b)

DF, and (c) WF correction for one of the twenty cases in Table 13. The scatter-

plots on the left are the projections of the beam distributions in the y.yl phase space

while the right-hand plots are projections onto the y-z plane; in both cases, we have

' represented the beam with 1000 ma.cro-1)articles. One can immediately see that the

beam emittance is seriously diluted after one-to-one correction; this is primarily due

. to dispersive errors. Next, afl,er DF correction, the dispersive errors are corrected,

but tile distribution displays the tails characteristic of transverse wakefields; these

arise from the ra,ndom trajectory. Finally, after WF correction, one can see that the

dilution due to both the dispersive errors and the wakefields is negligible.
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Obviously, the WI i' technique reduces the emittance dilution due to misaligned

BPMs, quadrupoles, and a uon-zero trajectory extremely well, Since the technique

is very similar to the DI'-' method, we know that it is a robust algorithm and it is

not sensitive to effects such as jitter and calibration errors,

3.5.6 Further Extensions

The WF correction technique does not correct the effect of misaligned accelerator

sections. 7.nfact, the WF method never actually measures the wakefields; it simply

adjusts the trajectory such that any wakefield effects ca,ncel. But, as noted in

Eq, the wakefields will shift the bunch centroid and thus it should be

possible to measure the effects on the trajectory directly.

In theory, this coulcl be performed by measuring a difference orbit where the

bunch lengt,h, bunch intensify, or beam energy and magnets are changed, Unfortu-

nately, this becomes complicated because the beam loading changes the beam energy

and energy spread, and thus, it. is difficult to unravel the wakefield effects from the

dispersive effects. Furthermore, the effect of the wakefields on the bunch centroid is

much smaller than the etfect on the beanl tail where most of the emittance dilution

occurs. Thus, it, is difficult Lo make sigllificant n_easurements,

We have performed some initial simulations of this technique; la'l nlore work is

still needed to determine the feasibility of the approach.

3.5,7 Tolerances wit,h DF/WF

The scaling of the emittance dilution with the mis_flignments can be foulld

from the emittance dilution Eqs, (3,4,:3)and (3,4,4). F'urthermore, in Sections 3.4,1

and 3.4.2, we found that, when correcting the trajectory with the one-to-one tech-

nique, the dispersive and wakefield errors' Ay,l algolAyu,, depend linearly upon the

magnitude of the misa.lignment.s. Thus, the emitt, ance dilution depends quadrati-

cally upon the magnitude of the misaligrllnents when tlle dilution is small, less than

100%, and the emittance dilution a. linear t'unction of the misalignment magnitude
as the dilution increases.

In contrast, the dilution whell correcting with the DF/\¥F techniques is roughly

independent of the misalignment Inagnittlcle. \Ve have removed this dependence by

scaling the trajectory measllrenlcllts in Eqs. (3,n.a)and (3. 5,24)by the estimated

rms of the misalignn_ents. Th_ls, the emitlance dilution should only del)end upon
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Fig, 39 One-to-one and DF correction versus the rms mlsalignment mag-
nitude,

a

the other errors, namely, BPRi precision, beam jitter, magnet scaling errors, and

. the RF deflections; these effects were discussed in Section 3,5.3.

The dependence of the trajectory correction techniques on the misalignment

amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 39. Here, we have wried the rms magnitude of the

vertical BPM and quad,'upole misalignments from 7 #m to 350 #m; note that all of

the axes in Fig. 39 have logarithmic scales. The points plotted were found from

the average of correcting twenty sets of random errors. The solid and dashed lines,

at the top of the plot, are the ,'ms values of the actual trajectory after correction

with the one-to-one and DF techniques, respectively; these curves have scales on the

left side of the figure. The DF technique is slightly better at correcting the actual

trajectory, but the two curves are similar; in both cases the rms of the trajectory is

roughly proportional to the ,'ins of the misalignments.

" The two other curves, the dotted and the dot-dash lines, are the emittances

after correction with the one-to-olin and DF techniques. The dilution after one-

" to-one correction is strongly depelldent upon the misalignment magnitude. Here,

the dilution varies frorn roughly 25% to over 3,100% a.s the misalignments increase.

In contrast, the dilution after DF correction is only weakly dependent upon the

misalignment magnitude; it increases slowly from roughly 1% to 6% of the initial
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emittance as the misalignments become larger,

Thus, when using the DF/WF correction techniques, the emittance dilution is

effectively uncoupled from the magnitude of the transverse magnet misalignments,

Instead, tile DF/WF correction techniques impose relatively stralght-forward toler-

ances on the BPM precision, beam jitter, RF deflections, and magnet scaling,

3.5.8 Discussion

In this section, we have described two trajectory correction algorithms that

can significantly reduce the emittance dilution due to a corrected trajectory, To

fully determine the utility of these correction techniques, they need to be compared

against the various alignment techrliques, We will not i>erform such an analysis

since it requires detailed knowledge of the sources of error and is machine specific,

Instead, we will describe the difference between the DF/WF approach and that of

the beam-based alignment of Re'fs. 3 and 67.

The DF/WF technique is similar to the beam-based alignment of Refs, 3 and 67

in that the alignment errors are detectecl by varying the effective beam energy,

but, the approaches differ in the analysis of the data. The beanl-based alignment

technique uses the data to determine the individual BPh{ and quadrupole misalign-

ments. Because the data has errors, these misalignments can only be determined

with finite precision. Thus, large effective energy changes are used to increase the

sensitivity to the individual misalignment errors. But, because the effective energy

change is large, the beam-based technique is not especially sensitive to errors at the

betatron frequency; this is the cornponent that drives the wakefield and dispersive
dilutions.

In contrast, the DF/WF technique finds a global solution to constrain the emit-

tance dilution, Small effective energy changes are used so that the measured dif-

ference orbit resembles the actual emittance dilution. Thus, although the DF/WF

is less sensitive to the individual misalignments, ii, is very sensitive to errors at the

betatron frequency which cause the emittallce dilution, This is illustrated in Fig. 40

where we have plotted the frequency spect,rttnl of the trajectory after (a) WF correc-

tion and (b) one-to-one con'ect, iol_; the tesi>ect.ire trajectory rms's are 9crms -" 51 pm

and Ycrms = 94/zm. Notice that, allllotlgll the WF technique only reduced the tra-

jectory rms by a factor of two, tl_¢'coll_l>One,nt ai, the betatron frequency is reduced

by roughly a factor of ten, Of course, using a smaller effective energy change may
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Fig, 40 The frequency spectrum of the trajectory after (a) \¥P and (b)

one-to-one correction versus frequency in units of the betatron oscillation

• frequency; tile trajectory rms's are Ycrms -" 51 pin and ycrms = 94 #m after

WF and 1-to-1 correction, respectively,

make the DF/WF algorithm more sensitive to additional sources of error. Thus,

the utility of the technique needs to be verified experimentally, Ultimately, it is

likely to be found that the two techniques, the D F/WF trajectory correction and

the beam-based a ligmnent, are complementary.
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ADDITIONAL CORRECTION METHODS

In this section, we will discuss two additional techniques of correcting the emit-

tance dilution due to transverse wakefields and RF deflections. Specifically, we

will describe the use of RF deflecting cavities and then we will describe the use of

trajectory bumps.

3,6,1 RF Deflecting Cavities

We can use an RF deflecting cavity to correct the emittance dilutions due to

both the RF deflections from accelerator sections and the transverse wakefields; an

RF deflecting cavity, like the transverse wakefield or an RF deflection, provides a

transverse deflection that is a function of z, the longitudinal coordinate in the bunch.

To cm'rect the dilutions, we use the RF cavities to remove any correlation between

the transverse planes and z. This is simple, when correcting the RF deflections,

since the time structure of the correcting fields can be adiusted to be similar to

that of the .RF deflections, but, it becomes more complicated when correcting the

transverse wakefields; the wakefield deflecting forces are highly nonlinear functions

of z. Thus, to fully correct these dilutions, the deflecting cavity fields need to be

shaped appropriately.

In the NLC, the wakefields appear to be a more serious limitation than the RF

deflections, and thus, we will not discuss this technique further except to note that

the correction cavities need to be distributed along the linac. The correction needs to

be applied quasi-locally or the dilution will start to filament and thus becomes much

harder to remove; this issue is illustrated when discussing the trajectory bumps in
the next section,

3,6,2 Trajectory Bumps

Tile idea of using the beam trajectory to correct tile wakefield dilutions was

first, suggested in Ref. 31. There, the authors calculate the effect of inducing a

coherent betatron oscillation to reduce the emittance dilution due to misalignments;

the wakefi,_'lds due to the betatron oscillation are used to cancel, on average, the

wakefields due to the misalignments.
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Unfortunately, this approach does not work well in the NLC linacs since (1)

BNS damping reduces the wakefields generated by the coherent oscillation and (2)

the dilution partially filaments and thus needs to be corrected quasi-locally. The

solution is to use multiple "non-dispersive" (ND) bumps to cancel the dilutions due

to wakefields and RF deflections. In addition, dispersive bumps, i.e., closed betatron

" oscillations, can be used to cancel the dispersive emitt_uce dilutions if desired.

The ND bumps can be created by deflecting the beam so that there are large

offsets in the defocusing quadrupoles and smaller offsets in the focusing quadrupoles

while the period of oscillation is equal to that of a betatron oscillation. In this way,

the dispersive and BNS effects are cancelled while the wakefield deflections add. We

can find an equation for the detailed trajectory using the equations for the dispersive

error, Eqs. (3.4.1) and (3.4.2). Assuming that the energy spread is small so that we

can neglect the chromatic phase advance, we have the condition

8 8

0"-" /dsteS(Gy- .l(1Lq)R12(J,s)+ /dstcSl(lycl_,12(,.q',8) , (3.6.1),,

0 0

where s is usually chosen to be equal to the betatron wave length.

- An example of an ND buml) in the 250 GeV NLC linac is shown in Fig. 41. The

bump consists of five oscillations so that it will have ._.strong effect on the wakefield

dilutions. Although the bump is not perfectly closed, the dispersive emittance dil_l-

tion is less than 1% while the wakefield effects are large; they increase the emittance

of an undiluted beam by a factor of 3.6. In Fig. 42, a single oscillation of this bump

is compared with a betatron oscillation; the ND bump is the solid line while the

betatron oscillation is plotted as a dashed line. Although, the period of oscillation

is the same, the trajectories in the quadrupoles is quite different; the ND bump is

created with dipole corrcctors at both the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles.

We have simulated the use of ND bumps in reducing the emittance dilution due

to misaligned accelerator sections in the 250 GeV NLC linac. The averages of twenty

" simulations with 70 tlm rms accelerator section misalignments are listed in Table 14;

the errors listed are the standard error. \Vithout any correction, the emittance is

. increased by over a fact.or of 11. Optimizing the launch conditions (Yo,Y'o), to induce

a coherent betatron oscillation, yields little improvement. As discussed, this occurs

because the BNS damping reduces the wakefield dilution due to the oscillation but

not the dispersive dilution.
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Fig. 41. Trajectory of a "non-dispersive" bump in the 250 GeV NLC linac;
the bump is slightly misma.tched and does close perfectly. The lower window
shows the locations of the quad:'upoles.
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Fig. 42. Blow-up of Fig. 41 compa.ring the ND bump (solid line) with a
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Table 14. Simulations of ND bumps in the NLC linac.
i i i i.|l|

Uncorrected dilution 11.7 4- 2.1 eyo
iii

- Initial conditions (yo,Yto) 9.8 4- 1.2eyo

2 ND bumps 2.6 4- 0.22 e_o
,,

• 4 ND bumps 1.40 4- 0.07 ey0
,,,

6 ND bumps 1.12 4- 0.02ey0,..

In contrast, the ND bumps are very effective at cancelling the dilution. Just two

bumps, located near the beginning of the linac where the wakefields are the most

severe, reduces the emittance to 2.6 ev0 ft'ore 11.7 ey0; the two bumps are separated

90° in phase to provide orthogonal controls. Of course, because of the filamentation,

bumps near the front of the linac are not very effective at correcting the dilution

originating at the end of the linac. Thus, we find improvement when we add another

pair slightly further back, and even more improvement when we add a final pair at
the end of the linac.

b

Finally, we need to discuss the algorithm used to optimize the emittance. In

the simulations, we calculate the ND bump corrections by optimizing the emittance

" at the end of the linac with the bumI)s. This is a time intensive procedure, and,

in a real linac, it would likely be impossible. Instead, one should break the linac

into sections and use two orthogonal bumps to optimize each section. Although this

requires multiple emittance measurements along the length of the linac, the final

solution will be found much more quicldy and accurately.

Thus, to summarize, these ND bumps can be used to effectively coIrect the

wakefield dilutions; these dilutions may be due to misaligned accelerator sections or

a corrected trajectory. Furthermore, the ND bumps can also be used to partially

correct the dilutions due to RF deflections. Finally, although multiple bumps are

needed to correct the dilutions before they begin to filament, these ND bumps would

likely be easier (and cheaper) to implement than having independent movers on all

" of the accelerator sections as suggested in Ref. 106.
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CHAPTER, 3.7
MAGNETIC FIELD TOLERANCES

In this section, we will calculate the effect of static magnetic field errors in the

linacs. We assume that only the quadrupole magnets have field errors. These errors

have three effects: (1) there are betatron mismatches due to the quadrupole errors,

(2) there is transverse coupling due to the skew quadrupole fields, and (3) there is

rms emittance dilution due to strong nonlinear fields.

The equation for the vertical motion for generalized transverse rr:agnetic fields

can be written'

Y_ - E K,,lm(x + iy)" + E A',,Re(x + iy)" = 0 , (3.7.1)
n=l n=l

where Kn and K, are the normal and skew field components analogous to K1 and

K1, and z. and y include both the betatron motion, xa and y/_, and the central

trajectory. In the NLC, where the closed orbit is much greater than the betatron

amplitude, the quadrupole field, found by expanding the higher order multipole

fields about the central trajectory, usually has a more significant effect than the

actual nonlinear fields; in essence, the beams are so small that the fields always

appear linear. This is one of the problems in attempting nonlinear collimation; Ir*l

the nonlinear fields must be extremely large to have any nonlinear effect. For this

reason, we will only consider the eft'ect of the quadrupole and skew quadrupole field
errors.

Finally, we should note that in making our estimates, we will neglect filamen-

tation. Filamentation will make these effects worse and thereby force tighter toler-

ances. The reason for this is that once the beam filaments, the dilution is effectively

not recoverable. Fortunately, the NLC linacs are in the partial filamentation regime

and thus our estimates should be accurate.

o.
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3.7.1 Quadrupole Tolerances

Quadrupole errors introduce beta mismatch errors. These are given by:[341

$

A/3(s),_,, / ds'AKl_sin2(¢(s) - ¢(s')) (3 7.2)• = ' '
0

where AK is the quadrupole error: AK = AK1 +2K2xc+2K2yc+.... In addition,

there are higher-order contributionsl _23Jbut these will be negligible in a linac where

the design dispersion functions are zero.

Random Errors

Random quadrupole errors will cause a beta mismatch of:

-- > = ds'{AK2>_2sin22(¢(s)- ¢(s')) , (3.7.3)
0

Q

where in a FODO cell the mininaum and maximum beta functions are given by

. Eq. (D.I.1). Now, the integral can be expressed as a sum over the FODO cells. In the

NLC linac, K1Lq_ is constant; the integrated quadrupole strength decreases as 7-½

while the beta function increases with the square root of the energy. Furthermore,

with this scaling, the phase advance per cell remains constant. Thus, the sum
becomes

_( ) 2 2 Ncell - 1
"

( A s) }.__{\/__1,] }cos2;/'c/2 E [(l+sin¢c/2)2sin22(¢(s)-n¢c )n=0

+ (1 - sin ¢c/2) _ sin 22(¢(s) - n¢c - ¢c/2)] .
(3.7.4)

For reasonable phase advances, i.e., between 60° and 120° per cell, we can
, express this as

(AI:I) _ (AI() '2 (1 + sin¢c/2) 2" (--Y }_ 4N_I;(\/-Q-I> cos¢_/2 ' (3.7.5)

For the NLC main linac, a 1% tolerance on the quadrupole field yields an rms beta.

error of roughly 10%; this is a relatively loose tolerance.
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Systematic Errors

The systematic quadrupole errors have a small effect unless the phase advance

per cell approaches 180°. For cells with a phase advance of 90°, the systematic

tolerance is roughly a factor of x/_ looser than the random tolerance and thus

we will neglect it.

3.7.2 Skew Quadrupole Tolerances

In the case of skew quadrupole errors, we solve the equation for the vertical

motion using the R12 matrix element and the horizontal betatron motion. This

yields

y_(s)- - V 7-_ x/2J_,0")'0/ ds'A" X/_x._y (3.7.6)0

× - ,

where 70 is the initial relativistic factor, d_o is the initial horizontal single particle

invariant, Cxo is the initial horizontal phase, and K = K1 - 2K2yc +'...

Random Errors

To calculate the effect of ralldom errors, we square Eq. (3.7.6) and calculate

the expected skew quadrupole strel_gt.lls. Thus, the double integral condenses to a

single sum. Next, we perform an ensemble average over the beam particles, yielding

Nq'l

7(s)
/3----_- 7ox E ((l'('Lq }/3x/{_sin'(¢y(s)-¢_(s,,)) . (3.7.7)n-=O

At this point, we use the expression for the beta functions in a FODO lattice,

Eq. (D.I.1); note that the horizontal and vertical beta functions are 1800 out of

phase, when one is maximum the other is minimum. Then, we calculate the sum,

finding

A% _ ,l¢:_,A',:ell( 1( } . (3.7,8) ,

Finally, if the skew quadrupole co11_l)one21tis due to small rotations of the quad-

rr,poles, where K = 2®_hl, we find a tolerance to limit the vertical emittance
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increase to 6% in the NLC main linac of

. Oq,.,ns _ 0.3mrad ; (3.7.9)

this yields a 3% luminosity reduction and is a fairly loose tolerance. Furthermore,
ib

notice that we have expressed the beam size increase in terms of an emittance

increase. Actually, the coupling does n'ot cause a real emittance increase; it increases

the projected emittance. Thus, if the beam does not filament, the coupling can be

corrected with four independent skew quadrupoles.

Systematic Errors

To estimate the effect of systematic errors, we start from Eq. (3.7.6) again,

but now, we calculate the integral over the errors before squaring the expression.

Assuming that the horizontal and vertical phase advances are similar and are not

close to 1800, we find

£ ." n-'-0

• (3.7.10)

Now, we calculate the sum and average the square over the beam distribution.

This yields an emittance increase

- -F ]_QD)2 sin2 NcellZ_,c/2

Ae_,._e_,(I(QrK. _ sin2 A¢_/2 , (3.7.11)

where ACc = Czc - Cvc and A'QDand KQF are the skew quadrupole fields at the

focusing and defocusing quadrupoles.

Notice that this expression depends upon the sum of the skew quadrupole fields

at the focusing and the defocusing quadrupoles. Thus, if the quadrupoles have the

. same error, i.e., the same rotation or the same pole error, the emittance dilution

will be small because the errors cancel. But, also notice that this expression goes

as N_2ellwhen ACc _ 2/Ncen. Thus, it is desirable to separate the horizontal and
tt

vertical phase advances. In the NLC linacs, we are separating the phase advances

by roughly six degrees per cell and thus this systematic tolerance is smaller than
the random tolerance.
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PULSE-TO-PULSE JITTER

In this section, we will calculate the pulse-to-pulse jitter which could be a severe

limitation for future linear colliders since the vertical beam sizes are very small. This l

discussion will be similar to discussions found in Refs. 53, 97, 98, and 99. We have

improved the accuracy of the estimates by using the correct scaling as is discussed

in Appendix D; in general, this leads to tolerances that are less than a factor of

V_ tighter. In addition, we have improved the estimate of the jitter due to ground

motion finding that it is almost as severe as the effect of purely random jitter.

When discussing the jitter, we need to consider two regimes' rapid filamentation

and no filamentation. In the case of rapid filamentation, the beam rapidly loses it's

"memory" of the deflection and thus the kicks from different sources of jitter add

linearly. In the other case, that without filamentation, the random sources of jitter

cause the beam to perform a random walk and thus they add in quadrature, i.e., as

the square root of the number of sources. The beam will only partially filament in

the NLC linacs and thus we neglect the filamentation when calculating tolerances.

In the case of weak filamentation, the jitter shifts the beams centroids and thus

the colliding beams do not fully overlap at the IP. In the limit of small beam currents,

the luminosity reduction is given by

t: = e- 2/4t:0 , (3.s,1)

where A is tile vertical offset between the two beams and L0 is the full luminosity.

As the beam charge increases, the luminosity reduction decreases; this occurs be-

cause the two oppositely charged beams attract each other! 32'_°33For our purposes

in the NLC, we will neglect the beam disruption and use Eq. (3.8.1) to estimate the

reduction. Specifically, we will calculate tolerances to limit the jitter of each beam

to less than 0.25_y; this corresponds to 3% luminosity reduction which is consistent
with our other tolerances. *

There are three primary sources of jitter: injection jitter, where the injected

beam varies from pulse-to-pulse, trajectory changes due to movement of the quadru-

pole magnets, and trajectory changes due to power supply fluctuations. In addition,

there are also effects that can arise from movement of the accelerator sections or

variations of the RF power.
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We will start by estimating tolerances on the injection jitter. Then, we calculate

the effect of random movement of the quadrupoles and the accelerator sections. This

will lead to extremely tight tolerances. Fortunately, most sources of vibration leadg,

to correlated motion of the magnets and accelerator sections and thus we discuss

these effects next; unfortunatelyi _these tolerances are similar. Finally, we calculate

the effect of power supply fluctuations and then we discuss some of the feedback

methods that may be used in the linac. Throughout, we only discuss the direct

effect of the jitter, namely, the centroid shift.

3.8.1 Injection Jitter

If the beam does not. filament, injection jitter directly causes position jitter at

the IP. Since the jitter is demagnified along with the beam, the injection jitter

tolerance, in units of the beam size, is the same msthe IP jitter tolerance:

, Yjit E 0.25V£J2a_ , (3.8.2)
'4

where, since we do not know the pl lase of the jitter relative to the IP, we included a

- factor of v/2. This imposes stability tolerances on the damping rings and the bunch

compressors. In the NLC main linac, we find a tolerance on the initial jitter of

Yjit _ 0.7 Fnl. Notice that this is the same as the tolerance due to the dispersive
filamentation.

3,8.2 Random Jitter

Magnets

Here, we will consider the effects of uncorrelated motion of the quadrupoles and

the accelerator sections. Transverse movemen't; of the quadrupoles will deflect the

beam trajectory. Assuming that there is negligible filamentation, these deflections

" simply add:

Nq- 1

• Ye = _ I(1LqYjitR1;!(sn,,sf) , (3.8.3)
,,=o

where Yjit,(7_) is the movement of t,lle r_th quadrt:tpole, L,_ is the length of the magnet,

and Ar(lis the number of quadr_lpole magnets.
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Assuming random jitter and using the NLC scaling, where the quadrupole

strength decreases inversely with the beam energy while the length of the quad-

rupoles and the beta functions increase with the square root of the beam energy, we
find

^ Nq-I

7I (y_)fl'-'7= (/3o +4 _]0)(].lLq)_x/_ E (y2t)_n , (3.8.4) •n=0

where the subscripts 0 and i are used to denote the value at the beginning and end

of the linac, and Do and Do are the initial vertical beta functions at the focusing and

defocusing quadrupoles.

Finally, using the relation between 7 and the quadrupole number, Eq. (D.1.7),

we can evaluate the sum, finding

(a.s5)cos2 '

where _bcis the phase advance per cell and we have used Eq. (D.1.3) to simplify the
result.

Using parameters for the NLC 500 Gel/ linac, we find that a random magnet

jitter of 5 nm leads to a trajectory jitter equal to one quarter the beam size; this is

a tight tolerance. Of course, only a small portion of the magnet jitter is actually

uncorrelated; most of the jitter is due to ground motion which we discuss next.

But, turbulence in the n_agnet cooling water or other local sources of noise can

cause uncorrelated vibrations and thus these effects need to be examined in detail.

Accelerator Sections

If the jitter moves the ends of the accelerator sections so that the section is tilted,

the beana will be deflected. We can estimate a tolerance following the procedure of

the previous section. To limit the jitter to a quarter ot' the rms beam size, we find

a tolerance of 250nm on the random jitter of the ends of the sections, assuming a

gradient of 100 MeV/na in the 500 GeV NLC linac; this is negligible.
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3.8.3 Ground Motion

As discussed in Section 2,4.1, the ground moves at the micron level at frequencies

between roughly 0.1 Hz and 100 Hz; the high frequency components of the motion

are primarily due to cultural noise, Motion of the ground will cause correlated

" motion of the quadrupoles magnets which then deflect the beam trajectory, The

effect of this ground motion has been estimated using the smooth approximation! "°l

Unfortunately, the smooth approximation can only estimate the lowest frequency

resonance; it neglects the effect of the higher frequency resonances which are actually

stronger. In general, resonances occur whenever I_'"41

kgr = ¢_/L_, (27r 4- ¢_)/Lc, (4_ _+¢_)/Lc,. . . (3.8.6)

where kgr is the wavenumber of the ground motion, _/'cis the phase advance per cell,

and Lc is the length of the cell.

We neglected the higher frecluellcy resonances in the damping ring since they are

" far too high to be relevant; the power spectrum of the ground motion decays as 1/f2.

But, in the NLC linacs, the betatron wavelength varies from 20m to rcughly 120m.

. Assuming a phase velocity of 300 m/s, which is similar to the values measured at the

SLAC and DESY sites1.2'9_1the lowest resonance occurs at frequencies above 2.5 Hz

while the next two resonances occur at frequencies above roughly 8 Hz and 14 Hz,

assuming a 900 phase advance per cell; these are still low enough to be important.

The motion of the quadrupoles in the three lowest frequency resonances is shown

schematically in Fig. 43 wl_ere the lattice has a phase advance of 900 per cell. Since

the strengths of tl_e focusing and defocusing quadrupoles are of opposite signs, it

is apparent that tl_e higher t're(lUel_cy resonances have a greater effect than the

lowest resonance; in the higher frequency resonances the kicks from the focusing

and defocusing quadrupoles acld while in the lowest resonance the kicks subtract.

We will estimate the effect of tlle ground motion by considering the response to

" a plane wave traveling at an angle to the linac

ygr(s) = ygrCOS(kgrSCOScp"t-¢_ , (3.8.7)
\ /

where s is the distance along tlJ(-, a.c('elerator, cp is the angle between the ground

wave and the linac_ and 0 is t ll¢_wave pllase.
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Fig. 43, The quadrupole motion in the three lowest frequency ground mo-
tion resonances where the phase advance per cell is 90° .

w,

The response of the central trajectory is found from

L

yc(L) = f dslQ(s)ygr(s)Rla(s,L) . (3.8.8)
0

Assuming the NLC scaling, where A'I decreases inversely with t,he beam energy

while fi and the length of the drifts a.l_clmagnets increase with the square root the
energy, this can be written

__fNq-l(_) 1/4 ( )

70
Yc = (K1Lq)oYgr -- BI _ _ cos kgrSnCOS¢+ ¢\ 7o/

.=o (3.8.9)
K1

× V/_osin(¢l --n¢c/.2)IK1--_ '

where sn and ")'nare the position arid en(!,rgy a.t the 'n.th quadrupole and K1/JKli

changes sign between focusing and defocusing quadrupoles. Using simple trigono-
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metric relations, we can express the time averaged value of yc2 as

n=O 7o /

" X ei(k_rc°s¢8"4""¢c)( -- ei(k_rc°sepL"/24"¢c/2)) ,

where/)0 and/)0 are the initial maximum and minimum beta functions, NceU is the

number of cells, Ln is the length of the nth cell, and the sum over 4- is a sum over

both the sum phase and the difference phase.

In general, a sum of this form will exhibit resonances when kgr cos ¢Lc 4- ¢c =

27rp, where p is an integer. In the NLC, the cell length scales with the square root of

the beam energy and thus the resonance only occurs over a short distance. One can

express the exact solution to this problem in terms of the Jacobi Theta functions;

unfortunately, these are no simpler to evaluate. Thus, to evaluate the sum, we will

• use the method of stationary phase. In general, the method of stationary phase can

be applied to an iptegral of the form t_4l

- [ dsf(s)e ig(s) , (3.8.11)I
J

where f(s) is "slowly" varying and g(s)l is large. The method approximates the in-

tegral assuming that the only significant contribution comes when g(s) is stationary

and yields a result

I _ f(so)e ig(s°} 2g"(s0) ' (3.8.12)

where so is the point at which the first derivative of g goes to zero and we have

assumed that g"(s0) ¢ 0.

To apply this method in our case, we simply note that the phase is stationary
whenever

_'grLc :b. 1/'c = 27rp (p - 0, 1,2,...) . (3.8.13)

Now, using th(, NLC scaling, Eq. (D.1.7), and treating all of the resonances sepa-
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rately, we find a tolerance

rNqtan°/'/2 ( ) 2
'_ c/ "70 Ygr

(y2) _ 2L_ 7I kgrcos¢ (3.8.14)

× ,
rea

where Lo is the initial cell length and the sum only includes the resonances encoun-

tered for a given wavelength.

Equation (3.8.14) shows that the long wavelength ground motion, which is res-

onant at the high energy end of the linac, is the most severe; the effect of any single

resonance decays inversely with the frequency. There are two reasons for this' first,

the adiabatic damping reduces the effect at the beginning of the linac, and second,

when the resonance occurs at the end of the linac, the resonance condition includes

more cells than when resonance occurs at the front of the linac.

At this point, we need to examine the scaling of our result. Eq. (3.8.14) explicitly

depends inversely upon the cell length L{3, implying that longer cells greatly reduce

the response to the ground motion. This is misleading. Using the relations

1 LoAre (x _ k_r cx , D0 o¢ (3.8 15)
L06 ' L0_ since ' '

we find that the respoi}se scales as

9

_,, /9 L0_ ' (3.8.16)COS2 s- c/..

Although, the effect of the ground motion is still eased by using longer cells and

weaker focusing (larger beta functions), tlle dependance is seen to be much weaker.

Furthermore, the effect del)ends inversely upon the accelerating gradient.

Now, we can use Eq. (3.8.14) to calculate tolerances. Assuming a worst case

situation where the waves are parallel to tlle linac, i.e., cos (I) = 1, the first resonance

in the 500 GeV NLC linac occurs at rougllly 2.5 tlz. To limit the closed orbit jitte,"

to 25% of the beam size, we find a tolerance on this component of the ground motion

of 6 nra. This is comparable to the effect of random jitter.

This tolerance will decay inversely wit.li fl'equency until we encounter the next

resonance at 8 Hz. At this point, the first lattice resonance must be included and
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Fig. 44. Response function ]_ = Yjit/Ygrl for ground motion in the 500 GeV
NLC linac.

we find a tolerance for jitter of 7 nm at 8 Hz. Finally, this will also decay until we

. find the next resonance at roughly 14 Hz. Here, we find a tolerance of 5 nm for jitter

equal to 25% of the beam size. These tolerances are roughly a factor of twenty

tighter than the estimates found in Refs. 97, 98, and 99.

To verify these results, we have simulated ground motion in the 500 GeV NLC

linac. The response of the trajectory to the ground motion is plotted in Fig. 44,

where the response is defined as R = lYcrms/Ygrl. Notice that, as predicted, there

is an obvious resonance near 2 Itz, another at 8 Hz and another at 14Hz. Above

roughly 20 Hz, many resonances interfere and the higher frequency resonances are

not distinct. In the NLC linac, the final beam size is roughly 0.8/zm and thus the

tolerances found from Fig. 44 are very close to our estimates from Eq. (3.8.14).

To calculate a tolerance on the ground motion, we need to multiply the response

" function with the power spectrum for the ground motion. Instead, we simply note

that the response is roughly 40 for frequencies above 8 Itz. This implies a tolerance

, of 5nra for all ground motion with frequency above 8Hz and suggests that the
ground mo don will be a severe limitation in the future linear colliders.

Of course, we should note that our model for the magnet motion is rather

simplistic: we have neglected the response of the magnet supports and we have
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treated the ground as an ideal material, without attenuation or inhomogeneities.

In addition, we have assumed the worst case, where the ground motion is collinear

with the linac. These effects should be included in future calculations; some will

ease the tolerances and some will make them tighter.

Finally, there are a few methods of reducing the tolerances. One is to use

feedback; we will discuss this in Section 3.8.5. In addition, one obviously wants to

strive for a low noise site; most of the high frequency ground motion is cultural

(man-made), and thus, it is highly site dependent. Furthermore, one wants to

choose a site where the phase velocity of the ground waves is large; although this

does not decrease the response, it shifts the resonances to higher frequencies where

the amplitude of the ground motion is smaller. Lastly, if the ground motion has a

distinct source, one can build the linacs perpendicular to the ground waves so that
cos ¢ ,_ O,

3.8.4 Power Supply Fluctuations

Magnets

We will estimate three effects of power supply fluctuations: random variation of

individual quadrupole power supplies, variation of a string of quadrupoles, assuming

multiple quadrupoles per power supply, and finally, random variation of the dipole

corrector power supplies. In all cases, we will only be concerned with the orbit offset

caused by the fluctuation and we neglect the effect of the filamentation.

In the first case, tile equation for the orbit offset is

N_-I ( AI(I _
yc= , (3.8.17)n=O

where Yoffset is the orbit offset in the quadrupole. This equation is virtually identical

to Eq. (3.S.3). Thus, for the NLC sca.ling, we find

(Yg} _ /-_ Yoffs_t . (3 8.18)cos g,c/:? "

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, an rms power supply fluctuation of AK1/Kj = 10-4

leads to an orbit jitter of one quarter the vertica, l beam size, assuming 50 #m orbit

offsets and individual power supplies for each quadrupole.
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This tolerance can be eased by connecting multiple quadrupoles to a power sup-

ply. In this case, we start from an equation similar to Eq. (3.8.17) except that AK1

does not vary between quadrupoles. If the trajectory were purely random, this tol-$.

erance would be identical to the previous one. But, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, a

purely random trajectory in the quadrupoles will create a huge dispersion. Fortu-
m

nately, the orbit correction that reduces the dispersion will also reduce the effect of

the power supply fluctuations.

Finally, we need to consider the effect of fluctuations in the dipole corrector

power supplies. As mentioned in Appendix D, there are two possible configura-

tions for the dipole correctors: we could physically move the quadrupole magnets

or we could use electromagnets. Although, moving the magnets sounds more com-

plex, there are disadvantages to the electromagnetic correctors; the power supply
tolerances are one of them.

We will estimate a tolerance assuming that every quadrupole has an associated

vertical dipole corrector which is individually powered. In this case, the tolerance is

. ,) Nq /A02\

(y_>_ \ / (3,8 19)cos2 "7- '

. where we have _ssumed tha.t the strength of the correctors decreases with the square

root of the beam energy as does the integrated quadrupole strength.

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, assuming that maximum corrector strength must be

at least 2yoffsetI(1Lq, we find a tolerance of A0/0 = 5 x 10-5 to limit the jitter to

one quarter of the beam size,

Accelerator Sections

Unlike the magnet power supplies, it is much harder to regulate the RF power

to the structures. Since, as described in Section 3.4.3, the RF sections deflect the

beam, RF power jitter can lead to vertical beam jitter.

The RF deflections can be expressed as in Eq. (3.4.35) and the effect of jitter in

• the RF powe,' can be written'

• - (3.s,20)_f 4 \ "l. 'n--0

where ATRF is the energy gain per accelerator section, g is the longitudinal-trans-

verse coupling in the structt|re, all(l we have assumed the NLC scaling. At this
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" point, we calculate the sum noting that7 increases linearly with the number of

accelerator sections. This yields a tolerance

/ k
.&

(vg) 270 '
(3.8.21)

where D0 is the initial average beta function in the accelerator sections; see Ap-

pendix D.

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, we find a tolerance on the jitter of the accelerating

voltage of AI/IV _ 3% to limit the jitter to one quarter of the beam size, assum-

ing that grms = 31 #rad which is the tolerance determined in Section 3,4,3. This

tolerance on the RF power jitter should be relatively easy to achieve,

3.8.5 Feedback

Obviously, these jitter tolerances are severe. One solution is to use feedback sys-

tems. Unfortunately, beam-based feedback in a linac is limited because the sampling

rate, which is determined by tile repetition rate, is usually low. In general, a broad-

band feedback system is only effective at frequencies much less than f _ frep/6. For

example, numerous beam-based feedback systems have been implemented in the

SLC.I_"I Here, the systems have been optimized to respond to a tr msient. A typical

frequency and transient response are shown in Figs. 45 and 46 where the sampling

rate is 60 Itz. In this case, the crossover point, where the system response is 0 DB,

occurs at 2 Hz; this is at frep/30.

If this is extrapolated to the NLC, with a. repetition rate of 180 Hz, we find a

crossover point of 6 Hz. Thi_: will not be sufficient to damp much of the ground

motion. Fortunately, in any portion of the linac, the ground motion response is

only resonant at a few narrow frequency bands. Thus, it may be possible to de-

sign narrow-band beam-based feedback systems that are effective at damping much

higher frequencies than the broad-band systems; in theory, one should be able to

damp frequencies approaching the Nyquist fl'equency with a narrow-band system.

Alternately, one can design an active damping system for each of the compo-

nents. Here, the sampling rate is determined by the component position detectors

and not the beam repetition rate. Altl_ougl_, such systems are currently available,

they tend to be expensive and complicated; developing systems suitable for a linear

collider is a current topic of research.
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ADDITIONAL EFFECTS
.L

In this chapter, we will discuss some additional sources of emittance dilution

that have been neglected. Specifically, we will calculate the effect of the direct space

charge field, synchrotron radiation, and scattering processes. In the NLC design,

these all have negligible effect on the beam emittance.

3.9.1 Space Charge

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the direct space charge field contains a factor of

1/73 and thus the effects should decrease rapidly as the beam is accelerated. But,

the space charge field also depends upon the bunch density. This is increased by

the bunch compressions and by the adiabatic damping that occurs as the beam is

accelerated. Thus, the effect of the space charge field actually only decreases as

1/72 and because of the bunch compressions, the space charge field is roughly ten

times more intense at the beginning of both the low and the high energy linacs than

in the damping ring.

Fortunately, these forces are still weak compared to the external transverse

focusing. Specifically, in the NLC damping ring, the space charge force caused

a relative tune shift of AuN/u v = -0.001. At the beginning of the low energy

linac, the space charge phase shift is Auv/u v = ,0.013 and at the beginning of the

high energy linac we find Auv/u v = -0.007; this is comparable to the effect of the

incoherent energy spread and should not pose a problem.

In Section 2.3.3, we also estimated the effect of the space charge driven betatron

coupling resonances 2ux 4- 2uv when far from resonance. In a linear accelerator, the

horizontal and vertical phase advances are usually similar. Thus, in this section, we

will re-analyze the coupling assuming that we are near resonance. In the smooth

approximation without acceleration, the equation for the vertical motion can be
written

d2Y .2
ds2 + kyy = Fvoly + Fv21x2y , (3.9.1)

where ky = 1/flu and the coefficients Fui j are defined in Eq. (2.3.10).
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In the flat beam limit, where the horizontal motion is not perturbed, we can

express Eq. (3.9.1) as

ds2
w

where dz is the single particle invariant, 0z is the initial phase, and kx = 1/_x. This

is an example of Mathieu's equation, also referred to as a parametric oscillator, and

it has a resonance when ku = kx, i.e., equal horizontal and vertical phase advances.

When close to the ky = kx resonance, the solution to Mathieu's equation can be
written t_41

y= ae sncos(skx H-01) + be-sn cos(skz + 02) , (3.9.3)

where a and b are constants of the vertical motion, 01 and 02 depend upon _, 0z,

and the space charge force, and

" g-+_ A2_4(k;-_/c_) 2 . (3.9.4)

Here, A equals Fy21Jxfl_ and k_2 includes all of the constant terms with the square

bracket of Eq. (3.9.2).

The vertical motion is unstable if _ is real; one term grows exponentially. We

can express this stability condition as

I 2Avsc Jx/_ I
Jx_z Avsc < 4AtZlat 4Avsc H _ (3.9.5)

where At,sc is the shift in the phase advance due to the space charge and AO,t =

vy-vx is the difference between the vertical and the horizontal phase advances. This

stability condition implies that it is desirable to have the vertical phase advance

• greater than the horizontal by an amount in excess of the space charge tune shift.

By making the vertical phase advance greater than the horizontal, particles never

encounter resonance, even as Jr increases; this condition is also noted in Ref. 75

where the problem is solved including the perturbation to the horizontal plane.

Now, to determine the severity the coupling, we need to calculate the growth

rate when on resonance. This is simply found from Eq, (3,9,4) and is given by
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= A/4kx which is:

N ro 1 dx;Sx
2 ' (3,9,6)

To find the expected growth, we need to integrate _, over the length of the linac,

i.e., we replace e8_ in Eq. (3.9,3) with ef ds_ This integral can be written

_; where _ = 7y - 70L ' (3.9.7)
70

and L is the length of the linac.

In the NLC low energy linac, we find a maximum growttl in amplitude of 30%

for a particle with J_/3_ = a_; the increase in dv of particles with larger amplitudes

dx is greater. This is significant growth a11(lindicates that we should stay far from

the resonance. In the NLC linacs, a difference in phase advances of 60 per 90° cell

should be sufficient to remove ali growtli ....

Finally, we note that since t.his coupling is a potential limitation, at least, in

higher current linacs such as the VLEPP design, the problem should be solved
,¢

properly. Ttlis could be done by solving the Vlasov equation and examining tlm
transient solution.

3.9.2 Radiation

Synchrotron radiation is elt litted whenever the beam is deflected, Since the

synchrotron radiation is a source ot' stochastic noise and can lead to emittance

growth, the radiation could impose a tolerance on the trajectory offsets in the linear

accelerator, In this section, we will calculate the vertical emittance dilution due

to the opening angle of the radiatioll and the presence of vertical dispersion. In

addition, we will calculate the increase in energy spread due to the radiation, In all

cases, we will neglect the effect of the damping that is also due to tlm radiation; in

general, this will be small provided tllat tl:e radiation comprises a small percerltage

of the beam energy.

The effect of synchrotron radiation in a tra,nsport line is discussed in ltefs, 69

and 105. We will use the results of Fief, 10:5 to calculate the emittance dilution due

to the residual dispersion, In t,his case, the cllange in the vertical beam s't,e is given
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by

L

A (Y_---_)- Cz --/ dsE_lG a _u c°s20 , (3,9,8)
_#

0

. where C2 = 4,13 x 10 -1i m2/GeV 5 and the phase advance is (I)= Cu(L) -Cu(s)-

tan-l(ay + flu77_/71y),In our treatment, we will average over (I)assuming that the

radiation is emitted uniformly, Thus, we find an emittance dilution

L

Ae_ = _ dsE r' Ga 7"ty , (3,9,9)
0

Now, we need to find expressions for G and E in the linac, We assume that the

tra,jectory is randomly offset in every quadrupole, Furthermore, we assume that the

dipole correctors are located at the quadrupoles, In this case, the angular deflection

at each quadrupole is given by

[ "'1O= r3-,"i r -_ra
. Ldrlft + Ldrtft J , (3,9,10)

where Ldrif t is the distance between quadrul_oles and r_ is the radial position at three

sequential quadrupoles, This yields an rms value for the inverse bending radius Grins
!

of

a,.m,,= + y2m
LqLdrift , (3,9,11)

where Lq is the length of the quadrupoles,

Next, we use the scaling for the lengths and the beta functions discussed in

Appendix D; in the NLO linac they both scale with the square root of the beam

energy, Thus, we can express t,l_eintegral as a sum over quadruI)oles
lt

x"rms + Ynns

. /Xe, = 8C,2_ -_o(,I_ } a a , (3,9,12)T_= 1 Lq 0Ld rift0

where we have assumed that, the dispersion is randonl and has a constant aml)litude

down the linac and the subscript 0 dellotes values a,t t,he beginning of the linac,
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Finally, we use Eq, (D,1,7) to express the energy as a function of the quadrupole

number and we assume Nq >> 1 so tha,t we can replace the sum with an integral

over the quadrupole number, This yields

s +
Aeu = -_C2NqEoE/ fi-'_ i_ ° 3 ' (3,9,13)Ldrift0

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, we find that an rms vertical dispersion of 3 mm with

100pm orbit offsets increases the vertical emittance by only 1%, This is a loose

tolerance; we need to keep the vertical dispersion below a few hundred microns for
/7,3/2

other reasons, Furthermore, the relative emittance dilution only increases as __./
and thus it should not become a significant limitation even at a much higher final

energy,

Next, we can estimate the emittance contribution from the opening angle. Using

the results of SeciLion2,2,3, we can express the emittance dilution as

L

= 13C2 / E 5rioA_y
'220 _ds G3] .),-7 ' (3,9,14) .

0

Following the procedure used to calculate the dispersive dilution and using the NLC
scaling, we find

26 z E:( 2
/_ = ]_,5C2N__ _ x_,,,,_+ y_m_)a/2

3'0 /_0/_rift0 . (3,9,]5)

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, the opening angle contributes a relative emittance dilu-

tion of 10-6 for 100 #m orbit offsets; this is a negligible effect,

Finally, we can calculate the expected increase in the energy spread:

L

Ao'_ "- C:_ / ]G 3 ,i7!,--7.,ds ]E7 (3,9,16)

With the NLC parameters, we find

,_ '> <> )3/:_
Ao-_= _C'2N<tP_ _ (x;',,,_+ y,.",,,_" _'o El r2 ra ' (3.9.17) "

"tJq0 _drift 0

In the 500 GeV NLC linac, this predicts an increase ill the relative energy spread of

10-5 which, again, is negligible.
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3.9.3 Scattering

So far we have neglected all of tlm scatterlng effects such as intrabeam and

Touschek scattering, ion trapping, and beam-gas scattering, These phenomena are

discussed in reference to the damping ring in Sections 2,3,1, 2,3,2, and 2,3.6, In

" general, the cross sections of these effects are too small to be relevant for emittance

dilution in a linac and thus it is valid to ignore them.

As an example, we will estimate the transverse emittance growth due to elastic

beam-gas scattering, We start from Eq, (2.3,36) to calculate the rate the rms angle

is increased by the scattering, This yields

L

/
_v[ In (0max') -_1 (39,18)

A7ev dMTrngasZ( Z 1)ro2
0

Strictly, 0max and 0rain are functions of 7, but the dependence is weak and thus

we simply estimate the factor within the square brackets as 20. Furthermore, bothq

and 7 are functions of s. In the NLC linac, the beta function grows with the square

root of the beam energy and thus the integrand decreases as 7-½. We assume that
I,

7f >> 70 and find

AT_v- 1607rLng_Z(Z + 1),'0 _0 . (3.9,19)

Assuming 5000 meters of linac starting at a an energy of 2 GeV and having a

residual gas of carbon monoxide with a pressure of 10.7 Torr, we find an emittance

dilution of roughly 1%. Furthermore, we need to remember that it is dominated

by the large angle scattering events; see the discussion in Section 2.3.6. This may

have implications for the collimation that, will be needed, but it does not represent
a dilution of the core emittance.

e
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ACCELERATION SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have discussed and evaluated most of the effects that, (:an

dilute the verticM emittance during acceleration in a linac. The primary sources of

dilution are conservative dilutions and plllse-to-pulse beam jitter. The conservatiw'.

dilutions increase the projected vertical emittance by coupling the vertical phase

space to the longitudinal and horizontal emittances. This coupling does noI a,:%a!ly
increase the beam emittance; in theory, it is always correctable. Unfortuna'/,ely_::ifi a

linac the dilution filaments, becoming extremely difficult to correct and effectively

equivalent to an emittance increase.

These conservative dilutions impose tolerances on the magnitude of coherent

betatron oscillations and the transverse alignment of the magnets, BPMs, and accel-

erating structures. We have derived analytic expressions to estimate the tolerances,

assuming that the linac is composed of FODO focusing cells that are scaled with "

the square root of the beam energy and neglecting the filamentation; this is wfiid for

designs in the partial filamentation regime but will under-estimate the tolerances

for machines with strong filamentation, These derived expressions were used to

calculate tolerances for the NLC linacs and they were confirmed with simulations.

Tolerances for the 500 GeV NLC main linac are listed in Table 15. The tolerance

on a coherent oscillation specifies a tolerance on the BPM precision; currently, BPMs

with sub-micron precision are being developed. In addition, the dispersive dilutions

and wakefields set the alignment tolerances; without any form of special correction,

these are only a few microns. The beam-based alignment techniques may be able

to achieve such tolerances. Alternately, the emittance dilutions can be corrected,

provided that the correction is performed before the dilution filaments. We have de-

scribed two styles of correction: DF/WF trajectory correction and non-local bumps.

One can see, in Table 15, that these techniques can substantially ease the required

alignment tolerances. Of course, these tolerances are not final; detailed simulations

need to be performed including all of the error effects. But, the implication is that,

iri a machine with weak filamentation, we can use correction techniques to ease the

alignment tolerances by roughly one order of magnitude.

The other important source of dilution is pulse-to-pulse jitter, which affects

both the beam centroid and beam size. We have estimated the centroid jitter, again

neglecting the filamentation; tl_e beam size jitter is primarily due to t:ilamcntation
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Table 15. Summary of coliservative dilutions and tolerances in the,,

500 GeV NLC main linac.

. Source Tolerance Dilution Aey
i i

Injected betatron oscillation y0 _ 0.7#m Dispersive 6%

. with BNS damping Wakefield 0%
i i i i i i

BPM and quad. misalignments yrn _ 4#m Dispersive 6%

with 1-to-1 traj. correction Wakefield 3%

BPM and quad. misalignments y,_ _ 50#m Dispersive 10%

with special correctiorl Wakefield 10%

Acc. section misalignments y,n _ 4 ttm Wakefield 6%

without correction RF Deflect. 0%

Aec. section misalignments ym _ 501lm Wakefield 10%

with ND 1)umps RF Deflect. 4%
i i i i

Quadrupole rotations ® _ 0.3mrad fl coupling 6%
........

" Table 16. Summary ot' jitter tolerances in the 500 GeV NLC main linac.
i i

Sotlrce Tolerance A£
, I

Uncorrelated quad. nmvement Yjit _ 5 nm -3%
,,.,,

Correlated quad. movement at Yjit £ 5 nm -3%

frequencies f _, 8 Hz (worst case)

Quadrupole power supply jitter AK1/K] _ 10-4 -3%

RF voltage jifter A I,"/V £3% -3%
,,

of the centroid jitter. Tolerallces are listed in Table 16; they correspond to 3%

luminosity reduction, which is similar to a 6% emittance increase. Tlm tolerances

on the power supplies are ilot se.verc, but the tolerances on the quadrupole vibration

are tigllt and may be diflicult to acllieve. One ma), be able to use feedbacl_ to ease

the tolerances. Unfortunately, beam-based feedback will be difficult at the relatively

high frequencies, and thus, we may need to develop active and passive damping

systems for the individual qtladrupole supi)orts.
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Thus, to conclude, we hole t.hat tile ful_damental emittance dilutions are very

small. Instead, the primary sources of emit trance dilution del)end upon the alignment

tolerances and the pulse-to-pulse stability. Furthermore, in a machine with weak

filamentation, correction techniques can be used to substantially ease the alignment
tolerances.

w
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Many future linear colliders are calling for normalized vertical emittances of

7e v = 3 × 10-Sm-rad with aspect ratios *x/ev of 100. In this dissertation, we
b,

have investigated the tolerances and fundamental limitations on generating and

preserving these very small vertical emittances; the results are then applied to the

NLC linear collider design.

We have considered sources of emittance dilution in only two of the major sub-

systems of the linear collider, namely, the damping rings and the linear accelerators;

wc have neglected dilutions that can occur in the bunch compressors and the colli-

mation/final focus regions. Furthermore, we have neglected all multi-bunch issues;

the NLC design calls for ten closely spaced bunches and thus multi-bunch effects

are potentially very important and need to be examined.

We have treated these two subsystems, the damping rings and linacs, separately,

. dividing this dissertation into two major sections. Although the driving physics is

the same in both regions, the sources of dilution differ in importance. Specifically,

in the damping rings, the main sources of emittance dilution are non-conserva, tive

processes while, in the linacs, the primary limitations are due to conservative dilu-

tions and pulse-to-pulse jitter; detailed discussions can be found in the respective
summaries.

To conclude, we address the question' is it possible to generate and accelerate

bunches with vertical emittances of 7ey = 3 x 10-s m-rad? The answer is certainly,

yes; in the NLC design, the fundamental limitations are much smaller. But, the more

important question, is it practical? The answer here depends upon the state of the

hardware. But, it does seem practical, although some advances in hardware will

be needed. In particular, to correct the emittance dilutions due to misalignments,

we will need BPMs that have micron precision (reading-to-reading jitter) and we

. will need the ability to measure these beam emittances. In addition, we will need

to develop a (cost-effective) method of reducing the pulse-to-pulse jitter; this will

likely include feedback on the beam and the individual components.,i

Finally, we again note that dilutions in either the bunch compressors or the final

focus regions were not considered. Furthermore, we have not examined tlm linlita-

tions due to multiple bunches and we have only considered the weak filamentation
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regime. Ali of these effects will increase the emittance dilution and need to be in-

cluded in future work. In addition, many calculations throughout the dissertation

were made using simple models which could be improved. This includes: the effect

of ground motion in both LIle linacs and the damping rings, the wakefields in the

damping ring, effects on the injected beam in the damping rings, the space charge

coupling in the linacs, and finally, detailed simulations of the correction techniques,

including "all" sources of error.

I
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Appendix A

BEAM DYNAMICS: SURVEY

In this appendix, we will briefly review the dynamics il, an e+/e- accelerator.

Detailed derivations of the equations and discussions of the particle motion can be

found in any textbook on charged particle optics. Here, we will describe the salient

physics and provide the necessary definitions so that one can follow the body of this

dissertation, In particular, we will discuss the linear transverse and longitudinal

motion and then we will consider the effects of the synchrotron radiation. Finally,

we will discuss some of the issues pertinent to damping rings. The first portion

of this appendix, Sections A.I-A,5, is a summary of Refs. 23, 62, and 104 while

Section A.6 is mostly taken from Ref. 90.

A.1 COORDINATE SYSTEM

We will use a right-handed coordinate system: (x,y,s), where s is the distance

along the accelerator and x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates. We

always chose y in the upward direction and s in the direction of propagation; these

then determine the x direction. In addition, we will use the coordinate z to describe

' the longitudinal position of particles within a bunch; z has the same orientation as

s, but it is referenced t.o the center of the bunch.

A.2 TtlANSVEB.SE MOTION

In thissection,we willdescribethe transversemotionof the particlesin a

storageringor transportline.We startby introducingtheequationsofmotion

and separatingthem intoa closedorbit,thefirstorderenergydependence,and the

betatronmotionaboutthecentraltrajectory.Then we introducethebetafunction,

thephaseadvance,and thesingleparticleinvariant.Finally,we describethebeam

ellipsewhichparameterizesa particlebeam.

" Equationsof'Motion

Ina highenergyaccelerator,transversemagneticfieldsareusedtocontrolthe

" charged particle 1)earn. _]'lle primary components are dipole, quadrupole, and sex-

tupole magnets; pole and field profiles for these magnets are illustrated in Fig. 47.

I)ipole magnets have a uniform field and are used to direct the bealn trajectory

while quadrupole magnets howe fields that increase linearly witt_ distail(:c from t,he
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Fig. 47, Accelerator magnets.

magnetic center and thus they provide linear focusing. Finally, sextupole magnets

and higher n-lultipole magnets are used to correct nonlinear dependencies. Irl partic-

ular, sextupole magnets are used to correct the energy dependence of the focusing
due to the quadrupoles.

In an accelerator, tile longitudinal motion within the beam, referred to as the

synchrotron rnotion, is usually m_lch slower than the transverse. Thus, we can solve

the transverse equatioris while l_olding the longitudinal rnotiorl fixed; the conlpli-

cations xJeglected in this approximation are discussed in Section 2.2.6. With this

approximation and in the absence of synchrotron radiation and longitudinal accel-

eration, tile equations of motion for a single particle can be writtenl_°°l

" [ " A%(s)(x2_y:_)] =+ (1 - _) (I,'_(,_)+ C_(.,))z +

',_SG'(.s)+ (1 - A)az_(,s) (A.2.1)

" I ]y -(1 - _X) I(j(,s),d + l(-,(,_)z!/ = (1--/x)C.,'_.(,s) ,

wlleret}le lJrilJ_es deplete derivativc.s x','il]j respecl to ._, t.he aziltiul.hal c'oorclinate, algol

A is tlJe r(qativce auc:rg 5, deviatiolj' _q r-_-(lJ--l)o)/p wlJ_:re p is tlJe particle r*lorne]lt.lJIll
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Appendix A.2

and p0 is the design momentum; to first-order A equals the more common parameter

6 - (p-po)/po, In addition, G' is the main horizontal guide field which is the inverse

of the local bending radius, Gxc and Gvc are the inverse bending radii of additional

corrector or error dipole fields, and K1 and K2 are the normalized quadrupole and

sextupole fields:

1 e e OBy e 02By
= --B u IQ(s) = h'2(s) = (A,2 2)

G(s)- p(s) po po Ox po 0x 2 ' '

With these definitions, positive Gxc,_c causes a deflection in the positive x or y

direction and positive K1 corresponds to focusing in tile horizontal plane.

At this point, we can separate the solutions into: (1) the on-energy (A = 0)

inhomogeneous solution, referred to as the central trajectory, (2) the first-order

energy dependence of the central trajectory, referred to as the dispersion function,

and (3) the homogeneous solution which is referred to as the betatron motion. Thus,

x = Xc+6rlx +x z where xc is the central trajectory, 7ix is the dispersion function, and

x z is the betatron motion, and the vertical motion is similar. With this substitution,

the equations for the central trajectory are'.

(A.2,3)m

y_l _ Klyc - K2xcyc = Gyc .

Next, linear equations for the dispersion function and the betatron motion can

be found by expanding about the central trajectory:

7l_+ (K1 + )7l, + K'2(a:cTlx- ',Vdly)=

, G_);,:_ IC._ 2-Yc) (A.2.4)
O

- 6,c + (IQ + +-2(a:c

t!

_y - K171v - K_'(XcTly.+ ycrlx) = -Gyc - Klyc - K2xcyc .

an d

" x_ + (1- A)[(KI + G2)a ', + A',2(x_,x, - y_ys)]
+ AK2(r/xmfl ?lyYt_) 0

6.-I

(A.2.5)
In this appendix, we will neglect llle coml)lications due to the sextllpoles; these

effects arediscussed in Section 2.2.
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Betatron Motion

If we neglect the sextupole tern_s, tl_e equations for the betatron motion are

similar to those of one-dimensional harl_aonic oscillators and can be expressed in an

analogous form:

=
(A.2.6)

= Cy) ,

Here, J_.,y and Cx.,uare constants of the _mtion, fl,,y(s) are the beta functions, and

'tl,x,y(S) are the phase advances given by:

¢_,u(s) = f_:_,y(s') ' (1,2.7)0

In a storage ring, the beta function is chosen to be periodic but in a transport

line there is room for ambiguity since orle needs to define initial values or boundary
conditions; we will discuss this further ill Section 3.3,1.

Similarly, a storage ring has a well defii_ed tune; tt_e tune equals the phase

advance around the ring divided by 27r:

t,'x,y_ g''' IU)- , (A,2,8)

where C is the ring circumference. The tunes are very ianportant in a storage ring

since they locate the proximity of destructive resonances. In general, there is a

resonance whenever kux + luy + rous _ 7_,where/,:, l, m,, and n are integers and u, is
the tune of the longitudinal mot,ion.

In addition to the beta, functioll allot tlae phase advance, there are two other

parameters that are used to describe a t'ocusilag lattice. For systems without accel-
eration, these are:

1+o, 2
I d/3_,u a_ad "- _ . (A.2.9)

_x,u = 2 ds _x,y = fl_,y

Note that orle needs be careful since t,lie ss'nabols used to denote these functions

als() refer to the transverse danll)ing rate,_ and the rela,tivist, ic factor 3'; the context

should clarify the meaning.
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Appendix A,2

Finally, we can also describe tl_e linear betatron motion in terms of transport
matrices R:

x'(s) = R_l(0, s) R22(0,_q) x'(0) ' (A,2,10)

. Ttais form is useful because the individual transport matrices can be constructed

directly from the linear lattice elements: drifts, dipoles, and quadrupoles, and then

multiplied together to form the transport matrix for the st,ructure, We will fre-

quently refer to the Rll and R12 matrix elements which, in terms of the lattice

parameters, are

(A,2,11)

0

Here, the relativistic factor -),has been used to include the adiabatic damping that

. occurs as the beam is acceleral.ed, Adiabatic damping occurs because as the beana

is accelerated p0 increases wlaile the transverse momenta remain constant, Thus, in

x-a'. I and ,l/-yI phase spaces there is damping since x I - (1 +Gx)p./po decreases, In

this case, the betatron motion is still described by Eel, (A,2,6), but the definition of

a must be changed to

1 d_a:, y /Sx,yd7

ax,y- 9.. da q 3' ds ' (A,2,12)

and the single particle invariant decreases inversely with the beam energy,

Central Trajectory and Energy Dependence

At this point, we can find the central trajectory about wl:ich the particles per-

form betatron oscillatiol_s, 111a st()rage ring, the central trajectory is periodic and

is referred to as the closed orbit,, In an e+/e- ring, the particles damp towards this

. closed orbit. Neglecting tlle sextupoles, the periodic solution for x_ is

s+C

, x_(,s) - 2sinX/'_x(a)a.u,_/ V//3x(s')c°s(¢z(s) - ¢a'(s') + 7rUx)C,xc(')"-"'s"ds' , (A,.,')la)
8

with an analogous restllt for the Vel'l.ical plane. In a transport line, the central

trajectory depends upon the initial conditions (a'0,x_). Typica.lly, these are chosen
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to be zero, in which case the central trajectory is

,q

I '. +"xc(s) = %/'n_(S)/7*(a)_/ stn(¢(s) - ( ))CT_,_(.q')dg ; (A,2,14)
0

ii

the trajectory is the integral of the /rill2 matrix element and the deflections Gx<,d,s,

Now, we can calculate the dispersion function 71,,v, This is the first-order change

of the central trajectory with A (oi, b'), Ii: a storage ring, we have t,he periodic

solution

17x(S)= 2s;n 7rv_ X/-_x,(s')cos(g,:,(s) -',l'x(s')-t- 7rye) (A,2,15)
8

x +(s;,+ ,

while ii: a transport line we have

fr/x(_) = X,/'k=(s)fl_,(,s')_/._ sin(¢(s) - ,l,(s'))lC/- O:,.<,-t-(IQ + C,'_)x,]da' ,0

(A,2,._6)
wliere we llave a_ssurnedl,lia,t. the initial values (Iii0, ll_0) are zero. Again, tliere are

analogous results for the w_,ri,ical plarle,

Finally, we calculate ttie varial, iorl of the phase advance with energy; this is

referred to as tlie (._hromalicily, As tlie pa,rticle eriergy increases above tlie design

energy, tlie focusing, aild thus i,lle pllase advance, beconaesweal_er. Iil a storage

ring, the uricoul)led chroma.ticity is

(lv_,,_ :t=1 7_":_= @1#o= 4-2j (A'_- A'_Th,)/Tx,,_</,,.", (A.2.17)

where the integral is calculated arotind tile rilig and t,lie (-) sign applies to (x

arid the (-t-) sigrl applies to (,)_. Witliout t.he se,xtupoles, a storage ring naturally

has a nega.tiw: chrolriaticil,y, Tl:is cail lead to collo'i'ellt, instabilities a,n(1t,lilis the

chronla,ticity is corrected t,o be zero or sliglli, ly posit,ire with t,lie. se,xi,Ul)ole lila,gilel, s

located iri l'egiollS of llorizorit,al dislsersioii,
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Emit,Lance, Beam Ellipse, a,nd Machirie Ellipse!

So far we have only discussed the trajectory of a single particle, Actually, we

,, have a beam of particles whlcl', all h_ve different amplitudes and pllases, We quantify

the phase space volunm occupted by the beam in terms of the normalized emittance

, 7¢, The normallzed emittance is a useful quantity because in a conservative system,

which a linear accelerator approxirnat, es, the six-dimensional phase space volume

(x, px,, V, Pr, z, AE) enclosing the bean_ is invariant, Furthermore, if the three degrees

of freedom are uncoupled, then the phase space area of each degree of freedom is
also conserved,

Throughout this dissertation, we will refer to the rms emittance, This is a

parameterization of the phase space volume using the second moments of the beam

distribution, If the forces are linear, the six-dimensional rms emittance is conserved

and, if the planes are uncoupled, et, ch two-dimensional rms emittance is conserved,

In the transverse planes, the two-dimensional normalized rms emittance is equal to

"yex,= 7V/i:vS)(x5 u} -(a:/_x}) a , (A,2,18)

where the angle bra,clCetsdenote a,n average over the beam particles, More generally,

the rms emittance can be expressed as the determinant of the beam matrix ct:,i

7c = 7 dcta aij - (xia:;'} , (A,2,19)

where a:i are components of the vector: (a,//, a,5, y/_,y}/,z, 6),

The moments of the beam distribution, (a'._),(a,_o=),and (xax}), definethe beam
ellipse in the a,-x_phase space that can be used to further parameterize the beam, In

particular, the area of the beam ellipse is related to the rms emittance as Area = rrc,

Furthermore, e+/e - beams usually have gaussian transverse distributions in which

case the beam ellipse describes a cent,our of constant density that encloses a9%of
the beam,

In general, we can express these Inoments in terms of the beam parameters a*,

" ft*, and 7*:

, (x_} =/3=*,e=, <a'_2) = 7*':x {,'v/_a,)3) = -c_ex , (A,2,20)

where the beam I)arameters are similar, but not necessarily equal, to the lattice

parameters; the lattice 1)aranlet,el's describe the focusing lattice while the beam

l)arameters describe the bealll,
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Area = _e

Fig, 48, Beam and rnachine ellipses for an unmatched beam,

At this point, we introduce bile machine ellipse, The single particle invariant,

introduced in Eq, (A.2,6), can be expressed in terms of :vB and x_ the lattice pa-
rameters:

1 o t21
Jx = -_["h:,r'_+ 2a'x,v_x_ +/3xx/_ j , (A,2,21)

and Jy is similar, Thus, particles wltll constant Jx,y are distributed on an ellipse

in ,T,-xI phase space which is defined by the single particle invariant and the lattice

parameters; this is referred to as the machine ellipse,

In general, the bean] ellipse is inscribed in the machine ellipse, If the bean] is

matched to the focusing lattice, then the beam and the machine ellipses are equM,

In this case, the beam parameters are equal to the lattice parameters and we can

express the emittance in terms of the single particle invariant: ex,u = (J_c,y).

This parameterization is not valid ii' the beam is not matched to the structure,

In such a case, the beam ellipse is inscribed in the machine ellipse; this is illustrated

iri Fig, 48, If all particles in the beam have the same phase advance, then the

bean] ellipse rotates coherently wit,hil_ tl_' naa,chine ellipse, but if there is a spread

in the phase advance, the beam will ,/i/amcllt a.nd fill all of the machine ellipse and

there is a corresponding rms emittance growth; filamenta.tiorl is discussed further in

Section a,a,1,
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Appendix A.3

Finally, it is ixnportant to realize that the rms normalized emittance is not nec-

essarily conserved; filamentatlor_ ;:; one illustration of this. In particular, nonlinear

. fields or coupling can distort the beam ellipse so that the second moments do not

accurately reflect the phase space volume. Regardless, accelerators are fairly lin-

ear machines and the rms emittance provides a useful measure of the actual beam
o

emittance,

A,3 LONGITUDINAL MOTION

Now, we need to discuss the longitudinal motion, There are two ways for the

particles to change their relative longitudinal positions', velocity differences and path

differences, The velocity difference between two ultra-relativistic particles leads to

a longitudinal position change of

s5

Az__ 72 , (A.3.1)

" where 6 is the relative energy difference, 7 is the relativistic factor, and s is the

distance traveled, When 7 is large, this tends to be a negligible effect.

• The path length for a particle can be written

where we have assumed that the only significant bending occurs in the horizontal

plane. To first-order, only the curvature term is important and thus the path length
difference is

fax .= p--55a , (A,a.a)

where Ax can be due to a betatron oscillation or the dispersion, Notice that Az

" depends upon the bending radius and thus the longitudinal position is essentially

fixed in a linear accelerator where p _ c_.

" The dependence of Az on the betatron amplitude couples the longitudinal plane

to the transverse, This will be discussed further in Section 2,2,6, but, on average,

the eft'ect of a betatron oscillatioll is small; the betatron oscillation ha,s a different

phase every turn and thus the effect averages to zero, This leaves the effect of
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the dispersion which can be written: Az = 6a,nC, where c_m is the momentum

compaction factor:
C

/dC/C 1 7l--5-ds . (A,3,4)
o_,,_- c.!i_/po = -_ P

o

At this point, we need to discuss the radio-fi'equency (RF) acceleration system.

The RF system provides longitudinal electric fields that. can accelerate or decelerate

the particles. In an e+/e - ring, the RF system is needed to replace the energy

emitted as synchrotron radiation while irl a linac the RF is used to accelerate the

beam, Usually, the system consists of resonant RF cavities that are powered by

microwave sources. Assuming a sinusoidal R1a ,̀ the accelerating voltage across a

cavity can be written

VRF = V0sinwRFt , (A.3.5)

where ¢ORFis the RF frequency.

In a high energy linac, tile longitudinal positions of the particles do not change

since there is no bending, Thus, the particle energy depends upon the longitudinal

position and the phase of the RF voltage seen by the beam; usually the beam is

being accelerated and it is placed near the crest of the RF voltage. We can express
the voltage as

Ii,

i'i_v= V0sin(zlq_v+ ¢,) , (A.a.6)

where /,'RF is the RIP wavenumber and ¢., is the synchronous phase: ¢., = 7r/2 for
maximum acceleration.

In a storage ring, the situation is different, tIere, ¢ortFis chosen to be an integral

multiple of the revolution fi'equency. Thus, we can express the voltage seen by a

circulating particle as Vo sin(z(t,,)/,'itF + ¢,) where tn is time at which the particle

passes the cavity on turn n. Thus, the cl_ange in z depends upon the energy and

the change in energy depends upon z. Since the changes per turn are very small,

we can write a differential equation ['ox'the longitudinal motion:

arn/kErad

a',neV0sin(#l_vz+ ¢_) = 6' E0z"+ C E0 , (A.3.7)
u

which we can express as

a'm /k Erad

c_,n_I_ t,'j-_vsin ¢,,+ 6' , (A a.8)z"+ a''C eVOE0/"uI,'cos ¢, z = (.,' E0 Eo
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Appendix A.4

Here, AErad is the average energy lost oil one turn.

The r.h.s, of Eq. (A.a.s) determines the synchronous phase while the 1,h.s. de-

" termines tile synchrotron motion. If we linearize this and make a smooth approxi-

mation, which is valid because the synchrotron motion is slow, we can express the

. synchrotron motion as

6(,) = *0cos + ¢0
(A.3.9)

z(s) = a'mCS0 sin 2_rl,s + ¢o

where 50 and ¢0 are the constants of the motion and vs is tile synchrotron tune:

1

1 ( )'CeV°t'aF cos ¢, . (A.3.10)_'_= 2-7 a,, E0

• t 4_,

A.4 RADIATION DAMPING la°41

When an ultra-relativistic particle is accelerated, it emits synchrotron radiation.

Tlm emission of the radiation is intrinsically a quantum mechanical phenomena and

the time of emission and the energy of the emitted photon are random. However,

provided that the expected energy of the photons is small compared to the particle

energy, the photon distribution can be accurately calculated using classical electro-

magnetic theory. In this section, we will only consider effects of the average power

radiated. Thus, we neglect the discrete nature of the photons and treat the radiation

as a classical field that is ernitted continuously; the quantum nature of the radiation

is discussed in the next section.

As the particles orbit the ring, they are deflected by the dipole magnets and

- the5' radiate. Tile average power radiated around tile ring P_--7can be expressed

'2 roe2 E2B_(s ) (A.4 1)' " P_ = 3 7_--ac-5 ' '

where m is the electron mass, E is the particle energy, and B 2 is the average value

of the magnitude of tile transverse magnetic field squared.
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In general, particles with higher energies radiate more than particles with lower

energies. This leads to an exponential damping of the longitudinal phase space. The

longitudinal damping rate is

1 d/XE 1
o_e_ AE dt 2 dE (A.4.2) .

When evaluating the derivative of P7 we have to include three effects' the

dependence on the energy of the particle, the dependence on the revolution time

which varies with energy, and the dependence on the magnetic field which varies with

the orbit which is also a function of the energy. When ali the terms are included

correctly, we find

1 P_" C_ E0a j" .,,
cre = -- = frc = Z )v G" ds (A 4.3)re _ _'47r To ' '

where C7 = 8.8,5 x 10-5 m-GeV -a, To is the revolution time, and frc is the longitu-

dinal damping partition number:

71_,(;(C;'2+ 21(1 )d_

fl_ = 2 + f 6"'-als ' (A.4.4)

Note that c_e is the damping rate of z or 6' the longitudinal emittance (lamps al a

rate of 2a(.

In the transverse planes, the radiation decreases the transverse momenta p_ and

P,vand again leads to an exponer_tial dalnping. In this case, tile damping rates are

I Soa
ax,y = _ = ffx,u_ = ffx,y ,1' 6'2ds (A.4.5)rx,v 4 rr To '

where ff_,v are the transverse dampillg partition numbers which, if the ring is built

in the horizontal plane, are

fir" = 1- f'I*G(G_ + '21_'1)d,s and ,ftu = 1 (A.4.6) "
j_tO 1 g

O " (/,/

Notice that the sum of the (lanaping imrtitions is a constant: rf, + Jr, + Ju = 4.
This is a statement of the Robinson theor(:ln 19alax_(Iis valid whenever a negligible

quanlity of synchrotron radiation is enlitted in regioxls where the external fields are

time dependent, i.e., the RF cavities! _'_1
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{1041
A.5 QUANTUM EXCITATION

The synchrotron radiation is actually emitted as a series of photons which change
i

w

the particle's energy in discrete steps; the emission can be considered instantaneous

in comparison to the particle motion. Since the emission of a photon is a stochastic

• process, the radiation will introduce noise which leads to diffusion. This causes the

beam emittances to grow until the diffusion is balanced by the radiation damping.

As discussed, the radiation damping is due to the mean synchrotron radiation

power emitted. In contrast, the quantum excitation is due to higher moments of the

photon distribution. We can express the synchrotron radiation power as the rate of

emission multiplied by the expected photon energy:

= ,

where .h/ is the rate of emission, u is the photon energy, and P./ is given by

Eq. (A.4.1). To calculate the diffusion effects, we will need the second moment

(_o) which is

55
he'y_B(s)P_(s) (A.5 2)At(,,:')= .-7 ' '

" In the longitudinal plane, these fluctuations directly increase the energy spread.

The particles are performing synchrotron oscillations, obeying Eq. (A.3,9), and if a

particle emits a photon, the oscillation changes to

_5(8) -- _50cos 27rv,s C---7 -lt-q50 q- _Srad cos 27rt,'s_- -Jr-qSrad , (A.5.3)

and the amplitude of the oscillation becomes: a'a = 6o + 3r_d+ 2c50gr_acos(_b0- ¢,_d).

Since the time of emission is not correlated with the synchrotron phase ¢0, the

expected amplitude grows at a rat(.'
i

d(<s'-')Zr(l/-)
d*- Eo2 ' (A.5.4)

. Now, we can find the equilil_rium amplitude by equating the expected growth with

the radiation damping:

2)
• d{62) = 2(<52)a<= ._ . (A.5.5)

dt E_

Finally, we average aro_lnd t lac,ring and we find the rms energy spread by aver-

aging over all of the parlicles, q'l_is introduces a factor of one half, yielding an rms
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energy spread and an rms bunch length of:

o -? f C,alds a,,,,C
- - __ (A,5,6)

crg (/q Yc fl 5'2ds crz 27rt/s '

where Cq is nearly equal to the Compton wavelength of the electron: Cq = 3.S4 x
10-la meters.

Irl the transverse planes, there are two effects: (1) the transverse planes are

coupled to the longitudinal through the dispersion function and (2) the radiation

has a finite opening angle that gives the particle small transverse kicks. Here, we

will only discuss the horizontal plane; the vertical plane is discussed in Section 2.2.

In the horizontal plane, the effect of the radiation opening angle is insignificant

compared to the coupling due to the horizontal dispersion. When a particle radiates

a photon, it's energy changes. Since the periodic trajectory around the ring is energy

dependent, this implies that the particle oscillates about a new central trajectory.

Furthermore, since the particle's physical transverse position does not change, the

amplitude of the betatron oscillation must change. Specifically, if a photon of energy

u is radiated, the change in the betatron motion is:

,?k,T,[3 "-- -- E("-_7].r E0 r/_ . (A.5.7) .

At this point, we find the change in the single particle invariant ,/_,. Since the

photon emission is not correlated with the betatron phase, we find an expected
ciaan ge

1 <"'2)_x (A 5,8)

where

,_ 12
7-¢z_ %'12.+ 2cv_,l_r/_+/J_,71_ . (A_5.9)

Now, the procedure is identical to that used in the longitudina,1 plane; we find the

equilibrium value by equating the damping with tlm diffusion and then average over

all the particles to find the rms value. This yields

- - r,," ,,-, = C,u-- , (A..5.10) "
4 _6 az 2oc. Jz f G2ds

Finally, we need to discuss the eqlli]ibriurn particle distribution resulting from

the synchrotron radiation. Ma.nS' pllotons are radiated witllin a darnl._ing time;
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roughly 7/100 photons are radiated per radian of curvature while the damping times

are usually many hund,'eds of turns. Thus, using the Central Limit Theorem and

• assuming linear forces, we find t,hat the equilibrium beam distribution is gaussian

in each of the six coordinates: (x/3, x},yfj, y},z, 6). Alternately, this can expressed

in terms of the single particle invariants which have exponential distributions',
b

e- d_,_/_,u
PsR(J_,u) = , (A.5,11)

£z,y

A.6 DAMPING RING PARAMETERS

At this point, we will specialize to the case of damping rings. The two main

parameters of a damping ring are the equilibrium emittance and the damping times,
These determine the emittance of the extracted beam:

e(t)=eie-_t/"+(1-e-2tlr)eo , (A.6,1)

where ei is the emittance of the injected beam and e0 is the equilibrium ring emit-

tance. Here, r is the horizontal or vertical damping time, and t is the time the

particle bunch is in the ring.

To illustrate the determination of these parameters, we will use numbers from

the NLC design described in Appendix B. The design requires that the extracted

beam have normalized emittances of 7ex _< 3 x 10.6 and "_eu _< 3 x 10-a. Here,

we assume an injected 1)earn emittance of 7ei = 3 x 10-3, which is realistic for a

positron beam and over an order of magnitude too large for an electron beam. Thus

the vertical emittance needs to be decreased by five orders of magnitude. Damping

the bunch for seven vertical danaping times will reduce the first term of Eq. (A.6.1)

by six orders of magnitude; we damp excessively to ease the tolerances on the

equilibrium vertical emittance. The limit on the vertical equilibrium emittance of
,q

the ring is then

")'eyo<_2.7 x 10-s m-rad , (A.6,2)

In a storage ring built in the horizontal plane the vertical emittance is mainly deter-

mined by the coupling between the horizontal and vertical planes. _iht. tolerances

necessary to achieve this linlit are discussed in Chapter II.
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Tile damping times required in tile ring are determined from the desired repe-

tition rate (360 Hz), the number of damping times per bunch (7), and the number

of batches of bunches stored in tile ring at once (Nb)',

1 Nb = Nb0,397 ms , (A,6,3)
rx,-ry _ fre'--_# of damping times

The maximum number of batches stored in the ring is limited by the kickers needed

for injection/extr_.ction, We assume that the time for the kickers to turn on, ex-
Ds]

tract/inject a batch, and turn oft"is less than 1130ns. Thus the batches rnust be

separated by at lea_st,50 ns. Since the number of batches is roughly proportional to

the size of the ring we can define an effective damping time as

_ 5rs¢_p
reff_-IT0 <0'397ms , (A,6,4)

where 2}1is tile revolution time of the ring and 2/-_epis the separation of the batches,

In general, tile horizontal damping time is less than or equal to the vertical,

fl'_ >_ 1, Thus, only the vertical damping time is limited by Eq. (A,6,3) and the

horizontal emittance of the extracted beam is very nearly equal to the horizontal
l*

emittance of the ring:

")'e_:o <_ 3 X 10 -G m-rad . (A.6,5)

Equations (A.6.4) mid (A,6.5) determille the basic parameters, Initially, to study

these parameters, we ignore the optiol_ of damping wigglers and reversed bending

magnets arid we ignore the effect of intrabeanl scattering. In this case, we can write

simple expressions for "yez0and ryefr, the two quantities we want to rninixnize:

"ru_fr= 1,69 x 1014 _/"sep __ 2,88 × 1012_r_,ep
,).aG,B Bo[h,.G,],,,2 (A,6.6)

7ez0=3.84 x 10-la / _ , ..... sepT-gx-_--_,6,,_ = _ , (A 6,7)
_.,x "rg efr Jx '

tlere, Gt3 is the inverse bending radius of tl_e bend lnagnets, _ is the average of

7-{_over the bending rnagnels, /3o is |l_e rnagJletic field in kilo-gauss, and we have

assumed that ,.7.,,,= 1. Finally, _c:i, is the bal cii separatioll whicll is determined by

the fast injection/extraction kickers.
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Equations (A.6.6) and (A.6.7) show that the emittance of a ring can be decreased

by reducing the dispersion in the bend magnets, reducing the strength of the bends,

, oi' decreasing tile energy of the ring, Unfortuna.tely, tile damping times are increased

by reducing the bend magnet strengttl or decreasing the energy of the ring, This

implies that tile dispersion in the bends is the only free parameter, Unfortunately,N)

as we will see, it is also constrained,

At this point, we need to discuss three additional parameters which constrain

the design: (1) collective limitations, (2) the energy of the ring, and (3) the dynamic

aperture. In general, the collective limitations are eased when the momentum com-

paction factor a'm is large, For example, the threshold for the longitudinal microwave

instability, also called turbulent bunch lengthening, occurs at a bunch intensity

(27r)a/a_e ,.r2,00*gO"z O_m
Nthresh _ , (A,a,S)

where (Z/7_,)efr is the effective longitudinal inlpedance, To maximize the charge per

bunch, one wants to reduce the impedance and increase the longitudinal emittance,
.#

the beam energy, and the momentum compaction factor, Of course, the longitudinal

emittance is constrained by the linear collider requirements, and, as we will discuss,

" the energy is also. Thus, this only leaves the momentum compaction factor which
needs to be maximized.

Next, we would prefer to have the ring energy low. There are several reasons

for tllis: (1) it keeps the ,'ing cost lower, (2) it keeps the normalized longitudinal

emittance small, and (3) it makes bunch compression easier. The NLC requires that

the damping ring buncll be compressed longitudinally by, roughly, a factor of 100.

Since one does not want an uncorrelated energy spread much greater than 1% in the

lina,c, we need to perform at least a portion of the bunch compression at an energy

10 times that of the claml)ing ring. Unfortunately, at higher energies it becomes

more difficult to perform the compression without degrading the beam emittances.

Finally, we need to mention the dynamic aperture. Tlle dynamic aperture of,q

the ring is a function of the sextupoles needed to correct the chromaticily. '17o

prevent particle losses the dynamic a.pertut'e should be many times the 'b,jected

" beam size, Unfortunately, rings witl_ small emittances tend to have high lurles and

large uncorrected chrolnaticii.ies, This makes the desired dynamic _pe..lturea " difficult

to achieve., and we would like to choos(:"a focusing lattice wllicll lla(,urally has a large

dynamic aperture,
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Obviously, these constraints are not necessarily consistent with achieving the

required emlttances and damping ra,res, For example, in the NLC design, the ring

energy must be greater than 2.2 GeV to achieve the damping, assuming iron ma,gnets

(non-superconducting) with saturated rnagnet, lc fields of 20 KG; this ix higher than

the desired energy. Fortunately, the damping requirements can be eased by using
lt

damping wigglers, reverse bending magnet, s, ota pre-damping ring to reduce the

incoming emittance. In addition, lt ix common practice Lo time combined function

bending magnets to increase ,2"a,at the expense of ,7,; this decreases the horizontal

emittance. Detailed discussions of these choices in damping ring designs can be

found in Itefs. la, 22,at;,aT,90,119, and la0.
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Appendix B

NLC DAMPING RING DESIGN

t

Details of the current NLC damphlg ring design are described tll Refs, 90 and

91, In addition, Ref, 90 also discusses _b.e consideratlons that led to the design,

" Here, we will summarize the current state of the design, To do so, we first llst the

original design goals and then we briefly describe the current lattice, Finally, we

will comment on a few of the potential limitations of the design,

B,10rtlCllNAI, DESIGN GOALS

• 7e, £ 3 x 10.6 mrad and 7e_ £ 3 x 10.8 mrad,

• Operation at 360 Hz,

,, 7el = 3 x 10-a mrad @ injection - this necessitates damping for ,,_ 7 vertical

damping times,

• Separate batches by _ 50ns for the injection/extraction kickers,

• Minimize wigglers d':e to cost, and non-linearity,

. • Leave more space between magnets than in the SLC damping rings,

• Achieve a conservative design,

Some of these goals are summarized in Table 17, which compares the goals of the

NLC damping ring with the SLC positron damping ring design, The primary dif-

ference between the two rings is th,tt the NLC ring needs to achieve a vertical

emittance almost three orders of magnitude smaller than the SLC ring at twice the

repetition rate. To achieve this damping rate, the ring needs to damp many batches

of bunches at the same time, A single batch of 10 bunches is extract.ed on one

kicker pulse while the remaining batches continue damping and an additional batch

is injected to replace the extracted one,

The other main difference between the SLC and NLC damping rings is the very

small vertical emittance specified for the NLC ring, This small vertical emittance

sets limits on the alignment toler_mces of the damping ring, While these tolerances

• are small (50 - 100 tim vertical alignment), they are not thought to present a se,i'iolls
limitation,

29 't
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Table 17, Basic parameters of the SLC and NLC damping rings°
i...i ii .-t._ iii ii ii ,,, J ,.,,, i i

NLC SLC,
, ,,,,, , ,,, ,, , .......

Energy 1 ,,_ 2 GeV 1,15 Gev
, , , , ,,, ,, ,, ,,, _, ,

Injected emittance, "/ei 3 mnu'ad 10 mmrad
' "' ,, , ,, i ,

Extracted emittance, 7ex 3,0 #mrad 26/Lmrad
, , ,,,, , ,

Extracted emittance, 7ev 30 nmrad 26 #mrad
,,,,,, ,, , ,

Repetition rate 360 Hz 180 Hz
, , , ,

Bunch length 4-5 mm 5 mm
i i i i ' ' i i

I3,2 CUIIlIENT DESIGN

.['hc. basic layout of our current damping ring design is shown in Fig, 49, Notice

that there are several insertions which contain wigglers, In order to obtain the

high repetition rate, we increased the damping rate with the addition of wigglers in
straight, sections,

I
_

Injection/Extraction
Insertions

4..1

¢v Wiggler
,e Insertions

cell ares

50 Meters

Fig, 49, Schelnatic of the NLC damping ring
m

t" _ a %The basic parameters for the ri]lg are listed in 2fablc.s 18, 19, and 20, Tile

lattice is a FOI)O lattice witl_ c'on_l)i]led fLlxlction bends whicll r.'l_ailgeIIle (lalnlT)ing

,r
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pt_rtitlons, increasing the horizontal damping rate at, the expense of longttudlnal

damping, The RF frequency is 1,4 GHz since the bunch spacing in this extunI>le

, is about 20 cre, To meet the repetition ra J requirements, ten batches of bunches

must be d_mped _t the s_me time, Unfortunately, this leaves only 45 ns between

4, the batches for the injection/extraction kickers to turn on or off,

Table 18, NLC damping ring parameters,
|lml i i ii i i i

Energy E0 = 1,8 GeV

Length L = 155,1 meters

Lattice FODO with CF bends and

22 meters of wiggle:'

Tunes u_ = 24,37, uv = 1.1,27

Momentuna conapaction a = 0,00120

Design 10 batches of 10 bunches

- Current of 2 X 1010e+/e -
i li IHI i i i

Tables 19 and 20 list the transverse and longitudinal ring parameters when

the damping wigglers are bott: on and off, The wigglers do not strongly effect the

emittances of the ring; they are primarily used to decrease the damping times, Thus,

the ring can operate without the wigglers at a reduced repetition rate,

Table 20, NLC damping ring longitudinal parameters,
i . ii i . , , . ,.,

Wigglers Off Wigglers On
ii iii iii i i

Radiation/turn, U0 203 KeV 468 KeV
............ , .... ,,,,,

Energy Sl)read , cfc 0,06)128 0,00104
, , ,,,,

" Bunch length, az 5,1 mm 4,6 mm

RF Frequency 1,4 GHz 1,4 GHz

, ItF Volt,age ,75 MV ,7,5 MV
.... i , ,,

Synch, t,ll]le, lJs 0,0075 0,006S
i i| li ill ii, , i

(Z/77)etr O,32_) O,2()_
....
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Table19, NLC clttml._lllgringtransverseparameters,
- iii H irl illl, ll ii ml i tt i J LL

Wlggler,_ Off Wigglers On
i t t iii t ... ,. ,, ,,

Natural 7_, 2,46 _mrad 2,00 tLmrad
i, , , , ,,,. ,,, ,,.,

7ez at design current 3,33 tzmrad 2,74 pmrad, ,

Damping, rx 3,88 ms 2,50 ms
,, ,

Darnptng, 'ru 9,19ms 3,98 ms
' ' _, ,,, , , , ,,li

Damp, partition, ff_, 2,37 1,59
,,, , , ,,

Rep, rate, frep 155 ttz 360 Hz
,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,

Extracted ")'ez 3,33 pmrad 2,74 pmrad,, ,, , ,

Extracted ")'ev 0,035 pmrad 0,029 Itml'ad
i l lll

Natural chrom,, _z -28,35 -28,07
,,,

Natural chrom,, _y -25,10 -22,27
i i ..... i

The threshold impedance (Z/n)efr is that for the microwave instability al, th(,

design current, lt is quite small due to the small momentum conapaction factor, ])tit

is only about a factor of 4-5 below that obtainecl in the SLC damping rings,

The magnet parameters are listed in Table 21, The bending magnets have a

length of 20 cna and a b(,nding field of 13,1 I(G with a horizontally defocusing gra-

dient of 300 NG/m, Preliminary PO1SSON calculations indicate that the gradient

and bending field are acliievable, but the short lengtll of the magnets may make
end-effects a serious difficulty! a_l

For this reason we have re-designed the basic: cell. The original cell was a FODO

cell with small defocusing quadrupoles; much of the vertical focusing was done in the

bends, In the new cell, the defocusing quadrupole is removed and the two bends are

joined. Thus, the benclirig rnagnet now is 40 crn long -- a more reasonable length.

Iri addition, we elongated ttle cell and ins(_rted two extra small quadrupoles, Tllese

(optional) additiol)al quadl.ul_oles prr)vi(le anotl|e|' clegree of freedom for control of

the tunes, The pa.rarrleters of the two cells are compared in Table 22,

For our design, we chose a wiggler with a peak field of 24 KG, a 50% filling "
factor, and a period of 20 cre, T1• lis is wit,hill 15(,_, [_ll of t,lle limits fox' Nd-.1;k>B

hybrid wigglers as specified in Ref, 50, If stlcll higll peal< wiggler fields are not

possible, the required ]:)c,al< field call I)e drOl_l)ed t.o 21 I((./ 1)5'increasing l,lle ring

9 9 r.,,..,,t)
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Table 21, NLC magnet and wiggler parameters,
..... , ...........

Bends B0= 13,1KG

' B: = 300 KG/m
, ,, ,

Quadrupoles B1 _<942 KG/m

d pole tip field <_11,3 KG
,, , ,

Sextupoles SF fB2ds =-3120 KG/m 2

SDf Beds = 4125 KG/m 2
, ,, ,,

Wigglers Length Ltotal = 22 m

Period A=20cm

Gap g = 2 cm

Field Bpeak = 24 I<O
' " ' i

Table 22, Comparison of basic cells,
i i iii

7ex dx Lcell C_m for ring

Original FODO 2,5 x 10-6 m-rad 2,4 1,2 1,2 x 10-a
,,, ,,

Modified 2,5 × 10-° m-rad 1,9 1,5 0,8 × 10-3
li .. ,. ,, .,

energy to 1,9 GeV, Although it would be possible to achieve much higher peak fields

with superconducting wigglers, it appears that the non-linear effects increase with

the cube of the magnetic field strength! _*1

Finally, the chromaticity is corrected with only two families of sextupoles, The

sextupoles are assumed to be constructed with permanent magnets and have lengl,hs

of 4 cre, keel)ing the fields similar to the SLC damping ring sextupoles, After

chromatic correction, the dyllamic aperture of the perfect machine is just outside

the beam pipe, Errors and wiggler non-linearities will reduce the aperture, but

hopefully, it can be recovered with a more sophisticated chromaticity correction

scheme, Obviously, extensive tracking is needed to determine the dynamic aperture

, with errors arid detailed comparisons wit,li other lattices should be performed to

search for superior dynamic aperture characteristics,
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B,3 FUTURE MODIFICATIONS

The primary modifications to the ring arise from changes in the desired parame-

ters: first, the desired repetition rate has dec.reased a factor of two to 180 Hz because

of limitations on the position target, and second, more realistic initit_l emittances

should be used', 7ce- ,-.,3 x 10-5 m-rad and 7ce+ "_ 10.2 m-rad, The electron inl- v

tial emittance is comparable to that achieved in the current generation of electron

injectors while the increase irl tile initial positron emittance was suggested to ease

tile requirements on the positron creation system! TM

The current design without the wigglers will easily achieve the necessary damp-

ing for the electron beam. In fact, one might want to decrease the damping rate

by decreasing the main bending field while decreasing the number of cells to keep

the emittance constant; this will reduce the size, cost, and complexity of the design,

But, the wigglers will be needed if a single ring is to achieve the positron require-

ments. The alternate, and more desirable solution, is to use a pre-damping ring to

rapidly damp the positrons to an emittance colnparable to that of the initial elec-

tron emittance, Then, both the electron and positron main damping rings would

be similar, This is the solution currently being employed in the JLC design! *_91

B,4 LIMITATIONS

The limitations on achieving the vertical emittance in the damping rings is the

subject of Section 1I of this dissertation, Here, we will briefly list a few of the other

potential problems that will likely be encountered when designing these future rings.,

Dynamic .Aperture

To achieve the required horizontal enlittances, the damping rings have strong

focusing and strong sextupoles to correct the chromaticity, Unfortunately, these

sextupoles limit the effective aperture of the ring; particles with large amplitudes

are lost due to the nonlinear fields, There are two solutions to this problem: (1)

design a ring with large dynarnic aperture, and (2) reduce the aperture requirements *
of the incoming beam,

Increasing the dynamic aperture is currently a topic of considerable research, It v

is a.n issue in most of the syncl_rotro1_ light sotlrces as well as n_any of the larger

colliding beam rings. II. is suggested in Ilefs. 22 and 40, that substa.ntial ga.ins in the

dynamic aperture can be r¢'aliz(,d by tlSillg a ciiscrel,e sr'xtupole arrangement ral,her
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than the distributed arrangenaent that is common. This technique may prove to be

important for these future rings.

' While increasing tile dynan_ic aperture is desirable regardless, the second solu-

tion also has many attractive features. The large aperture requirement is dictated

$ by the incoming positron beam which has an initial emittance one-to-two orders of

magnitude larger than the electron beam. lt was suggested that a pre-damping ring

could ease some the daanping ring requirements! _8'1'°1This has been incorporated

into the JLC design, where it is shown that, in addition to easing the dynamic a.per-

ture and the damping requirements, a pre-damping ring also eases the tolerances on

the extraction kicker magnet.

Single Bunch Instabilities

The single bunch currents in the damping rings are not very large, but because

of the small momentum compaction factor and the small synchrotron tunes, single

bunch instabilities could present a. problem. The longitudinal microwave instability,

. which is discussed in Appendix A.6, usually has the lowest threshold current. To

avoid this benign instability, the rings must have longitudinal impedances (Z/n)etr "_

0.2ft-0.5Ft. This is well over a factor of two smaller than that measured in the SLC

ring and requires a very careful vacuum chamber design.

Multi-Bunch Instabilities

In addition, to the single bunch instabilities, there are multi-bunch instabilities

that may be severe since many of the designs call for many closely spaced bunches.

For example, there are ten batches of ten bunches in the NLC design. The batches

are separated by roughly 80ns but, the bunches within a batch are only separated
. ,. , ,[11_1

by about 1 ns. This has been lnvesugat.ea and it was determined that the NLC

ring will need specially designed RF cavities. In addition, the ring will likely need

feedback systems to furthe," control the instal)ility.

' RF System

In addition to multi-bunch instabilities, the NLC RF system will need to handle

" five times more current than iI_ the SLC rings, This requires careful attention to

the higher-order modes. Furthernlore, when the bunches are extracted from and

injected into the ring there will be large ])cam loading transients that need to be

carefully considered.
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Fast Nicker Magnets

Fast kicker magnets are used to extract or inject the batches of bunches into the

damping ring. The kickers need to have very fast rise and fall times so that they

do not affect the other stored batches of bunches. The SLC damping rings use a 50

ns bunch separation, but the kickers are a source of problems. Currently, the JLC

design I''°l assumes a 70 ns batch spacing while the NLC and CLIC designs t3"'°°Jcall

for a 50 ns and 22 ns batch separation, respectively.

The kickers need to have flat pulses so that all bunches within a batch are

injected/extracted on the same trajectory. The jitter and flatness tolerances on

the extraction kicker are related to the kick needed to extract the beam, typically

5 mrad, compared to the beam divergence crz, ,-, 20 #rad. This implies a tolerance

of roughly A0/0 _ 4 x 10-4 for a jitter of one tenth the beam size. Such a tolerance
will be difficult to achieve.

One suggested solution of easing this tolerance is to use two kickers, driven

from the same p_flsed power supply, that are separated by 180° in betatron phase.

The first kicker would reside in the ring while the second kicker would be in the

extraction line; the second kicker applies exactly the same kick, including jitter, to

the beam, removing the jitter fl'om the first kicker.

Synchrotron Radiation Power

The damping rings operate by radiating extensive amounts of beam l)ower. This

radiation has three effects: (1) it heats the vacuum chamber, (2) it can damage

the magnets and electronic equipment, and (3) it frees gas molecules causing a.

"dynamic" background gas pressure which can increase the vertical emittance as

discussed in Section 2.3.6. All these problems are exacerbated at the damping

wigglers, which generate COl)ious quantities of photons in a small region.
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Appendix C

COUPLING DERIVATIONS

In this appendix, we will discuss two issues related to coupling of the emittance;

d both are relevant to Section 2.2 of this dissertation. In the first section, we discuss
the independence of the various contributions to the vertical emittance and then,

in the next section, we explicitly perform the algebra needed to derive some the

coupling formulas.

C.1 INDEPENDENCE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO t_y

In Section 2.2.2, we state that the contributions from the opening angle of the

radiation, the vertical dispersion, and the betatron and synchro-betatron coupling

are all independent and thus they simple add to the emittance/beam size: (y_>/fly.
First, we will consider only contributions to the emittance, and then we will discuss

the contributions to the beam size.

• There _re three contributions to the vertical emittance: the opening _ngle of

the radiation, the vertical dispersion, and the betatron coupling; as discussed in

. Section 2.2.6, the direct synchro-betatron coupling has a very small contribution

to the emittance. These effects increase the vertical emittance by causing random

changes in the betatron motion. These changes can be written

! !

Y# = Y#o + r/vu/Eo + c,?xu/Eo + c,lxu/Eo (C.I.1)t

= y' o+ + + ,

where 0v is the opening angle of the radiation and the coefficients c, d, d, and d_

represent the rotation of the eigenvectors due to the betatron coupling; these are

functions of the coupling coefficients Q:t:.

Thus, these contributions will add independently to the emittance if

, , ,,

" we have assumed that all of the effects are independent of the initial position and

angle (Y/_0,Y}/0)' The first term is zero since the expected angle of the radiation is

zero, but the other terms are not as obvious since the expected value of (u 2) is not
zero.
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In this case, we have to consider the average of rlxrtuc through all the bending

magnets; the emittance would depend upon this average. In general, rlx has a

periodicity determined by the lattice cells. Thus, fix is constant from cell to cell.

In contrast, r/y and the coupling have periodicities determined by the tunes, The

vertical dispersion oscillates at the vertical tune (or the integral portion) while the

coupling oscillates at u, + uv and ux - uy. Provided that u, ¢ 2uy and uN 7_ 2ux,

these averages will be zero. Thus, it is valid to simply add these contributions.

C.2 DErtIVATION OF EQS. (2.2.65) AND (2.2.107)

In this section, we will derive Eqs. (2.2.65) and (2.2.107) from Eq. (2.2.64). We

will only explicitly calculate the contributions from the individual coupling reso-

nances; these come from the cos(_z(z) - ¢_(z')) cos(_t,:_(z) - Cy(z')) term which is

found when one expands the trigonometric functions in Eq. (2.2.64). The deriva-

tion of the cross term is similar except one needs to include all of the trigonometric

functions; this is easily accomplished usillg exponential notation, but, because of

the large number of terms, the calculation is quite tedious.
t

First, we expand the square of the bracket in Eq. (2.2.64), keeping o_lly the

terms that depend upon the differences of the phases ¢(z) and ¢(z'):

S

Zl

where trigonometric identities have been used in the expansion, Now, we can use

additional trigonometric identities to express this result as

3 8

& + ¢,,I+
--00 Zl

(/ )'1+ dzeC:'-'l_":lc+(z-')°'"l'_l+sin(¢: 4- ¢_.)
Zi

where the sum over + represents a sum over the Cx + V'v phase and the '_/'x- g'v
phase.

Next, we can condense this into a single integral using colnplex exl)onentials and

we sc'paral,e tile integral over z into a portioit over ali integral n_lmber oftur1_s of
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the ring and a portion over tlm remaining segment, Thus, the result has the form:

/ [/ ] z/ [ /' dzi dz,,. =_ dzi dz,,, + dz,,, , (C,2,3)

-co z, n s-C J s-C z,-nC

g
where.,, is used to represent the integrand, Explicitly, this yields

oo s n- 1 s

_ = S_E0_ _ _-.,..%_ _,(..-.,)%-,i,_._ q_(z)dz
n=0s C 4- j=0 s-C

s 2

+ e-"_ To-in2ra"_. f q±(z)dz
tl

zi

(c.2.4)
where

q_(_): __,_;(_'_'_) . (c.2.,_)

• In addition, Au± = (t/x + uu), 7b is the revolution time, and it was assumed that

the damping per revolution is small compared to the betatron tunes.

Now, we perform the sum over j. The expression within the absolute value signs
becornes

8

2sin ;At,+ :: - e -ncr'T° q=t:(z)dz
s-C

(c.2.6)
s 2/'

e--ncr_%-/n27rAu+
/ q+(z)dz .

+

Zl

At this point, we can calculate the case where the local coupling is zero at

location s. \Vhen the local coupling is zero, the first integral over q is zero and we

are left with only the second term. Thus,

8 9

.. /._,,=_ _-_-"o,%,L_._scG Z q+(z)_Iz. ((:.....7)
n=0 4- z,s-C

Now, we perform the finM sunamation, shifting .s _ s na C, and assunling tha.t tile

photons a.re radia, ted uniformly around tile rillg, this yields Eq. (2.'2.107).
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If the local coupling is not zero, we can group the terms in Eq, (C,2,6) as

8

_ e-nc_.To ie irlxv'_
2sin 7rAu_ q_(z)dz

s--C

(c,2.81
8 8

2sin 7tAu± q±(z)dz + q±(z)dz ,
s-6' z,

When the absolute value sign is calculated, the cross term will have an oscillatory

term due to the complex exponential, Assuming that 27tAu± >> c_T0, this cross term

will go to zero when the final sum over n is performed. Thus, we are left with the

separate absolute values of the two terms in Eq. (C.2.8), The first term is simple;
the absolute value is

s+C

e-2n°_xT°/124sin '27tAu± q4.(z)dz . (C.2.9)
8

After performing the final sum over n and substituting with the equilibrium emit-

tance, this yields the first expression in Eq. (2,2.65).

Finally, we have the second term of Eq. (C.2.8). Let us express this as

sin2e-2n°_uT°TrAu.--kI( )/ ,,_' q±(z)dz 2ie i'r_v+ + 2sin 7tAu± q+(z)dz + ie iTrAv_ /4 o

Z_ 8--6 y

(C.2.10)

Next, we express the sine in exponential form and shift the second integral by C.

When we shift the limits by C, we ha,re to include a phase shift, of e i27rAu_, Thus,

Eq. (C.2.10) becomes

s z,+C

4sin 2 _rAu± ie-iTrAu+ q±(z)dz + ie -iTr/xv'_ q±(z)dz . (C.2.11)
z, 8

Now, we add these two integra.ls and perform the final sumrnation over r_; this yields

the second expression in Eq. (2.2.65).
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Appendix D,1

Appendix D

NLC LINEAR ACCELERATORS

D,1 BASIC SCALING

,) As illustrated in Fig, 1, the proposed NLC is to consist of two linear accelerators'.

preliminary linac that accelerates the beam from the damping ring to the final

bunch compression, _nd a main linac that then accelerates the beam to the final

energy, The current design calls for the m_in linac to operate at an RF frequency of

11.4 GHz with a large accelerating gradient, In contra_t, the low energy linac would

operate at 2,8 GHz with _ lower gradient; the low energy linac would be comparable
to the SLC linac.

The higher frequency RF is used in the main linac to reduce both the average

power consumption and the length of the linac, But, before the second bunch com-

pression, the wakefields in _ high frequency linac would rapidly dilute the transverse

emittance; the transverse wakefield increases with both the bunch length and the

• RF frequency. Unfortunately, the second bunch compression can not be performed

at low energy since the relative energy spread would then be the order of many

percent and the transverse beam emittance would be diluted by the dispersive and
chromatic errors.

Both the preliminary and main linacs are assumed to be constructed of FODO

cells that are scaled as the beam is accelerated. A basic FODO cell is composed of

a focusing quadrut)ole, a drift, usually filled with accelerator sections, a defocusing

quadrupole, and another drift section. An example FODO cell with lattice functions

is illustrated in Fig. 50. In the "thin-lense" approximation where the length of

the quadrupole magnets is neglected, one can find simple expressions for the beta

functions! 12°1In particular, the maximum and minimum beta functions are

= Lcl + sin ¢c/2 and /_ _._/,,c1 - sin ¢c/2
sin ¢c sin g,_ ' (D.I.1)

" where Lc is the length of the cell and ¢c is the phase advance per cell. Finally, the

cell length and the phase advance can be simply related to the integrated q_]adrupole

. strengths as

4

L_ = _ sin,/,c/2 , (D.1.2)

where K1 is the normalized quadrupole strength and L_ is the quadrupole lengtl_,
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Fig. 50, Lattice functions for a basic FODO cell; the solid and dashed

lines are fix and fly, respectively, QF and QD represent the focusing and
defocusing quadrupoles,

Alternately, we can use the beta functions to find the relations

]IQ Lql(/) -/))= 4 tan ,/,c/2 and J(1 Lq (_ Jr _) = 4_os¢_/_L' (D,I,a)

As the beam is accelerated, the normalized quadrupole gradient K1 of a given

magnetic field decreases inversely ',vith the beam energy. If the cells are not scaled,

the beta function will increase linearly with energy while the phase advance per cell

decreases. Since many of the tolerances depend upon the local value of the beta

function, this is not a good choice. Instead, a scaling is typically chosen where the

magnetic field strength is kept constant, but the cell lengths and the quadrupole

magnet lengths increase with the square root of the beam energy! TM Such a lattice

has beta functions that increase with the square root of the beam energy while tile

phase advance pcr cell remains constant. Thus,

K1 = K_072 /3= fi0,/-Z

7 VT0 (D.1.4) "

L_= L,,o_o L_= Lco_o .

This lattice has tlm aclvantage that it makes "optimal" use of the quadrul)ole
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magnets, Unfortunately, such a scaling will cause extensive complications because

every magnet, drift,, and accelerator section is different, Instead, one could scale

, the lattice in a number of small discrete steps to approximate the x/5 behavior,

Regardless, we will adopt this scaling because it simplifies the analytic treatment of

./ the lattice,

At this point, we need to describe how this scaling is used, First, Eq, (D,1,4)

gives the basic scaling of the parameters, Furthermore, many of the calculations in

Section III of this thesis will involve sums over the quadrupole magnets having the
form'

N_

E f(%) , (D,1.5)
n= 1

where Nq is the number of quadrupoles and 7n is the beam energy at the nth

quadrupole. _ib evaluate these sums, we will replace them with an integral

/ dn,f(7(n)) ,
(D,1,6)

° 0

which is valid provided that N_ is large and 7(n) varies slowly as a function of n,

" Now, for the scMing derived above, 7(n) can be expressed as

7(n) = (n x/_) _ Nq (D,1,7)
- + , where c = .

v 7-

This dependence of 7 on n will give slightly different numerical results than the

linear dependence implicitly assumed in Refs. 99, 98, 97, and 53.

Finally, we also need to describe our approximation of the wakefield deflections.

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the dipole wakefield occurs when the beam travels

off-axis in nn accelerator structure and it deflects the tail of the beam. In the two

particle model described in Section 3,4.2, the deflection of the tail particle can be
written

AOw(s) = / d,_'Nr°Wl-lyc(St)R22(s ' s)47

. 0 (D.1 8)

Ayu,(S) = ff d,_tNr°l¥1±yc(,sl)R1,2(.q I s) ,47
o

where AOw and Ayu, are the change irl angle and position due to the wakefield.
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We will approximate this with a delta-function deflection located at the center

of the structure where the deflectiou depends upon the average trajectory offset

through the structure, In this approximation, A0_L,is calculated correctly but there

is a smaller error ii: calculating Ayw, At the end of the structure, Ayu, should be

Ayu, Nr0Wl.l. Lc_cc yoLc_c,c uo ,ce
= 4"y 2 _" 12 ' (D,1,9)

but our approximation neglects the y_ dependence; this causes a sn:all error when

calculating the effect of a random trajectory,

Table 23, Average beta functions for variots cell phase advances,

i i i

60° Lc1,01 10,9o

75o Lc/1,19 12,2o
,,

90o Lc/1,34 12,8 o
t

105° L_/1,41 12,6 °

Lastly, we need to know the beta function at the center of the structure, As-

suming the structure is centered between the two adjacent quadrupoles, we find

- ( Leg_,) 2 sin_/,cZ = 4 sin L_(1 + sing,_/2) ' (D,I,IO)

where 7/, is the phase difference between the center of the structure and adjacent
focusing quadrupole. This can be written

tan ,_/-= sin _/'c , (D.I,I 1)
4(J + si::',/,c/2) _1 - _'_

\

Values of/3 and g, are listed in Table 23 for various cell phase advances, Notice that

the beta function at the center of the cell decreases as the pl:ase advance per cell

increases, Also note that _ is slightly different from the average beta: (/3 +/3)/2,

although this is a comrnonly used approximation.
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Appendi,x I3,2

Table2d, Pa,rarneters1'oi'thel)rdlmlnaryNLC linac,
i ii ii ii ,, ,

Version 1 Version 2
,,, , i i ,,ii,, ,,,, ii i i i i iii i i

' Energy 1,8-+ 16,5 GeV 1,8_ 16,5 GeV
, ,,, L _,,,,,, ,,,, ,,, ,,

Gradient 20 MeV/na 20 MeV/m
tj' , ,, ,, , ,

Structure length 1,5 m 3,0 m
, , ,, ,,.,,

# of acc, sections, Nacc 500 250
, .... , , , , , ,,.,

Linac length 1000 m 900 m
i, i i| i i i ii , ,H, i i i i i

# of cells, Ncell 125 62
,, ,, .... , ......

/}0 6,5 m 13 m

/_0 1,1 m 2,2 m
,,, ,, ,, ,,

fcc) 2,8 m 5,7 m
, ............ , ,,,,

_/'a,per cell 860 860
, ...... ,

_/,yper cell 940 94°
""" ' ' t ''

Initial cell length 3,8 m 7,6 m
i |li i i i iiii m H

Initial beam size, crvi 5,5 tim 7.8 tim
.....

Final beam size, O'vf 3,0/zm 4,3 tim
,,,

Bunch length, az 500 tim 500 /zm

D.2 PRELIMINARY LINAC

The preliminary NLC linac will accelerate the beams after the first bunch com-

pression at, 1.8 GeV to the seco_ltl bunch compression at 16,5 Ge\/', II] TaMe 24, we

list parameters for two versions of this linac whicll differ in the degree of focusing;

detailed parameters have not been determined yet,

Both linacs are assumed to be constructed of FODO cells that are scaled with

. the square root of the beam energy as described in Section D,1, In addition, the

linacs are assumed l,o have an RF frequency of 2,8 GHz with accelerating gradients

of 20 MeV/m; this is similar to the SLAC, accelerator structures,
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Table 25, Parameters for the main NLC linac,
.... i i

Low energy High energy
i n ll. lml

Energy 16,5-o250 GeV 16,5-o500 GeV
J , , , , ,,

Gradient 100 MeV/m 100 MeV/m

Structure length 2,3 m 1,8 m
, , , ,, i

# of acc, sections, N.cc 1000 2700
.,, .... ,, ...... , , .,,

Linac length 2900 m 5700 m

# of cells, Ncell 210 380
, ,

^

_0 9,5 m 7.5 m
, ,,, L

_0 1,6 m 1,3 m

_0 4,2 m 3,3 m

_/'x/cell 86o 860
J

ev/cell 940 940

Initial cell length 5,6 m 4,4 m °
i

Initial beam size, ayi 2,0 tlm 1.7 tlm
,, ,, ,,,

Final beam size, Cryf 1,0/zm 0,7 ILm

Bunch length, crz 100 pm 100 tLna
ii i i

D,3 MAIN LINAC

The main NLC linac will accelerate the beams after the second bunch compres-

sion to the final energy. In Table 25, we list paranaeters of two linacs that are used

for discussion in this dissertation, These are only illustrative examples; detailed

parameters have not been determined,

Both linacs are assumed to be constructed of FODO cells that are scaled with

the square root of the beam energy as described in Section D,1, In addition, it
,d

is assumed that the linacs have an ItF fl'equency of 11,4 GItz with accelerating

gradients of 100 MeV/m, Wakefields for an 11.4 GHz structure with an iris size

a//_RF = 0,20 are illustrated in Fig, 51!_°1
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Fig, 51, Longitudinal (solid) and transverse (dashed) wakefields for 11,4

GHz NLC main linac accelerator structure; the iris radius is a/,_RF = 0,2,
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